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Abstract
The broad aim of this study is to provide a comparative critical discourse
analysis of two of the most prominent news sites in the Middle East, Al Alam
and Al Jazeera, investigating the ideological representation of the conflict
in Iraq over a year from June 2014 to June 2015 and the implication of
Islamic state of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) involvement. The study assumes
that these culturally and politically different news sites represent the
conflict and the conflicting groups differently. This thesis adopts a hybrid
framework which combines linguistic and visual approaches through using
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), a multimodal framework. The texts are
analysed and compared in terms of the different textual choices

OF

LEXICALISATION, NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS, NOMINALIZATION, TRANSITIVITY,
PASSIVISATION, PRESUPPOSITION AND EVIDENTIALITY,

in terms of
POSES,

and the visual choices

INFORMATION VALUE, CONTACT/GAZE, TRANSITIVITY, SALIENCE,

DISTANCE,

FRAMING,

INDIVIDUALISATION

CAMERA’S ANGLE AND CAMERA’S HEIGHT,

AND

COLLECTIVISATION

and the implications of attribution of

causality and responsibility, who is responsible for the action and who is
the affected by the action. The developed model, methods and tools of CDA
are applied to a selected corpus of English online news reports from both
sites, in order to test the hypothesis, i. e., that they show significant
differences (based on their beliefs). Based on the results of the analysis of
the selected corpus, the study concludes that the CDA approach helps
identify underlying ideologies in the representations of the conflicting
groups, rebels and government, in the reports of both English language
news sites.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is an introduction to the study, which aims to use Critical Discourse
Analysis to examine a corpus of online news reports that deal with the conflict in Iraq
involving ISIL over one year from June 2014 to June 2015, representing the appearance
of ISIL and its progress in Iraq. This study aims to compare two prominent media
institutions in the Middle East, Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites, focusing on their
diverse ways of representing the conflicting groups and their actions even though
reporting the same events. These news sites demonstrate different attitudes towards each
group; the government of Iraq and the rebels. Thus, my aim is to investigate the role of
ideology in representing the conflict, the conflicting groups, their actions and power
relations between them. The analysis adopts a multimodal framework of Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA, henceforth) that includes the textual and visual discourses of
the news reports.

1.1. Introduction to Research
On the surface people may believe news sites to be informative and representative
of actual everyday life events. However, the reader must be aware that news reports can
be linguistically (re)produced in order to serve the interests of certain institutions, which
are socially, economically and politically situated. That is, all news is always
communicated from a certain point of view, having in mind an imagined addressee to be
positioned in a certain situation (Fowler, 1991). According to critical discourse
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approaches, ideology is ‘naturalised’ in news discourse. The impact of naturalising such
language on readers might change them into active agents towards certain issues in life
(Fowler, 1991). However, readers might not be aware of this especially if they lack
critical awareness. Media influence may be critical and not easy to detect (Zaller, 1996).

1.2. Research Rationale
I have selected this research topic because I noticed a great discrepancy between
representations of events in the conflict in two culturally different media outlets.
Sometimes they did not seem actually to be covering the same events, even when they
purported to be reporting the same story. In my study, I investigate these diverse
representations partly in order to solve the confusion in my own ideas about the conflict
and its events. I am seeking to find out if the sectarian discourse of the conflict creates
unequal power relationship between the two opposing groups, imposing new culture and
identity on audiences who may be influenced by the ideology of the media institution. I
wish to understand how this discourse is reflected in the discursive strategies
implemented to represent the same event, that is, the ideological square (see Chapter Four,
section 4.1.), both textual and visual, employed differently in the selected news reports,
and how the historical and political contexts of sectarianism differentiate the news
discourses of the conflict and the representations of ISIL.
I grew up in Iraq, and learned religion and history from what appeared to me to be
a neutral perspective. But this immediately implicates me in the conflict described in the
historical and political contexts section (see Chapter two), that is, I may be allied with
one side rather than the other, and this is called unconscious bias. Unconscious bias is
unintended people preferences formed by socialisation, personal experiences and the
representation of different groups by media. These work as filters to make assessments
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and judgements of people based on social background, ethnicity, political affiliation or
religious identities, and develop biases. This process of rapid categorisation is a natural
mechanism, but it may not be accurate in that it can lead to discrimination (Okuyiga,
3007). Furthermore, in the course of my study I realized that my opinion only counts as
one point of view. That is, there are other, different, opinions of the conflict that may
be widely accepted. But a proliferation of views, which are culturally inflected, cause
nuanced understanding among members of different groups, rendering reciprocal
communication impossible. Consequently, it is more complex than this, because when
such views are disseminated by news reporting which is biased one way or another, they
add to the schism and violence which is already happening in real life. Hence, I sought to
develop strategies for more objective balanced research in presenting information about
causes and consequences of the conflict that causes division between groups. The
continuous feedback from my supervisors throughout the course of my study has made
me more conscious of my bias and encouraged me to be more self-reflexive about how it
might affect the process of research. I have remained aware that I am an academic
researcher and should distance my own emotional reactions from my study of the topic.
Sectarianism in the Middle East, specifically in the strategic region of Iraq, is
one of the most violent and ideologically-driven topics in contemporary politics, which
is reflected in the news discourse covering the conflict in Iraq. This conflict between the
Iraqi government and the rebels has given birth to the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL), which forms a threat to the entire world as ISIL is very widespread; it is based in
Iraq and Syria, but has spread, and now exists in Sri Lanka and potentially threatens other
parts of the world, (discussion of the meaning and ideology concerning the use of different
terms; ‘Islamic State’, ‘so-called Islamic State’, ‘Daesh’ is in 1.7). Thus, the sectarian
discourse of the conflict is part of terrorism reportage. The conflict is almost a constant
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item in the coverage of news outlets that serve the interests of certain politicians and
institutions. News reporting has always been the object of investigation by critical
discourse analysts who often accuse news organisations of bias. The discourse of the
conflict contains and constitutes ideological views and is therefore controversial;
furthermore, because it sustains conflict such discourse is decisive in the moves towards
peace (it is used by peacemakers) in the nation, the Middle East and the entire world.
Similar practices to what happened in Iraq have occurred in Bahrain, Syria, and Yemen
where the conflict has led people to escape their homes to become refugees in Europe.
Such issues of sectarian politics - as religious conflict and forced exile - are suitable topics
to be addressed by CDA. Thus, the sectarian discourse of the conflict in the Middle East
media is the object of this academic study which aims to contribute to the body of
knowledge about the discourses of the conflict, specifically, sectarianism and terrorism.

1.3.

News Online as Global Reporting Technique
In addition to being the primary source of information for the public, the news is

important for its ability to ‘sway the decisions of different political factions to join or
oppose political initiatives and to shape public opinion’ (Bennett, 2007, p.5).
Developments in technology have made the internet one of the main sources of news
communication (Deuze, 2003). Cohen (2002) states that online news increases
commercial pressures, changing news outlets into a competitive market to sell news.
Allan (2005) believes that this change of channels of news delivery affects news
production, and consequently journalism. Hence, news agencies reproduce the news in
accordance with the interests of institutions, the politicians and the governments that
own, influence or control these media outlets, and their audiences (Fowler, 1991). Online
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news characteristics, such as multimedia, interactivity and researchability, increase its
impact on the audience and necessitate the analysis of news contents for any political
ideology (Cohen, 2002).

1.4. The Rise of New Media in the Middle East
The rise of the new media, internet and websites, in the Middle East has formed a
challenge for the people and the governments there, bringing new cultural and sociopolitical concepts into their lives. Iraqi people need time to adjust to this sudden change
in the communications and information created by the introduction of hundreds of news
organisations, with different ideological orientations and interests, which work on
shaping the Arab and Islamic identity into certain frameworks, serving their interests
while ignoring the importance of mutual communication between ethnic, religious, and
cultural components. The new media has had a massive impact on the life of Iraqi people.
Some of these news stations specialize in addressing certain ethnic or religious
groups, and they allow freedom of expression by encouraging opposing, bold, and
challenging opinions in order to impose the views of their institutions on the audience.
They neglect the fact that this action can sustain extremism. The Iraqi people and the
Iraqi government cannot cope with this challenge, taking into account the fact that the
mass media in Iraq was formerly state-run, and that Iraqi people have quickly interacted
with the new revolution in the communication fields.
The media, particularly the news organizations, are important because they,
influenced by their owners, can encourage or discourage sectarianism and extremism.
Providing partial treatment of events can encourage ideological discourse, creating
imbalance between those who have knowledge and those who do not. The Iraqi people
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must be aware of views that encourage the current chaos caused by media and threaten
their national identity, which is covered by media claiming freedom of expression.
Fairclough (1995) claims that the result of Critical Discourse Analysis is Critical
Language Awareness.

1.5.

Why Al Alam and Al Jazeera?
‘News websites, especially those related to satellite television networks with global

coverage, are playing an increasingly significant role in today's world’ (Abdul-Majeed
and Herring, 2008, p.24). The news sites of the bilingual, Arabic and English, networks
Al Alam and Al Jazeera, have been among the main sources of news in the Middle East
since the invasion of Iraq. The networks’ controversial coverage of the war on terror on
and in Iraq has raised their international profile. Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites are
selected for this research because of their opposing ideological orientations. Al Alam
represents a Shia perspective as it is owned and operated by the ‘Islamic Republic of Iran
Broadcasting’, while Al Jazeera represents a Sunni perspective as it is owned and
operated by Al Jazeera Media Network, headquartered in Qatar. For this research the
English language editions of both news sites will be analysed.
To improve the readers’ understanding of the rhetorical devices used in the news
reports analysed in this study, it is important to provide basic background information
about the news sites from which the reports came.
The Al Jazeera English news site, https://www.aljazeera.com.,was launched in
2003. Al Alam (The World) English-language website, known as Al Alam News,
http://www.alalam.ir/English/ was launched in 2006. Both sites seek to disseminate and
advance new perspectives on everyday events to the Arab world, claiming impartiality.
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Iraq’s mass media was formerly state-ruled with no access to content from other media
outfits such as Al Alam and Al Jazeera. According to Ammar (2009, p.58) ‘technology
spawned an increase in the number of satellite stations, which offered viewers a great
multiplicity of satellite channels and media content. The entire Arab region became an
arena covered by many government and private television channels’.
Al Alam, starting as a satellite channel in 2003, succeeded in communicating Iran’s
views to Iraqi Shias by establishing Iran’s voice as an opponent to Saddam Hussein and
his Ba’ath party and America, in order to gain the Iraqi audiences. Saddam’s oppression
of the people made the ground fertile for the people to accept Al Alam views. ‘Al Alam
offers a mouthpiece for Iran to influence Arab public opinion and shape perceptions of
events on the ground in real time in accordance with the Iranian establishment’s
perspective’ (Steckler, 2008). According to Miles (2005), Al Jazeera sees its mission as
to educate the Arab world about democracy.
The news frames used by Al Jazeera during the Iraq war have been criticised of
sustaining the conflict by Dimitrova and Connolly-Ahern (2007). Steckler (2008) claims
that Al Alam sustains the sectarian tensions in the Middle East, transforming the region
into a battlefield for influence between Iran and Saudi Arabia along with its U.S.-backed
Arab allies. The cold war between Iran and the Gulf states is implemented in the media
as a battlefield, with Al Alam representing Shia Iran’s agenda and Al Jazeera
representing the Sunni Gulf states. Therefore, there is a need to systematically compare
the coverage of the two opposing sites. This study aims to fill that gap in examining and
comparing selected linguistic and visual images of the two sites.
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1.6. Why Include Images?
Brantner et al. (2011) state that the image is the first stimulus that motivates viewers
to decide what article to read, after scanning reports for images and headlines (p.526).
Visual discourse used by online news site becomes a key indicator of what reports will
receive more attention. Branter et al. (2011), add that visual discourse is perceived and
communicated very quickly, activating emotions effectively. Knox (2009) claims that
images play a key role in the discursive practices of news, as they present to viewers
things, persons, issues, or activities that guide them into certain knowledge and culture.
Verbal and visual discourses are the catalyst for building cultural images that define the
way in which the conflict and global terrorism is perceived. Looking at the use of images
and texts in online news sources is important in order to understand how the sectarian
discourse is presented online. This can help define the factors that influence the conflict
and the sectarian discourse in general and the visual discourse of sectarianism in
particular. Thus, it is important to study images in terms of their relationships with texts
to help understand the possible ideological influences and implications of texts and
images on the audience, specifically in reporting conflict and terrorism. Therefore, this
study also aims to fill this gap.

1.7.

Why ISIL/ ISIS/ Daesh?
The Islamic State (IS) appeared in 1999 as ‘Unity and Jihad’, and its name changed

into ‘Al-Qaeda in Iraq’ in 2004. After two years, it defined itself as the Islamic State in
Iraq (ISI). And then in 2013, it became the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). After a
year, it declared itself as ISIL (the Islamic state of Iraq and the Levant). The Levant
historically referred to (Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine). Daesh/Daeish is an
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acronym of the translation of ISIL into Arabic (Siniver and Lucas, 2016). According to
the Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, this group is named as the ‘so-called Islamic
State in Iraq and al-Sham’.
Naming and consistency in naming an opponent group in conflict discourse shapes
and affects policy. It is not an arbitrary process, as a name has its assumptions and
concepts. Jackson (2005, 23 quoted in Siniver and Lucas, 2016) states that ‘the act of
naming things is always a highly charged process that can have serious political and
social consequences ... Because language affects perception, cognition and emotion, it
inevitably also affects concrete action.’ Siniver and Lucas (2016) state that ‘words don’t
just describe the world, they actually help to make the world’. ‘ISIL’ has been a term of
dissonance. Furthermore, by rhetorically attaching ISIL to Islam -- from which it is
dissonant in its ideology and system -- media coverage may detach itself from the moral
commitment against terrorism. Naming it as a ‘state’ legitimizes the group ‘as a
governing religious and political authority […] claiming a specific right to rule in Iraqi
and Syrian cities and towns as well as a general religious mandate’ (Siniver and Lucas,
2016). Naming a terrorist group as a state legitimises violence and chaos in the world.
Describing it as ‘Islamic’ can damage the reputation of Islam and Muslims and affect the
public’s opinion. This term does not differentiate between Muslims and Islamists. The
abstraction of this power by naming the group ISIL can abstract ‘terrorism’, ‘jihadism’
and ‘extremism’ and confuse readers’ perception of the contexts. Media organization’s
inconsistency in policy through language caused a dramatic change in perceptions. ‘Such
discursive practices seek to create new meaning out of socially constructed crisis’
(Siniver and Lucas, 2016, p.64). Siniver and Lucas (2016) assert that ‘recognition of the
Islamic State by name involves engagement with its political, economic and military as
well as ideological force’. Some media reports include ISIL within a post-2001
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discursive news, abstracting this force into a threat and detaching the ‘war on terror’ from
its context, which complicates the situation of Iraq. Defining an enemy can define the
one strategy to defeat it. By contrast, ‘Daesh’ has no equivalent meaning in the Arabic
language, thus it is preferably used to indicate the meaninglessness of the organisation.
Moreover, the group does not prefer this name because it deprives them of legitimacy
and credibility.

1.8.

How to Conduct this Research?
The study makes use of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as an analytical

framework to examine the representation of selected events in the conflict. The purpose
of the research is to compare the representations of these events -- and entities related to
the conflict -- in order to show how power relations and ideology shape discourse when
reporting the ‘same’ event but sited in different political, cultural and historical contexts.
Therefore, the representations of events in Al Alam and Al Jazeera are compared by
means of a linguistic analysis focusing on a number of discourse categories. Although
this study considers contextual and ideological factors, it is primarily a linguistic study,
and those linguistic features are meant to inform the analysis. That is, the main aim of
the project is to show how language and accompanying images are employed by the
media to support, persuade, and serve the interests of certain institutions. In order to
achieve the aims of this study, several steps have been taken. These steps are translated
into chapters.
Chapter One is a general introduction to the study, that provides an overview of
the topic of this study, which is the conflict in Iraq in connection to the appearance of
Daesh (Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant), sectarianism, and media in the Middle East.
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In this chapter, the choice of topic, its importance, the methods used to achieve the aims
of the study are all explained in terms of the necessity to study news and the suitability
of using critical discourse analysis in the analysis of the data. It justifies the choice of
data, which is limited to Al Alam and Al Jazeera websites. Furthermore, the aims and
objectives are stated to position readers within the framework of this study.
Chapter Two is a background to the study that supplies a review of the historical
and political contexts of the events covered but does not add any new historical or
political perspectives, as the aim is merely to provide the readers with context. The
history of Iraq is explained since the emergence of the first rift in Islam (600), and then
mutual perceptions of both sides of the conflict are discussed. These are very important
aspects for understanding the conflict and its representation in the Middle East news. It
provides the readers with historical and political contextual information about
‘sectarianism’ in Iraq. It forms the basic foundation for understanding the conflict,
causes, interests, and beneficiaries of the sectarian discourse. An awareness of these
contextual factors that sustain the conflict can help in proper understanding, explanation
and interpretation of the texts and images that accompany them in the news reports.
Simultaneously, it can mitigate the impact of the media on readers of these texts as this
knowledge of the contexts can unveil the embedded ideologies.
Chapter Three is a theoretical review of the major approaches to CDA. It explains
theories of the main exponents, Fairclough, Wodak, Van Dijk and Van Leeuwen in order
to identify the most suitable approaches to conduct the data analysis of this study. CDA
has proven to be a useful tool for the study, in the combining of the four theories into a
single appropriate approach to the data. Each theoretical approach has a certain aspect to
add to the analysis of the data. Thus, a hybrid framework that makes use of all three, as
well as Kress and van Leeuwen’s model of visual analysis, was developed to analyse the
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data of the study. Furthermore, the strengths and weaknesses of CDA as a research
approach are discussed, and the selection methods of objectivity available to me are also
explained.
Chapter Four explains this framework in detail, and gives a rationale of the four
CDA Models, in terms of what provides the most useful clarification of the ideological
square as outlined in 3.4. Methodologically, many discursive linguistic techniques, that
can clarify the ideological square (see section 4.1.) that represents the two opposing
groups of the conflict, have been selected for the analysis, and they have been
theoretically explained, using examples from the data of both sites, to achieve a better
understanding of how they work and how they can be ideologically applied in news
discourse. The techniques that form the ideological square of this framework are textual
and visual. Textually, they are:
NOMINALISATION, EVIDENTIALITY.

LEXICALISATION, NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS, TRANSITIVITY, PASSIVISATION,

Visually, they are: INFORMATION VALUE, CONTACT, TRANSITIVITY, SALIENCE, GAZE,

POSES, DISTANCE, FRAMING, INDIVIDUALISATION AND COLLECTIVISATION CAMERA’S ANGLE AND CAMERA’S HEIGHT.

In

addition to a detailed explanation of the methodology, the rationale for choosing the CDA
framework and techniques used for examining the research questions is also included.
This also refers to the data collection methods and procedures. In order to meet the aims
of the research, a multimodal framework for the analysis of news reports that includes
many discursive strategies to examine news discourse has been developed. A hybrid
version of CDA framework that includes selected aspects of different approaches has
been devised. Ten reports from each website were examined, representing the main
battles (see Appendix (A) for full reports).
Chapter five offers data analysis and interpretation in terms of the chosen CDA
techniques: textual and visual. This chapter is devoted to the coverage of a single event,
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the Speicher massacre, comparing both sites in the representation of the event to identify
the similarities and differences.
Chapter six, covers the bulk of the data of the study, from report (1-10), explaining
the reports in terms of the CDA techniques that shape the ideological square frame of the
study. The analysis is limited to the headline and lead (first sentence) and the images
included in each report.
Chapter seven offers discussion of the results in terms of similarities and
differences between the discursive strategies used to convey the event, the conclusions
based on the results, the significance of the study and recommendations for potential
future works related to the same topic of the conflict within the realm of communication
and education. Appendices (A, B, C, D) include, the reports, online links to the reports,
maps of the content analysis of the reports, the research protocol and the ideological
interpretation of Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites reportage.

1.9.

Aims of the Study
The study aims to:

1. Examine the textual and visual linguistic news reportage of events of the conflict in
Iraq by the identification of CDA linguistic features which are employed in the data.
2. Analyse the reproduction of oppositional news within the reports by investigating how
polar ideologies are discursively constructed in news reports of two conflicting online
English language newspapers, Al Jazeera published in Qatar, and Al Alam published in
Iran.
3.Conduct this comparative linguistic analysis of the data within the historical and sociopolitical contexts of news production and consumption.
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4. Delineate sectarian discourse in relation to Daesh’s (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria)
rise and growth over a year (June 2014- June 2015), as constructed by these two
conflicting news sites.
5.Identify the potential repercussions of such representations on the consumers of these
newspapers, or simply, ask how and why they could influence the reader in opposite
directions. Show how these conflicting ideological discourses can create and impose new
culture, identity and power relations on readers and viewers.

1.10. Research questions
This research aims to answer the following questions:
1. Does the discourse of the conflict mirror the unequal power relationship between the two
conflicting groups?
2.

Does the ideology of the media institution influence discourse of the conflict? Do the
historical and political contexts of the institution that owns the media outlet differentiate
the news discourses of the conflict and the representation of ISIL?

3. Is it reflected in the discursive strategies implemented to represent the same event? How
are the discursive strategies selected for the analysis of the data in this study, textual and
visual, employed differently in the selected news reports to represent the same events
and entities?
4. Does visual communication work along with textual communication in the same
discourse of the institution to which each websites belongs, to influence readers’ emotions
in order to serve certain interests?
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The strategy to be adopted in dealing with the RQs is to undertake a comparative
analysis, using CDA techniques, of samples of news reports of the same events taken
from both Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites. This will include analysis of photographs
and other visual material included alongside the written texts. The data will be treated as
case studies, and a comparison of the institutional discourse of the two news sites will be
made to illustrate how media texts position readers by language choices and the
arrangement of visual data in both cases. The research will then indicate (in relation to
RQ6 in particular) how certain visual and verbal constructions that are used, serve to have
a particular effect on readers (due to techniques such as using the passive voice to veil
agency, choices of inclusive pronouns, or employing collective nouns, or composition
of accompanying photographs), to accept a particular ideology as incontestable common
sense. The underlying argument in the use of CDA is that language and visual awareness
that it develops might help mitigate the persuasive, emotional impact of the media.
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CHAPTER TWO

HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXTS OF SECTARIANISM
IN IRAQ

2.1. Introduction
The purpose of this section is to supply historical and political contexts in order to
understand the political perspectives and roles of Iran and the Gulf States (headed by
Saudi Arabia) in the conflict in Iraq which emerged in the aftermath of the American
invasion in 2003. As mentioned earlier, this chapter does not aim to add any new
historical or political perspectives, as the point is merely to provide the readers with
context. In addition, it will explore the relationship of this conflict to the rise of the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/ISIS, hereafter Daesh) in June 2014 (Livesey,
2005). Applying critical discourse analysis to the conflicting media associated with these
regional powers -- Iran and the Gulf States -- can show how and why they promoted the
conflict in Iraq by sustaining it ideologically, financially and militarily.
The two websites, Al Alam and Al Jazeera, in their English language versions,
closely followed the developments of the conflict from the very beginning, but the
representations of these developments are linguistically different. The difference in
presenting the conflict can dramatically affect the audience’s understanding and attitude
towards the conflicting groups and the conflict. The question to be explored by Critical
Discourse Analysis is why the conflict in Iraq is represented differently by these
opposing websites and how their contrasting discourses of the conflict relates to
sectarianism.
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The Sunni-Shia ideological conflict is not a new phenomenon in the context of Iraqi
politics; it is historically rooted in Iraqi society (Yousif, 2010, Kayani, Ahmed and
Shoaib, 2015). Thus, I will outline briefly the historical context of the schism between
the two sects since the first rift happened in an attempt to find a logical explanation for
the recent violence in Iraq. As Gause (2014) states, the historical context plays a vital
impact on the construction of sectarian identities and on the interaction of these identities
with their state. According to De Cillia, Reisigl and Wodak (1999), the historical context
can help in finding out why and how sectarian identities were constructed.
The recent violence in Iraq is usually presented by the international media as the
logical outcome of the age-old conflict between Shia and Sunni Muslims over the
succession to the Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him). In such presentations, the
violence is detached from the current political manipulation by the US, regional powers
and the new state actors within Iraq (Ali, 2011). However, the current geopolitical
situation in Iraq is sustained by current activities, thus history alone cannot fully explain
the dynamics of the conflict. Consequently, to establish a deep assessment and objective
interpretation of recent sectarianism in Iraq, the analysis of the current issue by political
experts will be added to the historical accounts of the roots of the schism. Understanding
the logic of the struggle can be more effective in understanding, analysing and explaining
the linguistic representations of the conflict by the two concerned websites. Hasan (2011)
argues that the conflict is taking place at two levels: domestic and regional. At the
domestic level, it refers to the tensions between the Iraqi government and the rebels
whereas, at the regional level it points to the cold war taking place between the countries
that border Iraq, namely Saudi Arabia and Iran. Consequently, this chapter will be
divided into two sections; the first section will be devoted to the historical accounts of
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the conflict and the second section will be a review of the dynamics of the current war in
Iraq.
Before delving into the roots of the Sunni-Shia ideological conflict in Iraq, it is necessary
to have an idea about sectarianism and its definition within its political and social
contexts in Iraq.
2.1.1. Sectarianism
Malmvig (2016, p.2) explains that ‘sectarian identities are primarily seen as
superficial political constructs, open to manipulation and exploitation by political elites,
who use sectarian fear-mongering to garner vested patron-client relationships, as
gateways to mass mobilization, or as powerful levers in regional rivalries’. As far as the
literature concerning sectarianism is concerned, it is agreed that the conflict is more
political than religious (Black, 2015; Bishara, 2016; Sky, 2015a). Spencer, Kinninmont
and Siri (2013, p.12) argue that identities and interests of the politicians can find sectarian
outlets in times of violence or state transition. Avishai (2008) states that sectarianism can
be a kind of racism in the sense that some people view themselves as ideologically better
than others; simultaneously it can lead to extremism when one group of people neither
accepts nor compromises with the other. But in Iraq, the situation is completely different.
Most of the people do not have negative attitudes towards each other as far as religion is
concerned (Hashim, 2014). For Avishai (2008), sectarianism is a confusion of politics
with religion which for her, means that sectarianism is the employment of religion as a
political tool by politicians.
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2.2. The Historical Account of Sectarianism in Iraq
2.2.1. Iraq and the Emergence of the First Rift in Islam (600-945)
The entry of Islam to Mesopotamia represented a social revolution that marked an
end of slavery, schism and hierarchy which had lasted from the 3rd to the 7th century
during the Persian Sassanid Empire. This was displaced by the Rashidun caliphate who
introduced a rule based on social security, unity and equality (Keegan, 2004, Mundhir
and Caso, 2009). However, after the death of the prophet Mohammed (peace be upon
him) Muslims became divided into two sects - Sunni and Shia - as they disagreed over
the succession to the leadership of Muslims. The Shias were partisans of Ali and a small
group of people who believed that Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet (Peace
be upon him), should be the Caliph. A larger group of the Muslims refused this belief
claiming that the prophet (Peace be upon him) was not clear about this appointment. This
group preferred to choose the leader through consensus. This group was named Sunni
(Irfani, 2004). This political and ideological dissension culminated in dividing the
Islamic world into two groups (Hasan, 2013). The consequences of this rift would be felt
throughout history.

2.2.2. Iraq and the Buwayhid and Seljuq Conflict (945-1258)
Later on, this internal strife weakened Baghdad and caused instability
(Brockelmann, 1960), as disagreement between the two sects could be exploited by
powerful intruders throughout Iraqi history. For example, the invasion by the Persian
Buwayhid of Iraq in the 10th century is a vivid example of the exploitation of this rift.
The Buwayhid rulers declared Shi’ism as the official doctrine after defeating and
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persecuting the Abbasids Caliph who had previously persecuted the Shia under their rule
(Brockelmann, 1960). Similarly, the Buwayhids’ rule was characterised by persecution,
killing of scientists, religious figures and ideologues of Sunni, whereas access to
administrative positions was limited to Shia figures.
The policy of persecution employed by the Buwayhid rulers caused the Sunni, Turk
Seljuq, to react against and replace the Buwayhid rule in Iraq, but then he practiced the
same policy used by the Buwayhid against the Shia people of Iraq. To weaken Shia power
and avoid their reaction, the Sunnis in power kept on marginalising and oppressing
members of the other sect. The Seljuq rule continued for two centuries, but Iraq still
retained its central significance and the people of both sects continued to live together
(Brockelmann, 1960). Persecution was practiced by the powerful, the Seljuq who ruled
the country, over the powerless majority Shia.

2.2.3 Iraq and the Mongols (1258-1500)
The Mongols’ invasion in 1258 devastated Iraq’s infrastructure. They killed the
Abbasid Caliphate for being unjust with Shia. They declared Shi’ism as the official
doctrine of Iraq. During the period from 1258 to 1500, Iraq was ruled by different Shia
powers who followed the same policy against Sunni people (Brockelmann, 1960).

2.2.4 Iraq and the Ottoman and Safavid Conflict (1500-1914)
After 1500, two empires, the Ottomans and the Safavids, contested the region. Both
were Muslims but they differed in their doctrine; the former was Sunni and the latter was
Shia. After failing to expand in Europe, the Ottomans changed the direction of their
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expansion to the East, where they faced the Safavids, and their failure to occupy Persia
led the Ottomans to choose Iraq as a battlefield (Willemse, 2006).
Wilber (1982) and Heern (2015) claimed that Shah Ismail turned the Sunni Persians
into Shias to set Persia further apart from the Ottomans and to unite the Persians. The
Savafids, considering themselves as the saviours of Shia in Iraq, captured the Ottoman
provinces of Iraq supported by Shia, and encouraged the Shia to rise up against their
rulers.
For centuries, Iraq was caught between the Ottomans and the Safavids who had
divided it politically and religiously (Tripp, 2010). This long conflict between the two
empires made the Ottoman prejudiced against the Shia of Iraq as supporters of the
Persians (Tripp, 2010) and they believed that the urban Sunnis would support them. Marr
(2012) believes that during their long dominance over Iraq and their conflict with the
Persians, the Ottomans shaped Sunni dominance. The internal religious division was
exacerbated by the policy of the two powers based on ethnic allegiance, and the territory
of Iraq was a battle zone between the tribal alliances and the rival regional empires
(Farouk-Sluglett and Sluglett, 2001).
The Ottomans involved only Sunnis in the administrative positions of the nation
whilst the Shias were marginalised and persecuted. By applying a new land law and
vilayet (a province or main administrative division) law in 1869, the Ottomans could
demarcate the borders of the provinces and change the political and social order of the
society in addition to the tribal identities that shaped the lives of the Iraqi people (Tripp,
2010). According to the new land law, only elite Sunni tribal chieftains had the right to
own areas of agricultural lands with the authority to collect taxes from the Shia majority
rural tenants working on those lands. The rural population fiercely countered the new
law and held many revolts against the Ottoman policy, but they were violently crushed.
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In response, the Ottomans drew more members from the Sunni elite families to deepen
their involvement in the administration both religiously and politically (Tripp, 2010).
This policy of factionalism between the tribes and tribal chieftains was deliberately
followed to undermine the tribal system and guarantee that no one could challenge the
Ottoman state (Tripp, 2010).
Iraq was segregated into three vilayets (1864-1918): Basra as the province of Shia,
Mosul as the province of Kurds, and Baghdad province representing the Sunni (Keegan,
2004). Antosh (2016) perceives that this division has its own critical effect on recent
tensions among Iraqi communities. Tripp (2010) states that the Ottomans
whether under the threat of Persian invasion, or in order to ingratiate themselves
with Istanbul, or indeed out of their own prejudices as Sunni Islam, succeeded in
deepening the divide between the Sunni and the Shia under their rule. (p.12)
.
2.2.5 Iraq and the British Mandate (1914-1958)
Following World War I, the Ottoman rule over Iraq was replaced by the British
mandate. Tripp (2010, p.30) suggests that ‘the history of Iraq starts here’ when a
distinctively Iraqi politics was structured. Tripp (2010) regards the British mandate as
one of the most influential periods in the history of modern Iraq that contributed to the
construction of the Iraqi identities. The construction of the Iraqi identities could be easily
implemented after four centuries of ignorance, oppression, slavery and oppositions
(Yossef, 2010). The British mandate was intended to be a mission to civilize Iraqi people
(Bellini, 2012). Antosh (2016) and Farouk-Sluglett and Sluglett (2011) agree that Basra
province was first taken by the British to protect the route to India from pirates based on
the Gulf coasts. Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri (2013) and Farouk-Sluglett and Sluglett
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(2001) claim that the British mission culminated in the control of the three provinces;
Basra, Baghdad and Mosul in 1918 as they discovered that the three provinces together
formed a geopolitical and economic unit. Thus, the mandate was only an indirect
occupation by the imperialist nations as they could not directly control the area using the
same approach as they had used in ‘colonising’ India and Africa (Anderson, 2006,
Fontana, 2010, Cleveland and Bunton, 2009).
Tripp (2010) claims that the British authorities depended on the ex-Ottoman
notables of Iraqi urban society. They marginalised the Shias who were more than 50%
of the population and the Kurds who were about 20 percent. Access to the administration
of the state and education was limited to the urban ex-Ottoman class (Baram, 1991). The
urban class consisted of Sunni Muslims that form less than 20 percent of the population
of Iraq, although making up the majority of the residents in Baghdad (Baram, 1991). The
British authorities relied directly on men who were the products of the Ottoman
educational and administrative reforms in achieving the new order and collecting taxes
from the tribesmen (Tripp, 2010). Tripp (2010) explains that the core of this cooperation
between the British and ex-Ottoman in the new state was the land that could bestow
influence, power and social order on the owner. To reinforce and create the chieftain’s
power over the Shia tenants, the British authorities deliberately employed the land policy
as a tool of order (Tripp, 2010; Dodge, 2003). This fostered resentment among the
aggrieved majority against British rule. In response, the majority of Shias started to revolt
against the land tenure, taxation and tight British administration. However, they were
fiercely crushed by the British and further marginalised.
The Iraqi communities used to coexist together, so the policy of divide and rule
used by the British was perceived a divisive strategy (Fontana, 2010, p.4). Fontana
(2010) adds that the implementation of this strategy contributed to the constitution of
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sectarian identities as legal categories because it was based upon religious doctrinal
identity. The political use of religion as one-sided power by the British authorities
changed social interaction between Iraqi identities. This policy was deliberately followed
to weaken the national identity that was developing and reassure the British that they
would not be contested (Bellini, 2012). Bell (1923) confirms that Major-General Sir
Percy Cox, the Chief Political Officer of the British Army, systematically marginalized
the Shias from the beginning. Sluglett (2007) states that the rural Shia majority was
considered to be extremist. Bell (1927, p.573) adds that ‘the Shia, as I have often
observed, are one of the greatest problems. Shia are considered to be Persian’. Fontana
(2010) argues that the exclusion of the majority (rural and middle class) would guarantee
the establishment of a secular state. Nevertheless, the British completed what the
Ottomans had commenced and re-established their old order (Tripp, 2010).
One of the characteristics of the tribal system of the Iraqi society is the allegiance
to the tribe. Thus, the British concentrated on the personality of the Sheikh and on certain
tribes rather than others. Therefore, they deliberately chose submissive personalities to
be used as political instruments to avoid being challenged (Bellini, 2012). The
implementation of this policy exacerbated the tension between the two sects as well as
causing tension among the tribes and tribesmen of the same tribe. The British failed to
recognise that Iraqi people have their own criteria to choose the suitable chieftains. Thus,
Dawisha (2009) states that the main fissure which was created in the modern state of Iraq
even between the rural populations was due to the British mandate.
In 1932, the first king of Iraq, Faisal bin Sharif Hussein of the Hijaz, was an
‘outsider’ who accepted the British offer for his privilege (Tripp, 2010). He was chosen
according to the British’s interests in that he helped to portray the image of independence
of Iraq (Sluglett, 2007). This choice could reassure the British that there would be no
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national identity and no real independence (Dodge, 2003). Faisal relied on the exSharifian who believed in force as the best policy to achieve order and unity (Tripp,
2010). Moreover, the Sunni still continued to enjoy the greatest position of power among
the three provinces and went on to benefit the most from the reign of King Faisal
(Haddad, 2013). Consequently, the weak state witnessed a new distinctive world of
politics at the hand of the weak king who was looked upon with suspicion by the Iraqi
people because of his association with the British.
The demarcation of the inner and outer borders of Iraq was alien to Iraqi culture,
religion, politics and society. The British monarchical system which was followed in the
Iraqi leadership system was alien to Iraqi people and culture. Thus, they produced a new
political world (Tripp, 2010). Furthermore, the region was divided arbitrarily without
taking into consideration the diversity of the people (Bellini, 2012). Thus, the constant
political tension among the three provinces of Iraq distinguishes the history of twentieth
century of Iraq. The Sunnis were the dominant players who were exercising power over
the Kurds and the Shias. This period shows that tensions can be attributed to the political
and geographical creation of the artificial State of Iraq. Neglecting the ethno-religious
heterogeneity of the Iraqi people had a manifest impact in this light (Bellini, 2012).

2.2.6. Iraq and Saddam’s Regime (1968-2003)
The majority of the rural Shia was still marginalised and persecuted till the end of
the monarchy rule in 1958 and later on during the Ba’ath rule which started in 1963.
Though the Ba’ath party’s official political discourse was against the biased policies
rooted by the British mandate, their policies indicated otherwise (Baram, 1991; Hashim,
2006). From the beginning, the Ba’ath party used force to gain full control over Iraqi
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people. In 1969, the Ba’athists started a campaign against the Shia by closing the
religious institutions, arresting hundreds of their students and many religious figures
were sentenced to death (Tripp, 2010). Ritual activities of the Shia were strictly banned.
Many were exiled. However, people could be arrested at any time for any reason.
The introduction of the Ba’athi identity was not accepted by all Iraqi people
(Dawisha, 2009). The nationalists who refused the new identity were criminalized and
deprived of their national rights as Iraqi citizens and treated as enemies and traitors
(Tripp, 2010). In July 1979, the government was handed over to Saddam Hussain who
also became the chairman of the revolutionary command council (De Fronzo, 2010).
Saddam was known as a dictator because he aimed to gain absolute control of Iraq and
to hold prominent leadership in the Gulf (Antosh, 2016). He was a tyrant (Dawisha,
2009). In 1979, Saddam exerted his powers as dictator. But, Saddam’s power was
threatened by the Shia ideology of the 1979 Islamic revolution of Iran that changed the
balance of power in the Middle East (Tripp, 2010). Islamists groups had become stronger
and more active in contrast to the secular parties. The policy of the Islamic ideology of
Iran was to circulate and broaden the base of the revolution which succeeded in reviving
Shia identity and community in Iraq. However, Saddam’s regime was strong enough for
him to control the ideological effect of the revolution. Furthermore, oil wealth and
national unity between Iraq and Arab nations added to his strength (Commins, 2006).
In 1980, Saddam’s fears regarding the impact of the revolution of Iran on the
majority Shia of Iraq magnified, and he decided to invade Iran (Tripp, 2010). Meanwhile,
Iraq was also planning to weaken Iran as a Persian Gulf State (Mundhir and Caso, 2009).
During the eight-year war, most of the infantry men in the Iraqi army and most of the
victims were Shia citizens (Khoury, 2013, p.63). Those who refused to join the army
were sentenced to death. Persecution of the Shia was Saddam’s decisive strategy so that
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they would not challenge him. ‘The majority Muslims, who were long deprived of
primary levers of power, were settling scores with the minority Muslims, who have
exercised authority since the days of the Ottoman empire’ (Hiro, 1996, p.63).
The Iran-Iraq War negatively affected Saudi-Iranian relations because the Saudis
supported Saddam Hussein’s regime (Mundhir and Caso, 2009). Hassan (2011) argues
that this support marks the end of these regional powers’ friendly relationship. The war
involved Iraq in heavy debts to the Gulf States, thus Saddam decided to invade Kuwait
in 1990. In retrospect, in 1991 the Shia protested against the regime encouraged by
speeches of George Bush, President of the USA. But ‘they were fiercely crushed by the
regime’s retaliation’ (Kukis, 2011, p.8). Although, they imposed a strong threat to the
Ba’ath Party regime of Iraq, Saddam Hussein somehow managed to defeat the rebellions
ruthlessly by subjecting them to large-scale acts of persecution (Hagan et al., 2015).
Within four weeks’ thousands of people were killed followed by even more deaths in the
upcoming months (Dawisha, 2009). Yousif (2010) claims that by 2002, four million
Iraqis fled from Iraq in order to survive; most of them were from the professional middle
class. The Shias’ life was affected by the sanctions imposed on Iraq by the United Nations
in 1990 (Tripp, 2010).
The sanctions imposed on Iraq in the 1990s affected the state and led Hussein to
adopt sectarian Sunni and tribal loyalty to continue his regime. Rodhe (2010, p.34)
claims ‘the Shi`a bore the brunt of the war in terms of both causalities and damage to
infrastructure’. From 1991 till 2003, hyperinflation occurred in Iraq along with
malnutrition and poverty (Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013). Hiro (1996) refers to
‘The World Health Organisation estimates that 70,000 Iraqi children under five die
annually from malnutrition and lack of medicine as a result of the UN embargo’. Despite
the deterioration of the economic situation in Iraq, Saddam established many religious
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institutions and schools in the Shia cities to teach Ba’ath personnel the Salafi ideology,
in its Wahhabi/Salafism version (Al-Rasheed, 2008). Salafism is ‘a school of Sunni Islam
that condemns theological innovation and advocates strict adherence to shari'a and to the
social structures existing in the earliest days of Islam’ (Free Dictionary). Al-Rasheed
(2008) states that Saddam tried to build a new relation with Saudi Arabia after the Gulf
war of 1990 to find a new religious partner. This ideology began to affect the academic
life in Iraq when the hijab (the scarf) started to be worn. This ideology was reactivated
by some Iraqi Sunni and Ba’athists after Saddam’s fall finding an appealing rhetoric in
its anti-Shia and anti-American occupation discourse to sustain insurgency.
Not only were the Shia economically and socially marginalized in Iraq during
Saddam Hussein’s rule, but their lives were also threatened during his oppressive
campaigns to quell any rebellion. Imprisonment and executions of dissenters created an
atmosphere of rising tension within the Shia community. The massacres created an
extremely dire situation for the people as Saddam proved to be an existential threat to
their survival. However, due to the iron rule by Saddam, this marginalized group was
unable to mount an effective resistance until the arrival of the US army in 2003.
While British rule initially forced disparate sects together into one nation, Saddam
Hussein exploited his power to bring advantages to his Sunni sect regardless of the
demographics dwelling within Iraq’s borders. The US invasion, on the other hand,
involved willing and planned manipulation of sectarian power allocations through its
establishment of the Coalition Provisional Authority.
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2.2.7. Iraq and the Coalition Provincial Authority (2003-now)
After the attack on the US on 11 September 2001, the United States (hereafter the
US) started a global liberating mission claiming that it was targeting terrorism (Ali,
2011). The invasion of Iraq was apparently part of the mission to create a democratic
country and reshape the Middle East (al-Toraifi, 2012). At the beginning, the majority of
Shia welcomed the US’s entrance and helped to overthrow Saddam as they had been
marginalised and persecuted by Sunni politicians for more than eighty years. They
treated the Americans as saviours and protectors, though this humanitarian mission could
have been done in 1988 or 1991(Yousif, 2010). Conversely, ‘Operation Iraqi Freedom’
proved to be the most turbulent part of Iraq history (Tripp, 2010). It caused a chaos
characterised by violence, looting, lawlessness, abduction, ignorance, westernisation,
unemployment and the rise of many different militias. Nevertheless, Tripp (2010, p.288)
states that ‘the US appeared to turn a blind eye to these activities’. It is undeniable that
the US invasion of Iraq in 2003 was a failure and led to the instability that followed
(Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013). Sky (2015b, p.147) asserts that ‘this is the greatest
strategic failure since the foundation of the United States’. Yousif (2010) explains that
emigration of skilled personnel from Iraq during the 1990s because of the UN sanctions
caused a shortage of trained people that could be counted on in achieving democracy
after the invasion. Yousif (2010) argues that this failure, due to the creation of the
Coalition Provincial Authority (hereafter CPA) and the appointment of L. Paul Bremer
III, a former Foreign Service officer, as the Presidential Envoy, set the beginning of the
current movement of schism and violence. Tripp (2010, p.282) claims that Bremer’s
‘good connections, ideological and professional, to senior figures in the US
administration won him the post’. Packer (2005) indicates that sectarian violence started
in Iraq because the policies followed by the US forces caused a security vacuum in the
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state. The first policy Bremer took to reconstruct the new state was the dismantlement of
the Iraqi army which gave rise to the insurgencies that threaten Iraq and the world (Tripp,
2010). At the same time, the dissolution of the army resulted in a weak system including
inexperienced, unsuitable and suspect Iraqi members. Tripp (2010, p.282) confirms that
‘they put some 300,000 armed young men out of work at a stroke, stopped the pensions
of tens of thousands of ex-officers and purged the slowly recovering government
ministries of roughly 30,000 people, including their most experienced administrators’.
Moreover, the dismissal of the Iraqi police forces left half a million people without
employment, not counting those who depended on them for financial support (Packer,
2005). Then Packer adds that the policy of de Ba’athification, which means the exclusion
of the Ba’ath Party members from their positions, had a crucial impact on the whole
situation in Iraq. Removing the military and top officials in the government drove the
Ba’athists to join insurgencies with Islamist militants, including Al Qaeda. They were
condemned to either unemployment because of their previous political affiliations or to
brutal murder by those who were bent on taking revenge against Saddam’s old associates
(Chehab, 2006). Then CPA dismantled all standing institutions in Iraq, leaving a huge
gap in the government that resulted in a ‘failed state’ (Mueller, 2005). Iraq became a
lawless nation because of the destruction of the national institutions (Perito, 2005).
The Iraqi Constitution written by the CPA excluded Sunnis from political
participation in the construction of the new state (Ali, 2011). Both the US and Iran
supported a Shia dominated coalition (Sky, 2015; Abdullahi, 2010). Bremer gave Shia
the power in the new state by appointing 13 Shia Iraqi and only five Sunni Iraqi members
to represent the Iraqi council of Iraq acting as advisers (Tripp, 2010, Ismael and Fuller,
2008). The dependence of the electoral system on proportional representation led Iraqi
politicians to seek communal representatives. This resulted in dividing Iraq into sectarian
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and ethnic communities, and consequently led those communities to vie for dominance
(al-Qarawee, 2014, p.4). Furthermore, the quota system for the new Iraqi administration,
produced by the CPA ‘based on religious and ethnic identity’, led to the corruption of
the government (Bellini, 2012, p.83). Power, position, prominence and property began
driving the domestic conflict, which was increased by the communal reputation that
overwhelms nationalism and citizen representation (al-Qarawee, 2014, p.3). The
sectarian identities were further institutionalized by the legitimization of violence among
political competitors. Sunnis were considered to be supporters of Hussein’s regime by
the CPA, thus they were alienated from the government while Shia and Kurdish citizens
were viewed as more reliable (Hashim, 2005, p.15). Consequently, Sunni identity started
to be crystalized by the policy of alienation followed by the CPA.
After the process of exclusion of Sunnis from the government that created the
tension among the politicians, Bremer chose Allawi, an exile secular Shia, who has a
very strong relationship with the US (Kukis, 2011; Ali, 2011). The system Allawi
followed under the influence of Washington encouraged the development of new
political identities. These identities were placed into conflict for power. To achieve their
interests, some of these identities joined sectarian militias which led to sectarian violence
(Yousif, 2010). Saudi Arabia supported Allawi financially in the election campaign
because he was against Iran’s interference in Iraq. Furthermore, he had close relation
with the US and showed cooperation with the Sunni Arab community. The excessive use
of violence in civilian areas, more specifically in Falluja, by the CPA further increased
the sectarian tensions and the schism of the country. Thousands of Iraqi civilians, most
of them women and children, were killed in the CPA’s attacks on Fallujah (Ali, 2011).
Ali (2011, p.9) explains that ‘this dynamic can open the space for tightened controls that
foreclosed politics and dissent, merging the logics of terror and state power and inciting
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new forms of terror and violence’. This increased the tension and sectarian violence
among Sunni and led to what was known as ‘The Surge’. Then in addition to these
policies, the committing of abuses against prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison increased
violence as well and drove men into insurgency (De Fronzo, 2010; Ricks, 2006). Tripp
(2010, p.291) states that ‘some 10,000 Iraqis languished without trial in various US-run
prisons, often arrested on the basis of anonymous tip-offs’ using illegal systematic abuse
and torture methods. A consequence of such circumstances is the Sunnification nurtured
by Saddam’s policy that lasted for thirty-five years (Kayani, Ahmed and Shoaib, 2015).
Sunnis felt marginalised by the new situation to which they were not accustomed.
And then, in effect, sectarian identity became a political category (al-Qarawee, 2014). In
response, the Sunnis did not vote in the parliamentary elections and supported the
insurgencies against the new government (Haddad, 2014). A campaign of terror against
the Shia in Iraq was held (Dodge, 2012; Al-Ali, 2014). In 2005, Shia families began to
be targeted. In 2006, there were 700 murders in one month (Marr, 2012). The Iraqi public
was more at risk in this environment than they had been under the violent rule of Saddam
in terms of the crime rate (Ali, 2011). The religious schism was growing so fast in all the
government agencies that it affected the efficiency of work and daily life. This
segregation was exploited by the insurgent and militia groups supported by political
forces. The streets witnessed bombing, killing and kidnapping every day (Tripp, 2010).
The insurgent groups were subverting any attempt for National Accord (Kukis, 2011).
These groups took over power and manipulated the nation by applying organized crime
and displacement as the main source of their income (Williams, 2009). This chaos led
political leaders from both sects to organize militia groups. The regional media - as
researched in this thesis - kept sustaining the sectarian ideology to fuel the violence.
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Bremer lacked the experience and knowledge to manage the reconstruction of the
new state (Rieff, 2012). Accordingly, the main reason which led to the conflict and
violence in Iraq is the weakness of the state rather than sectarianism (Ali, 2011, Kayani,
Ahmed and Shoaib, 2015). Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri (2013, p.1) comment on the
Iraqi government’s attitude towards the conflict stating that ‘Iraq wants to balance its
relations with Tehran and its partnership with the United States while maximizing its
autonomy from both’. Navigating this complex combination of alliances places Iraqi
decision-makers in an uncomfortable position. The Iraqi government was caught in a
dilemma (Tripp, 2010). Therefore, the leadership’s failure to consolidate the different
Iraqi communities and revive and increase nationalism exacerbated the schism (alQarawee, 2014; Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013). Iraqi nationalism has been easily
and quickly broken up as Iraq divided along sectarian lines (Khedery, 2015).
The formation of a functioning government and army took a long time. After the
election was won by Shia, Sunni felt frustrated and marginalised by the election results.
The tension was started by various discourse. Sunni politicians refer to Shia as Iranian
and Shia politicians call Sunni Ba’athists and Wahhabis (Al-Sheikh and Sky,2011;
Ahmed, 2010). The election results were the spark that caused more violence.
Meanwhile, the al-Askari Mosque in Samarra, a religious symbol for the Shia, was
bombed in February 2006 (Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013; Arango, 2013). The
attack was to provoke more violence by targeting the Shia population (Qarawee, 2016).
This event was the catalyst for civil war (Hadid, 2007). People in the south of Iraq, in
response, attacked Sunni mosques. There was a series of episodes of increased violence
and communal segregation. This event caused 700,000 people to be displaced and the
number of Iraqi refugees increased to 1.12 million in 2007 (Dawisha, 2009). Deaths rose
to 34,400 (Marr, 2012). However, ‘the Military’s Centre for Combating Terrorism
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discovered that up to 75% of suicide bombers in Iraq between August 2006 and 2007
were actually foreigners’, not Iraqis (Gonzalez, 2009, p.265). Hashim (2015) claims that
the Jihadist movement is unpopular among Iraqi populations.
On the regional level, Shia success is considered to be a threat to the Gulf States
as it may incite other Shia communities in those states (Al-Marashi, 2015).
Consequently, Saudi Arabia refused to admit and accept the new Iraqi government or to
have an embassy in Iraq (Macmillan, 2006).
The Sunni protested for a year against the government’s policy of alienation and
marginalization against Sunni. The failure of this protest increased Sunnification (alQarawee, 2014). They took the Syrian uprising against their regime, started on the 15th
March 2011, as part of their struggle against regimes manipulated by Iran (Kayani,
Ahmed and Shoaib, 2015). Sit-in camps and protests became a religious practice after
prayer each Friday. The untrained army could not achieve security (Dodge, 2012). This
security vacuum formed the fertile ground for Daesh’s rise (see section 1.7 concerning
the terminology used here), Members of Al-Qaeda advanced into Iraq as Daesh (Livesey,
2005). Supported by the excluded old Iraqi army, Daesh made use of ‘their military
training, their knowledge of the country and their access to the vast quantities of weapons
and explosives circulating in Iraq’ (Tripp, 2010). Beauchamp (2014) confirms that the
insurgents were not religious extremists. Daesh politically implemented these religious
practices to call for defiance and refusal of compromise. An extremist Sunni insurgency
has been growing incited and led by Salafi jihadists. Shia politicians have sided with Iran
for support; Sunni insurgents similarly have taken the side of the Gulf States (Dodge,
2003).
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Shia’s dominance in the aftermath of the invasion in 2003 pushed Shia groups to
hostility against militant Sunni groups to keep power. Thus, Ali (2011) states that the
sectarian identity of the war was constructed in Iraq. Hokayem (2013) adds that the armed
insurgents are apparently the chief actors in the conflict that was coloured by Sunni
sectarian appeals. In response, Sunni militants were attacking the Shia in an attempt to
eradicate them. As a result, Shia militia formed to fight the Sunni extremists. The erosion
of the state led the new state to practice violence. This practice in turn led the politicians
to resort to outside sectarian groups for support to achieve power. Thus, the outsider
groups were included in the domestic political and military struggle. As sectarianism
became the label of this war, they sought support from groups who are in alignment with
in their ideology. And Daesh has created the venues for Iran to increase its military
presence in Iraq and further dominate Iraqi’s security, intelligence and political
establishments (Rafizadeh, 2016). If the state were not weak it would have been
impossible for any outside power to play any role in this conflict.
In April 2014, Daesh adopted the process of Salafization of Sunni identity calling
for an Islamist Sunni state (Kayani, Ahmed and Shoaib, 2015). Daesh was strong in
Mosul and Sunni regions in Iraq. Abu Bakr al- Baghdadi appeared on the scene to target
the majority by bombing, abduction, and killing of innocent people at schools, hospitals,
and mosques (Nasr, 2007, p.203). This group progressed with astonishing ease across
Iraq (Muresanu-Ignat, 2014; Al-Ali, 2014). Ba’athist supporters and other Sunnis lent
support to Daesh as it swept across the country (Kayani, Ahmed, and Shoaib, 2015).
Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri (2013, p.20) state that after the erosion of the state,
‘western policy-makers turned away from the rhetoric of democracy that had emerged in
the aftermath of 9/11’.
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2.3. The Dynamics of the Sunni-Shia Conflict in Iraq
The Iranian revolution and Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 set the
beginning of the conflict of regional interests in the Middle East, represented by Iran and
the Gulf states headed by Saudi Arabia. These two political turning points had significant
impact on the dynamics of sectarianism in the Muslim world (Khan, 2014). The
revolution was an indication of a Shia revival and the increase of Iranian impact that
could potentially threaten Saudi national stability (Zaman, 1998). Saudi Arabia started
funding Sunni Muslims sustaining Wahhabism as the only true faith (Firdous, 2009).
Since then, Muslims have been in conflict.
The Salafi Jihadist movement appeared from what Cooley (2000), cited in Hardy
(2002) calls ‘a strange love affair’ between America and militant Islam. After losing Iran
in 1979, America tried to make use of Islam to defeat the Soviet Union. The US
encouraged arming and training the Mujahidin as freedom fighters to defeat the
communist occupiers. In retrospect, Muslims were indirectly divided into two groups:
Shia and Sunni (Hardy, 2002). The sectarian conflict in the Muslim world has been
created by Saudi Arabia and Iran. Their ideological war for dominance has involved the
rest of the world. To overcome Iran, the Saudi government backed jihad and privileged
Afghanistan’s Wahhabi-Sunni parties. Iranian power was challenged by the financial and
ideological support of the Gulf States to jihad in Afghanistan (Afzal, 2012). Iran has
provoked the Shia majority in the region because it is the only main Shia state (AlQarawee, 2013; Irfani, 2004). Irfani (2004) assumes that this reaction was the catalyst
that started sectarianism in the 1970s which led to a cold war whose impact spread
throughout the Muslim world. The Saudi and Iranian governments continued to sustain
and increase jihad based on the culture of hatred in the Muslim world (Watch, 2005).
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Hashim (2014) believes that the ideological and financial support of sectarianism comes
from the Gulf States and Iran.
In the ‘atmosphere of the heightened sectarian tensions of the 1980s, the new
Iranian revolutionary regime and the Saudis contested each other for leadership of the
Muslim world’ (Gause, 2007, p.15). These main regional powers are working on
escalating the gap among Muslims by fuelling sectarianism. The Muslim world is in
danger of delineation (Gause, 2014). Politicians misrepresent Islam in their competition
to achieve political interests and this action will deform the essence of Islam. Johnson
(2004) suggests that the Islamic religion was generally a source of unity, equality and
justice among all regardless of sect but that it is now the political tool for all powers of
the Middle East in their struggle. Using religion as a political tool to gain power
supremacy is a malpractice that has led to schism, ignorance, and violence (Antosh,
2016). Thought (2009) claims that Islam has never been offensive. Violence, killing and
hatred are not the morals of Muslims. They used to coexist peacefully (Sky, 2015a).
The US invasion of Iraq in 2003 entrenched what had started in 1979. ‘The capacity
of the Iraqi state had eroded severely after the Gulf War; Washington chose to tear down
the authoritarian state’ (Gause, 2010, p.15). The best framework for understanding the
regional conflict in Iraq is as a cold war between Iran and Saudi Arabia driven by the
powerful Western countries (Gause, 2014; and Bellini 2012). The US’s policy is
triggered by misconception of anti-Americanism and its political and economic interests
in the area. The US’s invasion of Iraq paved the way for the main actors, Iran and Saudi
Arabia and Daesh to play this game. According to Gause (2014), the US’s policy in the
area is neither with nor against. This inconsistency of policy towards the regional powers
in the Middle East is deliberately practiced so that the US is apparently not directly
involved in the contest. Reports suggested the US government’s policy is indirectly
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supporting Daesh (Khan, 2016). Simultaneously, according to (Gause, 2014) the US
keeps some issues pending, such as the nuclear weapon programme, and Saudi Arabian
involvement in the 11 September attack, in order to keep Iran and Saudi Arabia powers
under control. Thus, the main actors play the game indirectly by manipulating the
unstable state by employing the domestic political system in Iraq as a tool to keep the
war in progress. This war has a crucial and damaging impact on most Muslim countries,
especially Iraq, which is internally torn apart because of violent sectarianism.
Consequently today, the image of Islam and Muslims is deformed (Zaman, 1998).
Rafizadeh (2016) confirms that the US invasion of Iraq in 2003 was a chance to
strengthens Iran’s Islamic Republic by recruiting more Shia, causing the imbalance of
powers in the region of Middle East. Iran’s influence in Iraq has been increasing because
Iran’s national security is religiously related to Iraq, i. e., unpack is its national security
and its religious connotations Sunni or Shia (Slackman, 2006).
The Iranian media circulates the belief that Iran is the saviour of Iraq and must back
the Iraqi people for humanitarian reasons (Rafizadeh, 2016). About 40,000 Iranian
pilgrims visit Iraq each month. Thus, Iran is aiming to incorporate the Shia into the
Islamic Republic (Eisenstadt, Knights and Ali, 2011). Economically, the Iran-Iraq trade
has increased from $800 million in 2004 to $12 billion in 2012 (Eisenstadt, Knights and
Ali, 2011). Iran-Iraq social, religious and cultural relationships have also led to an
increase of Iran’s influence in Iraq. By contrast, Saudi Arabia is worried about the Sunni
political interests and dominance in the region (Terrill, 2011). Thus, Saudi Arabia is
against the US alliance with Shia and Iraq’s reconciliation with Iran as this conciliation
can threaten its position in the region. Al-Rasheed (2008, p.92) adds that Saudi Arabia
works indirectly to conserve its relationship with the US and to avoid direct confrontation
with Iran. Consequently, this conciliation led Saudi Arabia to publicly accuse the US of
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giving Iraq to Iran (Al-Rasheed, 2008). Ultimately, the imbalance of power created by
the US invasion motivated the Gulf States, headed by Saudi Arabia, to indirectly
patronize the insurgency, by funding Daesh and infiltrating supporters through the
borders into Iraq, in order, to rebalance their power with Iran in the region (Kayani,
Ahmed and Shoaib, 2015). The contending political identities for power in Iraq look to
identical regional powers and ideological cover to support them. It is an ideological
struggle for power dominated by the question of whose ideology will be the dominant.
On the other hand, these outsiders need to entrench their presence inside Iraq by
strengthening their relations with the insider clients (Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri,
2013). Gause (2014, p.10) explains that ‘effective patronage of regional allies requires
transnational ideological and political connections that make potential clients open to a
relationship with the patron’.
The power of the players in this conflict is decided by their ability to influence local
political struggles in weak governments that cannot control their state (Gause, 2014).
Gause (2014) believes that understanding this conflict as purely sectarian is not accurate
and will lead to misinterpretations of the issue. This conflict is the production of the
present moment and Sunni regional states are playing the sectarian card against Shia who
were seeking to belong to Iraq for centuries after being excluded (Nasr, 2007). The
triangular framework of the game can help achieve objective interpretations of the issue
and understanding of the goals and motives of the outsiders. Saddam’s fall represented a
victory for Iran but a defeat for Saudi Arabia which chose to support Daesh to achieve
the balance of power in this conflict (Gause, 2014, p.1).
These regional powers are vying for regional influence indirectly by using
sectarianism in that balance game. The instability of the government of Iraq caused a
political vacuum into which outsiders are drawn (Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013).
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‘They are invited in by local political factions vying for power against their local rivals’
(Gause, 2014, p.8). Iraq is currently a weak state whose government cannot gain control
over its population and provide them with basic services (Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri,
2013). ‘An estimated 60 per cent of Iraqi households lack one of the three essential
infrastructure services of safe drinking water, sanitation or access to 12 hours per day of
electricity supply – while corruption and violence continue to constrain investment’
(Spencer, Kinninmont and Siri, 2013).

2.4. Conclusion
The core of the new Middle East cold war is that sectarian identities and the
weakness of the state in Iraq are created by the international powers implementing the
media as a tool to gain more support. They are sustained by Saudi Arabia and Iran in
order to achieve their own interests. Johnson sums up the issue in few words, saying
there are politicians who are twisting and abusing religion and different strains of
the same religion in order to further their own political objectives. That’s why
proxy wars are being fought the whole time in that area – it is that there is no
strong enough leadership in the countries themselves. (quoted in Elgot, 2016: p.2)

Yamao (2012) emphasizes that 79 per cent of the Iraqi public in 2009 thought that
differences between the two sects had to be settled and that national policy should instead
be focused on unifying the government rather than keeping to sectarian affiliations. This
high percentage of agreement among Muslims across the world and among Iraqis as well
as the involvement of Iraqi minorities who are not Muslim in this conflict proves that
this conflict is not sectarian. Moreover, Lipka (2014) claims that a survey of 39 Muslim
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countries by Pew researched in 2011 and 2012 proves that Muslims view themselves as
Muslim, and do not differentiate between Sunni and Shia Islam. According to (Gause,
2014) this definitely shows that the Sunni-Shia conflict is more political than religious,
and that schism and violence are the production of domestic and regional powers who do
not represent the population of the country. Feenberg (1983) thinks that wherever people
of different faiths coexist, there is sectarianism, but it may not be expressed in violence,
though they adhere to their beliefs. In Iraq and specifically in 2006, sectarianism evolved
into sectarian violence including ethnic groups as well as non-state followers. This
produced conflict that threatens the Islamic world and the whole world.
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CHAPTER THREE

CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS (CDA)

3.1. Introduction
This chapter is the literature review, relevant to the critical analytical framework.
As the ideological assumptions observable in the use of language by media in
representing our life is the concern of this study, this chapter starts with a brief
introduction to the role of language in our life and how the media employs language in
serving the interests and ideologies of certain institutions. Media, more specifically news
sites articles, are the prime sources of the data collection of this study. Thus, the
researcher finds it reasonable to define mass media and explain how it reproduces reality
and impacts the audience (See 3.1.1.). Hence, a section is devoted to explaining how
online platforms become the most popular way of accessing news nowadays and to
justify the choice of data collection of this study (See 3.1.2.). These sections form the
rationale to choose Critical Discourse Approach (see section 3.2.) to analyse the data as
the main concern of this approach is news language. For the explanation of this approach
see section (3.2.1.).
The main pillars of Critical Discourse Analysis, discourse, ideology and power are
respectively explained in detail in sections (3.2.2.). The following sections from (3.2.3.)
to (3.2.9.) deal with CDA in relation to social theories, the consumers, history, the
analyst, the text, Critical Linguistics and Systematic Functional Linguistics. In section
(3.3.), the four common approaches to CDA, Fairclough’s approach (the Dialectical
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Relational), Wodak’s approach (the Historical), Van Dijk’s approach (the SocioCognitive), and Van Leeuwen’s (the multimodal) are explained.
Our experiences, mental, emotional, attitudinal and behavioural, are embedded in the
structure of language. Language gives sense to our actions (Richardson, 2007). ‘The
things we do and make are words’ (McLuhan, 1998). Moreover, language can represent
our identities (Askeland and Payne, 2006). Different choices of language can change the
meaning of ideas (Shojaei, Youssefi and Housseini, 2013, p.1). Thus, this flexibility of
language can be exploited by some institutions and channels of communication, such as
news media, in the reporting and reproduction of representations of crucial social issues
and as a result of a changing social life (McLuhan, 1998). The next section will explain
the production of news and the consequences of news consumption on the audience.

3.1.1..Mass Media
‘Mass media is the primary means of communication used to reach the vast majority
of the general public’ (Coleman, 2013). Furthermore, it is the main medium through
which politicians and journalists reach the public (Zaller, 1996). As the media employ
more interactive features in their online versions, such as blogs, the public turns toward
participatory forms of online journalism. In other words, the media is moving towards a
more inclusive model of reporting in which the public and politicians communicate more
directly (Bowman and Willis, 2003). Popp (2006) claims that ‘media language choice is
an institutionalised means of framing reality’ (cited in Shojaei, Youssefi and Housseini,
2013, p.859). More radically, news media -- one channel of mass media -- can influence
the representation of any reality (Meyrowitz, 1985). To put it differently, news discourse
shapes all our socio-cultural realities including the ideological, political, and economic
through different possibilities of language choice. The media constitute public
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knowledge, attitudes and behaviour (Happer and Philo, 2013) and those who control the
media choose what to report (Browne, 2005). Richardson (2007) believes that the
language of the news media is biased, and Bell (1991) discusses the presence of bias
from the institutional angle; he claims that the news is written and edited many times by
many staff working at an institution; hence the news is the creation of that institution in
which it is produced, so that the resulting discourse can serve the interests and ideology
of that institution.
News production must take into account the imagined audience, the message that is
produced, and the desired effect to be created in the audience. McCombs et al. (2011)
believe that journalists are influenced by many factors: organisational, social and
personal. Thus, they conclude that journalism is not an objective job as the journalists
work as ‘gatekeepers’; they choose and (re)produce what to present as a routine job. They
follow certain steps and strategies, which they acquire from their everyday routine tasks
in the newsroom, to construct an apparently balanced account of the reported event.
Moreover, McCombs et al. (2011) add, journalists take the information from news
sources and agencies; they report what they have not witnessed. Journalists claim to be
knowledgeable and objective to avoid criticism, and they look for sources that have
conflicting or different opinions to give balance to the event they are reporting. This
reproduction of complicated issues can change news into simple dichotomies (McCombs
et al. 2011). It is easier to report events than issues. Reporting a murder trial is easier
than reporting the reasons for murder (McCombs, 2011). According to Van Djik (2006
b), Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) has been developed as an analytical tool to
challenge what he labels the ‘abuse’ of language.
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3.1.2. News Websites
This study will apply critical discourse analysis (CDA) concentrating on two news
websites, namely Al Alam and Al Jazeera. Newspapers, as important forms of mass
media, have been viewed as the main public sources of political information (Shojaei,
Youssefi and Husseini, 2013); however with the rapid development of technology,
delivering news via the internet has now become an established feature of media
landscapes. ‘Online news websites are valued more for serendipity (audience to stories
they did not know about […] Online is the most popular way of accessing news’
(Newman, Levy, and Nielsen, 2015). Nielsen (2015) expects that news websites or digital
news may substitute for newspapers because of the technological developments. The
decision has therefore been made, in developing the data collection for this project to use
online news platforms, because online news can reach as big a global audience as
possible. Hence, this study can interpret the most commonplace representations of the
schism in Iraq. Bucy (2010) explains news websites are more easily accessible,
researchable, cheaper and interactive in comparison with the print newspapers, thus
online news attracts a global audience. Bucy (2010) explains news websites are more
easily accessible, researchable, cheaper and interactive in comparison with the print
newspapers, thus online news attracts a global audience.

3.2. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is not a neutral activity, because it sets out to
bring about change. It is a realist, programmatic and scientific approach to the study of
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prevailing social problems created by language use (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002). Using
language as a discursive practice within the social world, CDA is politically committed
to social change (Wodak, 2011). Its primary concern is the practical application of the
results of critical discourse analysis studies to solve certain current social problems
(Wodak and Meyer, 2009). That is, it seeks to find a remedy to certain social problems
concentrating on the application of the results of critical discourse analysis as found in
analysis of written representations of those problems. CDA scholars want to ensure there
is fair and equitable representation of each point of view.
For CDA, language as discourse is a kind of social action that is discursive in nature
(Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). There is a dialectical relationship between discourse and
other social practices (Fairclough, 2013). Discourse as a social action composes our
social world and is simultaneously affected by other social actions (Wodak, 2002).
Moreover, discourse reflects those social practices (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).
Discursive practices refer to the actions of the production and consumption of texts.
Reproduction of socio-cultural, economic, and political points of view occurs through
the process of discursive practices in everyday life.
Discursive practices as social actions affect the constitution of social identities and
social relations within the social world (Fairclough, 1995). Discourse can reshape the
world. In CDA, it is asserted that discourse practices lead to the construction and
reproduction of unbalanced social relations between social groups resulting in the
manipulation of one social group over others (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).
Consequently, discourse is functional in achieving the interests of certain social groups.
In retrospect, CDA aims to point to the deficiencies in the representations of reality
resulting in issues of inequality and hence to change or at least draw attention to them.
Hence, they point to the need for more equal power relations in society, which are
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reproduced through discourse (Fairclough, 1995). By critically analysing discourse in
social interaction, the impact of discourse on the production of relations of inequality can
be revealed to the readers. This demystification of discursive practice can lead to social
change by regulating social relations among social groups. The endpoint of CDA is
critical language awareness (Fairclough, 1992).

3.2.1. CDA and Media
News discourse is one of the main targets of CDA, because it is available to anyone
and at any time (Bell, 1991). The news attracts a large number of audiences (McGee,
1990). It is not an actual representation of everyday life events, but a reconstruction of
events (Van Dijk, 2001), yet news stories are taken as true by most people (Nielsen,
2015). The impact of the news on some readers might change them into active agents
towards certain issues in life (ibid). However, readers might not be aware of this issue as
some may lack critical awareness. Media impact may be ‘massive’ (Zaller, 1996), or
alternatively might not be noticeable at all.
Fairclough (1992) states that ideology is most influential when hidden and
naturalised. Critical studies of news reports (Fairclough, 1992; Van Dijk, 2001; Wodak,
1999) believe that language is employed to hide an ideology in order to be more effective
and appeal to consumers. The writer can reproduce reality differently according to the
interests of certain institutions by applying different linguistic features: such as including
or concealing some information about certain facts, or using certain selected lexical items
instead of commonly used items, as well as choosing particular syntactic structures rather
than others to create an intended semantic implication. Another effective strategy to
naturalise a text is the implementation of different discourse types in a text, to be
educational, persuasive, informative or to meet other ends (Wodak, 1999). In particular,
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persuasion is practiced by the news media to control the audience indirectly, and to
dominate readers’ minds and actions even though they may think they are reading neutral
information about a particular incident. They play with the readers’ feelings because
action is motivated faster by emotion; when readers become dominated, they may even
act against their will just in order to serve the persuader’s interests as they become
emotionally redirected (Hawthorn, 1987). Thus, readers have to be more critically aware
whenever they are consuming information regarding violence and conflict.
The main core of CDA theory is that ideology, power and social change are
discursive in nature. These discursive elements are enacted within the social practices of
everyday life through language. Power relations and ideology represented in language
are the central focus. Thus, Fairclough (2003) assumes that language constitutes an
integral portion of social life; it is both action and representation (2003). Therefore,
critical analysis includes examination of ‘opaque as well as transparent structural
relationships of dominance, discrimination, power and control as manifested in language’
(Wodak, 2002, p.2). Consequently, CDA stands on three main pillars: discourse,
ideology, and power. In the following sections, these concepts are explained in detail.

3.2.2. The Three Main Pillars of CDA
3.2.2.1.

Discourse

There is no single definition of discourse because CDA is an interdisciplinary theory
that is applied in different disciplines. Discourse is differently applied. First, it is
employed as a social action that figures in the constitution of identity, social relations
and systems of knowledge and meaning (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002). In this
implementation, discourse is viewed in a dynamic dialectic interconnection with other
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elements of the social world. Discourse can refer to the type of language practiced within
a certain domain, such as political or scientific. It may also refer to the way in which a
speaker articulates experiences, such as racist, nationalist or chauvinist. For CDA,
discourse refers to verbal and non-verbal communication (Chouliaraki and Fairclough,
1999). Phillips and Jorgensen (2002, p.72) define discourse as ‘a relatively rule-bound
set of statements which impose limits on what gives meaning’. Various discourses
coexist simultaneously in conflicting states competing in their aim to define truth. The
importance of discourse to CDA lies in its ability to re-shape and regulate the social
world (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002). For CDA, discourse is the medium through which
power relations are practiced and communicated (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997).

3.2.2.1 .1.Discourse as a Social Practice
Social life is compared to a tangled chain of different social practices, such as
social, economic, political, cultural, familial, religious, and others (Blackledge, 2011,
p.617). Social practices are social activities that are regularly engaged in and almost
always include discourse (Fairclough et al. 2011, p.357). This implies that discourse as
a social action forms part of the socio-cultural practices of society and its social context.
In this sense, discourse is socially constituted and socially constitutive (Fowler and
Kress, 1979, p.190). That is to say, discourse is both determined, and it determines what
can be discursively practiced. In this way, discourse directs people’s actions within
different contexts. Consequently, CDA’s main concern is how to relate the social actions
analysed to their linguistic analysis as critical discourse analysis considers language as a
form of social interaction with ideological processes (Wodak (1997, p.173).
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3.2.2.1.2. Discourse as a Discursive Practice
Discourses are interactive and influenced by social context. They form the source
of a community practice; that is, they delimit the topic and the way it is communicated
and even constrain the participants. Through the implementation of discourse rules,
social practices achieve meaning and coherence. Jäger and Meier (2009) state that
repetition of thoughts and statements is functional to discourse in the sense that such
repetition strengthens the system of knowledge. Moreover, it can be categorised by the
actions practiced, and the (re)production achieved through them; thus, there are racist,
extremist, sectarian or nationalist discourses, or hegemonic and resistant discourses.
Hegemony is the application of power by persuasion and the creation of consent not by
force (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).
CDA is a modern approach to discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1995; Meyer, 2004)
whose comprehensive aim is to make visible to the audience all the elements of discourse
processes as a social practice such as the relationships between language use, its
discursive processes, the extra-linguistic contexts and social structures in which it is
situated. Social structure refers to classes, institutions, organizations of societies (Phillips
and Jorgensen, 2002). CDA seeks to analyse, understand and explain discourse by
interpreting ideologies (Wodak, 2009) and justifying the implementation of certain
discourse properties used to reproduce social dominance. This assumption implies that
specific form-function relationships are preferred to others for their ideological impact
(Halliday, 1994). The texts are produced in a way that they can achieve certain interests
where power relations to discourse cannot be easily interpreted. Consequently, the
powerful group that manipulates and redirects others in certain directions will be
identified.
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3.2.2.2. Ideology
Van Dijk (2004) defines ideology as a set of belief systems that constitutes our
‘beliefs, values, goals and anticipations’. Fowler (1979) asserts that societies differ in
their ideologies. Members of the same society have the same understanding of the world
which is expressed via discourse (Simpson, 1993). Thus, discourse is never neutral
(Fiske, 1994). No text is independent of its cultural context, that is, its ideology (McGee,
1990). The cultural contexts contribute to the formation of ideology.
In addition to being influenced by social structures, discourse adds to the
constitution, reproduction and change of social structures. These structures are discursive
and ideological in nature (Fairclough, 2010). Thus, ideology is defined as naturalised
common beliefs imposed by those in power on others in society (Fairclough, 1989: 86).
This implies that ideology refers to the normalised activities that underpin dominance
(Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). Fairclough (1992) views ideologies as translations of
realities that are represented by discursive practices. He believes that discourses can
constitute ideological power affecting social life and he compares this to a network of
power relations.
Language as a tool of shaping social realities is a tool of power and control that
leads to change in the balance of power. Ideology is present in both discourse structures
and discourse events which are in a dialectic relationship (ibid). Thus, the aim of CDA
is to reveal the functional underlying ideologies in discourse at both micro-and macro
levels. Fairclough (2010, p.13) summarises ideology as ‘the outcome of past events and
the conditions for current events, and events themselves as they reproduce and transform
their conditioning structures’.
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Based on the Foucauldian concept of knowledge being power, language is employed
to convey power relationships between individuals and members of a group having a
certain ideology. The contests in society for the ‘ownership’ of discourse are an attempt
to get one ideology accepted as ‘common sense’. This ideology might be deliberately
hidden to avoid being challenged and guarantee its influence on the perception of the
consumer (Pratkanis and Aronson, 1992). Implicit ideology, that is, values that are
hidden behind the words can be very dangerous as it can be taken for granted by readers.
Some journalists are very skilful in exploiting linguistic techniques to influence readers’
minds to increase their institutional interests, i. e., those of the institution that controls
the news site. Linguistic differences in news presentations may be interpreted in terms
of hidden ideologies.

3.2.2.3. Power
Power is a productive force which produces subjects and agents. Power shapes the
social world and the way it is shaped and communicated (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).
It is partly discursive. The broad goal of CDA is the investigation of power structures in
relation to discourse structures assuming that there are dialectical relations between
discourse structure and social actions and structures (Van Dijk, 2004). These social
power relationships between participants stem from their unequal access to linguistic and
social resources (Van Dijk, 1993a). Concerning the relationship between power and
discourse, having ownership of certain social resources can be a source of power (Van
Dijk 1995; 2001) producing asymmetric power relations. Van Dijk (2001, p.355)
confirms that the group that has access to, or owns, the most effective discourse also can
manipulate ‘the minds and actions’ of other groups. This source of power can be
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discursively used to naturalise specific representations of social realities to be taken for
granted. Social power refers to the manipulation of the less powerful group’s actions by
those who are in power (Van Dijk 1995). Fowler et al. (1979) ascertain that discourse
structure has a close relationship with social structure. Wodak and Meyer (2001, p.34)
exemplify the limited access to media by those in power as a practice of power abuse.
That is, discourse is limited to a specific group. Ultimately, discourse is not only a
representation of reality; it is a means of construction and manipulation. To challenge
power abuse, the analyst conducts textual, visual and contextual analyses to identify the
patterns and structures used in the studied texts. These patterns can help in identifying
discourses and exploring the discursive dimensions of power relations. Resistance is only
one way to denaturalise the dominant discourse (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).

3.2.3. CDA and Social Theories
CDA incorporates social theories into discourse analysis. CDA is the study of all
the social elements within which discourse is processed, focusing on linguistic features
as the only concrete evidence of the discursive practice (Fairclough, 2010).
According to Fairclough (2010); CDA is relational, it deals with social relations
which are intertwined. Analysis of such relations requires linguistic, political,
sociological, economic, historical and cultural approaches. As a social practice, discourse
includes both the discursive and non-discursive social actions by which they are shaped
(Wodak and Meyer, 2009). Unfolding these dimensions and making them visible and
transparent can produce an awareness of language that can ultimately result in social
change. Consequently, CDA is an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary form of analysis.
CDA concentrates on the linguistic character of a social practice in a wide variety of
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discourse contexts. It is socially oriented to investigate certain social problems, thus it is
varied in theory and methodology (Wodak, 2001). It incorporates many social theories
and approaches in interpreting all levels of context (Fairclough et al., 2011).

3.2.4. CDA and the Consumers
The same discourse which is produced in order to transmit a certain message is
differently interpreted by consumers (Van Dijk, 1988). This fact is an indication that
discourse is an interactive process and that consumers play active roles in this process
(Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002). The interpretation of discourse is affected by many
individual variables. Van Dijk (1988) summarises them as linguistic and social
background knowledge. Social knowledge refers to the social beliefs, attitudes, and
ideologies of the social group to which the consumer belongs (Ibid). For McCombs et al.
(2011) individual differences such as: age, income, educational level and the political
orientations of the consumer have a crucial impact on the way the meaning of news
discourse is consumed. By political orientations McCombs et al mean the consumer’s
general political knowledge, political ideology, political interests and political party
identification. They emphasise the effect of the consumer’s political orientation towards
the interpretation of news stories as s/he approaches discourse, implementing his own
unique point of view. McCombs et al. (2011) add that taking these individual differences
among audiences into consideration can help in analysing and apprehending the nature
of the impact of the news media on public opinion or the general consensus of a group
in a certain community about civic and political matters.
Consumption of a certain news story can change the consumer’s level of knowledge
about a current social issue. This new level of knowledge may affect his or her cognition,
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feeling, attitude and behaviour. News consumption can create different perspectives
about a particular issue, and a different attitude, and may lead to a different type of action.

3.2.5. CDA and History
Foucault (1972, p.117) states that discourse is ‘a fragment of history’; it is
completely historical. For CDA, discourse as a discursive social action is historically and
socially positioned within other parts of the social world (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002).
History affects social actions, reproducing social relations which serve certain interests.
Discourse as a social action has a historical dimension (Wodak, 1996; Wodak and Meyer,
2009). This relation implies a dialectical connection between the text and its context.
Thus, to understand texts and discourses, it is crucial to refer to their historical context.
Consequently, non-linguistic factors such as ideology, society and culture are historically
investigated in CDA (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997; Wodak, 1996, 2001). Discourse of
a particular field is a set of similar and repetitive statements because they are restricted
by the historical rules of that field (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002). The historical accounts
of sectarianism as the main concern of this study are investigated in detail in chapter two.

3.2.6. CDA and the analyst
The analysts’ task is to investigate critically socially asymmetrical power relations
reflected by language use (Wodak and Meyer, 2001, p.2). The analyst implements a
variety of linguistic techniques to interpret and identify how language is used, produced
and interpreted simultaneously, i.e., ‘language functions in political and ideological
processes’ (Caldas-Coulthard, 1997, p.24); it is not merely a form or structure.
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Consequently, it is a useful method in news analysis to reveal the author’s belief and
attitude, both social and political, towards an issue and how they influence power
relations. The analyst has to empower and enlighten the reader by exposing the hidden
inequality. It helps the reader understand the workings of the text and of society.
Thus, the linguist must be knowledgeable about the way in which ideology and
discourse interact and the relation of this interaction to the social structural context in
which the discourse is positioned. Furthermore, it is important to uncover how this
discourse is employed to achieve certain interests. The investigation of (discourses) that
can be observed in (texts/ communicative events) which form the linguistic practices
within its historical and socio-cultural context can create awareness. A communicative
event is defined as an example of language use; for example, a newspaper article
(Fairclough, 1995). Verdonk (2002) asserts that the interpreting and explaining of the
inter-relations among these components represent the link between the micro and macro
levels. CDA emphasises that historical, social, political and ideological backgrounds of
a discourse are what determine discourse meaning. For Wodak (2008, p.11) context is an
innate part of a discursive social event. After understanding these contexts and their
relations to a certain discourse, the analyst has to linguistically identify the social wrongs
in that discourse (Fairclough, 2010). For CDA, naturalized discourse (having a hidden
ideology) can perpetuate social patterns such as domination or exploitation unless it is
denaturalized and made visible. Therefore, awareness can entail social action that can
achieve social justice. Fairclough (1995) states that CDA is about revealing how
undercurrent ideologies have become a naturalised discourse, and part of a wider sociocultural context.
CDA is a problem-oriented study of a particular social problem (ibid) - e.g. ‘racism’
- emphasising the relation between micro-relations and macro-relations of powerful
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groups. In general, these problems emanate from discourse that belongs to a certain field
of life and that affects other aspects of life by serving certain purposes through primarily
blocking changes in political and social relationships in society. It investigates the
implementation of language in such social issues of inequality based on discourse in
order to identify its effect and the interests it serves of those who are in power. It is social
analysis of a social problem created by using language. Thus, it is essential to understand
the social effects of discourse and relate them to the analysis of discourse as a discursive
action in an attempt to find the possible actions to correct them (Fairclough, 2003b). To
solve the problem, the same tool, language, can be used reflectively (Wodak, 2011).
Discourse has a dialectical reciprocal relationship with power; the complicated
power relations are simplified in discourses (Harvey, 1996). Dialectical relations are
defined as relations between different objects in nature but are not ‘discrete’ (Fairclough,
2010). Social activity consists of complex articulations of these and other objects as its
elements or moments; the analysis of these elements is made in terms of their dialectical
relationships to each other (Fairclough, 2010). For CDA, discourse as a discursive social
action has a rationalistic dynamic relationship with the event, situation, institution and
social structure in which it is articulated (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997, p.258). Discourse
as an action is socially shaped and it shapes social power relations. Social practices and
linguistic practices impact on each other and form one another (Fairclough, 1995). CDA
seeks to understand the dialectical relationships between discourse structures and social
structures and power structures by interpreting how they are represented and sustained
by discourse (Fairclough, 1989, p.141). Finding the dialectical connection between
language choice and the extra-linguistic contexts within which social practices take place
can create awareness (Fairclough, 1989). The task of CDA is to evaluate the rationality
of a certain social system in view of certain standards of justice. After identifying the
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wrongs practised by that system, CDA can propose alternative practicable remedies for
constructing the social structure. A dialectical relationship means that a social action,
whether linguistic or non-linguistic, reciprocally (re)produces discourse which is in turn,
as a social practice, constituted by context.
As knowledge can be translated into social action, language awareness of discourse
has the function of resisting ideology and this in turn can create social change. Kress
(1996, p.15) points out that CDA is an attempt to attain equality among people through
the analysis of discourses. Discourse is a means of reproducing ideology. Thus, ideology
is an essential subject in CDA (Hodge and Kress, 1979) which in turn aims to expose
ideology.

3.2.7. CDA and Texts
CDA’s primary source of data of analysis is mainly authentic linguistic and visual
texts such as news reports or media texts where naturalised ideologies exist (Teo, 2000).
The text as the basic unit of analysis is given great importance by CDA as it forms
evidence of practical on-going processes (Titscher et al 2000, p.152). A text is more than
a sequence of words or sentences; it is a social action that internalises power (Fairclough,
1992). Texts are concrete realisations of abstract forms of knowledge. In texts, marks or
‘traces’ of hidden ideologies and discourses are available (Weiss and Wodak, 2003). The
term ‘text’ stems from the semiotic dimension of situations such as: written,
conversational, interviews and multimodal texts (Machin and Mayar, 2012; Capone,
2016). Fairclough defines a text as language which may be written or spoken,
communicated in a social situation that is discursive (Fairclough 1993, p.138).
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Consequently, a text is a form of discursive social practice that has a systematic
connectedness with the situations in which it interacts (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997).
Halliday (1970, p.143) asserts that the function of language is the expression of the
content or the world being communicated about. He affirms that language ‘gives
structure to experience’ (ibid). It can therefore be concluded that both factors in social
practices, ‘discursive’ and ‘non-discursive’, are involved in the production of the text.
Thus, Widdowson (2004) suggests that texts must be linguistically described in terms of
their actors’ intended meaning. Consequently, the analysis, understanding and
explanation of the social context in which discourse interacts are crucial to grasp the
social meaning intended by the language user (Fowler et al., 1979). The social meaning
is embedded in the linguistic structure (Fowler and Kress, 1979, p.186).
A text is the concrete representation of discourse and the configurations of world
experience. It constitutes and conditions social identities and interpersonal relations.
Tenorio (2011, p.193) identifies the elements of text as a representation of a social
practice in ‘participants, actions, performance modes, presentation styles, times and
locations, resources and eligibility conditions’.
The aim of linguistic analysis is to unveil buried relationships of causality between
texts and the social and cultural structures in which they are positioned (Wodak, 2002).
That is, to show how power relations and conflict over power can ideologically produce
discourse or text. This ambiguous relationship between language and society can achieve
power and ‘hegemony’ (Fairclough, 1995a, p.132).
The political concept of hegemony is important to CDA in terms of its relation to
orders of discourse (Fairclough, 1992). An order of discourse is the outline of all the
kinds of discourse employed within a social domain, such as an order of discourse of
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media (Fairclough, 1995). A particular order of discourse may be hegemonic in the sense
that it serves the creation of unequal power relations between social groups. Thus, such
an order is exploited by the media to sustain certain interests. That is, an order of
discourse is an open system as it is the language dimension of a socially structured set of
social practices. This is also known as the semiotic element; this refers to the way in
which different genres and discourses and styles are ordered, and because it is flexible
can be implemented to achieve inequality between social groups. For Fairclough, the
semiotic element is available in every social practice (Wodak and Meyer, 2001)
3.2.8. CDA and Critical linguistics (CL)
CDA appeared in the late 1980s as a practice or category of analysis, and was
developed by Norman Fairclough (1989), Ruth Wodak (1996), Teun van Dijk (1998),
and others who share the belief that most social practices are produced and reproduced
in discourse (Paltridge 2012, p. 187).
CDA is a movement within Discourse Analysis (Phillips and Jargenson, 2002). It
furnishes scholars with theories and methods for investigating the relationships between
discourse and cultural changes in different social aspects (Wodak, 2001). CDA emerged
from Critical Linguistics (hereafter CL) developed at the end of the 1970s by Roger
Fowler, Gunter Kress, Robert Hodge and Tony Trew, linguists and literary theorists at
the University of East Anglia in the UK (Machin and Mayr, 2012). The term ‘Critical
Linguistics’ was first introduced in their book Language and Control (Fowler et al.,
1979) drawing on Halliday’s Systemic Functional Theory (1985) (ibid). These linguists
are the first to emphasise that language can be used as an ideological tool by exploring
the systematic relationship of social contexts to functions and language forms, and the
user’s social needs to the grammatical system. Fowler et al. (1979, p.189) consider
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language as ‘an integral part of social processes’. This new perspective in linguistics can
be seen as a reaction to structural linguistics, which isolated language from its extratextual context (Van Dijk, 2001). Lakoff and Johnson (1980) claim that linguistic
knowledge is an inherent part of contextual knowledge as each constitutes the other by
fundamental construal ideological processes. Fowler (2004, p.102) defines CL as a
social, linguistic analysis of texts that depends mainly on the theory of ‘SystemicFunctional Linguistics’ (SFL), (see 3.2.9.).
As far as the methodology and theory of the analysis of discourse are concerned,
both CDA and CL share the same perspective of being critical (Wodak, 2002). Critical
is a new attitude in linguistics that commits scholars to challenge social inequality. The
roots of critical linguistics go back to social theories of power and ideology, which join
discourse with ideology and society (Fairclough, 1992). Many prominent critical social
notions contributed to the theoretical backdrop of this movement in discourse analysis.
This new critical perspective of language as an ideological instrument of power can
be traced back to the Frankfurt School (Rogers, 2004) which was founded to develop
Marxist studies, and was based on the idea that economic relations are incorporated into
ideologies (Cowen, 2003). Marx’s notions of capitalism and the abuse of the working
class, of ideology as the superstructure of civilisation, and of language as a medium of
awareness are the most influential in CDA (Fairclough and Graham, 2002). For Marx,
the manipulative ideologies of the upper classes are taken for granted by other classes
that represent the majority of the society (Van Dijk, 1998, p.2-3).
Jurgen Habermas is one of the most influential ideologues in CDA (Forchtner,
2010). His claims that language is an instrument of social force and manipulation
legitimizing relations of power has been adopted by most scholars of CDA and CL
(Wodak, 2002). Habermas incorporated ethics into critical theory, claiming that all
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people can participate in discourse (Bohman and Rehg, 2007), but that their unequal
access to discourse leads to social problems and gaps. Habermas’s (1971, 1981, 1983)
views of the relationship between language and social actions and the possibility of
improving and changing society through criticism have motivated researchers into CDA
to study social problems represented by ideology and power relations in discourse
(Wodak, 2001).
In 1937, Horkheimer urged a greater integration of social sciences with social theory
in order to improve society and its understanding of social phenomena (Chopra, 2002).
He believes that social actors can free themselves from power domination through selfreflection and knowledge of the structures of power and ideologies buried in discourse
(Wodak and Meyer, 2009).
One of the most common notions in this respect is Gramsci’s (1971) understanding
of ‘hegemony’ and its importance to political and ideological power as a social practice
that is constructed through discourse (Stoddart, 2007). Gramsci believes that ideology is
a constant discursive struggle for power between the controlling economic class system
and the public who resist the social order (Fiske, 1990). This conflict is between force,
representing the political society, and hegemony, referring to the civil society (Van Dijk,
1998, p.3). Gramsci (1971) believes that power can be practiced through force or
violence as well as through persuasive discourse which ‘leads to consensus and
complicity’ (Tenorio, 2011, p.188).
Another major inspiration for the field of CDA is Foucault's (1980, 1981) notions
of ‘power-knowledge’, and ‘orders of discourse’. For Foucault, discourse is a system of
knowledge implemented by the dominant class to shape identities, social relationships,
social practices and institutions (Kopytowska, 2012). The Foucauldian concept of ‘orders
of discourse’ emphasises the connectedness between discourse, social practice and
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ideology (ibid). Foucault (1972) believes that discourse is constitutive in nature but
consciousness can challenge this social constitution. Although he was against the idea of
‘autonomous subject’, Foucault supports the belief that the individual can realise power
relations (Tenorio, 2011, p. 190).
Althusser's (1969, 1971, 1984) views of ‘ideological state apparatuses’ and
‘interpellation’ is another source of inspiration to CDA. His view of ideology as material
practices for placing people as social subjects is functional to CDA (Fairclough, 2001).
The ideas of Bourdieu about power relations are also influential on CDA theory and
methods. In this regard, CDA draws on Bourdieu’s belief that discourses are processed
within political economies producing wider ideologies and interests (Blommaert and
Bulcaen, 2000; Thompson, 1990). Gidden’s (1984) theory of structuration, the
relationship between structure and agency, forms the theoretical background to CDA's
perspective on language’s relationship to social structure, i.e. discourse is constitutive of
social actions. It is also necessary here to mention Bakhtin’s genre theory explaining
intertextuality in which he states that every text is socially predetermined but different
genres can be mixed in creative ways and that all language uses are inherently ideological
(Bakhtin, 1981).
In Fairclough (1992), these theories are linguistically implemented to unveil the
relationship between discourse and social structure and to recognise the role that
ideologies play in political and social institutions, and hence in discourse which is
regarded as a kind of social practice (Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000). CDA uses analytic
tools from these fields to examine the discursive aspects of wider social and cultural
issues.
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3.2.9. CDA and Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
Fairclough (2003, p.5) states that SFL is a linguistic theory that investigates
language in terms of social life by concentrating on the application of language and its
functions rather than its structures. This functional approach proposes that a languageuser’s preference is to select certain discourse structures and language forms due to the
user’s needs under the influence of specific social factors (Halliday, 1970, p.142). This
assumption means that linguistic features have social meaning. This suggests that SFL is
the main source of inspiration to CDA as Fairclough (2003, p.5; 2004, p.104) explains
that meaning can only be contextually constructed from the concept of interest.
For CL drawing on Halliday, language in use simultaneously consists of three
actions: the ideational, interpersonal, and textual. The ideational function is the grammar
that provides representations of aspects of the world and points to the author’s reflections,
knowledge, conceptions of his/her experiences of the world. As it is related to experience,
this function has a connectedness with the social structure process. The interpersonal
function refers to the language user’s relations and approaches to particular participants.
Finally, the textual function is the link for both functions and is instrumental to connect
them (Halliday, 1970, p.165). It refers to the non-linguistic and linguistic characteristics
of a text, the way that a text is lexically and grammatically built up, forming a cohesive
unit and related it to its context so that it can be understood by hearers. These three
functions are always simultaneously working in any text. As a sequence, language is the
result of social processes (Fowler and Kress, 1979, p.190).

3.3. Common Approaches to CDA
CDA can be understood better when an overview can be obtained of the four
prominent models that have contributed significantly to its development as well as
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subsequently. Generally speaking, the three models -- Wodak’s, van Dijk’s and
Fairclough’s -- have common theoretical similarities. Fairclough ascertains that
analysing the historical background is crucial and complementary to the analysis of
discursive practices in society. Similarly, Wodak emphasises that the socio-cognitive
approach introduced by Van Dijk has been effective and fruitful both for CDA and for
her work (Wodak, 2006). Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) add the semiotic aspect of
communication; they join between the verbal and non-verbal discourse.
3.3.1. Norman Fairclough’s Dialectical–Relational Approach (DRA)
Fairclough is a pioneer in the field of CDA. Fairclough’s approach to CDA was
launched in his (1989) study of language, Ideology and Power (Wodak and Meyer,
2001). He developed a socially critical linguistic study of power relations in language
which constitutes a breakthrough in this discipline. Over the course of his career,
Fairclough invested new ideas from social theory into CDA to include a critical
perspective, and noticeably developing the theory and methods of CDA (Blommaert and
Bulcaen, 2000). He succeeded in filling the gap between linguistics and other areas of
social sciences (Fairclough, 2003).
This approach is called dialectical–relational as it seeks to find the dialectical
relationships among discourse structures and their connectedness to components of social
life. The relationship of discourse to social structure is dialectical; i.e. discourse is
constituted and conditioned by societal structure and in turn discourse represents and
constitutes the world including social identities, social relationships, and knowledge
(Fairclough, 1992b).
According to Fairclough, his research approach to CDA is powerful as it focuses on
both social structure and action achieving invaluable interpretation from different
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perspectives (2009). Moreover, it is a process that will enable people to figure out the
complicated dialectical relationships between semiotic and non-semiotic elements
constituting the socio-cultural, political and economic conditions of their lives (2009).
He characterizes his work as ‘transdisciplinary’. Fairclough semiotically portrays social
struggle in discourses (Wodak and Meyer, 2009) and (2007) considers critical language
awareness to be an essential part of language education. Visual awareness is considered
to be an integral part of the educational process (Gross, 1983).
Fairclough (1992) outlines an interconnected three-dimensional framework for
analysing discourse: the linguistic features of the text; the discursive processes of
discourse; and the analyses of context (See diagram (1) below). These dimensions are
mutually explanatory. The first domain is the linguistic features of the text and the way
in which lexical, grammatical and textual structures are constructed to accomplish certain
representations, identities and forms of interaction (Taylor, 2004). Text as a linguistic
unit consists of words joined by grammatical rules which give the text cohesion and
structure (Fairclough, 1995, p.57-58). Fairclough (1992) believes that vocabulary
(lexicalization) gives meaning to the world and indicates social identities. Grammar, for
Fairclough, is the arrangement of clauses and the relations between them in a way that
points to a specific meaning whereas cohesion is the overall structural organization of
texts that serves as an indication of the wider discourse structure in the discursive
situation. These choices can reflect the author’s knowledge and beliefs that affect the
construction of social identities and social relations.
The second dimension - the discursive processes of discourse - refers to the
articulation and interpretative processes of texts by the social actors/ participants. For
Fairclough (1992), discourse as discursive practice constitutes two levels of analysis:
linguistic and discursive practice. This discursive dimension is situated within the text
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and the context in which discourse is practiced. To put it differently, a discursive event
is a text, a discursive practice and a social practice at the same time (Fairclough, 2010,
1993). Analysing the discursive practice provides an opportunity for identifying the
orders of discourse that are at play in the production of texts and to gain insights into
hegemonies and cultural power as well as the way in which social orders of discourse are
affected by social actions. Some discursive or social practices within social life support
relations of dominance (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999). Identifying the social impact
of certain discourse on the recipients and the way in which they interpret the texts can
lead to knowledge of how ideology is created and embedded in ways that ultimately can
mitigate its influence (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997).
For Fairclough (1995), any discursive event has three features: intertextuality,
interdiscursivity, and hegemony. Intertextuality means that ‘basically texts have the
property of being full of snatches of other texts, which may be explicitly demarcated or
merged in, and which the text may assimilate, contradict, ironically echo, and so forth’
(Fairclough 1992, p.119). Fairclough argues that intertextuality is realised in the
linguistic properties of the text because texts are ‘linguistically heterogeneous’
(Fairclough 1995, p.189). Intertextuality has been related to the discursive dimension of
social change (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999). Fairclough (1995) views ‘intertextual
analysis’ as a mediation from text to discourse action and vice versa in analysis
(Fairclough, 1995). Intertextuality is the way in which discourses are mixed. Through
intertextuality, the researcher is able to gain insights into social change and social
continuity. With respect to the analysis of intertextuality, Fairclough (1992) distinguishes
between

‘manifest

intertextuality’

and

‘interdiscursivity’

(p.104).

Manifest

intertextuality in texts does not just bring together different voices, it does so in particular
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ways, which often set up hierarchical relationships between them (Chouliaraki and
Fairclough, 1999).
Interdiscursivity means the employment of different genres and discourses in a text
or the inclusion of more than one topic simultaneously within a particular sociocultural
field or context (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999; Reisigl and Wodak, 2009). Genre is
defined as the choice of language institutionalised within a certain social action or
institution that is defined by its use, such as news genre (Fairclough, 1993). Thus, the
implementation of different genres changes the kind of textual production, and the
resources of textualising (Fairclough, 2000). Through new interdiscursive mixes, new
discourses are created, thereby changing the boundaries and driving sociocultural
change. Inserting a de-contextualised element into a different context is known as recontextualization (Reisigl and Wodak, 2009). These techniques are functional in
discourse (Richardson and Wodak, 2009).
Fairclough’s third dimension is the analyses of context, meaning the broad social
and socio-political contexts in which the text as a discursive practice is positioned. This
level investigates how discourse forms and is formed by social structure and practice
which create ideological power. Thus, this level incorporates the interrelation between
ideology and power with discourse (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). Language or
discourse and society are intimately related, and their understanding is a complementary
process (Fairclough, 1992, p.64). In other words, discourse is one of the most essential
factors in the study of social life (Richardson 2007, p.26). Equally important and ‘central
in deciding which meaning the writer meant us to read’ is social context (Richardson,
2007, p.25). Moreover, the interpretation of discourse is highly influenced by historical
and social context. Hence, the CDA method has been developed to reveal power relations
and ideology through the analysis of non-linguistic context and linguistic description
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(Fairclough, 1992). This framework provides a complete analysis, understanding and
explanation of the whole context including all the contextual and extra-contextual
factors. For this reason, CDA is known as a hermeneutic (Meyer, 2001).
3.3.1.1. Members’ Resources
The discursive practice process includes text production, consumption and
interpretation. Thus, it is necessary to refer to what Fairclough (1998) calls members’
resources (MR henceforth) that affects the discursive practice. MR can be defined as
cognitive schemas that are socially generated in the production and interpretation of a
text. That is, they are social in the sense that they are socially delivered and generated
out of social relations. MRs are related to language, power, and ideology. They refer to
the language users’ ‘knowledge of language, representation of the natural and social
worlds they inhabit, values, beliefs, assumptions and so on’ (Fairclough, 1989,
p.24). Moreover, ‘People internalize what is socially produced and made available to
them, using this internalized MR to engage in their social practice, including discourse’
(Fairclough, 1989, p.24).
Interpretation is a mental process of interaction between discourse and the analyst’s
MR that includes mental structures, linguistic, cultural, social and political
knowledge. The discourse text will motivate MRs and these motivated MRs will
help to decode what is produced. Fairclough claims that the critical analyst makes
connections that are not made by the text itself. But they are drawn upon background
‘assumptions and expectations’. The critical analyst provides a sense of coherence to the
text by combining what is in the text and her (MR) (Fairclough, 1989, p.78). ‘MRs
function implicitly and automatically under the surface because they are in people’s
heads’ (Friesen, 2013).
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However, in the process of interpretation, the analyst is denaturalising what
is naturalised in the text, which is produced in order to communicate certain discourse
that can affect the consumers. Thus, drawing on MR is essential to the process of
interpretation in order to make explicit what is made implicit. That is, the analyst has to
engage in the discourse processes she is analysing. Fairclough stresses the importance of
being actually involved in doing critical language analysis. In other words, the analyst
must use her own MR, as an interpretive cognitive tool, in explaining the institutions’
use of theirs. It is named ‘members’ resources’ according to the role of the analyst as an
‘insider’. Self-consciousness differentiates between the critical analyst and the discourse
producer in terms of MR. For the critical analyst, should ‘develop self-consciousness
about the rootedness of discourse in common-sense assumptions of MR’ (quoted in Haig,
2004).

Diagram (1). Representation of Fairclough’s ‘social theory of discourse’ (Fairclough, 1992: 73).

3.3.2. Ruth Wodak’s Discourse Historical Approach (DHA)
Wodak is one of the major contributors to CDA. Wodak and other scholars in the
Vienna School developed a discourse-historical analysis approach (hereafter DHA) with
the intention of historically following social conflicts in language use (Wodak, 1995).
The term DHA first appeared in her analysis of original documents of post-war Austria,
which had led to the constitution of an anti-Semitic, stereotyped image in public
discourse in the 1986 Austrian presidential campaign of Kurt Waldheim (Wodak, 2001).
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Her work has subsequently invested in different studies of national identity. Wodak has
tried to identify the connectedness between the discursive constitution of national
identities as ‘sameness’ and the discursive shaping of ‘difference’ (Wodak, 2001, p.71).
Wodak believes that discourse creates subjects (Jäger and Meier, 2009) and
concentrates on both the formation and embrace through discourse of an in-group and
the constitution and refusal of an out-group. That is, the social sense of the self is
historically created and communicated by the institutionalised behaviours and discourses
within which the individual lives. In her approach, Wodak investigates the historical
domain of discourse through the study of the historical change of genres. Similar to
Fairclough, Wodak incorporates social theories into discourse analysis in order to unveil
hidden ideologies.
Wodak integrated the social and political background in which discourse is
practiced with historical knowledge about that discourse to access hidden ideologies.
Historical knowledge passes through stages which are functional to understand
discourse. These stages are: the linguistic co-text, the intertextual and interdiscursive
stage, and the non-linguistic stage including the socio-political and historical stage
(Wodak and Meyer, 2009). To put it differently, the DHA approach consists of levels of
analysis: texts, fields of action, genres, and discourses, in addition to the historical
analysis of the context. The incorporation of historical contexts of discourse into any
discourse analysis is the prominent feature of this model.
3.3.3. Teun van Dijk’s Socio-Cognitive Discourse Analysis Approach
Van Dijk’s Socio-Cognitive Analysis approach is a combination of cognition,
discourse and society. The integration of cognitive linguistics into CDA is one of the
prominent trends in CDA history. The main concern of this trend is with the
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interpretation of meaning of the world and the specification of everyday realities (Lakoff
and Johnson, 1980). Van Dijk is the first in the CDA field to emphasise the importance
of social cognition in discourse analysis (van Dijk, 2009, p.64); i.e., he cognitively relates
the discursive interaction to society (van Dijk, 2009). He believes that language is a
system of conceptual processes represented by linguistic structures. In other words, Van
Dijk cognitively investigates language in his approach (Hart, 2010). This fundamental
aspect of Van Dijk’s theory can be explained as the socially common translations of the
system of social relations and individual mental processes or systems of knowledge (Van
Dijk, 1993). He joined discourse to the standard psychological model of memory. Van
Dijk (2009) draws on Moscovici’s social representation theory (2000) in his Sociocognitive approach to CDA. Social representations refer to the social concepts, values,
and beliefs shared by a social group. They are functional in discourse practice. He put
these representations in a frame, a concept employed in cognitive science.
By social cognition, Wodak (2011) means how the societal structures and
discourse structures are situated in discourse as well as how they are related to each other
can be construed. Context models (mental representations) enable participants to
accommodate their discourse to the event in which they are positioned (Wodak and
Meyer, 2009). Through these representations of personal and social beliefs, inequality
issues can be explained and interpreted. Thus, Van Dijk (2008) states that SFL is not
adequate for CDA purposes. He (1993) adds that patterns of access to discourse are
fundamental for the analysis of power and its representation in discourse. According to
Van Dijk, discourse is a multi-dimensional social phenomenon (Van Dijk, 2009).
For Van Dijk, the relation between power and discourse has a socio-cognitive
dimension that relates the macro-level to the micro-level. He further explains that the
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relation between power and discourse is not conditional or causal as they differ in nature
(Van Dijk, 2004). So, he infers that the contextual factors causing impact must be
indirect. Subsequently, he succeeded in filling this gap by adapting the social structure
to discourse through his cognitive model (van Dijk, 2006, p.162). Thus, contexts are
represented as mental models because they are abstract representations which directly
interact with discourse as a process. Van Dijk asserts that representing contexts
cognitively is the only possible solution to understand those relations between power and
discourse (ibid. p.163). Context models are the user’s mental models of the
communicative event (ibid). In terms of these mental models, most discourse is produced
and consumed. Van Dijk (2011) asserts that knowledge is the main resource for the
production and understanding of discourse through which we acquire our knowledge.
That is, there is an indirect relation between knowledge and discourse (Van Dijk, 2006)
and the influence of knowledge can be interpreted and identified by the analysis of
discourse. Finally, Van Dijk succeeds in portraying knowledge in relation to context and
its importance in the discourse process and power relations.
3.3.4. Van Leeuwen’s Multimodality
Van Leeuwen (1996) was the first theorist and CD analyst who paid attention to the
role of visual discourse in the media, proposing a useful framework for the visual
analysis. He tries to explain how social actors can be represented and realized visually.
Van Leeuwen (2005, p.35) defines ‘semiotic resource’ as the actions, materials and
artefacts, that have a potential meaning, derived from their past uses, or possible uses.
They are actualized in social contexts to achieve communication (Van Leeuwen, 2005,
p.285). That is, semiotic resources, visual discourses, constitute and are constituted by
the social contexts in which they are actualised. In his theory of the semiotic resources,
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he draws on Halliday’s (1978) view of language as a social semiotic resource and the
idea that language contributes to shape a culture. His theory combines ‘texts and
contexts, agents and objects of meaning, social structures and forces and their complex
interrelationships together constitute the minimal and irreducible object of semiotic
analysis’ (Hodge & Kress, 1988, p. viii). This theory introduces multimodality that
address the integrative role of the non-verbal semiotic resources and verbal resources in
achieving, sustaining or resisting social schism, norms and racism. Van Leeuwen
investigates visual racism in certain socio-historical contexts, and in media discourse,
employing a holistic approach (Machin & Van Leeuwen, 2007; Van Leeuwen, 2000,
2009; Van Leeuwen & Caldas-Coulthard, 2004; Van Leeuwen & Kress, 1995).
Van Leeuwen aims to identify the meaning-making potential of individual semiotic
resources (such as colour, pose, size, sound, and others) and the way they contribute to
communication. That is, the relationship between verbal and non-verbal communication.
In his theory, van Leeuwen explains the relationship between semiotic resources and
technologies, specifically in media. Kress & Van Leeuwen’s Reading Images: The
Grammar of Visual Design (1996) forms one of the main directions in multimodality
research.
3.3.5. CDA as a Research Approach and Criticism
Breeze (2011, p.493) states that ‘CDA has now firmly established itself as a
recognisable approach to language study within the humanities and social sciences, that
it is close to becoming ‘an intellectual orthodoxy’ (Billig 2002, p.44), an institutionalised
discipline with its own paradigm, its own canon and conventionalised assumptions, and
even its own power structures’. Breeze (2011, p.493) adds that ‘CDA is now a valid way
of thinking and researching’. Widdowson (1995,1998), in contrast, criticises CDA for
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being an act of interpretation, also arguing that it is not cognitive enough. In this study,
systematic and comparative analysis of the data was accomplished by applying CDA
techniques. The analysis also demonstrated how the same techniques have been applied
by other scholars, and this makes it difficult to claim that this study is an exercise of
interpretation rather than analysis. This thesis is not about interpretation, which does not
occur on the level of analysis of the data of this study. Though CDA is partly based on
interpretation (of the real life setting in relation to the text), according to the analysis of
this study, some interpretation occurs on the level of context to establish the relationshiop
of the text to the social and political situation to which it refers.

Consequently,

interpretation is used in a very limited way in this study. That is, there is an element of
interpretation, but it is not dominant as the comparative structure gives the main
information.
CDA tools proved to be useful, because they could demonstrate consistent
findings of each website throughout the analysis of the data of this study. The comparative
methodology of choosing ten reports from over a year of news reportage from each
website to compare the narratives of these websites is sufficient to defend this study
against any claim of being an act of interpretation. Furthermore, this amount of data can
also challenge the criticism that the approach is selective and partial.
The purpose of this study is to expose and resist the impact of hidden ideologies on
non-academic ordinary Iraqi readers. That is, the sectarian discourses that divide the
nation sustaining violence and the conflict between the rebels and the Iraqi government.
The analysis of the data, textual and visual, has shown to be introducing diverse identities
and values rather than communicating an actual narration of events in real time and
location. Comparing the narration of the same event by both websites, Al Alam and Al
Jazeera, can show uncritical readers who do not know about the narration of the other
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website, because of their personal preference, can be easily affected by the sectarian
discourse and manipulated by one ideology rather than critically consuming and
evaluating the narration of both news discourses produced by both websites. That is, the
comparative analysis can provide the reader with a more balanced view of the narration
of both news sites, than a single analysis would be able to.
Including Member Resources (MRs), that is, pieces of information that are assumed
to be already known and therefore do not need to be stated, as a cognitive tool, was part
of the process of discursive practice and of providing a brief background to the events
before analysing the discourse. This helps challenge Widdowson’s criticism that CDA is
not cognitive enough (1995), by addressing in particular the social-psychological aspect
of the process of social cognition. Demonstrating the unequal relations of power created
by the discourse of these news sites through analysis of the data also contributes to the
cognitive aspect of the CDA approach applied in the study, as this can show how the
societal structure shapes the sectarian discourse, and in turn is shaped by this discourse.
According to Machin and Mayr (2012), CDA is also accused of being qualitative.
Following Stubbs (1997), I believe that the textual analysis of the data applied in this
study (see appendix C) can challenge the criticism that CDA is only qualitative, as the
reader can follow each technique, represented by a certain colour, to see the quantity of
the application of these techniques throughout a certain text or the whole data of this
study.

3.4. Conclusion
The Research Ethics committee at the University of Northampton insisted that the
researcher should only do UK based ‘desk research’, for safeguarding reasons as the topic
is very sensitive and controversial. That is, I was not allowed to have any face-to-face
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contacts, e.g. interviews or focus groups, which are suggested by Widdowson (1995) and
Paltridge (2006) as desirable in order to achieve objectivity in data analysis applying
CDA. The intention of the author and the editor cannot be investigated in the process of
the discursive analysis conducted in this study. Thus, the research was to be mainly
conducted by sitting at a desk, which basically involved collecting data from existing
resources. Most of the basic information could be collected and used in the research
process of the desk research. To avoid the criticism directed at CDA of being subjective,
it was decided that this study should be comparative in order to provide the analysis with
objectivity, as the clear contradiction between the news websites in representing the same
event differently is sufficient to show that they do not provide the reader with an actual
account of the event, even if the analyst does not explain, analyse, interpret or add any
comment at all for the purpose of clarification. The application of the CDA approach in
comparison can definitely distance this study from any criticism of being subjective or
personally interpretive.
Consequently, I had to do ‘documentary research’, which was then a matter of
finding and accessing the documents, basically news reports from both websites. First, I
looked for the Tehran Times and the Saudi Gazette, but could not access their archives.
Then I looked for the Iran Daily and the Al Hayat newspapers ‘archives’, which I also
could not access even through the British library. And eventually I decided on these two
news sites, Al Alam and Al Jazeera, as they provide free open access for everybody.
‘News websites, especially those related to satellite television networks with global
coverage, are playing an increasingly significant role in today's world’ (Abdul-Majeed
and Herring, 2008, p.24). The news sites of the bilingual, Arabic and English, networks
Al Alam and Al Jazeera, have been among the main sources of news in the Middle East
since the invasion of Iraq. Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites were selected for this
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research because of their opposing ideological orientations. Al Alam represents a Shia
perspective as it is owned and operated by the ‘Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting’,
while Al Jazeera represents a Sunni perspective as it is owned and operated by Al Jazeera
Media Network, headquartered in Qatar. For this research the English language editions
of both news sites were analysed. The cold war between Iran and the Gulf states is
implemented in the media as a battlefield, with Al Alam representing Shia Iran’s agenda
and Al Jazeera representing the Sunni Gulf states. Therefore, there is a need to
systematically compare the coverage of the two opposing sites in order to show that they
are both aiming to control the discourse, gaining ‘ownership’ of it to guarantee acceptance
of one ideology as common sense (and hence are both reflecting and contributing to the
social conflict). (Fairclough, 1992).
According to CDA, discourse reproduces identity. I hypothesise that these conflicting
media sites have contributed to the creation of sectarian identities in Iraq and to the
emergence of Daesh power in the region. The sectarian discourse typically concentrates
on the opposition between the ‘ingroup’ and the ‘outgroup’ by associating positive
actions with the ‘ingroup’, and attributing the opponents with negative actions, such as
war, violence, rigid ideology, discrimination, lack of qualifications, delinquency and so
on. The opposite is done to de-emphasise the ‘ingroup’s bad practices.
In this research, I will apply the ideological square as a macro framework that
incorporates the four main approaches introduced by Fairclough (1983), Wodak (1991),
Van Dijk (199) and Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) in the analysis of the data, as together
they form a comprehensive multimodal framework. This CDA framework is a viable
method for studying the sudden appearance of sectarianism in Iraq in the aftermath of
the US invasion in 2003 and the consequences of Daesh’s appearance in 2014. I will
investigate the linguistic strategies (explained in the following chapter) employed by Al
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Jazeera and Al Alam websites in their representations of the same incidents in order to
understand how Iran and Saudi Arabia sustain the sectarianism which led to Daesh’s
appearance. Critical understanding, analysis and explanation of these complicated
phenomena can help Iraqi students think on their own and interpret the sudden
appearance of these issues in the current world in order to either resist them or find a
suitable way to challenge them. These problems are sustained by the conflicting media.
Understanding the news discourse produced by the media that is either owned or strongly
influenced by these conflicting political powers can lead to understanding of those
problems. This framework and CDA techniques are fully explained in Chapter Four.

CHAPTER FOUR

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND CRITICAL DISCOURSE
ANALYSIS (CDA) TECHNIQUES

4.1. Introduction
This section is devoted to explaining the research methodology followed in this
study; the CDA framework, data collection, data analysis and techniques applied in the
analysis of this data.
4.1.1. CDA Framework
The most important feature of CDA is that it is a problem-oriented research approach
that deals with important social issues, mainly caused by a social or political situation
rather than a linguistic issue (Wodak, 2001). Thus, applying an eclectic approach can
improve the analysis of the data by providing historical, political, and social contexts to
the studied problem (Van Dijk, 2001). I had to integrate the four models of CDA
presented by Fairclough (1989), Wodak (1991), Van Dijk (1992) and Kress and Van
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Leeuwen (1996). I believe that all these models form one model of multimodality that is
suitable to the data of the current study. The contributions of these theorists represent the
process of the development of CDA since it was first introduced in 1989. Weiss & Wodak
(2003, p.9) state that one of the strengths of CDA is in using various theories and
methodologies, as this makes it productive and innovative especially in making
comparisons. At first, Fairclough introduced his approach (1989), the socio-cultural
approach, which consists of three layers (see section 3.3.1) that cover the process of the
discursive practice: production, circulation and consumption. Then, Wodak (1991) drew
attention to the importance of the historical aspect in the process of understanding,
explaining and interpreting discourse. Van Dijk (1998) highlighted the importance of the
cognitive aspect in the process of consumption of the information presented in the text,
which is also referred to by Fairclough (1989) as MRs (see section 3.3.1.1). The
ideological square was introduced by Van Dijk (1998) as a framework through which
discourse as a discursive action can be analysed and linked to its contexts. This framework
provides the interpretation process of the sectarian discourse with cohesion within its
contexts, as it works as a macro structure of the discourse. The technique of ideological
discourse joins both strategies of positive ‘ingroup’ description by enhancing our
‘ingroup’ good actions and negative ‘outgroup’ description, mitigating ‘ingroup’ bad
actions and ‘outgroup’ good actions, at all levels of discourse structure. These strategies
. Emphasize Our good things
. Emphasize Their bad things
. De-emphasize Our bad things
. De-emphasize Their good things.
They can be applied at all levels of action, meaning, form and structure of discourse.
Meanings can be enhanced in many semiotic and non-semiotic ways such as intonation
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or stress, visual or graphical means, word order, headlining, topicalization, repetition.
Good meanings would be associated with the ingroup of the author or the institution,
reflected in a large variety of forms such as the choice of lexical items that imply positive
or negative evaluations, as well as in the structure of whole propositions and their
categories (as in active/passive, etc.), the structure of the discourse, naming and semiotic
resources, which emphasize such meanings. And the opposite, negative meanings, will
be associated with ‘Others’, Opponents or Enemies.

The double strategy of this binary opposition can polarize people into opposing
groups – presenting the ‘ingroup’ in a positive light as ‘good’ and the ‘outgroup’ in a
negative light as ‘bad’ (Kuo & Nakamura, 2005, p. 410), a technique which is also called
‘positive self-presentation’ and ‘negative other presentation’ (Shojaei et al, 2013).
The ideologies of the two institutions have a polarized structure, dividing Iraqi
people into conflicting group memberships and categorizing them into ingroups and
outgroups. These underlying structures are clear in the sectarian discourse, in the biased
institutional mental models of group members. These mental models control the
‘contents’ of the discourse, which are variously polarized (Van Dijk, 2004). Finally,
images as an essential part of the reports have been studied by Kress and Van Leeuwen
(1996).
4.1.2. Data Collection
It was then a matter of selecting the ten pairs of texts, two sets of news sites articles
chosen to represent the major political incidents which occurred during June 2014 to June
2015, a one-year period which represents the conflict through which Daesh rose to power
in Iraq. To refine the process of choosing the data, a set of questions was produced by
repeated re-reading of the chosen documents. This initial part of the analysis, which is
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called developing a ‘protocol’ according to Altheide (1996), consists of identifying data
in the articles such as: date, location and length of article, preliminary textual analysis of
the

text

through

which

socially

shared

narratives,

recurrent

themes,

problematizing/scepticism that may exist in the accounts, were identified; this was
followed by a period of reflection. I downloaded the reports and stored them as pdf. Then
I classified them according to the topic; some were about funding ISIL, or the role of the
US in the war, but the progress of ISIL was the main concern of this study. The time and
location of the same event were the main criteria in deciding the matching reports that
show the progress of ISIL in Iraq. It was not easy to find matching pairs of reports, from
both websites, that deal with the same event, reported at the same time, as I noticed that
these websites do not write on the event at the time of their occurrence. However, at some
stages, I was not allowed to access Al Alam news websites, which may indicate the higher
sensitivity of this website in comparison to Al Jazeera. I had to use a different google
account to access the website.
About twenty incidents that were reported in this period were selected. To refine the
process of choosing the data, a set of questions was produced by repeated re-reading of
the chosen documents. This initial part of the analysis, which is called developing a
‘protocol’ according to Altheide (1996), consists of identifying data in the articles such
as: date, location and length of article, preliminary textual analysis of the text through
which socially shared narratives, recurrent themes, problematizing/scepticism that may
exist in the accounts, were identified; this was followed by a period of reflection.
The full set of reports was selected to represent the progress of ISIL in Iraq over one
year starting from the first offensive in June 10, 2014 and ending at June 10, 2015, a year
later, and to study how this progress is portrayed by both sites. The events that represent
ISIL’s progress are:
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Report (1) Mosul’s Fall (10 June 2014)
Report (2) Camp Speicher Massacre (12 June 2014)
Report (3) Beiji Oil Refinery Battle (13 July 2014) 24 August
Report (4) Amerli Battle (31 August 2014)
Report (5) Dhuluiya Battle (03 October 2014)
Report (6) Mosul Battle (10 December 2014)
Report (7) Al Jubouri Tribe Battle (27 March 2015)
Report (8) Tikrit Battle (2 March 2015)
Report (9) Ramadi Battle (9 February 2015)
Report (10) Salahuddin Battle (03 June 2015)
4.1.3. Textual Analysis of Data
These ten reports are ordered according to the sequence of events. For systematic
analysis, each report is mainly classified by its order and headline. The headline sentence
is referred to as (HS). Then, the text is divided into sentences. They are numbered in
order of their sequence in the text. Each sentence is referred to as (S+ its number). The
sentences are further divided into single clauses. Then they are grammatically divided
into smaller meaningful units referred to as ‘elements’ of the sentence (Quirk et al., 1992)
to reach an accepted pattern, as the sentences vary in structure or pattern, mode and type.
The first element in the sentence is identified as the first participant or actor of the
action. The second element gives the process. The third element is the second participant
and so on. This analysis is based on lexico-grammatical classification, and it results in
elements unequal in size.
To be consistent and clear and to show the deviation of the style from the normal
conventions of writing, the first element (‘1st element’), will be treated as normally
occupied by the subject of the sentence. In line with the arguments of all CDA
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practitioners, this thesis claims that deviation from the normal conventions of writing is
not arbitrary, and occurs for an ideological purpose (Van Dijk, 1998); thus, concerning
textual analysis, when the sentence deviates, starting with an element other than the
subject, such as a verbal phrase, this element is labelled ‘0 element’.
This classification functions like a map to show how the media makes use of words
semantically and syntactically to convey, perhaps surreptitiously, the ideology in the
message that is presented. Consequently, each of the subordinate clauses, prepositional
phrases, verbal phrases and conjunctions is identified as a separate element, as each forms
a meaningful unit that contributes to the understanding of the text and the way it is
structured to present its ideology.

4.1.4. CDA Techniques Selection
The data of the research has played a key role in deciding which CDA techniques
should be applied in this study. Take for example, modality. This is rarely used in the
news reports, therefore it was not identified as one of the techniques of the ideological
square. That is, the reporters use non-modal language -- declarative sentences,
commands, negation -- but not obligation or possibility. This means that there is no
speculation or room for possibility in their representation of events as determined by their
view of the conflicting groups and the conflict.
Various CDA techniques were chosen and refined according to their availability in
the data. CDA is various in methodology (Wodak, 2001), and incorporating many CDA
techniques can enhance the objectivity of the analysis and help in understanding and
analysing all levels of context (Fairclough et al., 2011) was an asset. Inconsistency in the
terminology of CDA techniques was noticed, and it was a source of confusion to the
analyst. To overcome this problem, I tried to include most of the terminologies within the
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explanation of each technique so the reader is aware that they refer to the same technique.
Though there is an overlap in the categorization of the data in terms of CDA strategies,
as the same lexical item(s) can be classified under more than one technique, the analysis
still unveils the exploitation of language to translate the ideologies of the institutions.
Examples of overlap are: ‘stop’ which can be classified as a material process and a
presupposition, ‘killing’ can be a material process and nominalisation, ‘are trapped’ can
be a material process plus passivisation, ‘despite widespread allegations of
discrimination’ is a presupposition, but each of the lexical items within this subordinate
clause has a different independent function, placing it under another strategy and ‘an Iraqi
parliamentarian’ that can be an anonymisation, actor and functionalisation at the same
time. This notice may be of help for CDA analysts, as the approach is still in progress. To
avoid this problem, I used colours in the map of the textual analysis of the data (see
appendix B) to include most of the classifications that can be identified with an item.
There is also an overlap between verbal processes under transitivity and evidentiality. To
avoid confusion, I simply separate the voice of the writer under transitivity and any other
source of information is included within evidentiality.
I used the techniques of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA),

LEXICALISATION,

NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS, PRESUPPOSITION, TRANSITIVITY, PASSIVISATION,
NOMINALISATION, EVIDENTIALITY,

and visual analysis, including:

INFORMATION

VALUE, CONTACT/GAZE, TRANSITIVITY, SALIENCE, POSES, DISTANCE, and FRAMING

to

analyse two sets of news sites articles which were chosen to represent the major political
incidents which occurred during June 2014 to June 2015, a one-year period which
represents the conflict by means of which Daesh rose in Iraq.
To facilitate identifying the ideological square (see chapter four: CDA techniques)
and the opposition created between the two sectarian groups through language, each of
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the CDA techniques is assigned a different colour, and different fonts and colours are
given to each group. To be clearer, the in-group for the Al Alam report is the Shia group
and the out-group is the Sunni group, whereas, for Al Jazeera the in-group is the Sunni
group and the out-group is the Shia group. The language used to describe the Sunni group
is presented in dark blue font whereas the font used to portray the Shia group is light blue.
Transitivity is identified with the colour red for the font and the use of yellow highlight.
Green is used for nominalisation. Presupposition is highlighted by grey. Passivisation is
indicated by purple. Evidentiality is given light orange. Lexicalisation is highlighted by
turquoise. See the following table

Transitivity

passivisation

nominalisati
on

presuppositi
on

evidentiality

Lexicalisatio
n

Naming of
Sunni group

Naming of
Shia group

4.1.5. Cognitive Aspect of the Discursive Process of Data Analysis
In accordance with CDA, each analysis of the events is preceded by background
knowledge, and a summary of the main story, so readers can understand the report. Van
Dijk (2005:71) states that ‘relevant portions of knowledge are being activated and applied
in the understanding of words and sentences’. By supplying this background knowledge,
the text is situated in its context.
There are two points that should be mentioned in order to understand the texts
properly. The first is that there are several key ideas that the two texts do not overtly
state, but that are part of the Iraqi readers members’ resources (hereafter MR) (see
3.4.1.) These include the information knowledge that:
•

The government of Iraq at that time, and the military, was Shia controlled.

•

ISIL is aligned with Sunni factions.

•

The eastern and southern parts of Iraq are predominantly Shia, whereas, the
western and northern parts of Iraq represent mostly Sunni.
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•

The name ‘al-Moussawi’ is a Shia name.

The second point is understanding the in-group and the out-group of both sides of
the conflict covered by the reportages, to better understand the ideological square (see
Chapter Four for CDA Techniques) linguistically embedded, and relating to the
ideologies of both institutions representing the two websites. In Al Alam discourse, the
in-group consists of: the majority Shia group consisting of the Iraqi government, the Iraqi
military forces, Shia militias, Kurdish forces and the US coalition forces; and the outgroup consists of the Sunni group consisting of the minority Sunni rebellions, and foreign
fighters referred to as ISIL.
In Al Jazeera discourse, the in-group consists of: the Sunni group consisting of the
minority Sunni rebellions, and foreign fighters referred to as ISIL; and the out-group
consists of the majority Shia group as listed above. This inclusion of the groups is
inferred from the data analysis which will be demonstrated in the analysis of the data of
this study. This analysis runs over two chapters (five and six).
4.1.6. Data Analysis
The main purpose of the analysis of the data of this study is to identify similarities
and differences in the representations of the conflicting groups within the Al Alam and
Al Jazeera news sites and to interpret them in terms of the ideologies of the institutions
which own, control, or influence these websites. Comparing results of the analyses
enabled me to identify issues of power abuse, inequality and hidden ideology in both
news sites’ discourses. For integrity and accuracy, the articles were studied as
multimodal texts (illustrations as well as texts). Weiss & Wodak (2003, p.9) state that
one of the strengths of CDA is using various theories and methodologies, as this makes
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it productive and innovative especially in making comparisons. Thus multiple (different
theoretical) frameworks of CDA were applied to this study. These included the textual
structure of news discourse and the visual semiotic resources. The textual structure is
further divided into sub-categories. The following sub-categories
NAMING

OF

SOCIAL

PRESUPPOSITIONS,

and

ACTORS,

TRANSITIVITY,

EVIDENTIALITY

PASSIVATION,

LEXICALISATION,
NOMINALISATION,

have been chosen for their availability in the

texts. They were applied in the order just given above in the analysis undertaken for this
study. These methods are explained in detail in the following sections, and illustrated
with examples taken from the data collected from the news sites, and the full texts of the
chosen articles are in Appendix A. For full explanation of the examples within their
reports, see appendix (D); however a brief explanation of these examples is also included
here for ease of reference.

4.2. The Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) Techniques applied in this
study
4.2.1. Lexicalization
In news conflict debates, similar meaning is expressed differently by using various
words depending on the position, aim, and beliefs of the author. Hence, dissimilar
interpretation of the meaning results in different impact on the readers. That is, opposing
words can position the readers in conflicting situations creating divisions between them.
Consequently, the conflict is sustained within the reading process. According to Van Dijk
(2004), this technique of LEXICALISATION contributes to building the ideological square
that is discursively created by presenting the in-group positively and the out-group
negatively through lexical choices.
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Matheson (2005) introduced the term ‘lexical choice’ to refer to LEXICALISATION
which means examining the vocabulary used by comparison with words that could have
been used. Richardson (2007) emphasises the priority of analysing the words of
discourse. Vocabulary is the main tool by which to form an idea (Halliday, 1978). It is
the medium through which a culture imparts objects, concepts, social actions and
relations (Billig, 2008). Each word has its own cultural connotations which can position
the actors into a certain framework of discourse. Richardson (2007) argues that words
have connotations and denotations, which refer to the main literal meaning indicated by
the word. Language provides the writer with different choices; each of which has a
different connotation. The choice of words by the news writers can help classify things,
because discourse indicates certain identities, values, and probably actions which are not
directly mentioned by the writer. This can help in identifying the implicit supposition
and tendency of the text. The following examples can show the attitude of the institution
towards the role of the Iraqi government and the neighbouring countries in Mosul’s fall.
In the first example, Al Alam attributes the fall to the neighbours, Saudi and Turkish
intelligence, who differ from Iran in their ethnicity. By contrast, Al Jazeera assigns the
responsibility of Mosul’s fall to the Iraqi government, represented by Mailki, who is from
a different ethnicity.
‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’ (Al Alam: R1, HS)
‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul's fall to ISIL’ (Al Jazeera: R1, HS)

To emphasise the positivity of the in-group, the author tends to use certain words
that can show or create an affinity with readers, hence they are called on by the use or
choice of certain vocabulary. Words can also create a distraction and carry the reader
away from an actual problem and therefore away from any solution. Such words can be
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used to place the out-group in a negative light. To emphasise or enhance the meaning of
certain words negatively or positively, some descriptive words like ‘appalling’, and
‘deeply’ can be used to present the group in a certain light according to the author’s
attitude, point of view and ideologies. This is called ‘hyperbole’ according to Van Dijk
(2004). Such as:
‘Adnan Siraj told Al Alam that declaring the emergency state was ‘inevitable’
considering the dire security condition’. (Al Alam: R1, S3)
‘Iraq has been grappling with its worst surge in violence since the sectarian
blood-letting of 2006 and 2007’. (Al Aalm: R1, S8)
‘Widespread discontent among Sunnis, who say they were marginalised
and targeted by Maliki's government, played a major role in aggravating
the security situation in Iraq, aiding the ISIL advances’. (Al Jazeera: R1,
S16).
‘Sunnis also fear the brutal consequences of confronting the ISIS group’. (Al
Alam: R7. S12)
Repetition of some words can shed light on a certain aspect of reality more than
others. The heavy use of certain terms which are repeatedly used in a news story is
‘overlexicalisation’ (Teo, 2000). Overlexicalisation can create ‘overcompleteness’. It is
an ideological tool that refers to a controversial problem that the writer tries to hide by
overpersuasion; ‘excessive description indicates some anxiety on the part of the author’
(Machin and Mayr, 2012, p.169). Such as the repetition of ‘Saudi and Turkish
intelligence’ three times in (Al Alam: R1, HS, S1 and S6). For example:
‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’ (Al Alam: R1, HS)
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And the repetition of Maliki’s name in Al Jazeera (R1) such as: ‘Maliki’ (HS),
‘former PM’ (S1), ‘former prime minister Nouri al-Maliki’ (S2), ‘Maliki’ (S6, S7, S15
and S17), ‘his name’ (S8), ‘Maliki’s government’ (S16)
When the writer deviates from the conventional rules of writing, the reader should
ask why. Deviations from the writing rules can often indicate ideological dominance. In
the analysis, I aim to identify which lexical items are used most frequently and which
aspect of reality they represent and reflect. Certain lexical items that are available and
could be used may be left out. When activities, elements or participants that should be
present in a text are excluded, the critical discourse analyst has to ask why the writer
ignores these vocabularies and distracts our attention from these things.
Through vocabulary oppositions that gain their meaning from other words which
form a network of meaning, polarization can be created in a text. Words such as ‘old’
and ‘new’, for example can distinguish between concepts, but if only one of these
adjectives is used, it implies separation, without needing to mention the other. That is,
this word alone connotes the meaning of its opposite concept. The use of the word
‘sectarian’ or ‘extremist’ to describe someone implies that this person does not behave
in the manner expected of a citizen. The heavy use of oppositions in a text can be
ideological (Van Dijk, 1998). Through using contrastive structural concepts, participants
are implicitly positioned into binary oppositions and evaluated without any explicit
statement of ‘good’ or ‘bad’. They can be overtly represented as competent, as they are
situated in opponent positions. The opposition is created lexically, even though it is never
stated that they will act negatively or what their aim is. Lexical items can also imply
certain actions, and information about motives, values and consequences of negative
action. By contrast, they can overemphasize the strength, success and power of certain
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groups, as in the following examples, where the in-groups are positively described as the
winner, overemphasizing the weakness of the out-groups.
‘The statement said that the Ministry of Defense, Baghdad operations, federal
police and volunteers of the Popular Mobilization Units and the tribes and
supported by the Army Air Force continue to tighten the noose on ISIS in the
center of alKarma subdistrict’. (Al Alam: R9, S7)
‘Islamic State fighters have won yet another battle, this time over Kurdish
fighters, known as the Peshmerga’. (Al Jazeera: R3, S3)
In the following example, lexicalisation ‘the slain militants’, describing the outgroup, is used to deemphasize the negative action of the in-group, justifying the success
of the out-group, which implicitly excuses the in-group in their failure to protect the
nation
The slain militants were purportedly using tanks, armored vehicles and weapons seized
last months from Iraqi military posts. (Al Alam: R3, S7)

4.2.2. Naming of Social Actors
The ways conflicting participants in news discourse are viewed is related to how
they are named (Machin and Mayr, 2012). A person can be described accurately but with
changing meaning by using different characteristics, roles, and identities he or she
possesses (Richardson, 2007). Again, it is a matter of language choice. NAMING

OF

SOCIAL ACTORS is functional to the identification of social actors with certain groups
rather than others, either because they belong to them or they want to join them (Van
Leeuwen, 1996). NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS can assign the named a social position
like ‘Mr’ or ‘Mrs’ and can indicate the type of relationship between or among the named
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participants (Richardson, 2007, p.49). It is employed by the writer to achieve different
purposes: psychological, social or political, and to particularise a social actor, for
example: ‘Nouri Al Maliki’, or associate him with a group, each with a different meaning
(Kess and van Leeuwen, 1996). NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS is functional to the text in
the sense that it sheds light on the meaning and social values associated with the named
and moreover it creates a coherent connection in terms of other named social actors.
Names of social actors may, however, also be more accurately regarded as constructions
of the reality rather than reflect the interests of media institutions. Naming an object
differently changes the perception of the readers towards that object (Manan, 2001).
Consequently, naming of social actors is an effective strategy to position a group in a
certain light and emphasise or mitigate their action according to the institution’s purpose.
According to Couldry (2000), using negative or positive terms can impact the reader’s
degree of confidence and consequently their perception of facts. Thus, it is used in news
conflict stories to hide the institution’s ideology to attract readers to their side and
consequently create opposition between the in-group and the out-group. Van Dijk (2004)
in his explanation of the ideological square refers to this strategy as actor description.
There are many linguistic choices to characterise a ‘person’, but none is neutral
because they all include values and activities. Each of these possibilities is deliberately
used by the author to realise political, social and psychological interests (Reisgil and
Wodak, 2001 quoted in Machin and Mayr, 2012). Accordingly, these referential
strategies are ideologically employed by media institutions. Machin and Mayr (2012,
p.79) state that ‘these labels help to implicitly define the nature of the crime, victimhood,
guilt and consequences of the reader’. Berger (1966) states that the roles attributed to
social actors through language can change the audience’s feeling towards the
participants. Through language, social actors can be included or excluded for certain
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purposes (Post, 2009). Social actors can be portrayed by news writers as ‘instigators’,
‘agents’, ‘beneficiaries’ or as ‘affected’ by the action (Van Leeuwen, 1996). The
language of the news can portray social actors with or against others, that is, it can create
oppositions which simplify the event enabling the author to manipulate an interpretation
of it.
Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (1996) categorisation of social actors and Van Dijk’s
(2004) discursive strategies of the ideological square were employed in this study to find
out how Iraqi people, and Daesh, are represented as social actors in the reports of the two
websites. The category of NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS can be divided into:

4.2.2.1. Personalisation and Impersonalisation
Personalisation and impersonalisation strategies are used to emphasise or
deemphasise the identities of certain social actors or their roles in an action. They can
help to implicitly define a certain action and its consequences for the readers. The
participants are positively presented by emphasising their good action and deemphasising their bad action by this technique. Similarly, emphasising the bad action
and de-emphasising the good action can present an opponent actor negatively. The
technique of impersonalisation is achieved by the implementation of abstract or concrete
nouns which lack the semantic characteristics of human beings (Van Leeuwen, 2008).
Thus, two types are identifiable: abstraction and objectivation. In abstraction social
actors are referred to in terms of the quality attributed to them, whereas in objectivation
social actors are referred to by using a concrete object like a place, thing or action that is
associated with them. This device can impart power or authority to the actions and
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sayings of certain social actors (Post, 2009). It can also impart evidentiality, evidence to
prove and emphasise the responsibility of a certain group for an action placing it in a
particular news framework, as in:
‘Separately, Iraqi helicopter gunships pounded a weapon warehouse in the
militant-seized city of Fallujah, some 50 km west of Baghdad, leaving four
militants killed and sparking huge explosions in the warehouse.’ (Al Alam: R8,
S6).
‘US jets and drones have also attacked the Islamic State group's positions near
Iraq’s Mosul Dam.’ (Al Jazeera: R4, S5)
‘‘The first shipment of medium weapons which arrived at Erbil International
airport will be distributed to the forces that will participate in the liberation of
Mosul. The preparations are taking place in coordination with Peshmerga forces
and the approval of the Peshmerga Ministry,’ Hamed said’. (Al Alam: R6, S6)
‘If successful, the move would significantly alter the map of ISIL's self-declared
crossborder ‘caliphate’ and isolate its Mosul hub’. (Al Jazeera: R6, S4)
‘Theabattle for Beiji and its oil refinery has been running back and forth for
months, with each side making gains and suffering losses in the fighting’. (Al
Jazeera: R6, S6)
Van Dijk (1995) explains how the strategy of objectivation can be used to achieve
inequality between social groups by connoting moral lessons and dictating what is
acceptable and what is not. In the following example, the negativity of the action is
increased by portraying the affected participants as ‘bodies’ that are burned and littered
the street. The lexical item ‘bodies’ reduces the participants into weak and vulnerable
entities that can raise empathy towards them and anger towards the actor. ‘Bodies’ in the
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plural indicates the unlimited number and unacceptable condition of the affected
participants.
‘Bodies, some burned, littered the streets as local officials reported the militants
carried out mass killings of Iraqi security forces and civilians. Online video
showed Humvees, trucks and other equipment speeding out of Ramadi, with
soldiers gripping onto their sides’. (AL Alam: R9, S3)

4.2.2.2. Individualisation and Collectivisation
News writers can portray participants as individuals or as a group. Individualisation
is a means to create a relationship between the individual and readers. This relationship
can be positive or negative depending on the intention of the writer. In other words,
readers are brought closer to individualised participants in order to change their feelings
and attitudes towards them either positively or negatively. Machin and Mayr (2012, p.80)
suggest that it is crucial to distinguish between those participants the news writer
individualises and those collectivised in texts, so that we can recognize what group is
humanised and what one dehumanised. Compare the following examples,
‘Adnan Siraj told Al-Alam that declaring the emergency state was ‘inevitable’
considering the dire security condition’. (AL Alam: R1, S3)
‘He further criticized Iraqi parliament speaker Osama al-Nujaifi for
downplaying role of the national army and their sacrifices’. (Al Alam: R1, S5)
‘An Iraqi parliamentary committee says that former prime minister Nouri alMaliki and other officials were to blame for allowing the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL) to overrun Mosul last year’. (Al Jazeera: R1, S2)
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‘No one is above the law and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary wil
l punish those [responsible],’ Juburi said in a statement.’ (Al Jazeera R1, S12)
‘Maliki is widely viewed as having exacerbated sectarian tensions between the
country’s

Shia majority and its Sunni majority’. (Al Jazeera: R1, S15)

4.2.2.3. Specification and Genericisation
A person may be specifically identified, or identified generically as a type. Generic
terms can be indications of racism (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Specification is
respectively divided into three types. ‘Classification’ refers to social actors by their
classes in society, ‘relational’ specification names social actors according to their
personal or work relationships, and ‘physical’ specification represents social actors
according to their physical characteristics.
In media conflict discourse, authors tend to categorize and compare people to
support their argument sustaining and increasing schism between the in-group and outgroup. An example is the categorization of out-group into a type, a categorization
formulated in the following ways:
‘When ISIS militants swept across Iraq last summer, many Sunnis initially
greeted them as liberators and cheered the retreat of the despised security forces’.
(AL Alam: R7, S10).
‘In Iraq, some Sunni are cooperating with the Shia-led government and
militias in the war against ISIL’. (Al Jazeera: R, S2)
In these examples, Al Alam portray the Sunni people as traitors who cooperate
with ISIL against the government, whereas Al Jazeera shows a contrastive attitude
towards the cooperation of some Sunni people with the Iraqi government.
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4.2.2.4. Nomination and Functionalism
Nomination is to nominate a person by saying who s/he is with a unique identity
(Machin and Mayr, 2012). It is personal. Nomination is useful in understanding the way
social actors are represented (Post, 2009). Functionalization, by contrast, identifies a
person by describing what s/he does. It is more formal. The writer gives the actor a role
which might be generic. Calling a person an activity or action they enact is
functionalization for only their role is emphasized. It attributes authority to the described
actors to assign them responsibility for either a bad action or a positive action. Attributing
authority to an eminent figure who might be of the same group or even a member of the
out-group, is a technique designed to support the author’s own argument in conflict
discourse. Throughout the text, the social actor’s identity is shaped according to the
writer’s view. It is grammatically achieved by the addition of one of the following
suffixes, -er, -ist, -ant, -ent, -ian, -eer, -man, -woman, -person to the noun. A certain kind
of functionalism is created by the use of ‘functional honorifics’, referring to terms that
show respect or suggest a degree of seniority (Machin and Mayr, 2012). They are used
to show the importance of a participant who might have official roles. The honorifics are
changed in accordance with the ideology of the author. This technique is an example:
‘A state of emergency was declared by Prime minister Nouri Al-Maliki’. (Al
Alam: R1, S2)
‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul’s fall to ISIL’. (Al Jazeera: R1, HS)
‘Meanwhile, Turkmen lawmaker Fawzi Akram al-Tarzi said the Iraqi forces
entered the town from two directions and were distributing aid to the residents’.
(AL Alam: R4, S6)
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‘Faisal al-Esawi, a leader of the Albu Esa tribe in the Amiriyat al-Falluja
district near Ramadi, also said that as many as 400 Takfiri militants were killed
in the Iraqi air raids on the regions of Anah and Rawah’. (AL Alam: R10, S5)
Retired General John Allen said on Wednesday in the Qatari capital that ISIL
was not merely an Iraqi problem or a Syrian problem but ‘a regional problem
trending towards global implications’. (AL Jazeera: R10, S16)
Commenting on the airstrikes on Amerli, John Kirby, the US department of
defence spokesman, said on Sunday that President Barack Obama
authorised the ‘limited’ military operation to prevent an Islamic State attack on
the town and to enable an air drop to those in the town. (Al Jazeera: R4, S7)
4.2.2.5. Anonymisation
Anonymisation is ‘the removal of identifying information from data’ (Thomson et
al., 2005). It is a strategy to avoid identification and create a reasonable argument in news
stories (Machin and Mayr, 2012). This allows news writers a much wider use of
information (Graham, 2017). However, critically, this process of hiding ‘who’ and
‘where’ creates uncertainty for readers and for the analyst of the information as identity
and voice are lost. Thus, it is not possible to undertake research without identifying
where, when and who is involved in the action. This gives rise to the ethical consideration
that anonymisation should only be used in certain contexts or circumstances and for
specific purposes (Coffey, et al. 2012).

Thomson et al. (2005, p.1), claim that

anonymisation ‘is full of methodological, ethical and theoretical tensions […] it
inevitably, removes contextual information that has potential value to the reader’.
The final push by ISIL fighters began early Sunday with four nearly simultaneous
bombings that targeted police officers defending the Malaab district in southern
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Ramadi, a pocket of the city still under Iraqi government control, killing at least
10 police and wounding 15, authorities said. Among the dead was Col. Muthana
al-Jabri, the chief of the Malaab police station, they said. (Al Jazeera R9, S)
Sunni leaders want greater rights and representation in government. (Al Jazeera:
R5, S4)
Sources told Al Jazeera that civilians were among at least 70 people killed in the
air strikes on a warehouse controlled by ISIL. (Al Jazeera: R10, S3)
The witnesses adding that celebrations had erupted in the town. (Al Alam: R5,
S3)
In Anbar province, airstrike [sic] hit a vehicle Said to be booby-trapped with ISIS
militants inside in al-Houze area in the provincial capital city of Ramadi, some
110 km west of Baghdad, destroying the vehicle and killing its occupants, a
provincial security source said. (Al Alam: R8, S5)

4.2.2.6. Aggregation: Numbers Game
Aggregation is the replacement of specific numbers by generalised quantities such
as ‘scores’, ‘many thousands’, ‘few’. Social actors are dealt with as statistics without
mentioning exact numbers. News writers use aggregation to appear objective in their
narration (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Questions of what the exact number is and why, is
not mentioned. Personally, I believe this technique can also distract the readers’ attention
to the number away from the real issue and its reasons and causes. Thus, abstraction of
numbers is applied for ideological purposes (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
According to Al Alam News Network, ‘hundreds of ISIS elements have been
killed in an extensive air raid by the Iraqi army aviation against the largest ISIS
shelters between al-Romana area and Bagoz district (350 km west of Ramadi),’
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noting that, ‘the militants were coming from Syria to support the terrorists in
Anbar. (Al Alam: R10, S2)
Tens of thousands of members of the Yazidi religious minority were trapped o
on the mountain for days in the searing August heat in a first siege that sparked
fears of genocide and was one of the reasons that led US President Barack Obama
to launch an air campaign against ISIL. (Al Jazeera: R6, S11)
The estimates are since Friday, when the battle for the city reached its final stages.
The 8,000 figure is in addition to the enormous exodus in April, Haimour said,
when the U.N. said as many as 114,000 residents fled from Ramadi and
surrounding villages at the height of the violence. (Al Jazeera: R9, S)
Dozens of people are reported to have been killed in air strikes targeting the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in Hawijah in Iraq, reports say. (Al
Jazeera: R10, S2)
The statement added that, ‘preliminary estimates indicated the number of dead to
be more than 300 terrorists, in addition to destroying more than 40 vehicles and
armored vehicles, as well as the destruction of ISIS training camps in the regions
of Anah and Rawah west of the province,’ considering such operations as ‘the
largest of its kind in the Iraqi army aviation history. (Al Alam: R 10, S)
Ramadi mayor Dalaf al-Kubaisi said that more than 250 civilians and security
forces were killed over the past two days, including dozens of police and other
government supporters shot dead in the streets or their homes, along with their
wives, children and other family members. (Al Jazeera R9, S)

4.2.2.7. Polarisation: the Use of the Pronouns ‘Us’ and ‘Them’
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In an attempt to increase the numbers of supporters of a cause and to represent more
power, news writers use different strategies. One is the use of the plural pronouns ‘us’
and ‘them’ to create opposition. By using ‘we’ and ‘us’, the writer can align the readers
with the preferred group by misleading them into thinking that the news writers’ thoughts
are theirs (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Similarly, the writers use ‘them’ to create the
‘others’ group that is opposed to the interests of the ‘we’ (or ‘in’) group. Fairclough
(2000) claims that news writers apply this technique to hide power relations and to
obscure the real meaning of the text. In this research, I explore how these conflicting
groups are created and referred to in the two news sites in terms of ‘us’ and ‘them’.
We all know that the militants are strong and very well-equipped, therefore,
fighting them needs a lot of effort,’ Jasim al-Moussawi, a political analyst, told
Press TV. (Al Alam: R3, S8)
During his meeting with Hagel, Abadi said: ‘ISIS is on the descent at the moment.
Our forces are very much on the ground. But they need more air power and more
heavy weaponry. (Al Alam: R6, S13)
They had learned their lesson years earlier, when al-Qaida in Iraq recruited me
some of the tribesmen to fight the government to turn on the tribe after suffering
losses on the battlefield, killing more than 300 al- Jabouri tribesmen. (Al Alam:
R7, S5)
‘We are now surrounded inside the Operations Command by ISIL, and mortars
are raining down’, a military officer inside the base told the Reuters news agency.
(Al Jazeera: R9, S6).
‘We welcome any group, including Shiite militias, to come and help us in
liberating the city from the militants. What happened today is a big loss caused by
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lack of good planning by the military,’ a Sunni tribal leader, Naeem al-Gauoud,
told the Associated Press. (Al Jazeera: R9, S20)
In these examples, we can see the polarization created between the two conflicting groups
by the narration of both news sites; Al Alam tries to de-emphasise the negative action of
the in-group by the justification that ISIL is strong, and it is not easy to defeat them, but
the Sunni people will wake up and regret supporting ISIL. By contrast, Al Jazeera keeps
portraying ISIL as the winner, in comparison to the Iraqi government, which lacks
discipline and qualification, and thus will be always and definitely the loser.

4.2.3. Transitivity
Transitivity describes what the social actors are doing, more specifically, what the
doer of the action, the agent, does to whom, and when, where and how (Machin and
Mayr, 2012). In other words, transitivity identifies what role the doer of the action, the
subject of the clause, plays in the process and what impact this action has on the recipient
of the action, goal or the object of the clause. To put it differently, it defines the role each
participant is represented as playing in the action. Transitivity or the way people are
represented as doing or not doing can implicitly inculcate recipients with certain
ideologies (ibid). Transitivity is a sematic unit because it changes meaning (Halliday,
1985). This is because as Matu and Lubbe (2007) state, transitivity is the representation
of meaning at the level of the clause. Through transitivity, the writer can highlight or
hide the responsibility of the agent (Oktar, 2001). Brown and Fish (1983), for example,
claim that more causality is given to the subject of the sentence when the process of the
sentence is conveyed through action verbs like ‘helps’. By contrast, the object of the
sentence carries more causality in cases where the process of the sentence is conveyed
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by a verb state like ‘likes’. Identifying patterns of transitivity, employed in representing
the groups and their actions, can help the reader view agency (responsibility for the
action) in patterns of texts which need to be underlined for the readers unless the he/she
has critical thinking skills.
Identifying who takes the subject position and who takes the object position in
certain circumstances, linguistic form, creates different meanings, which may be
ideological (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Transitivity is considered to be ‘the heart of
representation’ because it can reveal the relationship between the participants and how
each of them is represented in the news (Richardson, 2007). Moreover, transitivity can
show how news writers use language to encode the meaning of processes and
relationships between participants within certain circumstances. Writers, through
transitivity, shape reality or their experiences of the external world in accordance with
their own internal world of consciousness and then situate the recipients in relation to
that formed reality (Halliday, 1973). ‘Hence, studying transitivity will allow us to reveal
the writer’s ideology’ (Benhima, 2016). Van Dijk (1991) claims that the responsibilities
of certain politicians may be deemphasised or embedded or even excluded from the
structure of the language. By contrast, out-group members are given active roles in clause
structure when they are linked with negative actions. Jank (2006) asserts that transitivity
creates power relations.
Halliday (1985) states that transitivity has three components: participants, processes
and circumstances. The participants may be people, things or abstract concepts. They are
realised by noun phrases and fall into two categories: the one who does the action, named
the agent, while the participant, upon or towards whom the action is aimed is called the
goal/ affected (Halliday, 1985). The verb, which may be one word or a group of words,
is called the process as the central component of the clause (Halliday and Matthiessen,
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2004). The normal structure of any transitive action is a volitional actor who acts upon
or towards an affected goal (Hopper and Thompson, 1980). Thus, any change in the
normal order of the components of the transitive action means a change in meaning
(Kittila, 2008).
In analysing the texts, I identified the structures employed to express the
components of the events: processes, participants, and circumstances. I investigated how
these components are referred to, or the words selected to represent them, as well as the
relationships between the components. Then, I identified the predominant participants in
the text and searched for the absent ones. I also specified the dominant types of process
attributed to the subject and those selected to represent the object. The kinds of processes
are explained in the following section.

4.2.3.1. Kinds of Processes
According to Halliday (1994), there are six kinds of process:
1) Material refers to the processes of ‘doing’ an action which is concrete and has a
material impact (Manan, 2001). Normally, participants play the roles of the ‘doer’ who
performs the action and the ‘affected’ who receives the action and is affected by its
consequences (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). Other types of process may have a third
participant; this is called the ‘beneficiary’ (Machin and Mayr, 2012). In processes such
as ‘advance’, there is only one participant who is the doer. Accordingly, by identifying
what role each participant is given in the clause, I can interpret who is represented as
active and who is portrayed as passive. In the examples below, the material process
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‘thwarted a militant attack’ by Al Alam and ‘seized the Mosul dam’ and ‘submerge
Baghdad’ by Al Jazeera are given to the in-groups in order to portray them as active
in comparison to the affected participants, representing the out-group as passive.
‘On Saturday, the Iraqi military successfully thwarted a militant attack on the Baiji
oil refinery, located 180 kilometers (112 miles) north of the capital, Baghdad,
following heavy clashes with ISIL terrorists near the facility, Press TV reported’. (Al
Alam: R3, S2)
‘Last summer, the fighters seized the Mosul dam in northern Iraq and threatened to
submerge Baghdad until Kurdish forces drove them back with the help of air strikes
from an international coalition’. (Al Jazeera: R10, 23)
2) Mental is a process in which the reader is given access to the feelings of the participant.
Thus, the reader is encouraged to share the participant’s feeling, thinking or reaction
which can then lead to a further reaction on the reader’s part (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
The participant who undertakes the process is represented as ‘reflector’ and is named
senser as he always senses, thinks or feels. The other participant is called ‘phenomenon’,
i.e. referring to that which is sensed, thought or felt (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004).
Machine and Mayr (2012, p.108) clarify that ‘texts not only tell us what we should do, or
what has happened, but also how people feel about things’. Processes of sensing are
further divided into three groups:
a. Cognition: thinking, knowing and understanding
b. Affection: liking, disliking and fearing
c. Perception: seeing, hearing, and perceiving
In this case, if reaction processes are employed more than actions processes, this
linguistic employment of mental process is ideological (Machin and Mayr, 2012). The
‘us’ is represented as reacting reasonably and moderately to the negative action of ‘them’.
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To put it differently, one group is portrayed as acting negatively and the other group is
positively responding to that action. This refers to the concept of the ideological square,
which is semantically shaped by positive self- presentation and negative otherpresentation (Van Dijk, 1998).
‘Sunnis also fear the brutal consequences of confronting the ISIS group.
In November, the extremists killed more than 200 men, women and children from
the Sunni Al Bu Nimr tribe in the western Anbar province, apparently viewing it
as a threat’. (Al Alam: R7, S12)
3) Behavioural: verbs such as watch, listen, look at, refer to physiological and
psychological behaviours (Halliday, 1985). They semantically and simultaneously denote
both material and mental processes, but they do not have strong agency, a goal or a
beneficiary. They usually have one participant who is neither sensor nor agent.
‘HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert said the ISIL ‘‘is committing mass
murder, and advertising it as well,’ warning that ‘the eyes of Iraqis and the world are
watching’. (Al Alam: R1, S8)
4) Verbal: this process refers to the verb ‘say’ and its synonyms such as: claim, report and
tell. Participants of this process are labelled as ‘sayer’, who performs the process of
saying, and ‘receiver’, who receives the verbiage or information. In this case, the question
is who has voice in the text. If the group of people who has power is given the voice, then
this is ideological (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
‘The Iraqi Ministry of Defense said on Sunday, the Air Force and the Iraqi army
have launched air strikes targeted sites of ISIS terrorist organization in different
parts of Anbar province’. Al Alam: R7, S3)
Shia militias, aligned with Tehran, have repeatedly said they do not need US
support to drive ISIL from Tikrit’. (Al Jazeera: R8, S12)
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‘He said there had been a great deal of progress in the fight against ISIL but that
the group remained resilient and capable of taking the initiative’. (Al Jazeera: R10,
S12)
5) Relational refers to verbs that show possessive or circumstantial relations and intensive
verbs. These include verbs such as: ‘to be’, ‘become’, ‘mean’, ‘define’, ‘symbolise’,
‘represent’, ‘stand for’, ‘refer to’, ‘mark’, ‘exemplify’, ‘to have’ (possessive). These verbs
can show the existence of something in relation to other things (Halliday and Matthiessen,
2004). This type of process is ideological because it enables the writer to present opinions
as facts such as: ‘A lot of people have worries about immigration’ (Machin and Mayr,
2012, p.110).
There are two types of relational process: attribution and identification (Halliday
and Matthiessen, 2004). In these two different relational processes, the participants play
different roles. In the attributive clauses, they are the carrier, that is, topic of the clause,
and attribute of the carrier, that is, a description of the topic. That is, there is only one
participant in the clause. In identifying clauses, they are token and value respectively
(Ghachem, 2015). In this type one entity identifies the other (Halliday, 1985).
‘Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, (is) a symbol for unity in Iraq’. (Al Alam: R7, HS)
‘But for the Al Jubour tribe, it is less about unity and more about fighting a
common enemy’. (Al Jazeera: R7, S3)
6) Existential Processes: Ghachem (2015) locates existential processes as existing
between the material and relational process and as having the existent as participant.
Verbs such as to be, exist, arise, occur express existence or happening (Halliday, 1985).
Only one participant functions as an ‘existent’ following ‘there is’ or ‘there are’,
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indicating a nominal action (ibid); e.g. ‘there has been an increase in enemy activity’. It
can conceal agency. The actor who attacks is unknown. It is a process of backgrounding.
‘There are reports it may have seized the Mosul dam, Iraq's largest’..(Al Jazeera:
R3, S4)
4.2.3.2. Circumstances: Positioning of Actions
Social action is introduced within a circumstance, a prepositional phrase or
subordinate clause. These circumstances can background or foreground a social action,
and can help reduce responsibility for certain social actions (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
They can create context, time, place and manner of action, for dominant clauses where
the main action takes place (Richardson, 2007, p.207). The prepositional phrase starts
with a preposition, such as ‘for’, ‘at’, or ‘after’. The subordinate clause starts with a
conjunction such as ‘because’, ‘after’, ‘which’, ‘whose’. See the following examples
‘High-profile commanders of the Takfiri group were also killed in the strikes’.
(Al Aalm: R10, S2)
‘Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq’s Hawijah. Civilians among at least 70
killed as US coalition says ISIL problem ‘trending towards global
implications’ (Al Jazeera: R10, HS and S1)

4.2.4. Passivization
News language tends to employ the passive voice more than the active voice
(Henley, Miller & Beazley, 1995), and I decided to address ‘passivation’ after
‘participants’ of the news story are allocated their roles through elaboration on the
process of transitivity. This is a process of changing the sentence from the active into the
passive voice by changing their place in the sentence and sometimes by omitting the
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agent (Quirk et al, 1992; Janks, 2010). This process is restricted to transitive verbs that
have two or more participants. Passivation can create an entirely different meaning from
the original sentence (Quirk et al., 1992). It is a syntactic process achieved by
foregrounding the recipient and backgrounding the agent of the action to create a new
relationship between the participants. The active voice has a direct impact on attributions;
the passive voice attributes causality to the grammatical object of the sentence away from
the subject of the sentence (LaFrance & Hahn, 1994). Thus, Fowler et al. (1979) believe
that this process is ideological. Consequently, the news is not a real representation of the
event. Passivization is used in the news to arouse curiosity among the audience and to
create assumptions about the news (Ulum, 2016). Richardson (2007) claims that
changing the action from active into passive by omitting the agent creates uncertainty
and inaccuracy, and he adds that changing the form of the circumstances of the process
can change the meaning of the text. Voice also has a crucial impact on readers’
understanding and recollection of events as this process can add different causal meaning
to the sentence during encoding (Henley, Miller & Beazley, 1995, p.62).
Despite the atrocities have been carried out by the terrorists, more than two
million Iraqis volunteered to fight against the takfiri militants in northern and
western parts of the war-torn country. (Al Alam: R2, S13)
‘This is seen as a severe setback for the Kurds, who rule themselves in a northern
enclave guarded by the Peshmerga units’. (Al Jazeera: R3, S5)
‘There have been some tactical successes, but the group has not been defeated’.
(Al Jazeera R5, S3)

4.2.5. Nominalization
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Nominalization is a process of syntactic reduction made by transforming verbal
processes into nouns (Fowler et al., 1979). It is a linguistic strategy of ‘concealment’
employed to imply meaning which is skilfully presented as taken for granted (Machin
and Mayr, 2012). Contentious information is thereby ideologically presented as stable by
transforming the verb processes into nominal groups where agency and responsibility are
completely blurred or left out. The verb process and qualities are changed into abstraction
or a thing which is appointed as an agent (Billig, 2008). The writer as source of
knowledge can achieve manipulation through the process of creating new terms (Fowler
et al, 1997, Billing 2008). Billig (2008) argues that news writers can convince the readers
that the new entities created by nominalization are real and necessary existents. In such
cases, readers cannot resist this reality and necessity.
Machin and Mayr (2012) believe that all sense of agency is left out by applying
nominalization because people responsible for the action are removed from the text.
Moreover, the sense of time within which the event occurs is also missed out when a
verbal process is transformed into a noun (Dunmire, 2005). But, the transformed noun
still conveys information full of activity and events though outside time (Machin and
Mayr, 2012). The noun may also convey a sense of process. Thus, nominalisation can be
described as a simplification process where sense of action is increased in comparison to
a sense of agency, time and specificity. Tense is an essential component or an integral
part of the verb. This means that nominalization conceals much of the information that
should be introduced by the statement. Billig (2008) states that readers cannot retrieve
the deleted information from the nominalised statement even if they know the syntactic
rules of English language well. When the agent is omitted, the process loses its agency
and the sense of circumstances in which it occurs (Dunmire, 2005). Nominalisation
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misrepresents reality because it changes the linguistic structure of discourse (Fowler,
1998; Dunmire, 2005).
It is necessary to investigate why processes or the participants or even the
circumstances are deleted or transformed and how nominalisation can reshape agency.
Presenting the verb as a noun changes it into a thing giving it the sense of being a
common fact (Machin and Mayr, 2012; Dunmire, 2005). In such a case, the event will
not appear as the result of political decisions, so the reader will not ask who the agent is.
Furthermore, a thing can be classified, portrayed and affected, or even changed by the
nominal group in which it appears (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Machin and Meyer (2012,
p.143) state that ‘nominalisations can themselves become stable entities that will enter
common usage’ and they can function as a new agent in that new usage such as ‘Brexit’,
or ‘capitalism’ or ‘globalisation’. The consequence of nominalisations is a more dense
and compressed text lacking detailed accounts of the events recorded. The compression
of serious actions in this way makes the reader feel it is easy to solve the issue. In contrast,
giving detailed accounts of the processes, agents and circumstances can complicate the
solution. Machin and Mayr (2012) confirm that learning nominalisation is necessary to
identifying this technique in other texts. Using nominalisations can serve academic
purposes as the structure of the sentences is concise, shorter and more objective.
Consequently, the issue of causality is lost (Fairclough, 2000), such as: ‘airstrike’,
which is a process that is performed by an agent in relation to a certain subject.
In Anbar province, airstrike hit a vehicle said to be booby-trapped with ISIS
militants inside in al-Houze area in the provincial capital city of Ramadi, some
110 km west of Baghdad, destroying the vehicle and killing its occupants. (Al
Alam: R8, S5)
‘Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq’s Hawijah’. (Al Jazeera: R10, HS)
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‘A rapid advance in a city where the ground is littered with bombs and boobytraps is too tough to achieve,’ said Mayor Osama al-Tikriti’. (Al Jazeera: R8, S2)
‘There is some resistance from the enemy, but it's mainly due to the booby-traps
set up on the roads, in the houses, shops and government facilities,’ BrigadierGeneral Thamer Mohamed told the Reuters news agency’. (Al Jazeera: R8, S4)

4.2.6. Presupposition
A presupposition is ‘a taken for granted, implicit claim inherent in the explicit
meaning of a text or utterance’ (Richardson, 2007, p.63). Presuppositions can be
identified in different ways. Presupposition ‘has long been used as a property of language
to mould the audience’s ideology’ (Zare, Abbaspour, and Nia, 2012, p.1). Presupposition
plays a crucial role in establishing bias throughout the text. Media writers employ
presuppositions to influence the readers’ understanding of news events (ibid). News
writers can ideologically naturalize what they communicate to be taken for granted. In
such a way, they manipulate readers by sharing knowledge with them. They allow
readers unconsciously and confidently to access and accept the writers’ knowledge
(Plolyzou, 2015). Presupposition as an ideological tool can be used to indirectly convince
the readers of the existence of a concept which is not there.
Presupposition is a relationship between two propositions, which remains constant
under negation (Yule, 1996). According to Yule (2010) presupposition is the property of
the context that is created by the news writers; sentences alone do not have
presupposition. Thus, it is the study of controversial meaning which is claimed to be
known by the reader or the writer, linguistically given, in a text (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
Texts are mostly subconsciously consumed as communication based on known
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presuppositions. That is, shared presuppositions are essential for on-going
communication. Machin and Mayr (2012) claim that news writers tend to employ
presupposition to construct a foundation for a logical argument. To put it differently,
news writers reconstruct events in accordance with their ideology using a persuasive style
in communicating them (Machin and Mayr, 2012). The result of persuasion can impact
the readers’ emotion, attitude and action. And here lies the danger of media and the
importance of CDA. Presuppositions may lead readers to align with a newly established
group forming a bigger group and they may try to defend and protect the group against
any threat. The new group is empowered by the inculcation of the sense of having the
same ‘concerns’ and can feel more coherent to the reader. By employing this strategy,
news writers neglect the readers’ interests and points of view as being less important than
those of the dominant groups. This means that writers claim to be knowledgeable of these
issues and factors and their importance. Furthermore, they pretend to play the role of
protector, defender and advisor. Presuppositions may suggest the existence of others who
threatens the new group by applying words like ‘new’ which presupposes the existence
of ‘old’ (Machin and Mayr, 2012).
Presupposition is marked by the existence of certain words, phrases and structures
(Yule, 1996). The following is an explanation of these marks:
1) Possessive constructions and the definite article ‘the’ both indicate a presupposition
of the existence of previously mentioned entities. This type of presupposition is called
existential.
‘The al-Jubouri say if the government helps them rebuild their community then
the tribesmen can help sew the country back together’. (Al Alam: R7, S15)
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‘Al

Jazeera's Jane Arraf, reporting from Baghdad, said on Saturday that any

airstrikes by the US around Amerli would widen its mandate in Iraq of protecting
US personnel and critical Iraqi infrastructure’. (Al Jazeera: R4, S13)
2) Verbs like ‘know’, ‘realize’, ‘regret’, and phrases consisting of ‘be’ plus ‘odd’,
‘aware’, ‘glad’ presuppose that what comes after any of them is a fact. This type is called
factive presupposition. As in the following sentences:
‘It is obvious that the (Iraqi) army is now advancing. We all know that the
militants are strong and very well-equipped, therefore, fighting them needs a lot
of effort,’ Jasim al-Moussawi, a political analyst, told Press TV’. (Al Alam: R3,
S8)
‘The Islamic State group, an al-Qaeda off-shoot formerly known as ISIL, overran
most of Sunni Arab areas of Iraq after seizing the northern city of Mosul on June
10’. (Al Jazeera: R4, S20)
3) The use of the asserted meaning form of one word leads to interpretation of the nonassertive meaning of that word (Yule, 1996). Using a word to implicitly presuppose a
different concept is ideological. This type of presupposition is called lexical. Take for
example the verb ‘managed’ which means success and presupposes the meaning of
‘tried’. Other examples of lexical presuppositions are the verbs: ‘stop’, ‘start’, ‘again’.
‘The militants have also managed to launch frequent coordinated attacks in the
capital, Baghdad, and in other parts of the country’. (Al Alam: R1, S10)
‘The IS managed to grab an oil field and 3 towns’. (Al Jazeera R3, S3)
4) Certain sentence structures such as wh-question constructions are used for triggering
presupposed information as true. This is structural presupposition (Yule, 1996).
‘So, how far will the group go as it consolidates its gains? And how much of a
threat is it to Iraq and the region?’. (Al Jazeera: R3, S8)
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‘Who can stop the Islamic state’s advance?’ (Al Jazeera: R3, HS)
5) Counter-factual presuppositions created by conditional constructions, such as the ifclause, trigger the perception that the information is not only false but contrary to the
truth.
‘The al-Jabouri say if the government helps them rebuild their community then
the tribesmen can help sew the country back together’. (Al Alam: R7, S15)
‘If the operation fails the fear is it could lead to even more sectarian violence.’ (Al
Jazeera: R4, S16)
6) Temporal presupposition, including relative and adverbial clauses, also presupposes
information, according to Yule (1996). See the following examples:
‘Iraqi state television quoted the state minister for provincial affairs, Ahmed al
Jubouri, as saying that security forces, along with progovernment volunteers
and the alJubouri tribe had ‘liberated the town of Dhuluiya completely from
terrorist gangs.’ (Al Alam: R5, S5)
‘The Islamic State group, an al-Qaeda off-shoot formerly known as ISIL, overran
most of Sunni Arab areas of Iraq after seizing the northern city of Mosul on
June 10’. (Al Jazeera R4, S20)

4.2.7. Evidentiality
Another linguistic strategy that the analyst must concentrate on is the sources that
are quoted or reported. News reporting is the reproduction of others’ actions and
opinions. Thus, it should include others’ texts. A quotation, a comment or background
information or all of them together is one of the central features of news reports. It might
be a politician’s statement, another news response to the event, the results of a study or
others (Fairclough, 2003 quoted in Richardson, 2007).
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News writers write those details that are important and correspond to their views of
the world (Caldas-Coulthard, 1994). Xiong (2012) asserts that reported speech is crucial
in shaping social reality. Kuo (2007) states that ‘direct quotation is used to establish
interpersonal involvement and create reliability of claims by referring to shared
knowledge but sometimes can also be used as a strategy of evasion’ (quoted in Xiong,
2012). Thus Xiong (2012) claims that it is necessary to study reported speech in
journalistic discourse. Xiong argues that news is supposed to be an actual account of the
event not a reconstruction of a version that is created to meet the interests of a target
audience. The intertextuality, reporting, of others’ speeches in their representation of an
event deforms the essence of truth. Xiong adds that this device enables the writer to load
news stories with ideologies, power relations and social conventions to serve the interests
of media institutions (van Dijk, 1991). Different voices can create division among readers
because they can change their emotions, and attitudes towards a certain side (Fairclough,
2003).
The deliberately selected news sources can affect the audience’s view. Shoemaker
(1996) notices that writers tend to rely on official sources; he attributes this tendency to
convenience and the regular flow of authoritative information. Shoemaker (1996, p. 56)
states that ‘our views of the world, and resulting actions, will be moulded by our
predominant sources of information: the mass media’.
Wilkinson and Jank (2015) claim that reported speech is a basic feature of writing.
Sternberg (1982) states that implementing others’ speech in ours is a universal and
essential device for communicating our view of the world. Fairclough (1995) focuses on
the importance of teaching reported speech in relation to their social and ideological
effects of shaping our world (Fairclough, 1995, p.2). Wilkinson and Jank (2015) confirm
that ‘lexicalisation of speech reporting as “direct” or “indirect” hides the control that the
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reporter has to select what to quote, how much to quote, who to quote, or how to frame
and sequence what is “quoted”. Halliday (1985) states that writers, in reported speech,
can mix their own voice with other voices so readers cannot distinguish among them.
Wilkinson and Janks (2015) state that transforming direct speech into indirect speech
must pass through some grammatical changes that cause distance in time, place and
person.
Machin and Mayr (2012, p.57) suggest that ‘it is extremely revealing if we look
closely at the words chosen to represent how someone has spoken’. The choice of words
to portray the way a person has reported an event enables the author to construct the
meaning of events in accordance with the target audience. This technique can crucially
impact the readers’ attitude, emotions and actions because the authors appear neutral,
telling the truth, or presenting the witness’s attitude towards the event. The author does
not explicitly express his attitude but simply reports what is said by others. Here, we can
see how ideological information is implicitly provided by simply choosing quoted verbs
(Fairclough, 1995). Quoting verbs motivates the reader to create a certain interpretation
of the communicated events. The verb ‘announce’ gives power and authority to the
person who is telling the event; the verb indicates identity (Machin and Mayr, 2012). The
connotation of the verb “quoted” communicates information and discourses that are not
explicitly stated.
Quotations are a kind of intertextuality. The writer weaves previous texts within the
new text. Thus, the analyst has to investigate the relationship between the verbiage and
the reported event and the relationship between the verbiage and the rest of the text in
which it occurs. I studied the utilization of reported speech by the two websites in this
study, in mediating the situation in Iraq. I identified the reported agents and classified
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their speech into basic propositions that are employed in the texts. Thus, the ideological
aspects should be revealed.
Reported speech can be divided into the following types:
1) Direct quotation refers to the process of reporting the exact words between quotation marks in
addition to the reporting clause. Though quotations are straightforward as they report the exact
words, the reporting clause has a crucial impact on the audience’s interpretation of the speech
and the source responsible (Richardson, 2007). There are different words with different meanings
to report a speech.

A) Neutral verbs
The verb ‘said’ is neutral in the sense that it does not evaluate what is presented.
These neutral verbs distance the speaker from the event. Consequently, a neutral verb
like ‘tell’ or ‘ask’ does not direct the reader in certain direction intended by the author.
The choice of the verb provides the comment with a sense of credibility that leads the
reader to evaluate its validity. The reader’s evaluation affects their attitude and action
towards the event. To put it differently, a reported speech with the verb ‘said’ has more
credibility and creates certainty; thus the reader may accept the comment on the
probability of being right. And the choice of the verbal process is ideologically made by
the writer. As in the following examples:
‘A statement from the defence ministry said that the troops killed 26 ISIS militants
in the clashes and destroyed a heavy machine gun on the roof of a building, in
addition to blowing up a car bomb’. (Al Alam: R8, S4)
‘At least 17 security personnel have been killed in fighting and another 100
wounded around Tikrit since Thursday when the US airstrikes began, a security
officer told the Reuters news agency’. (Al Jazeera: R8, S8)
B) Metapropositional verbs
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Caldas Coulthard (1994) divides metapropositional verbs into three categories:
assertive, directive and expressive. Verbs like ‘admitted’, ‘declared’, ‘announced’ or
‘revealed’ give the report a high degree of credibility and assertion, thus they are called
assertive (Caldas Coulthard, 1994). Directive verbs are like ‘instructed’, ‘urged’ or
‘ordered’, whereas verbs like ‘claimed’ or ‘complained’, ‘grumbled’, ‘accused’, ‘swore’
are named expressive. Expressive verbs reflect the attitude or even the character of the
speaker.
‘Iraq’s Army spokesman Lt. Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi announced that the
operation to recapture Amerli began at dawn Sunday and the forces entered the
town shortly after midday’. (Al Alam: R4, S2)
‘The source said that Maliki’s naming came after the committee heard numerous
testimonies of military commanders who said that the former prime minister had
ordered the withdrawal of troops from military bases in Mosul’. (Al Jazeera: R1,
S6)
‘On Sunday, Iraq's prime minister ordered his country's security forces not to
abandon their positions in Anbar province to ISIL, as some troops left their
weapons and vehicles behind to flee the fighters’. (Al Jazeera: R9, S14)

C) Metalinguistic verbs

Verbs like ‘narrated’, ‘quoted’ or ‘recounted’ are specific types of language used to create
certain effect such as irony.
‘Iraqi state television quoted the state minister for provincial affairs, Ahmed al
Jubouri, as saying that security forces, along with government volunteers and the
al Jubouri tribe had liberated the town of Dhuluiya from terrorist gangs’. (Al
Alam: R5, S5)
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‘Separately, Reuters news agency reported quoting local officials that ISIL had
closed the gates of a dam on the Euphrates River in western Iraq, reducing the
water and giving them greater freedom of movement to attack government forces
downstream on the southern bank’. (Al Jazeera: R10, S17)
D) Transcript verbs (in relation to other parts of discourse)
This type includes verbs like ‘repeat’, ‘echo’, ‘add’, ‘amend’. This category of verbs
indicates the progress of discourse and relates the reporting speech to other parts of
discourse. The employment of these verbs makes the reader feel that the speaker is
presenting more information, but it may not be true.
‘The witnesses adding that celebrations had erupted in the town’. (Al Alam: R5,
S3)
All of the above-mentioned verbs can implicitly identify the participants and assign
them certain roles in the communicated events. They can also place certain participants
in a negative light whereas others may be located in a positive light.
2)‘Scare quotations’, also known as strategic quotation, is another way to report speech
in news. What is quoted is placed between two quotations to show its controversial nature.
This kind of quotation is used with unresolved issues, strategically reporting the speech
as if it is still going on.
‘Adnan Siraj told Al Alam that declaring the emergency state was ‘inevitable’.
Al Alam: (R1, S4)
‘No one is above the law and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary will
punish those [responsible],’. (Al Jazeera: R1, S12)
3) Indirect quotation is the summary of the speech which is included but not the exact
words and no quotation marks are used (Fairclough, 2003). In this type of reported speech,
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choice of the verb and tense can be ideological because the verb prepares the readers for
the coming information and shapes their understanding of the reported event.
4)Transformed or free indirect quotation refers to the replacement of reporting verbs
like ‘said’ or ‘threatens’ with transitive verbs ‘discovered’ or ‘revealed’ or mental state
verbs like ‘believes’ or ‘wants’ for representing a document or a survey as a social actor.
In such cases, the verb is transformed to serve the agenda of the institution of the
newspaper. This type is intermediate between direct and indirect speech in having the
typical grammatical changes of indirect speech, but without a reporting clause. It is the
property of literary language.
‘Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit’. (Al Alam: R2, HS)
‘Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight’ (Al Jazeera: R5, HS)

4.3.

Visual Semiotic Resources
Photos cannot only attract the readers’ attention but can also evoke greater

emotional reactions. Thus, I studied visual semiotic resources because of their massive
impact on the readers of news which might exceed the influence of the text in which they
appear. Van Leeuwen (1996) and Machin and Mayr (2012) refer to the study of media
news as biased and encourage the investigation of visual images included within written
texts referring to them as multi-modal analysis. Fairclough (1999) also emphasises the
importance of the analysis of visual images included in the text when doing CDA. Gibson
and Zillman (2000) argue that the belief that media photographs are used as aesthetic
enhancements is not true. They state that ‘As expected, the information contained in
images accompanying news stories exerted considerable influence on the readers’
perception of the issue addressed in the story’ (Gibson and Zillman 2000, p.364). Oremod
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and Ivanic (2002) state that both verbal and nonverbal resources (here referring to
images) are incorporated to create the meaning of the text. Abraham and Appiah (2006)
and Goddard (2002) confirm that analysing both the linguistic and non-linguistic
resources of media can provide better understanding of the news story and reach the
coherent meanings of discourse. These semantic discursive processes of incorporating
visual and linguistic communication provide a contextual framework for understanding
events (Gunter, 1987). The information that is more difficult to communicate through
language, can be articulated through visual communication because images ‘do not tend
to have such fixed meaning’ (Machin and Mayr, 2012). Knobloch, Hastall, Zillmann, and
Callison (2003, p.4) state that ‘images, for whatever reason, inspire an interest in related
texts’. Images determine the effect of the news more than the story (Zillmann, 2001).
Finally, Gunter argues that incorporation of visual resources in news reports can increase
the memory for and comprehension of linguistic resources (Gunter, 1987).
Cognitive theorists, Markie (1987), Graber (1990) and Bandura (2009), agree that
images highly contribute to and affect the social creation of meaning. The semantic
integration of verbal and nonverbal communication interacts and increases cognitive
processing of the information, creating meanings that go beyond the information
provided by only one of these features (Abraham and Appiah, 2006). Visual
communication is a highly ideological tool in terms of hiding the meaning that is not
permitted through language. Images add to the explicit meaning to create a proposition
or new meanings that can be more ideological than the meanings produced through the
written text. Images can be deliberately used in the news to change the reader’s
perception of events.
Abraham (1998, 2003) refers to the employment of visual images to imply
information that is not stated clearly in the text by implicit visual propositioning. Gibson
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and Zillman (2000) take the view that scholars must pay attention to the impact of
implicit visual propositioning on the audience in media news. Abraham and Appiah
(2006, p.65) assert that ‘photographs or video footage that may not be defamatory by
themselves, through juxtaposition, links the subjects of photos to negative references
contained in the text’. Gibson, Zillman, and Sargent (1999) demonstrate that photographs
biased towards one side of a conflict can align readers to the side of the group in the
privileged image even if the news story is neutral. Moreover, they can activate
stereotypes (Abraham and Appiah, 2006). Gibson and Zillman (2000) add that ‘partiality
in pictorially representing a particular ethnic group with a story has fostered the relative
overestimation of risk for that group’ (quoted in Abraham and Appiah, 2006).
Overestimation of risk means that the group, with this kind of bias, is likely to become
the subject of extra concern about their safety. Gibson and Zillman (2000, p.25) confirm
that ‘the readers’ reactions to featured photographs shift primarily text-based perceptions
and evaluation of issues in the direction suggested by the photographs’. Zillmann, Gibson
and Sargent (1999) state that ‘visual information has the power to affect ethical
reasoning’. (Coleman, 2006) affirms that news presented through visual communication
is more effective than textual in changing the audience’s emotions towards an event or
group in times of war and conflict.
Though an image draws on the text of which it is part, it conveys an independent
message; it has its own structure and organization (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006). The
objects and settings of an image can indicate discourses indirectly. These discourses can
only be reached by investigating what visual elements are highlighted and what are
ignored and why. Certain identities and values can be communicated through the
elements of an image rather than others. The study of

POSE, SETTING, LIGHTING,

COLOURS, ANGLE, DISTANCE, SALIENCE, EXPOSURE, MOTION, CAMERA’S HEIGHT,
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FRAMING

and other stylistic features can give an accurate explanation of the

communicative aims and meaning. The viewers interact with the image through each of
these features. Each of them has a certain impact on the viewers and how they will react
to the image, specifically in images of death, chaos, and violence (Andersen, 1989). The
emphasis on critical analysis of images can help identify the way in which both groups
of the conflict as well as Daesh are visually perceived and introduced by both Al Alam
and Al Jazeera news sites, the concern of this study. The stylistic features that form the
basic tools for analysing an image are explained in detail in the following sections:
The readers may first scan the whole report as one piece before reading the text in
detail. The same occurs with the photo. A connection among the elements is established
in terms of their relative importance and values attributed to them by the photographer,
and also by the editor(s) when they choose which images to include. The whole article is
visually translated setting up a kind of relationship between the readers and the website
and then with the event represented in the photo and the story. Machin and Mayr (2012,
p.75) state some questions that are helpful in analysing an image: What is the space
occupied by the social actor? Does s/he interact with the viewer by eye contact, how
many persons are there, how the relationship among them is portrayed? Is s/he portrayed
as a part of harmonious group? Is s/he depicted as relaxed or intense or opened or closed?
The following techniques are suggested by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), and Machine
and Mayr (2012).

4.3.1. Critical Visual Analysis Techniques
The critical visual analysis techniques applied to the data in this study are:
4.3.1.1.Information Value
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This technique refers to the distribution of the information. It is divided into different
types, they are:
4.3.1.1.1. Given and New
According to Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), to create polarisation between two
elements, one element is put on the left and the other on the right. The element on the
left is presented as given (taken for granted, common-sense) that cannot be challenged.
On the other hand, the element on the right is introduced as new (controversial and
dramatic so that the readers must pay most attention to this). What is ‘given’ is the less
important or negative news. What is ‘new’ is the good news that is not yet established as
a fact (see Al Alam report 6.2.2.). This structure is ideological because it forces readers
to read the information within that frame even if they are not convinced of the value
attached to it. That is, ‘particular states of affair are at least implicitly suggested as
established common sense’ (Kress and van Leeuwen: 1996, p.190). To facilitate
classification of images under this technique or others, I divide each image into two equal
halves vertically and horizontally, so I can identify the elements that are placed on the
left from those placed on the right, and the elements that occupy the horizon level from
those that occupy the ground level, as in the following diagram:

4.3.1.1.2. Real and Ideal
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Opposing elements can be represented by placing the ‘ideal’ on the top or the upper
section of the page of the photo and the ‘real’ on the bottom. The ideal is ideologically
introduced as the accepted information taken for granted as the most important. By
contrast, the real is the details of the information that is less important (see Al Jazeera
6.2.2). According to the following diagram, I divide the images horizontally to identify
the place of the elements in the composition of the images.

4.3.1.1.3. Centre and Margin
An important element is dominating the centre, surrounded by other elements
referred to as margins. The centre is more important than the margins which function to
give the centre its importance. It is not necessary for these elements to be in contrast (see
Al Alam report 6.2.3.). By dividing the image into four quarters, the centre is identified
as well as the elements that are marginalized out of the centre, as in the following
diagram:
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4.3.1.1.4. The Triptych
This is a method of joining Given and New information with Centre and Margin
positioning. The given to the left is represented as the less important side and the new to
the right as the important side with the middle as a bridge to compromise the two
extremes. The middle is the ideal. A particularly clear example of this is given in section
(5.1.7.). By applying all the previously mentioned techniques within information value,
achieved by drawing lines, the triptych strategy can be identified in images (see the
following diagram).

4.3.1.2. Transitivity
Images denote action, participants, place and things which can be identified by
asking who and what. Images connote thoughts, values, attitudes and concepts which are
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represented by what is portrayed in them. In other words, images communicate discourse.
Machine and Mayr (2012) argue that images are inherently biased. There is a direct
relationship between abstraction of the image and the connotation it aims to articulate.
The context in which the image is employed is crucial in identifying the main
communicative aim: whether this is denotative or connotative. Denotative is the most
explicit meaning, but images are established carriers of connotations which are supposed
to be similarly understood by the target readers. There is a possible sensitive meaning in
an image that can be communicated in different contexts. Settings, similar to attributes,
imply values of discourses as well as the discourses themselves. Furthermore, settings
connote participants and actions. The visual foregrounding and backgrounding of things
in an image is ideological. Semiotic choices are visually used to conceal elements, action,
participants, or circumstances, which should be ideologically hidden from readers.
Placing an element in a certain zone (right, left, up, down, centre or margin) is not done
arbitrary.
1) Actors of material processes are portrayed through size, salience, contrast of colour,
saturation, sharpness of focus, and or ‘psychological salience’ that is owned by the
participant(s) in relation to the viewers. If there is only one participant, it is the actor. If
there are two, one of them is visualised as the actor and the other as the affected participant
of the action (see 5.1.7.).
2) Reactional and speaking processes are mediated through facial expressions (visualised
as speaking, thinking, affection or perception). The senser reacts to the phenomenon
which might not be present. A typical example of this process is (6.2.1.), Al Jazeera
report.
3) Symbolic processes portray what a participant is or means. It is further divided into
two types:
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A) Symbolic attribute is communicated through giving salience to the attribute by
exaggerated size, place, fine details, sharp focus, conspicuous colour or tone. Pointing at
by gesture that cannot be interpreted as an action, or looking out of place in the whole, is
conventionally associated with symbolic values. Two participants; one is carrier whose
meaning and identity are taken from the attribute, the second participant in the
composition of the picture (see (6.2.5.), Al Jazeera report).
B) Symbolic suggestive occurs when the only participant, the carrier, is placed in a setting
of soft or extreme contrast of focus, blurring the details rendering the participant as an
outline or silhouettes to give the image essence of genericity instead of describing a
certain moment. Thus, the identity of the participant is derived from the qualities of the
carrier itself. A vivid example of this technique is given in (6.2.2.), Al Jazeera report.
4) Conceptual processes in visual communication refer to the relational and existential
processes in language form. ‘They represent the world in terms of more or less permanent
states of affairs or general truths, (rather than in terms of actions or mental processes). A
typical example of this technique can be seen in Al Jazeera visual discourse in (6.2.2.)
and (6.2.4.)

4.3.1.3. Salience
Salience is the emphasis on certain features rather than others, by placing an
element in the foreground to attract the viewers’ attention to a certain meaning, created
by the symbolic value attributed to those salient features. Hierarchies of salience are
created by particular placement of the elements in the composition. Salience endows
them with specific information value in relation to other elements in the photo and creates
coherence and hierarchy of importance among those elements (see 6.2.5.). According to
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Machin and Mayr (2012) salience in images can be created by one, or more than one, of
the following ways:
a. ‘Potent cultural symbols’: refers to the employment of specific elements that have
more cultural denotation than others judged by the appearance of the human
figure.
b. ‘Size’: means that the bigger a thing is the more important it is.
c. ‘Colour’: this strategy refers to the employment of contrast among colours. The
more striking or richly saturated the colours that are used, the more important is
the thing that they refer to.
d. ‘Tone’: this technique points to brightness which is used to make the image more
attractive.
e. ‘Focus’: is the level of focus which can be changed according to the degree of
salience that the writer of the news story wants to show. When details are to be
exaggerated, they can be heightened. If the writer wants to deemphasize certain
details he simply reduces focus.
f. ‘Foregrounding’: means the position of an element in an image has a direct
relation to the degree of importance. If an element is placed in the front of an
image, it is more important than the element that is backgrounded to indicate its
subordinate role in the event.
g. ‘Overlapping’: refers to the employment of images of persons captured in a certain
moment to incarnate certain meanings in representing those persons, their characters,
attitudes and identities through which events and remarks can be implicitly evaluated.
Newsmakers choose an image that represents their interests and intention of how to
portray a particular social actor at that event.

4.3.1.4. Gaze/ contact
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Gaze refers to the direction, downward or upward or straight ahead, from which a
social actor looks at the viewer. Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) suggest that the viewer
can unconsciously translate images into two actions, offer and demand, according to the
gaze of the participant(s). Interpretations of these actions can be approached through the
‘mood system’. The imperative mood proclaims ‘do not do it’, while the indicative mood
suggests ‘you will like it’. In a ‘demand image’, the viewer feels that the social actor is
addressing him/her and asking for a response (see 5.1.7.). There is interaction between
the social actors and viewers. Details of the gaze impact the mood of the addressee: such
as a slight frown or pout, in addition to postures like open arms which might join the
gaze of the portrayed social actor(s). These factors can determine the limits of interaction
between the social actors and the viewers. The ‘offer image’ is the image in which the
social actor who is presented does not observe the viewer (see 6.2.1.), so no interaction
is required (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). The viewer is only an interpreter or an
investigator of the information available. This technique can simply be illustrated by the
following image

4.3.1.5. Poses
In images, poses are highly connotative in that they can indicate abstract ideas,
concepts in addition to identities. Machine and Mayr (2012, p.74) state that there are
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‘established meanings to shape how we will perceive the ideas, values and behaviours of
those persons depicted’. The way the social actors are standing, the position of their
hands and arms are all connotative with reference to other iconographical features such
as how the actor is clothed, the location and other available objects in the image. The
pose may express action (see (6.2.5.), Al Alam report and (6.2.7.), Al Jazeera report).

4.3.1.6. Distance
The distance people keep between themselves indicates the status of their social
relationship. The choice of distance can refer to intimacy, friendship, acquaintance,
strangers, and others. The relationship between the represented participants, people
portrayed in the image, and the viewers is translated through distance. This relationship
can be indicated in accordance with the ‘size of frame’, whether it is close-up, medium
or a long-distance shot. The editor of the photograph may intend to take the viewer close
up to the person(s) in the image to share their feelings or their situation. A close-up shot
is more personal and aims to present the character as an individual (see (6.2.1.), Al
Jazeera report). The middle shot aims to present the character as a generic rather than an
individual. In a long-distance shot, a person may be understood as being in a negative
situation. In news reports, politicians are portrayed through the close-up, but civilians
through the long distance shot when news stories portray the consequences of war
(Machine and Mayr, 2012). The medium perspective is ‘the position the viewer actually
took up in relation to the image’. Distance can be explained in the following image
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4.3.1.7. Height of the Camera
Power relations between the represented participants and the viewers are conveyed
by the camera height. It is classified into three types:
1) Eye-level height: the editor intends to create an equal point of view or relationship with
the viewers (see 6.2.6.), Al Alam report.
2) Low height: the editor intends to provide the represented participants with power over
the viewers. To provide participants with superiority, triumph, awesome and imposing
look, they are visualized as looking down at the viewers. See Al Jazeera reports (6.2.4.)
and (6.2.6.).
3) High height: the editor intends to indicate power by the viewers over the represented
participants by reducing them to ground level. This can communicate the insignificance
of the participant or of being in a negative situation. The viewer looks down at the
participant. See the following image, for clarification of camera heights.
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4.3.1.8. Angle of the Camera
According to the angle of the camera, images can be divided into three types, they
are:
1) Frontal angle: refers to involvement, equality, alignment. It communicates the message
that ‘what you see is part of our world, something we are involved with’ (Kress and Van
Leeuwen, 1998, p.143). For a vivid example of this technique, see Al Alam report (6.2.1.)
and Al Jazeera report (6.2.6.).
2) Oblique angle: indicates detachment. It means that ‘what you see here is not part of
our world; it is their world, something we are not involved with’ (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1996), (see Al Jazeera report: 6.2.6.).
3) Back angle: it expresses a complex or confused mixed of feelings that cannot be
explained without understanding the contexts in which it is used (see Al Alam report:
6.2.9.). See the differences in the camera’s angle in the following images for illustration,
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4.3.1.9. Individualisation and Collectivisation
The same intentions achieved by linguistic strategies can be portrayed by visual
communication via the image. One intention is to depict certain people as a group in
which they are made to appear similar or equal. Different people are collectivised and
portrayed as a homogeneous unit in order to achieve certain interests. This visual
technique usually accompanies stories about immigration and ethnic groups (Machin and
Mayr, 2012), (see 6.2.4.) and (6.2.5), Al Alam reports. The visual depiction of the lonely
soldier may serve to represent the presence of the Iraqi soldier in the north of Iraq as less
oppressive than it may be to the people there (see 6.2.1.) Al Alam report. Definitely, the
citizen is not wandering alone there; linguistically, they are collectivised in the text.
Another vivid example of individualisation is also seen in Al Jazeera report (6.2.5.). The
following illustration can visually explain this technique.

4.3.1.10. Generic and Specific Depiction
The photographer can portray people as individuals or assign them to a certain
group. They can be represented as typical by using their dress, hair style and grooming
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to characterize them as members of a certain group (see (6.2.8.) Al Alam report).
Categorising people in images in such a way may make their sense of individuality
disappear. If stereotypes connote negative ideas they can be seen as ideological (see Al
Alam report: 6.2.9.). The following image is generic, as it characterizes the represented
participant as a member of a group.

4.3.1.11. Framing
Elements can be given connection or disconnection from other elements in the same
photo. To disconnect an element from others so it is read as different from them, a
frameline, consisting of pictorial framing devices or white or empty space is inserted
among the elements. Thickness or discontinuity of colour or shape of the frameline can
indicate a degree of disconnection among those elements (see 6.2.3.) Al Alam report (4).
On the other hand, having no framing techniques, such as: vectors among elements or
repetition of shapes and continuity of colour, expresses a degree of connection and
complementariness between them. See the following images,
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4.4.

Conclusion
In this chapter, the researcher explained the CDA techniques, methods of this

research, which will be applied in the analysis of the data of this study. Each of these
techniques was explained in a separate section defining the technique, its classifications,
clarifying the rationale for choosing it and how the technique will be applied in the
analysis of the data, followed by examples from both news sites, Al Alam and Al Jazeera.
The researcher will apply both types of CDA techniques, visual (images) and textual
resources, because they are both incorporate in creating the meaning of the text. Visually,
they are:

INFORMATION VALUE, CONTACT/GAZE, TRANSITIVITY, SALIENCE, POSES,

DISTANCE,
NAMING

and

OF

FRAMING.

SOCIAL

Concerning, the textual techniques,

ACTORS,

TRANSITIVITY,

PRESUPPOSITION, AND EVIDENTIALITY,

PASSIVATION,

LEXICALIZATION,
NOMINALISATION,

were chosen to represent the main tools used to

form an idea and convey the impression of culture. These techniques were chosen for the
application of CDA in this study because they can show how the two parties of the
conflict, Shia-led government and the rebels, are represented in news stories, forming the
ideological square that represents the framework of this study. That is, a hybrid version
of CDA framework is formed, according to the availability of the techniques in the data.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF AL ALAM AND AL
JAZEERA NEWS SITES REPORTAGE
5.1. Introduction
This chapter is an application of critical discourse analysis (CDA) techniques to the
language of the two sites: Al Jazeera and Al Alam news. I have chosen to focus on them
to illustrate dichotomies of positive/negative portrayals that reflect the structure of the
ideological square. For the analysis, I have selected the two main discursive strategies of
positive self-presentation and negative other-presentation created by the employment of
many subtle techniques, such as:

LEXICALISATION, NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS,

PRESUPPOSITION, TRANSITIVITY, PASSIVISATION, NOMINALISATION, EVIDENTIALITY,

and visual analysis (see Chapter Four for CDA Techniques). These two reports, from
both websites, have been chosen as they represent the greatest match in terms of time,
place and event, because this makes the comparison more meaningful. This chapter is a
full and detailed analysis of one report from Al Jazeera news website and another from
Al Alam news website that covers the same incident. The other reports are textually
analysed in Chapter Six. For full analysis of the other reports, see appendix (D).
Through the identification of the similarities and differences in the representation
of the same reported incidents of the sectarian conflict, the linguistic analysis (textual and
visual) of the data collected from these two sites can show how the ideologies of the
media institutions are embedded in the language and reveal how these two sites position
the readers whether intentionally or unintentionally. The two sites each assumes that their
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readers have various ideologies of the social world they inhabit, and this allows certain
things to be assumed and unstated. Consequently, this linguistic analysis can create
awareness of the way the media manipulate readers/audience’s opinion by language
choices.
The first part of this chapter is a detailed analysis of the reports that cover the
Speicher mass execution in order to have a clear comparative view of each website in
relation to the two conflicting political groups. In terms of the CDA discursive strategies,
this analysis aims to show how each website differently represents the in-group and outgroup by reproducing contrasting representations of the same incident. This pair of
reports was chosen from the data set as they most clearly supply coverage of the same
event.
The second part of this chapter is an identification of the discursive strategies used
by both websites to create the ideological square between the two conflicting groups in
Iraq, which is represented in the analysis in the form of a comparative table. This table
will give a clear picture of how the same group is differently presented by both websites.
This is followed by a general comparison to explain the content of the table in terms of
the identified discursive strategies and to clarify the main reason for using them. By
having a comparative view of the two groups from each website readers might be able to
construct a clearer understanding of the conflict in Iraq, its causes and repercussions.
The analysis starts with the Al Alam report followed by that of Al Jazeera: this
sequence of presentation has been made according to alphabetical order and should not
be understood as giving prioritisation to either account. For a detailed protocol of the
reports, see appendix (C); for a content analysis of the reports, see appendix (B); and for
the critical textual analysis of the full reports, see appendix (D).
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5.2. Critical textual analysis of Speicher massacre coverage by both websites’
reportage
These reports can provide an insight into the ideology of the news websites as
embedded in the representation of the event.

5. 2.1. What is the Speicher massacre?
Sometime in June 2014 immediately after the fall of Mosul, a number of people
were killed in Tikrit in the north of Iraq: and the accounts of the number killed, their
ethnic identity, the circumstances and manner of their death can be seen as important
ideologically, and the two texts differ as will be seen in the following analysis. The event
was made public by the publication of photos on social media.

5.3. Al Alam Report of the Incident the Speicher Massacre JULY 13, 2014.
Headline: Photos Prove Mass Killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit
1. New photos have surfaced online showing the mass execution of dozens of
civilians in northern Iraq as the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) terrorists continue their crimes against the Iraqi nation.
2. A pro-ISIL group that posted the pictures on the Internet said the executions
had been carried out in the town of Tikrit situated northwest of the capital
Baghdad last Monday.
3. The ISIL-linked Internet page also claimed that those executed had
volunteered to join the Iraqi army in its battle against the ISIL Takfiri
terrorists.
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4. Iraqi officials have not made any comments on the newly-released photos so
far.
5. In late June, Human Rights Watch (HRW) said the ISIL Takfiris executed
between 160 and 190 people in at least two locations in Tikrit between June
11 and June 14.
6.

The ISIL had claimed to have killed 1,700 soldiers in the Iraqi city.

7. HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert said the ISIL ‘is committing mass
murder, and advertising it as well,’ warning the extremist militants that ‘the
eyes of Iraqis and the world are watching.’
8. Over the past weeks, heavy clashes have been underway between Iraqi armed
forces and the ISIL terrorists, who have seized control of large swathes of the
country and threatened to take the battle to Baghdad.
9. The terrorists have claimed the formation of a so-called Islamic caliphate or
state and declared the terrorist group’s leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi as ‘the
caliph’ and ‘leader of Muslims everywhere.’
10. This is while many Sunni and Shia leaders worldwide have condemned the
ISIL anti-Islam acts including murder and rape.
11. More than one million Iraqis have fled their homes over the past month as the
ISIL terrorists seized Mosul, Tikrit and other cities in the northwest areas.
12. Despite the atrocities that have been carried out by the terrorists, more than 2
million Iraqis volunteered to fight against the Takfiri militants in northern and
western parts of the war-torn country.

Table (5.1) Map of content analysis of Al Alam report (2) about Speicher massacre, date: JULY 13, 2014. 2
Repor
t No 2
Al
Alam

Date: Sun Jul
13, 2014

Headline: Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit
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5.3.1. Critical Textual Data Analysis of Al Alam Report Coverage of Speicher
Massacre
All of this text from Al Alam is negative other-presentation, with this ‘Other’ being
the rebels and ISIL fighters. It is interesting that the only direct reference to Sunni or
Shia in this text is the rather neutral S10 ‘many Sunni and Shia leaders worldwide have
condemned the ISIL’, however readers are able to draw on their MR to make several
links which are not explicit in the text. Their action is portrayed as a crime against Iraqi
citizens to convince readers that the rebels and ISIL fighters are breaking the law. This
representation is achieved by the discursive strategies outlined above. The following
analysis focuses on how these discursive strategies are employed and why.
In the headline of this report, to emphasise the negative actions of the out-group
according to the ideological square (Van Dijk, 2004), the actor is named as ‘photos’
which is an inanimate agent. It implies impartiality as the supplier of definite concrete
evidence, that is, the information presented in this report is not identified with the
institution’s ideology. This strategy of evidentiality is complemented by the process, the
verb ‘prove’ to confirm a fact that cannot now be denied. The material process ‘prove’
means ‘to provide evidence that shows that something is true’ (Macmillan Dictionary).
It is a ‘mass killing’, the action of committing a crime by the out-group. The
backgrounded real agent of the action, ‘ISIL’, here can refer to either the foreign fighters
or the Iraqi Sunni who join ISIL or even to all Sunni people in Iraq. Readers can draw on
their MR to make this connection as this link between ISIL and Sunni is not stated overtly
in the text. The hyperbole ‘mass’ and the conversion of the material verb ‘kill’ into a
verbal noun, (an example of nominalisation) are used to enhance the negativity of action
by encouraging the readers to believe that the affected participants are Iraqi innocent
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citizens, and in order to condemn the out-group by creating vagueness of agency and
time.
The circumstances ‘in Iraq’s Tikrit’ indicates a unified nation with an identity and
culture of which Tikrit is an integral part. Readers’ MR supplies the extra information
that Iraq, at the time of the report, is seen as equivalent to the Shia government, and also
‘Tikrit’ is a Sunni city and was the hometown of Saddam Hussein. The stated
circumstances ‘Iraq’s Tikrit’ indirectly emphasise the ethnicity of the killers and the
killed without stating them, and so can emotionally redirect the readers’ reaction towards
the action of mass killing. Hence, the headline implies that the ISIL group (Sunni)
committed the crime of mass killing of civilians/volunteers for the military (Shia people)
in Tikrit (Sunni town) and the evidence is the ‘photos’. The place is further emphasised
in the report as in: ‘in northern Iraq’ (S1), ‘in the town of Tikrit’ (S2), ‘in the Iraqi city’
(S7). These circumstances providing context to the action are ideological as they guide
readers to interpret that those ‘civilians’ are from the north. Presumably, the north of Iraq
indicates that the people there are ethnically Sunni. Note that this indication is not stated
overtly, but inferred according to MR.
Other reports of the same event e.g. the Independent (2017) reported that those killed
were in fact cadets/air force students from Baghdad, so it is possible that the writer of
this report is trying to conceal the information that Shia cadets are being based in ‘Tikrit’,
which is a Sunni city for this might create a different reaction. However, for this analysis
it is necessary to remain within the lexical and semantic resources used in the two texts
being compared here.
As far as naming of social actors is concerned, such as: ‘photos’ (S1), ‘the
newly-released photos’ (S4), ‘pro-ISIL group’ (S2), ‘The ISIL-linked Internet page also’
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(S3) which can be interpreted as Sunni is a partner of ISIL. This indicates Al Alam’s
attitude towards the out-group by including them with ISIL which is part of the negative
other-representation that sustains polarisation and categorization of the two groups. The
author tries to raise readers’ emotions and win them over against the criminal group. The
question is why they posted the photos. Then, names are used to undermine the ISIL label
by shedding doubt on its identity by over-lexicalisations, as in: ‘The so-called ISIL
terrorists’ (S1), ‘the ISIL Takfiri terrorists’ (S3), ‘the ISIL Takfiris’ (S5), ‘the ISIL’ (S6),
‘ISIL/ the extremist militants’ (S7), ‘the ISIL terrorists’ (S8), ‘The terrorists/ a so-called
Islamic caliphate/ the terrorist group’s’ (S9), ‘the ISIL terrorists’ (S11), ‘the terrorists/
the Takfiri militants’ (S12).
Thus, the choices made concerning the material processes, such as ‘prove’
(HS), ‘surfaced’ (S1), ‘executed’ (S5), ‘killed’ (S6), ‘committing’ (S7), ‘advertising’
(S7) and ‘fled’ (S11) ‘condemned’ (S11) serve to delegitimize the action of the outgroup. Now, the photos ‘surfaced’ implying that negative information has been hidden,
though, now it is revealed ‘online’ where all the world can see, hence this could imply
an evil intention. Similarly, ‘execution’, the material process practised on the civilians
means ‘to kill someone as a punishment for a crime’ (Macmillan dictionary). By
contrast, the neutral material and verbal processes ‘posted’ (S2) and ‘said’ (S2) are
attributed to the out-group to prove that the action of killing is committed by the outgroup themselves. This assertion of criminal activity is further confirmed by giving
neutral verbal processes to the HRW(S5) as an example of evidentiality.
On the other hand, the negative verbal processes, such as: ‘claimed’ (S3, S7, and
S10) implies that the information presented is questionable, i.e. to cast doubt on the
number of the victims and the assertion that those victims had volunteered to join the
Iraqi army. Detaching them from the Iraqi army and describing them as citizens is
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calculated to emotionally gain more supporters from readers. Moreover, killing this
number of the Iraqi army implies a defeat of the Iraqi government against the rebels.
Thus, the writer does not like to admit defeat.
The event presented to readers in order to raise their sympathy is ‘the mass
execution of dozens of civilians in northern Iraq’. The writer lexically employs hyperbole
and nominalisation to highlight the negative action of the out-group as something which
is morally reprehensible and cannot be forgiven, as in ‘mass killing’ (HS), ‘mass
execution’(S1), and ‘mass murder’ (S7), ‘murder and rape’ (S10), ‘atrocities’ (S12). The
material verb ‘showing’ (S1), which is converted into a verbal noun indicates that the
action cannot be hidden anymore. This reflects the crucial importance of that revelation.
Moreover, the aggregation of the number of the people to ‘dozens’ (S1) and naming
them as ‘civilians’ (S1) and ‘people’ (S5) rather than cadets (as mentioned in other
reports of this incident) suggests that the large number of citizens who are killed might
include children or women. This lexical choice helps direct the readers’ sympathy
towards the victims and might change their attitude towards the action more than if the
writer describes them as members/ students of the military air force or even cadets.
Aggregation, such as: ‘between 160 and 190 people’ (S5), ‘1,700 soldiers’ (S6) suggest
the incredible account of the out-group. The numbers game is also used to create
opposition between both conflicting groups, as in: ‘More than one million Iraqis have
fled their homes’ (S12), ‘more than 2 million Iraqis volunteered to fight against the
Takfiri militants’ (S13), while the view that the out-group situation is very bad is implied
by the material verb ‘fled’ in contrast to the in-group who took action and ‘volunteered
to fight’ against the ‘Takfiri militants’. This opposition between the two groups may
suggest that the Sunni group is suffering more than the Shia group because of their
support to ISIS, but this interpretation relies on readers’ MR as the two groups are not
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named as such in the text. This technique of portraying some members of a group as
victims of the same group is a strategy of evidentiality that serves the reports’ creation
of consensus against the out-group.
The prepositional phrase ‘against the Iraqi nation’ refers to all ethnic groups in
Iraq implying that the Al Alam is not biased against any group, but instead cares about
all Iraqis as members of one nation, whereas the out-group is against the whole Iraqi
people. This strategy is employed to put the in-group in a positive light, through their
support of the victims who are ‘civilians’ and seems to be objective. So, the writer works
on both feelings and reasoning. Richardson (2007: 186) refers to Aristotle’s three
strategies to persuade the audience; logos, ethos and pathos. Logos refers to reasoning
or the structure of an argument. Ethos refers to the character of the arguer assuming that
we tend to believe knowledgeable and trustworthy people. And pathos points to the fact
that we cannot help being affected by emotional language or themes. This exemplifies
Richardson’s point taken from Aristotle about the art of persuasion which is identified in
the analysed text.
The repetition of the presupposition ‘new photos’(S1) and ‘the newlyreleased photos’ (S4) indicates the reccurrence of the action of publishing such images
online which proves the same dishonourable action. This indicates how morally
reprehensible the action is and the repetition of the action of publishing the photos. The
verb ‘continue their crimes’ (S1) presupposes their ceaseless commitment of crimes
‘against the Iraqi nation’. The agency is implied by the inclusion of ‘as’ in ‘as the socalled ISIL terrorists continue their crimes’ (S1). This presupposition provides a context
to the action and highlights the negative action of the out-group. In (S9) and (S12), the
presuppositions ‘who have seized control of large swathes of the country and threatened
to take the battle to Baghdad’, and ‘as the ISIL terrorists seized Mosul, Tikrit and other
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cities in the northwest areas’ refer to the speed and ease of the spread of ISIL. This rapid
progress within the north of Iraq worries the Al Alam news agency because it seems that
ISIL is in reach of Baghdad, which can be read as equivalent to the Iraqi government
(which at this time the readers will know was just representing Shia). Moreover, this
threat is emphasised in the circumstances ‘everywhere’ (S10).
The out-group’s voice is the dominant one in this report; it is indirectly reported and
used to condemn ISIL out of their own mouth. In (S11), naming is used to gain more
antagonists towards the out-group by stating that they are criticised as rebels by ‘many
Sunni and Shia leaders worldwide’. This strategy of populism and consensus is achieved
by lexicalisation and transitivity such as: ‘condemn’; and also by evidentiality, by
referring to Human Rights Watch, ‘HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert’ (S5, S6,
S8), to indicate that all people over the world are against the out-group.
In comparison, authority is attributed to the in-group, represented by ‘Iraqi officials’
who ‘have not made any comments’, but ‘more than 2 million Iraqis volunteered to fight
against the Takfiri militants’ (S13) representing them in a positive light and highlighting
the contrast between the two opposed groups. This implies that this group is reasonable
and tolerant, that it does not even comment on the action, but leaves the comment to
‘Human Rights Watch’, ‘HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert’ (S5, S7) who have
the role of agents, further functionalised with official roles, to provide evidentiality to
the text by showing support of the in-group. Moreover, the director of this organisation
warns ‘the extremist militants’ that ‘the eyes of Iraqis and the world are watching’ (S8).
According to Van Dijk’s ideological square (2004), this strategy of evidentiality and
consensus at the same time functions to support the in-group in their positive selfrepresentation. In war debates, what is heard from reliable spokespersons can be effective
in changing negative beliefs that may be inculcated by the other group as biased. Thus,
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evidentiality and consensus techniques provide objectivity, reliability, and hence
credibility to the in-group’s narration. The positivity of the in-group action is emphasised
by the presupposition ‘despite the atrocities that have been carried out by the terrorists’
(13), that sharpens the contrast with the in-group. It is further lexically emphasised by
the words ‘atrocities’ and ‘terrorists’. This over-lexicalised presupposition is
foregrounded before the agent ‘terrorists’ of the sentence, so the readers’ interpretation
is guided in the desired direction.
5.4. Al Jazeera report of the Speicher massacre, date: JUNE 16, 2014.
Headline: photos released of Iraq ‘mass execution’
1. ISIL-aligned source publishes photos on Twitter; it says show scores of captured
government soldiers being shot dead.
2. The Twitter account where the pictures were posted was suspended hours later.
Sunni rebels in Iraq have posted pictures on Twitter apparently showing their
fighters killing captured Shia soldiers.
3. A Twitter account aligned with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL),
said the pictures show scores of captured Iraqi soldiers being killed.
4. The images, released at the weekend, show masked fighters loading the captives
on trucks before forcing them to lie face-down in a shallow ditch with their arms
tied behind their backs.
5.

The final pictures show bodies soaked in blood after being shot.

6. A caption on one of the pictures suggested that the victims - believed to be security
personnel - were punished for fighting Sunnis.
7. The Twitter account where the pictures were posted was suspended hours later.
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8. The ISIL and associated Sunni rebel forces have taken control of large territories
in Iraq in the last week, plunging the country into crisis and increasingly splitting
communities along sectarian lines.
9. A diplomatic source in Baghdad told Al Jazeera that the pictures were authentic
but the number of soldiers executed could not be verified.
10. Qassim al-Moussawi, Iraq's chief military spokesman, said the photos were
authentic and said he was aware of cases of mass murder of captured Iraqi soldiers
in areas held by ISIL.
11. He told the AP news agency that an examination of the images showed that about
170 soldiers were killed.
12. Captions on the photos showing the soldiers after they were shot say "hundreds
have been liquidated’.
13. Ban Ki-moon, the UN secretary general, called the attack ‘deeply disturbing’, and
called on Iraqi leaders to ensure their followers avoided acts of reprisal.
14. On Friday, UN human rights chief Navi Pillay warned against ‘murder of all
kinds’ and other war crimes in Iraq, saying the number killed in recent days may
run into the hundreds.
15. She said in a statement that her office had received reports that fighters rounded
up and killed Iraqi soldiers as well as 17 civilians in a single street in Mosul.
16. Her office also heard of ‘summary executions and extrajudicial killings’ after ISIL
and associated groups overran Iraqi cities and towns.
Strategic capture
17. On Monday, rebels captured the strategic town of Tal Afar, close to the Syrian
border, after a long and bloody offensive against Iraqi forces.
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18. Sources in the town told Al Jazeera Sunni rebels were roaming the streets after the
Iraqi military was purged.
19. Al Jazeera's Hoda Abdel-Hamid, reporting from the northern town of Khazer, said
Tal Afar represented one of the last strongholds for the Baghdad government.
20. The town has provided a crucial bulwark against rebel-controlled territory on
either side of Iraq's border with Syria.
21. The fall of Tal Afar comes a week after rebels captured Iraq's second-largest city,
Mosul, and Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit in a lightening offensive.

Table (5.2) Map of content analysis of Al Jazeera Report (2) of Speicher massacre, date: JUNE 16, 2014.
Date: JUNE 16,
2014

Headline: Photos released of Iraq 'mass execution'

1st element
Photos (affected)
(Personification)

2nd element
Released
(material)

3rd element
of Iraq 'mass execution'(client)

4th element

ISIL-aligned
source(sayer)
(collectivisation)
it(sayer)

Publishes (verbal)

photos(affected)

on
Twitter(scope)

says(verbal)
show(verbal)

The Twitter account
where the pictures were
posted (affected)
(specification)
Sunni rebels in Iraq
(actor) (genericisation)

was suspended
(material)

scores (aggregation)of captured
(material)
government soldiers (affected)
being shot (material)
dead(attributive).

A Twitter account
aligned(material) with
the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL), (sayer)
(personification and

said(verbal)

Article No.2 AL Jazeera

0 element
Headline
1

2

hours later

pictures(affected)

the pictures (actor)
show (verbal)
scores (aggregation)of
captured (material)Iraqi
soldiers (affected)
being killed. (material)

on Twitter
(scope)
apparently(circu
mstances)
showing (verbal)
their fighters
(affected)
killing
(material)
captured
(material)
Shia
soldiers(affecte
d)
(verbiage)

3

have posted
(material)
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anonymisation)
(specification)
The images,
released(material) at
the weekend,
(instrument)
(specification)
(personification)

4

show(verbal)

masked fighters (actor)
loading (material)

(circumstance
s)

the captives (affected)
on trucks (scope)
before forcing (material)
them (affected)
to lie face-down (material)
in a shallow ditch with their
arms tied(material)
behind their backs.
soaked(material)
in blood after
being shot. (material)

5

The Twitter
account
where the pictures
were posted
The ISIL and
associated Sunni
(collectivisation:
genericisation) rebel
forces (actor)

was suspended
(material)

(affecte
d)

7

show(verbal)

8

And
increasingly

But

A diplomatic source in
Baghdad(sayer)
(functionalism:
anonymisation)

of large territories (scope)

in Iraq in the
last week,
(circumstances)

Plunging
(nominalisation)
Splitting
(nominalisation)
told(verbal)

the country(affected)

into
crisis(scope)
along sectarian
lines(scope)
that the pictures
(carrier)
were (relational)
authentic(attribu
te)

He(sayer)

told(verbal)

12

Captions on the
photos
(personalisation)

say(verbal)

Communities (affected)
Al Jazeera (addressee)

the photos (carrier)
were (relational)
authentic(attribute)

said(verbal)

he (carrier)
was (relational)
aware(attribute)
of cases(aggregation) of
mass murder of captured
(material) Iraqi soldiers
in areas held by ISIL.
the AP news agency (addressee)

(ver
biag
e)

"hundreds (affected)
(aggregation)

(verbiage)

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

11

(say
er)

could not be
verified.(mental)

And

hours
later(circumstan
ces)

have taken
control(material)

the number
(aggregation) of
soldiers
executed(phenomenon)
(aggregation)
Qassim al-Moussawi,
Iraq's cheif military
spokesman, (sayer)
(individualisation,
specification,
functionalism)

10

that the victims (actor)
- believed (mental) to be
security personnel were punished (material)
for fighting
(nominalisation)Sunnis.
(attributive)

that an
examination of
the images
(actor)
showed (verbal)
that about 170
soldiers
(affected)
were killed.
(material)

(verbiage)

9

suggested(verbal)

(verbiage)

6

The final
pictures(instrument)
(personification)
A caption on one of the
pictures(sayer)
(personification)
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have been
liquidated".(material)

(specification
)

13

called(verbal)

on Iraqi leaders(addressee)

to ensure(material)
their followers(affected)
avoided (material)
acts of reprisal. (affected)
against "murder of all kinds" and
other war crimes in Iraq, (verbiage)

She(sayer)

Her office (senser)
(personalisation)

said
in a statement
that
her office
(recipient)
had received
(material)
reports
(affected)
also heard
(mental)

Rebels (actor)
(genericisation)

Captured
(material)

the strategic town of Tal Afar,
(affected)

Sources in the
town(sayer)
(anonymisation)

told(verbal)

Al Jazeera (addressee)
Sunni rebels (actor)

19

Al Jazeera's Hoda
Abdel-Hamid,
reporting from the
northern town of
Khazer, (sayer)
(functionalism)

said(verbal)

20

The town (actor)
(personalisation)

has provided
(material)

16

17

the number
(carrier)
killed(material)
in recent days
may run into(material)
the hundreds. (attribute)
(aggregation)
that fighters (actor)
rounded up and killed(material)
Iraqi soldiers as well as 17
civilians (affected)
in a single street in Mosul.
(circumstances)

of "summary executions and
extrajudicial killings" (phenomenon)

were roaming (material)
the streets(scope)

a week after

after ISIL and
associated
groups (actor)
overran
(material)
Iraqi cities and
towns.
(affected)
close to the
Syrian border,
after a long and
bloody offensive
against Iraqi
forces.
(circumstances)
after
the Iraqi
military (actor)
was
purged. (materia
l)

(verbiage)

comes(material)

Tal Afar (actor)
represented (material)
one of the last strongholds
(attributive)
for the Baghdad government.
(client)
a crucial bulwark(attributive)

(verbiag)e)

18

On Monday,

(verbal)

15

saying(verbal)

(verbiage)

warned(verbal)

(verbiage)

UN human rights chief
Navi Pillay(sayer)
(functionalism,
specification)

14

On Friday,

the attack(affected)
"deeply
disturbing"(attributive)

(verbiage)

And

called(verbal)

(verbia
ge)

showing
(verbal)
the soldiers
(affected)
after they were
shot
Ban Ki-moon, the UN
secretary general,
(sayer) (specification,
functionalisation)

against rebelcontrolled(mater
ial) territory on
either side of
Iraq's border
with Syria.
(circumstances)
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The fall
(nominalisation)of Tal
Afar (actor)
(specification)

21

rebels (actor)
captured (material)
Iraq's second-largest city, Mosul,
and Saddam Hussein's hometown of
Tikrit in a lightening offensive.
(affected)

5.4.1. Critical Textual Data Analysis of the Al Jazeera Report Coverage of
Speicher Massacre
The whole text of the report on the ‘Speicher Massacre’ by Al Jazeera may be seen
as being aimed at persuading readers that the killings of those Iraqi people in Tikrit was
a normal action and publishing the images online is also normal. The action was
explained as a punishment for those soldiers/security personnel because they joined the
Iraqi army. It is interesting that in this text there are several direct references to Sunni
being directly linked to ISIL, and to the government soldiers being Shia. As the account
that published the image was suspended (S2, S7 and the caption), and there was no need
for the Iraqi government to take any further action. This view is discursively conveyed
by employing linguistic strategies, such as: lexicalisation, naming, vagueness,
transitivity, passivisation, nominalisation, presupposition, and evidentiality to deemphasise the negativity of the Sunni in-group, while emphasising the negative otherpresentation, so the action of the Sunni in-group is legitimised.
Simultaneously, these techniques serve to emphasise the negative other-presentation
introducing them in a negative light, so the action of the Sunni in-group is legitimised.
The following is a detailed explanation of how these strategies are used and how they
function.
‘Photos released of Iraq mass execution’ (HS) is a two events passive sentence with
no agent. Vagueness is created by omitting the agent who released the photos, and the
agent who undertook the mass execution. To create vagueness, the technique of
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impersonalisation is heavily employed in the text sentences (1-7 and 12) reducing the
actors to ‘photos’, ‘source’, ‘image’ and ‘account’ (the affected participant) to replace the
actual actor of the action, as in ‘photos’(HS), ‘ISIL-aligned source’ (S1), ‘The Twitter
account where the pictures were posted’ (S2, S7), ‘A Twitter account aligned with the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)’ (S3), ‘The images’ (S4), ‘The final pictures’
(S5), ‘A caption on one of the pictures’ (S6) and ‘Captions on the photos show’ (S12).
Similarly, the agency of this report implies and emphasises that the killers belong to a
Sunni group and not ISIL themselves by naming them as ISIL- aligned, as in: ‘ISILaligned source’ (S1), ‘Sunni rebels in Iraq… their fighters’ (S2), ‘A Twitter account
aligned with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)’ (S3). In these references, the
agents are an example of genericisation introducing them as a type and presupposing that
Sunni have ‘fighters’ who may include ISIL. This word ‘fighter’ lexically legitimises
their action as having an issue to defend and thus they killed the ‘captured’ Shia soldiers
(geneticisation).
Moreover, the word ‘masked’ (S4) here causes vagueness and fear which might be
intentionally created. Describing the actors as ‘masked’ can give them power over the
other group as they cannot be identified. Consequently, giving one group power rather
than the other is a strategy of sustaining opposition and inequality between the two
concerned groups. The lexical item ‘masked’ itself creates a disclaimer; because they are
‘masked’ it is logically not possible to identify the killers and consequently their
ethnicities unless they declare this or are personally known. Similarly, the many examples
of agentless passivisation such as: ‘being shot’ (S1,5), ‘being killed’ (S3), ‘were
punished’ (S6), ‘were killed’ (S11), ‘were shot’ (S12), ‘have been liquidated’ (S12),
‘killed’ (S14) aim to hide the actor in order to mitigate the negative action of the in-group
and present it as a legitimate action to readers.
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Moreover, these agents are given legitimization, impartiality and validity as
indicated by the neutral material and verbal processes, such as: ‘release’(HS), ‘publish’,
‘said’, ‘show’, ‘suggested’, and ‘post’(S2). The transitive process ‘release’(HS) means
‘make a film, game, album etc available for people to see’ (Macmillan dictionary) and
legitimizes the action of publishing the photos as both moral and normal. Passivisation of
the material process (transitivity), and suppression of the actor’s name as in: ‘were
punished’ is used to de-emphasise the negative action of the in-group. But, it is unclear
whether ‘Sunni’ refers to the Iraqi Sunni rebels or to ISIL as a Sunni group. This technique
of creating vagueness is effective in hiding the information required to understand the
text properly. Vagueness can help the readers take for granted the biased information
presented here without questioning its validity.
There is insistence on presenting the pictures as authentic (S9, S10) which
contradicts moral norms as this action is a crime. The criminality of the action is however
reduced or bypassed because the images are suspended; however, the action itself is able
to be read as a lesson or warning for the outgroup. In this comparison, the categorisation
of the Iraqi people in two polarized conflicting and imbalanced groups is shown clearly
by lexicalisation, passivisation, and transitivity. The number of participants affected by
the action is generalised by using aggregation or number games, such as ‘scores’ (S1 and
S3). Though the massacre can be considered to be a victory for the Sunni group, the
brutality of the crime cannot be reduced by decreasing the number who were killed. Both
texts are imprecise about this number which is the strategy of the numbers game
according to the ideological square of Van Dijk (2004). Thus, the claim (S9) ‘the number
of soldiers executed could not be verified’ indicates that the number could be higher than
stated as ‘more’ creates vagueness for readers. The only interpretation of the emphasis
on the incident’s authenticity is that it is a triumph for the in-group. Therefore, the
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material processes ‘punished’ and ‘liquidated’ are used in ‘were punished’ (S6), and
‘hundreds have been liquidated’ (S12) to describe non-legal killing (in contrast to the use
of ‘execute’) and killing in large numbers (Macmillan dictionary) respectively.
‘Liquidate’ also means to kill someone by violent means (Oxford dictionary). The
selection of these material verbs is ideological revealing the attitude of the writer of this
report towards the victims.
This description of the event is interrupted by including a Shia voice who confirms
the authenticity of the narration as in: ‘A diplomatic source in Baghdad told Al Jazeera
that the pictures were authentic’ (S9), by functionalisation that attributes authority to the
speaker, transitivity, ‘the relational verb’ that is used to present fact, and lexicalisation
with the word ‘authentic’. Moreover, this source is from ‘Baghdad’; that is readers will
be able to use their MR to link this to the Shia government.

This technique of

evidentiality is used to emphasise the negative status of the out-group as loser by
including a voice of an official from the out-group itself. But this voice is named as ‘alMoussawi’ in (S10): ‘Qassim al-Moussawi, Iraq's chief military spokesman, said the
photos were authentic and he was aware of cases of mass murder of captured Iraqi
soldiers in areas held by ISIL’. Readers will be able to use their MR to recognize his
surname as a Shia religious family name.
Qassim Atta is not usually named as ‘al-Moussawi’ before, but naming him as
Qassim Atta, indicates that the person is Shia. Quoting him indicates that he speaks as a
member of the government that supports the questionable information presented in the
story. The information is confirmed by a senior official from the out-group itself to create
effective validity. By this technique of naming, the writer tries to reduce readers’ lack of
belief in the story. For the same reason, Atta is emphasised as being an official member
of the Iraqi government by high honorifics. This indicates the writer’s eagerness to
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suggest that the Sunni group is the real agent of the action spoken of as a ‘crime’. At the
same time, it implies that there is ambiguity about the authenticity of the event. Then,
again Qassim Atta is referred to as ‘he’, as in: ‘He told the AP news agency that an
examination of the images showed that about 170 soldiers were killed’ (S11); these
sentences give reliability to the narrated story from a member from the out-group to make
it more believable. The apparent credibility of this account is achieved by the neutral
verbs ‘told’, ‘showed’, the nominalisation of ‘examination’, the aggregation of ‘170
soldiers’, and the vagueness created by agentless passivisation to hide the actor of the
crime in order to mitigate negative self-representation.
The victory of ISIL is one of the constant themes in Al Jazeera’s coverage of the
conflict in Iraq, as in: ‘The ISIL and associated Sunni rebel forces have taken control of
large territories in Iraq in the last week’ (S8), ‘Rebels captured the strategic town of Tal
Afar’ (S17) ‘ISIL and associated groups overran Iraqi cities and towns’ (S16), ‘Sunni
rebels were roaming the streets’ (S18), ‘the fall of Tal Afar comes a week after rebels
captured Iraq’s second-largest city, Mosul and Saddam Hussein’s hometown of Tikrit in
a lightening offensive’ (S21). All these statements indicate ISIL’s victory and fast
sweeping movement across Iraqi cities as emphasised by lexicalisation, such as: ‘large’,
‘strategic’, and ‘lightening’, all of which function to enhance the value of the action and
confirm its success. The lexical item ‘lightening’ which serves to enhance the meaning
of the offensive indicates the author’s attitude towards ISIL’s action. ‘Iraqi cities and
towns’ and ‘the last strongholds for the Baghdad government’ attribute great
achievement to ISIL: the complete end of the Iraqi government. Lexically, these
expressions indicate that ISIL is active and in every part of Iraq and thus they ‘are
roaming the streets’ of their new state. Similarly, the Iraqi government is not in control
anymore, because this stronghold was the last to be taken. The material verbs like:
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‘captured’, ‘overran’, and ‘were roaming’ and, nominalisation, such as: ‘plunging the
country […] splitting communities’ (S8) attributed to the group and its allies emphasise
the rout by ISIL. The circumstances of time as in: ‘in the last week’ and ‘a week after’
emphasise the speed and ease with which ISIL took control of the cities. The
nominalisation ‘fall’ serves the same purpose of portraying ISIL’s easy success in taking
control of the Iraqi cities without effort. On the other hand, this nominalisation which
creates the impression that the city fell by itself without an out-force points to the
weakness and flaws of the Iraqi government.
By contrast, depicting the process of killing and the participants throughout the text,
take for example the following forms: repetition of the word ‘captured/captive’ as in:
‘captured government soldiers’(S1), ‘captured Shia soldiers’ (S2), ‘captured Iraqi
soldiers’(S3), ‘loading the captives on trucks before forcing them to lie face-down in a
shallow ditch with arms tied behind their backs’ (S4) emphasises the negative position
of the out-group in a strategy of victimisation that tells negative stories about the outgroup using lexicalisation. Then, the writer adds that the soldiers are killed because they
were fighting the Sunni group: ‘the victims, believed to be security personnel, were
punished for fighting Sunni’. The lexical item ‘security personnel’ is again used to
emphasise their identity as Shia soldiers and to legitimate the action of killing them. It is
a mass execution and the soldiers were ‘captured’. That is, this diminishes the moral
abhorrence of the act as these are unarmed fighters, not citizens; according to the law, it
is prohibited to kill completely defenceless combatants (Goodman, 2013).
Similarly, the negative state of the out-group, and the positive state of the in-group,
is lexically exaggerated and emphasised using number games as in: ‘Scores’ (S1,3), ‘the
number of soldiers’ (S9), ‘cases of mass murder of captured Iraqi soldiers’ (S10), 170
‘soldiers’ (S11), ‘hundreds’ (S12) ‘the number’ (S14), ‘run into the hundreds’ (S14),
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‘Iraqi soldiers as well as 17 civilians in a single street in Mosul’ (S15). Moreover, the
nominalisation of the action ‘Iraq ‘mass execution’’ (HS) conceals most of the
information required to understand the event, which is encircled with a single quotation
indicating the importance of the action that is nominalised to highlight the negative
situation Iraq is in, as this action is considered a defeat of the Shia out-group. Thus, this
nominalised action is attributed to Iraq - here implicitly equated with the Shia
government - rather than to the Shia to conceal the author’s ideological representation of
the event. Simultaneously, attributing the ‘mass execution’ to Iraq creates vagueness
because this phrase can be interpreted as Iraq undertaking the mass execution as the actor.
In such interpretations, Iraq, referring to Shia government and army forces, is placed in
a negative light, being portrayed as weak and loser. The ethnicity of the actors is
intentionally focused on to create opposition between Iraq’s two ethnic groups. Hence
the schism linguistically created between the main ethnic groups in Iraq is hidden by the
vagueness created by agentless passivisation, nominalisation, lexicalisation and naming.
Linguistically, it is evidence of the ideological square permeating the data. Clear
opposition between the two groups is created syntactically by backgrounding the outgroup and semantically by describing them as the loser.
All the voices in this report - the voice of Human Rights chief, ‘Ban Ki-moon, the
UN secretary general’ (S13), the ‘UN human rights chief Navi Pillay’ (S14), ‘She’ (S15),
‘Her office’ (S16), the voice of the sources that are unknown ‘Sources in the town’ (18);
the Al Jazeera voice, ‘Al Jazeera's Hoda Abdel-Hamid, reporting from the northern town
of Khazer’ (S19), and the town, ‘The town’ (S20) -- are used to give authority to the
narration of Al Jazeera as a source of evidentiality to emphasise the victory and strength
of ISIL and implicitly the failure of the Iraqi government. Moreover, all these voices except the United Nations- are members of the in-group, which can clearly show the
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positioning of the report, as the voice of the out-group is absent. Simultaneously, the
voice of the UN is used to order the Shia Iraqi to avoid retaliation. Similarly, an agentless
passive sentence where agency is suppressed - ‘the account was suspended’ --is repeated
to indicate that no further action should be taken against the Shia out-group as long as
the suspension continues. It is not clear who suspended it, when and why. Then, the
suspension of the account is emphasised to underestimate the negative action of the ingroup. The writer reduces the action of killing to images published on social media
account, then this account was suspended as in: ‘The Twitter account where the pictures
were posted was suspended’ (S2) and (S7).

5.5. Comparative Critical Analysis of the Al Alam and Al Jazeera Coverage of
the Speicher Massacre in terms of CDA Techniques
This section consists of a general comparison between the Al Alam and Al Jazeera
Reports Coverage of the Speicher Massacre in terms of CDA Techniques applied to both
websites which present the incident. It aims to provide readers with a general view of
the conflicting representations of the websites. First, the analysis is introduced in the
form of a comparative table of the CDA techniques employed to represent the in-group
and out-group within the context of the incident (the Speicher Massacre); that is,
presenting the ideological square between the two groups by employing discursive
semantic and grammatical strategies (see Chapter Four for CDA Techniques). Then this
table is followed by a general comparison between the strategies used in representing the
conflicting groups and the incidents according to the viewpoint of each website. This
section is summarising some of the result of the analysis already given of the reporting
techniques used by the two websites.
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5.5.1. General comparison of the representation of the two groups in terms of CDA
techniques applied to cover Speicher massacre (Rs.2)
The prominent feature of the Al Alam text is the negative presentation of the outgroup, rebels and ISIL, as the actors and agents of an evil action. This is first done by
lexicalisation and naming and foregrounding them as actors of the action, as in: ‘photos’
(S1), ‘The so-called ISIL terrorists’ (S1), (see table 5.1.6.2). Then, their evil action is
highlighted by hyperbole lexicalisation as in the following examples: ‘mass killing’ (HS),
‘mass execution’(S1), ‘mass murder’ (S7), ‘murder and rape’ (S10), and ‘atrocities’
(S12). By contrast, Al Jazeera hides the identity of the in-group in order to present them
as legitimate actors of a lawful action, as in: ‘photos’(HS), ‘ISIL-aligned source’ (S1),
(see table 5.1.6.2). All the names given to the in-group are neutral and vague as they are
personalised, that is ‘photo, image, account and caption’ which are inanimate, but are
given the roles of actors to substitute for the real actor of the action. This technique is to
deemphasise the negative action of the in-group (Sunni rebels and ISIL).
Al Alam describes the in-group in such a way as to present them as victims of the
morally reprehensible action of the out-group, such as: ‘civilians'(S1), and ‘those
executed’ (S3), to create victimisation by telling stories about the negative actions of the
out-group and their consequences. To place the out-group in a more negative light, and
situate their actions as non-normative and so increase opposition between the two
conflicting groups, national glorification such as: ‘Iraq’ (HS), ‘the Iraqi nation’(S1) is
employed. This is increased by attributing authority to the in-group, such as: ‘Iraqi
officials’ (S4), ‘Iraqi armed forces’ and by populism and consensus of the entire world
against the out-group, as in: ‘the eyes of Iraqis and the world’ (S7), ‘many Sunni and
Shia leaders worldwide’ (S10). By contrast, Al Jazeera describes the out-group in such a
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way as to present them as weak, defeated and disqualified as members of the military
forces and thus, deserving punishment. Consequently, the action is justified as fair and
carried out according to the moral norms. This presentation of the out-group is made to
de-emphasise the negative action of the in-group -- ‘the killing of a significant number
of civilians/military volunteers’ -- and putting the in-group in a positive light, while
descriptions of the affected participants contain negative connotations: ‘Iraq ‘mass
execution’ (HS), ‘scores of captured government soldiers’ (S1), ‘dead’ (S1), (see table
5.1.6.2). Similarly, presuppositions, such as: ‘believed to be security personnel’ (S6),
‘after the Iraqi military was purged’ (S18), attributed to the out-group, serves their
negative definition, as loser, and justifying the bad action committed against them.
Concerning the strategy of transitivity, all the material processes attributed by Al
Alam to the out-group, as well as the verbal processes, are used to condemn the outgroup. Some of the material processes attributed by Al Jazeera to the in-group, such as:
‘taken control’ (S8), ‘rounded up and killed’ (S15), ‘overran’ (S16) are used to portray
them as the winner. The other material processes such as: ‘released’(HS) ‘publishes’
(S1), ‘show’ (S1,3,4,5,12), (see table 5.1.6.) imply neutrality and normativity of the ingroup’s action. On the other hand, positive material processes: ‘volunteered’ (S3 and
S12), ‘have not made any comments’ (S4), ‘are watching’ (S7), implying reasonableness
and tolerance, are attributed by Al Alam to the in-group.
As far as presupposition is concerned, the out-group is represented by Al Alam
as an immoral enemy because they repeatedly and blatantly publish photos of their crime
online, such as: ‘New photo’ (S1), and ‘the newly-released photos’ (S4), and as a serious
enemy by such as: ‘continue’ (S1), ‘their crimes’ (S1), ‘The ISIL’ (S7). To highlight the
strength and brutality of the out-group they are represented as progressing fast and across
the country, creating a threat to Baghdad, as in: ‘who have seized control of large swathes
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of the country and threatened to take the battle to Baghdad’ (S8), and ‘as the ISIL
terrorists seized Mosul, Tikrit and other cities in the northwest areas’ (S12) emphasised
by ‘despite the atrocities have been carried out by the terrorists’ (S13). This is to give an
excuse to the in-group for their failure to defeat ISIL. Simultaneously, (S13) in order to
create balance and be more persuasive in excusing the in-group, the author praises the
in-group for volunteering to fight against ISIL though the out-group is acting badly. By
contrast, for Al Jazeera to place the in-group in a positive light, presupposition is used to
legitimise the action and represent it as normal and righteous, as in: ‘released’ (S4) and
‘The final pictures’ (S5). These phrases presuppose that this morally justifiable action is
final and that they will not publish anymore, although it is a moral action because those
killed are ‘believed to be security personnel’ (S6). The following examples of
presuppositions: ‘after ISIL and associated groups overran Iraqi cities and towns’ (S16),
and ‘after rebels captured Iraq's second-largest city, Mosul, and Saddam Hussein's
hometown of Tikrit in a lightening offensive’ (S21) present the in-group as the winner
because they are overrunning the country so easily. Al Jazeera, by contrast, represents
the Iraqi army as the loser, as in: ‘after the Iraqi military was purged’ (S18).
Two examples of passivisation and lack of agent are used to create vagueness by
hiding the real identity of the out-group as the actor of the action. Yet these actions are
decisive to the future of Iraq, because viewed as a defeat for the Iraqi government, they
are: ‘execution had been carried out’ (S2), and ‘the atrocities have been carried out by
the terrorists’ (S12). By contrast, Al Jazeera makes use of two examples of passivisation
in order to enhance the sense of neutrality of the action and its termination by being
suspended, they are: ‘released’ (HS), and ‘was suspended’ (S2, S7). The verb ‘released’
means: ‘to announce or reveal a secret’ (Macmillan dictionary). It is to give impartiality
to the action and presented it as a right action that is done according to the social and
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moral norms. The verb ‘suspended’ is used to de-emphasise the action as being over and
the need for any further reaction. By contrast, the passivisation attributed by Al Jazeera
to the out-group as agentless, such as: ‘being shot’ (S1,5), ‘being killed’ (S3), (see table
5.1.6) creates vagueness and thus de-emphasises the negative action of the out-group.
Vagueness in both texts is also created by using the lexical numbers game, or
aggregation. For Al Alam, aggregation such as: ‘more than 2 million Iraqis’ (S12)
emphasises the positive action of the in-group, whereas ‘more than one million Iraqis’
(S11) emphasises the negative action of the out-group. The phrases ‘dozens of civilians’
(S1), ‘between 160 and 190 people’ (S5), and ‘1,700 soldiers’ (S6) are used to conceal
the identity and number of victims because considered as a defeat for the in-group. To
emphasise the negative action of the out-group, the numbers game is used to place
members of the same group in danger as a consequence of the group’s action, such as:
‘More than one million Iraqis’ (S11). To enhance the differences between the two groups,
the positivity of the in-group is emphasised by applying numbers game, as in: ‘more than
two million Iraqis’ (S12). By contrast, Al Jazeera emphasises the action by employing
the numbers game because it considers the action a victory and uses it as a lesson and
warning to the out-group to stop fighting ISIL. The following are examples of the
numbers game: ‘Scores’ (S1,3), ‘the number of soldiers’ (S9), (see table 5.1.6). These
numbers are stressed by using the voice of senior officials from the out-group to
‘authenticate’ them. Similarly, is the use of nominalisation as in: ‘loading’ (S4),
‘plunging the country into crisis’ (S8), (see table 5.1.6.2). Evidentiality, such as:
‘execution’ (HS), ‘fighting’ (S6), indicate that the action is not wrong. ‘Forcing’ (S4),
‘murder’ (S10), show the strength of the ISIL. ‘Examination’ (S11) confirms that the
action was done, i.e., that Shia members were killed by a Shia senior official.
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Al Alam uses presupposition, such as the following examples: ‘New photo’ (S1),
‘continue’ (S1), (see table 5.1.6.2), ‘who have seized control of large swathes of the
country and threatened to take the battle to Baghdad’ (S8), and ‘as the ISIL terrorists
seized Mosul, Tikrit and other cities in the northwest areas’ (S12), to highlight the
strength of the out-group, they are presented as progressing fast and with ease cross the
country that they form a threat to Baghdad. This provides an excuse to the in-group for
their failure to defeat ISIL. To be reasonable in excusing the in-group, the author praises
the in-group for volunteering to fight against ISIL though the out-group is acting
excessively, as in ‘despite the atrocities have been carried out by the terrorists’ (S13).
Evidentiality is used by narrating hard factual information, supporting the narration
with names of eminent officials and organizations, such as: ‘Human Rights Watch’,
‘HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert’ (S5, S7). By comparison, Al Jazeera
employs the voices of ‘Qassim al-Moussawi, Iraq's cheif military spokesman’ (S10,
S11), a member of the out-group narration as evidence that the incident is real. The names
of ‘Ban Ki-moon, the UN secretary general’ (S13), ‘UN human rights chief Navi Pillay’
(S14), and ‘her office’ (S15, S16) are included to emphasise the validity of the narration
concerning the action, identity, number of the victims and the success of ISIL and to
warn the out-group against reaction or retaliation. Finally, the voice of ‘Al Jazeera's Hoda
Abdel-Hamid’ (S19) is introduced to emphasise ISIL success and progress across the
country.
This was an identification of the discursive strategies used to create the ideological
square between the two conflicting groups in Iraq. The following section (5.6) provides
readers with detailed analysis of the visual text in terms of these strategies.
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Al Alam

Naming of Social actors

Table 5.3 Representation of the two conflicting groups in terms of the discursive strategies used by both websites
Sunni and ISIL group

Shia Iraqi government, military forces, Shia militia, Kurdish
forces Group

‘The so-called ISIL terrorists’ (S1), ‘A pro-ISIL group’ (S2),

‘civilians'(S1), and ‘those executed’ (S3)

‘The ISIL-linked Internet page’ (S3), ‘the ISIL Takfiri

‘Iraq’ (HS), ‘the Iraqi nation’(S1) ‘Iraqi officials’ (S4), ‘Iraqi

terrorists’ (S3), ‘the newly-released photos’ (S4), ‘the ISIL

armed forces’, ‘the eyes of Iraqis and the world’ (S7), ‘many

Takfiris’ (S5), ‘ the exremist militants’ (S7),

Sunni and Shia leaders worldwide’ (S10),

‘the ISIL

terrorists’ (S8), ‘The terrorists/ a so-called Islamic caliphate/
the terrorist group’s’ (S9), ‘the ISIL terrorists’ (s11), ‘the

Al Alam

terrorists/ the Takfiri militants’ (S12),

‘mass killing’ (HS), ‘mass execution’(S1), ‘mass murder’
(S7), ‘murder and rape’ (S10), ‘atrocities’ (S12), ‘the war-

Al Jazeera

lexicalisation

torn country’ (S12).
‘photos’(HS), ‘ISIL-aligned source’ (S1), ‘The Twitter

‘Iraq ‘mass execution’ ‘ (HS), ‘scores of captured government

account where the pictures were posted’ (S2, S7), ‘A

soldiers’ (S1), ‘dead’ (S1), ‘captured Shia soldiers’ (S2),

Twitter account aligned with the Islamic State of Iraq and

‘scores of captured Iraqi soldiers being killed’ (S3), ‘the

the Levant (ISIL)’ (S3), ‘The final pictures’ (S5), ‘The

captives’ (S4), ‘bodies’ (S5), ‘the victims - believed to be

ISIL and associated Sunni rebel forces’ (S8) ‘summary

security personnel’ (S6), ‘about 170 soldiers’ (S9), ‘captured

executions and extrajudicial killings’(S16),

Iraqi soldiers’ (S10) ‘Iraq ‘mass execution’ ‘cases of mass

‘deeply disturbing’ (S13)

murder of (S10), ‘Iraqi soldiers’ (S10), ‘the soldiers’ (S12),
‘murder of all kinds’ and other war crimes in Iraq (S14),

Al Alam

Presupposition

‘Iraqi soldiers’ (S15).
New photo(S1), ‘continue(S1), ‘their crimes’ (S1), ‘the
newly-released photos’ (S4), ‘The ISIL (S7), who have seized
control of large swathes of the country and threatened to take
the battle to Baghdad’ (S8), ‘as the ISIL terrorists seized
Mosul, Tikrit and other cities in the northwest areas’ (S12)
and ‘despite the atrocities have been carried out by the

Al Jazeera

presupposition

terrorists’ (S13)
‘released’ (S4), ‘The final pictures’ (S5), ‘after ISIL and

‘believed to be security personnel’ (S6), ‘after the Iraqi

associated groups overran Iraqi cities and towns’ (S16),

military was purged’ (S18),

‘after rebels captured Iraq's second-largest city, Mosul,
and Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit in a lightening
offensive’ (S21)

Al Jazeera
Al Alam
mamaterial process(material processes)

‘killed’ (S6), ‘committing’ (S7), ‘advertising’ (S7) and ‘fled’

‘are watching’ (S7)

(S11). Similarly, the verbal processes, such as: ‘claimed’ (S3,
S6 and S9), and even the neutral verbal process ‘said’ (S2)
‘released’(HS) ‘publishes’ (S1), ‘show’ (S1,3,4,5,12),
‘posted’ (S2), ‘released’ (S4), ‘suggested’ (S6)
‘taken control’(S8), ‘rounded up and killed’ (S15),
‘overran’ (S16)

Al Alam
Al Jazeera

‘said’ (S3)

‘told’ (S9,11), ‘said’ (S10) ‘showed’ (S11)

‘were’ (S9,10), ‘was’ (S10)

‘execution had been carried out’ (S2) ‘the atrocities have been
carried out by the terrorists’ (S12).

‘Released’ (HS), ‘was suspended’ (S2,7)

‘being shot’ (S1,5), ‘being killed’ (S3), ‘were punished’ (S6),
‘were killed’ (S11), ‘were shot’ (S12), ‘have been liquidated’
(S12), ‘killed’ (S14)

‘photos’ (S1),

‘photos’(HS), ‘The images’ (S4), ‘Captions on the photos’
(S12), statement (S15)

‘More than one million Iraqis’ (S11)

game

Verbal processes

‘volunteered’ (S3 and S12), ‘have not made any comments’ (S4),

Al Alam

Relational processes
Passivisation

‘prove’ (HS), ‘surfaced’ (S1), ‘posted’ (S2), ‘executed’ (S5),

Al Jazeera
Al Alam
Al Alam
Numbers

Aggregation/

Al Jazeera

Evidentiality

Al Jazeera

Al Alam

Material processes/Transitivity :
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‘dozens of civilians’ (S1), ‘between 160 and 190 people’ (S5),
‘1,700 soldiers’ (S6) ‘more than 2 million Iraqis’ (S12)
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Al Jazeera

‘Scores’ (S1,3), ‘the number of soldiers’ (S9), ‘cases of mass
murder of captured Iraqi soldiers’ (S10), 170 ‘soldiers’ (S11),
‘hundreds’ (S12) ‘the number’ (S14), ‘run into the hundreds’
(S14), ‘Iraqi soldiers as well as 17 civilians in a single street in

Al Alam
Al Jazeera

Nominalisation

Mosul’ (S15)
‘killing’, ‘execution’ (S2)

‘loading’ (S4), ‘plunging the country into crisis’ (S8),

‘execution’ (HS), ‘forcing’ (S4), ‘fighting’ (S6), ‘murder’

‘splitting communities along sectarian lines’ (S8),

(S10), ‘examination’ (S11)

‘showing’ (S12), ‘‘summary executions and extrajudicial

Al Alam
Al Jazeera

Evidentiality

killings’’ (S16)

‘Al Jazeera's Hoda Abdel-Hamid’ (S19)

‘Qassim al-Moussawi, Iraq's cheif military spokesman’ (S10,
S11)

5.6. Critical Visual Data Analysis of Speicher reportages
In this section the images which form as an essential part of the news reports of the
Speicher massacre will be analysed and compared in terms of CDA techniques that are
developed by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996). The similarities and differences between
the two visual websites reportages indicate the institutional ideologies embedded in the
employment of these visual techniques. The visual analysis starts with Al Alam first,
then Al Jazeera in keeping with the textual analysis that follows the alphabetical order.
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Headline: Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s
Tikrit, Al Alam: Date: July 13, 2014

Caption: photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit

Image of Al Alam (R.2) and Al Jazeera (R.2) 1

Headline: Photos released of Iraq 'mass execution'
Al Jazeera: Date: June 16, 2014

The Twitter account where the pictures were posted was
suspended hours later

Al Alam uses two photos, in the photo on the left, the given information represented
by ISIL flag on the left perhaps informs us that the actors are ISIL. On the right of this
photo, the new information is represented by the back view of the participants, an
example of what is described as ‘equally complex and ambivalent’ (Kress and Van
Leeuwen, 1996: 144). Here, it could be taken to signify deep sympathy with the ‘victims’,
mixed with the desire to conceal their identity as being ‘citizens’. That is, they are not
Shia soldiers. It is an offer image (for explanation of offer and demand images: contact
technique, see Chapter Four (4.3.4.), which represents the suffering of the victims by
describing the way the kidnappers (the actors who are unknown) guide the victims (who
represent the Iraqi citizens) to their death. The affected participants walk in a queue with
their hands over their heads in their casual clothes. It seems they are being prepared to
be killed from the back. There is a continuous movement from the left to the right
indicated by the sequence of the images and the gesture of the hand (Kress and Van
Leeuwen, 1996).
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In the image on the right, which is a demand image, the victims are made salient by
being centralised as the only participants in the image. They are further given salience
by being pointed at by means of a gesture which is interpreted as an action of ‘pointing
out the symbolic attribute to the viewer’ (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 108). This
symbolizes the brutality of the crime to emphasize the negativity of the action of the outgroup. The victims lie down on the ground with their faces down, except one, who
emotionally demands the viewers to sympathize with him against the actors of the action.
Their hands are still over their heads. They are visualised in a long shot in a way which
seems to indicate vulnerability. The photos chosen by Al Alam imply the brutality as an
attribute, represented by the action of shooting the participants, whose carriers are the
actors, ISIL and their allies.
By contrast, Al Jazeera employs a horizonal triptych image. On the left, the Sunni
figure seems to be identified as ‘one of us’ as indicated by the frontal view. He has no
contact with the viewers, so viewers do not identify themselves with his action,
deemphasising the negativity of the in-group’s action. This is interpreted according to
the text’s presupposition ‘final images’ and passivisation ‘was suspended’. He
committed the crime, but he would perhaps consider doing it again. This is the given
information. In the middle, the victims are suggested as ‘not of us’ by their side view.
Being bowed to the ground-level may indicate that they are guilty and deserve
punishment, serving the positive self-representation of the in-group. They are represented
through a medium shot, making identification of the participants as generic ethnicity, i.e.
each participant represents a group, creating an opposition between the two groups. On
the right, there are more Sunni figures in frontal shot as they ‘are of us’. There is contact
between them and the viewers, as it is a demand view, which may indicate that they have
an issue to defend. They ask the viewers to identify themselves with their issue. This is
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the new information that should be taken for granted. The represented participants are all
at eye-level view, which could be to express equality between ethnic groups, indicating
that Shia are not better than Sunni ruling them. Al Jazeera shows the affected participants
bent with both hands over their necks or backs, placing them in a negative attitude as
criminals. The actors are masked, and their identities are questionable as to whether they
are Iraqi Sunni or ISIL foreigners. Two are not masked: one with a beard in a military
uniform indicating he is ISIL; the other is in the Iraqi traditional dress indicating that he
is a Sunni person. This also indicates the cooperation between the out-group and ISIL;
this is an issue which – in contrast – the Al Alam photos do not illustrate. The actors are
armed and surround the participants, indicating the strength of the out-group and their
success, according to the narration of Al Jazeera. By contrast, the affected participants
are wearing casual clothes and without shoes. Culturally this may indicate that they
(representing the Shia-led Iraqi government) are not qualified and efficient.
In Al Alam’s first image, one of the victims is raising his hands towards the killer
as if asking for mercy, but the killer seems to be pointing at him to obey orders. By
contrast, Al Jazeera shows one of the actors pointing the weapon at the captured young
man (a material process implying their success). The actors are sturdy and decisive
showing no sign of sympathy or reluctance. Al Alam chose the first image showing
numerous young victims in a sympathetic situation and in the second one, views the
victims after being shot by the actors, lying on the ground with their hands tied behind
their backs. Al Alam uses these techniques to raise readers’ emotion, emphasising the
negativity of the action, in comparison to Al Jazeera where the victims are fewer, and
they are in a less oppressive situation. This may reduce the impact of the action on the
viewers, and so creates a different reaction.
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In Al Alam, the flag of ISIL is not completely raised, perhaps to indicate that they
will not be the winner. It is deliberately cropped to hide the part of the flag that shows
the group’s logo. The other part that has the phrase ‘there is only one God’ is shown.
This phrase is culturally used to indicate that God is fair. That is, some actors, those who
are caught and imprisoned, will be punished. By contrast, Al Jazeera shows the Iraqi
army truck that is seized by ISIL from the Iraqi army in the background implying the
rebels’ victory as they have already defeated the Iraqi army.
What is written in Arabic on the images − as published on the internet by the ISIL
group − is highly ideological. For Al Alam, the first translation is ‘Daesh guide the
apostates to their doom hole’ − and the second is part of a verse: ‘some people are like
lions at weak people; but in wars they are ostrich’. Both sayings are attributed to ‘this is
foray of the merciful’s lion Al Bailawi…. Abu Abd Al Rahman’. The foray is attributed
to the actor God’s lion, legalising the action, as part of God’s mission to eradicate the
Shia apostates. In comparison to Al Jazeera, the photo is signed in Arabic by the same
actor as published in Al Alam but the other part of the caption is deliberately omitted
because it condemns the Sunni group as criminal indicating the institution’s hostile
attitude towards the kidnappers as marking their report of the event.
The hand points at the victims ordering readers to ‘watch’ the poor victims. The two
photos are integrated showing the brutal action in steps to give validity and authority to
the report. As far as the setting is concerned, Al Alam shows the terrain as barren
indicating the death of young people. It can also indicate that the action of killing does
not pay. For Al Jazeera, the sun rises at the top of the building they occupy and the trees
behind them are green indicating a new beginning and a victory for the out-group. This
is only one possible interpretation of the images within its textual, historical, cultural and
political contexts by an insider.
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Table (5.4) Images in terms of CDA visual techniques
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5.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, the Speicher massacre report (2), covered by both news websites, is
textually and visually analysed, as the best report that can be matched in time, place and
event. The application of CDA techniques, that form the ideological square to the texts
shows that each of the media institution employs language to convey the ideology of the
institution that owns or allies with the website. Al Jazeera works on placing the in-group
in a positive light; the self-positive representation, by deemphasising their negative
action of killing the victims. This can explain Al Jazeera’s heavy use of agentless
passivisation, material processes and impersonalisataion in order to conceal the agency
of the action. By contrast, there is no agentless passivation in Al Alam’s report. In order
to legitimise the in-group’s action, Al Jazeera uses relational verbs, and neutral verbal
processes, representing the out-group, confirming their identity. Al Alam uses
metapropositional verbal processes ‘claim’ to hide the identity of the victims. Both
websites use naming and lexicalisation to place each other in a negative light. To increase
the negativity of the action, Al Alam employs nominalisation preceded by lexicalisation
and presupposition in representing the in-group only, as the affected participant by the
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action. Readers end up with no account of the event. Thus, the analysis has shown readers
how the two regional powers in the Middle East are discursively conflicting; embodying
the cold war that forms the dynamic of the conflict in Iraq, referred to in (2.3.).
Visually, both news sites implement images that place the other party in a negative
light, representing the in-group positively. The conflict is visually communicated by both
websites, using CDA visual techniques that form the ideological square, to hide the
interests and ideologies of the institutions that own them. The following chapter is an
application of CDA techniques, textual and visual, to the remaining data (i.e. the other
nine reports). The first part of the chapter is a textual analysis of the headline and lead of
the reports whereas the second part of the chapter is a visual analysis of the images
accompanying these reports.
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CHAPTER SIX

CRITICAL TEXTUAL AND VISUAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
1.1.

Introduction
This chapter is an analysis of the Al Alam and Al Jazeera reports representing the

data of this study using CDA techniques to identify how reports of the same event by
different institutions imply different ideologies creating different meanings. The chapter
is divided into two sections; the first is a critical textual analysis of the data, specifically
of the headline and the lead of each report of the data. The second is an analysis of the
images in terms of CDA techniques.

6.2. Textual analysis of the headline and lead of the data
The headlines and the lead sentence of the reports are arranged in chronological
order. As report number two is explained in chapter five, this analysis will skip over it,
so that the reports keep their original number in the list (1-10). The CDA techniques
applied to the analysis of the data are:

LEXICALISATION, NAMING OF SOCIAL ACTORS,

PRESUPPOSITION, TRANSITIVITY, PASSIVISATION, NOMINALISATION, AND EVIDENTIALITY

(see Chapter Four, CDA techniques). It is worth mentioning at this stage, after diving
into data analysis of the Speicher massacre, textual and visual, that depend on the
analyst’s MRs, the eastern and southern parts of Iraq are predominantly Shia, whereas,
the western and northern parts of Iraq represent mostly Sunni. Consequently, references
to places are ideological, creating opposition between the conflicting groups; as the
western and northern parts of Iraq such as Mosul, Ninevah, Tikrit, Salaahuddin,
Hawijaha, Ramadi, Falujah, Dhuluiya, Hit, and most of the places mentioned and
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represented in images, except Amerli and Balad are Sunni and represent Sunni group,
whereas the eastern and southern parts of Iraq such as Baghdad represent the Shia-led
Iraqi government.

6. 2.1. What is Mosul’s fall?
6. 2.1.1. Brief Background to this Incident
In June 2014, within three days, militants occupied Mosul, Iraq’s second-biggest
city. The fall of the city led to on-going events that reshaped Iraq years later. ‘But how
Mosul was lost, and who gave the order to abandon the fight, have, until now, been
unclear’ (2014, Reuters: p.1). Reuters reported ‘stories of mass desertions and claims by
infantry troops that they followed orders to flee’ (ibid). The following reports are of
coverage of the controversial identification of the person responsible for Mosul’s fall on
10 June 2014 for ISIL.
Table (6.1.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (1) about Mosul
(Al alam R.1. June 10,
2014)
‘Saudi and Turkish
intelligence (token)
(genericisation)
An Iraqi parliamentarian
(sayer) (functionalism)

Headline: ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’
behind Mosul unrest’(value)
says
(verbal)

Saudi
Arabia,
Turkish
intelligence
and former
Iraqi vice
president
Tariq alHashimi
(token

are
(Relational)

behind
the
deadly
turmoil
(value)

Iraq
(affected
and actor)

is facing
(material)
event

these days
(circumstances)

Table (6.1.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (1) about Mosul
(Al Jazeera R.1. AUGUST 16,
2015)
‘Iraq probe (actor)
(Personification)

Headline: ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul's fall to ISIL’
Implicates
(material)

Maliki (affected)
(Nomination)

over Mosul's
fall (scope)
(nominalisation)

to ISIL’(recipient)
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Finds
(material)
says (verbal)

former PM and 35
officials (affected)
(functionalism)
they (affected)
(pronoun)
should be tried.
(material)

responsible
(attribute)

for army's loss of city
(nominalisation)

(verbia
ge)

and

Parliamentary
report (actor)
(Personification)

6.2.1.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (1)
The Al Alam headline sentence, ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul
unrest’, is a very concise statement of accusation with a deleted verbal process. That is,
the information is presented as a fact. This statement is encircled with two single
quotations indicating the criticality of the information presented. It assigns the
responsibility for the temporary rebellion and terrorism in the north of Iraq to Saudi
Arabia and Turkey in alignment with the Iraqi Sunni politicians. By contrast, Al Jazeera
starts with ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul’s fall to ISIL’, which is an
assignment of the fall of Mosul to Maliki. It implies Maliki conspired against the Sunni
in the north of Iraq, as he was accused of selling Mosul to ISIL. Bell (1991) claims that
a headline is written in a way to attract the readers’ attention and to direct their
interpretation in a certain direction. Being concise can attract readers, as well as
increasing the impact of the statement.
Upon first reading of the headline, which is a summary of the summary of the report
(Bell, 1991), we notice that Al Alam attributes Mosul’s ‘unrest’ to ‘Saudi and Turkish
intelligence’ representing the Sunni group in the Middle East. ‘Intelligence’ lexically
indicates a conspiracy between the Sunni governments in the region and the Sunni
politicians in Iraq emphasised by the preposition ‘behind’. That is, they are working
secretly. The ‘former Iraqi vice president Tariq al-Hashimi’ is functionalised to assign
him responsibility as a ‘vice president’, highlighted by the lexical item ‘former’, to
remind the readers of his status as a wanted man, sentenced to death on a murder charge
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in absentia, but living in Turkey after escaping to avoid arrest. Thus, the lexicalisation
‘former’ is given to provide credibility to the narration. By contrast, Al Jazeera has
already taken the decision to condemn and blame Maliki. The Al Jazeera report attributes
the responsibility of Mosul’s fall to Maliki, an Iraqi Shia politician who became Vice
President of Iraq after being Prime Minister from 2006 to 2014.
Al Alam does not like to admit that Mosul has fallen to ISIL. This intention is
lexically expressed in the use of ‘unrest’ instead of the noun ‘fall’ used by Al Jazeera.
The voice that is responsible for the Al Alam report is an anonymous official figure ‘an
Iraqi parliamentarian’ who is functionalised according to his status, so the report can gain
authority and validity. The verb which is omitted in HS is stated in the lead: ‘are’. It is a
relational verb that is used to present facts that should be taken for granted without being
challenged. It assigns the responsibility for Mosul’s fall to the Sunni regional powers
who support Sunni rebels.
By comparison, Al Jazeera attributes the process of condemnation, which is ‘to
implicate’ to Maliki (the affected), by the actor ‘Iraq probe’. ‘Iraq probe’ is highly
ideological because it uses personalisation and nominalisation that give no specific
information either about who exactly the actor is, or how, when, or where the action has
taken place. Consequently, it creates uncertainty that affects readers’ interpretation of the
report. ‘Probe’ means an attempt to find out the truth about an issue, problem or
accident, made by an official group or by a newspaper, television or any media outlet
(Macmillan dictionary). This implies that the decision is not institutional (see Chapter
Three for CDA); it has been taken according to a lawful and impartial investigation.
Al Alam employs the material process ‘facing’ which indicates a period of danger
encountered by Iraq. Moreover, the circumstances ‘these days’ emphasise that this is a
temporary condition that appeared recently and may not continue for long. Iraq’s
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government’s ability to overcome this ‘unrest’ is implicated by these descriptions. To
save face, the author is mitigating the negativity of the condition the in-group is in by
collectivisation, such as all Iraqis in ‘Iraq’, by the nominalisation of ‘unrest’ and by
transitivity, ‘facing’, and the circumstances ‘these days’. The positivity of the in-group
is also highlighted by focusing exclusively on the out-group’s negative action by
lexicalisation, such as: ‘the deadly turmoil’. The hyperbole ‘deadly’ is to enhance the
meaning of ‘turmoil’ which is to show their lack of organisation. Simultaneously, the
lexical items ‘deadly turmoil’ provide an excuse to the Shia government for failing to
protect Mosul from ISIL, as it gives them strength. In comparison, Al Jazeera employs
the verbal process ‘implicates’ which means ‘to show or suggest that someone
is involved in something illegal or morally wrong’ (Macmillan dictionary) which
implies that ‘Maliki’ has been shown to be a criminal after a thorough lawful
investigation. The vague agent ‘Iraq probe’ implies that all Iraqis implicate Maliki over
Mosul’s fall. Thus, ‘Maliki’ is the affected participant of ‘Iraq probe’ and the actor of the
following nominalised action ‘Mosul’s fall’. Naming ‘Maliki’ in this context clearly
reflects the author’s attitude towards the nominated person. The ideological essence of
the headline is enriched with the nominalisation of the ‘fall’ of Mosul, here presented as
a fact that should be taken for granted by readers. According to Halliday and Mathiessen,
(2004) it is hard to challenge a fact when presented as a noun which is a characteristic of
scientific writing. ‘To ISIL’ is the last element of the headline, which contains a great
amount of information specifying the recipient of the action as a special entity and giving
it certain importance and power, which is specific to ISIL and not anyone else. That is,
Mosul is in ISIL’s control.
In Al Jazeera’s lead: ‘Parliamentary report finds former PM and 35 officials
responsible for army's loss of city and says they should be tried’, the sayer is stated as
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‘Parliamentary report’ followed by the verb ‘finds’ which is a transformed quotation
(referring to a document that states the verbiage) that is used to serve the institution’s
ideology. The verb ‘find’ is highly ambiguous, as it might be understood as a mental
process which refers to opinion or attitude, or it might be understood as a material process
that refers to investigation. The ‘parliamentary report’ is the actor of the verbal process
which is to find ‘former PM and 35 officials responsible for army's loss of city’, the
affected participant of the action. ‘Former PM’ is individualised and specified as ‘former’
to support Al Jazeera’s argument, by placing him in a negative light, and by reminding
readers that Maliki was forced to step down and become vice president instead, due to
the controversy over Mosul’s fall. Excluding the former PM from the ‘35 officials’ is to
specifically place Maliki in a negative position emphasising the importance of his role
and increasing his responsibility for the ‘army's loss of city’, that is referred to as
‘Mosul’s fall’. The parliamentary report ‘says they should be tried’. This reports an
attitude and not an action, and can also reveal the author’s attitude that it is uncertain
whether the officials will be to be tried, as the state is passing through a lawless and
chaotic era.

6. 2. 2. What is the Beiji Refinery Battle?
6. 2. 2.1. Brief Background to this Incident
The oil refinery lies 130 miles north of Baghdad, about halfway between Baghdad
and Mosul. Ten days after Mosul’s fall, on 24 June 2014, the refinery was captured by
ISIL for the first time. It witnessed a series of severe fights between the Iraqi government
and ISIL in 2014 and 2015. The following reports were published at the time ISIL
reached Beiji city. They were published on the same day, 3rd August 2014.
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Table (6.2.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (3) about Beiji Refinery Battle
(Al Alam R.3. AUGUST 03, 2014)
Iraqi army (actor)
(specification,
collectivisation)
Iraqi army forces (actor)
backed(material) by
thousands of
volunteers(affected)
(collectivisation)

Headline: Iraqi army makes fresh advances in fight against ISIL

Makes
(material)

fresh advances (affected)

in fight (scope)

against
ISIL(client)

have pushed
ahead(materi
al)

with their campaign
(instrument)

against Takfiri ISIL
militants(client)

in several areas
of the country,
(circumstances)

inflicting

losses (result)

on the terrorists. ( client)

Table (6.2.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (3) about Beiji Refinery Battle
(Al Jazeera R.3. AUGUST 04, 2014)

Headline: Who can stop the Islamic State's advance?

can stop(material)

Concern (nominalisation)

as the Islamic State
continues (material)
expanding (nominalisation)
its territories under its control in Iraq. (scope)

the Islamic State's advance?
(affected)
Presupposition

Who (actor)

6.2.2.3. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (3)
In the headline sentence of Al Alam (R.3), the actor is specified as the ‘Iraqi army’,
to attribute power and authority to it, which are increased by the material process
‘makes’, the lexicalisation ‘fresh’, that ascertain the recentness of the triumph, and the
nominalisation ‘advances’. In addition to presenting the triumph as a fact, ‘advances’ in
the plural implicates Iraq’s success in the fight against ISIL in many places or battles.
This interpretation is inferred by the circumstances: ‘in fight against ISIL’. That is, the
Iraqi army is portrayed as the winner who is defeating ISIL, a continuous process denoted
by the present simple and the nominalisation of ‘advance’ which is lexically further
described as ‘fresh’. It is a general statement that lacks specification of time and place.
A more precise statement would be the ‘Iraqi army defeated ISIL in Beiji on the 3rd of
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August 2014’ or the ‘Iraqi army is advancing’ which means that the battle is still in
progress. By contrast, Al Jazeera (R.3) starts with the very ideological presuppositional
question: ‘who can stop the Islamic State’s advance?’. This grammatical question clearly
answers itself that no one can defeat ISIL. ISIL’s victory is presented as a fact that cannot
be challenged, linguistically by the presuppositions introduced by the rhetorical question
‘who’, the verb ‘stop’, the definite article ‘the’, that defines the state and the
nominalisation of ‘advance’ which still has the sense of action in progress. This
presupposition challenges readers and forces them to take ISIL’s victory for granted. The
only known agent in the headline is ‘IS’ who continues to occupy the agent position
throughout the report, whereas the out-group is completely absent.
Moving to the lead, Al Alam uses ‘Iraqi army forces backed by thousands of
volunteers’ which is a collectivisation and an aggregation, to increase number, of the
actors who are named ‘volunteers’, and to emphasise the positive self-representation of
the in-group. Those volunteers who back the army forces might be identified as Shia
militias formed in response to the call to fight ISIL by Ali Al Sistani, a Shia Imam who
was originally from Iran. This detailed description in the headline can unveil the ideology
of the institution and its attitude towards ethnic groups in Iraq. To highlight this imagery
of triumph, are constructions of transitivity ‘have pushed ahead’, the presupposition
‘their campaign’. This adds that the army has a campaign ‘a series of actions’, to
emphasise that the Iraqi army is progressing with success. The nominalisation of
‘inflicting losses’ on the out-group is to emphatically introduce this opinion as a fact. By
contrast, Al Alam uses lexicalisation to enhance the negative meaning of the names
attributed to the out-group, such as: ‘takfiri ISIL militants, and terrorists’ in order to
highlight their negativity, affecting the reader’s view, attitude and reaction.
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The missing ‘where’ in the headline is still vague and not stated in the lead because
‘in several areas of the country’ is a very general reference that does not indicate a
specific area. For the continuation of this analysis it is necessary to see the complete
report, appendix (A). If we follow the ‘where’ throughout the report, we will find out
that it is a crucial linguistic element that can reveal the ideology of the writer. The writer’s
real intention is to present the Iraqi army as the winner against ISIL in all parts of Iraq.
Take for example, ‘in several areas of the country inflicting losses on the terrorists’ (S1),
and ‘on different fronts in several areas’ (S10). In ‘the provinces of Salaheddin, Nineveh
and al-Anbar’ (S6), we lose the information about ‘Baiji’as the main location of the
incident, and instead the referent changes to ‘the city of Mosul’ (S9), then to ‘Baghdad’
and in the last sentence (S10), ‘on different fronts’, and ‘in several areas’. Hence, the
writer is not sure of the victory because of the inconsistency of the whereabouts that the
information is referring to, but the emphasis on attributing the victory to the Iraqi forces
is clear. Only in (S2), is it revealed to readers that the report is about the ‘Baiji oil
refinery’ that is ‘located 180 kilometers (112 miles) north of the capital, Baghdad’. In
comparison to Al Jazeera (R3, S1) (see appendix B), this presuppositional headline is
followed by ‘concern’ (S1), a case of nominalisation where there is neither agency nor
tense. This technique positions the readers in an uncertain context. The impact of
uncertainty leads readers have no choice but to accept this presupposition that the ISIL
group is manipulating Iraq, and that no one can stop them. The conjunction ‘as’ implies
that the advance is still in progress and thus they will establish their Caliphate. This
interpretation is supported by the implementation of this ideological claim through two
techniques: nominalisation, such as: ‘expanding’ and presuppositions, like: ‘continues’,
‘its territories’, ‘under its control in Iraq’ (S1), confirming that ISIL is the winner, and
no one will stop them. This presupposition places the in-group in a positive light as they
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are portrayed as the winner. Similarly, this creates an implied contrast between the two
groups; one is the winner and the other is the loser.
In Al Alam (HS), ‘ISIL’ is presented without any modifying terms, but within the
text ISIL is described in a way that indicates the writer’s evaluation, such as: (S1) Takfiri
ISIL militants’, ‘terrorists’ (S2), ‘a militant attack’, ‘ISIL terrorists’ (S 4), ‘Takfiri
militants’ (S5, 10), ‘the ISIL, militants’ (S6), ‘militants’ (S7, 9, 11), ‘The slain militants’
(S8). These negative names are devoted to the out-group that is portrayed as aggressive.
By contrast, Al Jazeera lexically gives power and authority to the group by calling them
the ‘Islamic state’ (HS, S1).

6. 2. 3. What is the Amerli Battle?
6. 2.3.1. Brief Background to this Incident
Amirli or Amerli is a Shi'ite Turkmen town in Iraq besieged by ISIL in June 2014 and
denied access to food, electricity, and water. The residents organized local self-defence
militias to fight ISIL. On August 31, the Iraqi military forces broke the siege.

Table (6.3.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (4) about the Amerli Battle
(Al Alam R.4. AUGUST 31,
2014)

Headline: Iraqi forces liberate ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town
Iraqi forces (actor)
(collectivisation)
Iraqi military forces
along with volunteer
militiamen(actor)
(collectivisation)

And

Liberate (material)
have broken(material)

ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town
(affected)
a six-week siege (affected)
of northern Shia Turkmen
town of Amerli (scope)

have liberated(material)

the entire area (scope)

Table (6.3.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (4) about the Amerli Battle
(Al Jazeera R.4. AUGUST 31,
2014)

Headline: US jets target IS positions in Iraq
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US jets (actor)
(specification)
(personalisation)
Warplanes (actor)
(personalisation)

And

Target
(material)

IS positions (affected)

in Iraq (scope)

attack (material)

fighters (affected)

airdrop
(material)

humanitarian
aid
(affected)

in besieged northern town
of Amerli(scope)
Trapped
there(scope)
(material)
(attributive)

to
civilians
(receiver)

6. 2.3.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (4)
In Al Alam (R4, HS), the actor, ‘Iraqi forces’, then clarified in the lead as ‘Iraqi
military forces along with volunteer militiamen’ (S1) is specified as representing Iraq,
which is backed by Shia militiamen, to emphasise through lexicalisation and naming the
positivity of the in-group that willingly join to defend their nation. The material action
‘liberate’ also adds to this positive presentation of the in-group as the winner in the war.
Similarly, ‘have liberated the entire area’ and ‘have broken a six-week siege’, all indicate
that Iraqi forces are defeating ISIL, despite its strength. The lexical item ‘a six-week
siege’ is used to indicate that ISIL is strong, and therefore the Iraqi forces needs time and
effort to defeat the group. The ‘entire’ is a hyperbole used to enhance the meaning of
‘area’ to exaggerate the action of liberation. The affected participant is the ‘ISILbesieged Iraqi Shia town’ (HS), genericisation that highlights the ‘Shia’ ethnicity of the
town and creates polarisation between the two conflicting groups. Al Jazeera, by contrast,
employs personalisation, as in: ‘US jets’ which is ideologically effective in treating the
jets as an animate object and substituting it for the US. It is worth mentioning that Al
Jazeera considered the US to be allies of the Shia-led Iraqi government. That is, it is
treated as part of the out-group that includes the Iraqi government, military forces and
Shia militias.
In this report, the US is given the agent position ‘US jets’ (HS), ‘warplanes’, ‘the
Pentagon’, ‘The US military’, ‘US aircraft’ (S2),’ US jets and drones’(S5), ‘US jets and
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drones’(S6), ‘the US warplanes and armed drones’ (S18) where the agent affects the
other participant, ISIL. Reducing the agent to a thing like ‘a jet’ or ‘a warplane’ or ‘an
aircraft’ or ‘an armed drone’ can clearly dehumanise and place it in a negative light
showing it doing something morally or legally wrong. Simultaneously, ISIL is portrayed
as a victim by transitivity, such as: ‘target’ and ‘attack’ which are in contrast with the
process of ‘airdrop’ that the US is there to achieve. This is a hidden criticism impling
that the US should not interfere and attack ISIL. The presupposition ‘IS positions’ leads
to an interpretation of the meaning as that these positions are possessions of ISIL and do
not belong to Iraq. Similarly, is the lexical item ‘fighters’ that represent them positively.

6. 2.4. What is the Dhuluiya Battle?
6.2.4.1. Brief Background to this Incident
The town of Dhuluiya (or Dhuluiyah) is half-way between Tikrit and north
of Baghdad. It is important because it lies in a strategic area on the left bank of the Tigris
that directly leads to Baghdad. On July 14, 2014, ISIL captured the town. After destroying
the town, ISIL bombed a bridge joining it with the neighbouring town of Balad in order
to hinder any reinforcement. It is the home of Sunni Arab of the Jubouri tribe. This tribe
is the first among Sunni tribes who stood against ISIL. For six months, the Jubouri Sunni
tribe had resisted ISIL attacks. In October, Iraqi forces released most of Dhuluiya from
ISIL (The Daily Star, 2014).

Table (6.4.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (5) about the Dhuluiya Battle
(Al
Alam
R.5.
October 03, 2014)

Headline: Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya
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Tried to storm(material)
the Tigris River town of Dhuluiya (affected)

Recaptures
(material)

Reuters
(sayer)
(personalisation)

Reports
(verbal)

Town of Dhuluiya
(affected)

(verbiage)

When Islamic State fighters (actor)

Sunnis and Shi'ite in
Iraq (actor)
(genericisation)

north of Baghdad this week, (circumstances)

They (affected)
were repelled(material)
by a coalition of Sunni tribal fighters (actor)
inside the town and Shi'ites in its sister city Balad on
the opposite bank, (circumstances)

Table (6.4.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (5) about the Dhuluiya Battle
(Al Jazeera R.5. October 07, 2014)

Headline: Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight ISIL
Wants(mental)
Sunni armed factions(phenomenon)
say(verbal)

they (actor)
will not take up (material)
arms (affected)
against ISIL (recipient)
unless
their demands(affected)
are met. (material)

to fight(material)
(verbiage)

Iraq(senser)
(personalisation)
Sunni opposition
leaders(sayer)
(generic)

6.2.4.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (5)
As can be seen in Al Alam (R5, HS), the Sunni group (genericisation) syntactically
precedes the Shi’ites of Iraq (genericisation) to praise them for joining in the fight against
ISIL. Thus, the two noun phrases are joined by ‘and’ indicating that the usually
conflicting groups are cooperating in the material process to ‘recapture’ the town. This
process presents the information as a fact and provides the actors with power and
represents them positively as the winners because they work together. The affected
participant upon which the action was done is a Sunni town, ‘town of Dhuluiya’.
Implicitly, liberating the Sunni town is Sunni’s responsibility. This story attributes
another victory to Iraqi Shia and praises the Shia-led government for cooperating with
the Sunni group to liberate their Sunni city. The ‘Sunni’ in this report is generalised to
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include all Sunni and is ideologically foregrounded and implemented to refute the idea
that there is a conflict between the two Iraqi ethnic groups. It is an indirect message to
all Sunni tribes to behave like this one. But, as we continue reading, we will find that
Sunni here refers only to one tribe, Jubouri, that cooperates with the Iraqi government
and army against ISIL. This technique of generalisation is understood as a call by Al
Alam to all Sunni tribes to join the Iraqi government serving the institution’s interests.
By contrast, Al Jazeera uses ‘Iraq’ (HS), referring to the Iraqi Shia-led government, as
the senser who ‘wants’ (a mental process) which indicates the Shia’s intention that has
not been achieved. That is, the Shia-led government ‘is now trying to persuade’ (S4) the
Sunni out-group emphasising the recentness of the situation by the material process ‘is
trying’ and the circumstance ‘now’, and the non-accomplishment of this recent action is
stressed by the process ‘persuade’. The phrase ‘Sunni armed factions’ (the phenomenon),
limits the participant to the armed factions by collectivisation: ‘factions’ (to increase their
number and importance), lexicalisation: ‘armed’ (to give them power) and
genericisation: ‘Sunni’ (to create opposition between the two groups). This implies the
weakness of the Shia-led government and its need to acquire Sunni fighters’ help, a fact
which is nevertheless used in a negative way.
The affected participant ‘ISIL’ is left unstated in (S1). ‘ISIL’ is not mentioned in
the (HS). This sense of obfuscation leaves the readers with a different understanding of
the message. The employment of the mental verb ‘wants’ and the presupposed process
‘is trying’ indicates the number of attempts intentionally made by the Iraqi government,
some of which are still in progress, to ‘persuade’ the Sunni armed faction to fight ISIL.
This technique indicates the failure of the Iraqi government’s attempts in achieving unity
and consequently the report distances its victory against ISIL. For Al Alam, to indicate
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validity of the information and to distance the institution from the account of the story
presented, a Reuters voice (S1) is used to report the news.
The conjunction ‘when’ (S1) is used by Al Alam to confirm the message that there
is no sectarian conflict among the Iraqi people and that all Sunni people are against ISIL,
whose failure is implied by transitivity in the clause ‘tried to storm’, which presupposes
that ISIL could not succeed in storming the town. Simultaneously, it sets the context in
which both Sunni and Shia people are working together against ISIL. The circumstances,
‘this week’, is used to emphasise the recentness of the situation. The affected participant
of the material action is lexically defined as ‘the Tigris River town of Dhuluiya’ and this
phrase signifies the strategic importance of the city that represents the Sunni side, which
nevertheless forms an integrative part of Iraq. This is further emphasized by the
circumstances ‘north of Baghdad’ representing the Shia side.

The information is

emphasised by giving reasons, so it becomes more reasonable and acceptable by the
passivisation of the transitivity process ‘were repelled’. Again, the cooperation between
the two ethnic groups is emphasised by lexicalisation, genericisation and naming, as in:
‘a coalition of Sunni tribal fighters’, ‘Shi'ites’, ‘opposite’, and ‘sister’ to praise the leaders
of the out-group who joined the Iraqi army in the fight against ISIL in order to encourage
them to be more supportive.
For Al Jazeera, the lead is a determinant conditional verbal reply to the request of
the Iraqi government to fight ISIL. The unspecified sayer of the reply is ‘Sunni
opposition leaders’ who say they refuse to fight ISIL ‘unless their demands are met’.
What are the names of these leaders, and when and where did they reply? The other ‘wh’
elements: (who, where, when, and what) are not mentioned, only why. This
presupposition indicates that they can fight ISIL if ‘their demands are met’.
Consequently, it unintentionally condemns the leaders because they joined ISIL
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willingly. Simultaneously, this indicates that ISIL is a terrorist group. The presupposition
‘their’ refers to the leaders’ demands and these leaders represent only armed factions not
all the Sunni people. Consequently, this statement confirms that the fight is purely
political if ‘leaders’ here does not refer only to rebels and de-Ba’athificated people (see
Chapter four for historical and political contexts).

6.2.5. What is the Battle of Mosul?
6.2. 5.1. Brief Background to this Incident
In June 2014, Mosul, the second-largest city in Iraq, fell to ISIL. The population of
Mosul is more than two million people. Many battles were ongoing among tribal militias,
Iraqi security forces and ISIL on multiple fronts. Battles for Mosul could shape the future
of Iraq. The Iraqi army forces, Shia militiamen, Kurdish fighters, and Sunni tribesmen
joined the US-led coalition forces to settle the situation in Mosul. It was a big military
operation to recapture the city from ISIL.
Table (6.5.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (6) about the Release of Mosul
Battle
(Al Alam R.6. 10 December, 2014)

its first shipment of arms
(affected)
to the forces (scope)
Fighting
the so-called “Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria” (ISIS)
in the northern Iraqi province of
Nineveh,
in preparation
for a military offensive
to liberate
the city of Mosul,

(verbiage)

Baghdad
(actor)
(personalisation)
has transferred(material)

Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS
Iraq
(actor)
(personalisation)

preparing
to
liberate(material)

the
Nineveh
Provincial
Council (sayer)

Announced
(verbal)

Mosul
(affected)

from
ISIS
on
Tuesday.
(circumstances)
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Table (6.5.B.) Map of content analysis 1of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (6) about the Release of Mosul
Battle
(Al Jazeera R.6. December 22,
2014)
Headline
1
And

Headline: Kurdish fighters move on ISIL's Mosul hub

Kurdish fighters
(actor)

move on
(material)

ISIL's Mosul hub
(affected)

Kurdish forces in
Iraq (actor)

have taken
(material)
(presupposition)
are moving
(material)

ground (affected)
closer to the
northern city of
Mosul. (scope)

from the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)
group (client)

6.2.5.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (6)
Al Alam website in its report (6) uses the headline ‘Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul
from ISIS’ to introduce the Shia in-group in a positive representation as working to
release Mosul from the out-group. For Al Alam, the actor of the positive material action
‘liberate’ is ‘Iraq’ referred to as ‘Baghdad’ (S1), an example of personalisation
ideologically used to refer to the Shia government and militias. For Al Jazeera, the
Kurdish fighters (genericisation) are portrayed as an autonomous part of Iraq throughout
the text to separate them from the Shia government. The process of liberation is presented
as a future action in Al Alam, whereas it is presented as completed by Al Jazeera.
In this report (6), for the first time Al Alam does not introduce the action of the Iraqi
government’s success as final, but in the stage of preparation. They initiate the operation
of ‘preparing to liberate’ (HS), ‘transferred its first shipment’ (S1), ‘in preparation’. That
is, they are now really working to liberate the affected participant Mosul, a ‘Sunni city’
from ISIS (the group whom they support). ‘Mosul’ or ‘the northern Iraqi province of
Nineveh’ is polarized with ‘Iraq’, referring to the Iraqi government and the army as the
actors of the positive action of preparing to liberate the Sunni city. Simultaneously, this
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indicates that Mosul, referring to the Sunni out-group, is in a negative situation and needs
the Shia government’s help. That is, the Iraqi government is aware that the Sunni group
rebelled against the government and joined ISIL and because of this action Mosul was
taken by them. But, the government is patriotic and does not discriminate between Sunni
and Shia cities or people. This is an indirect message that what is said about the Shia
government is not true (see Al Jazeera R1, S16). Then ‘to the forces fighting’ is vague
and it is not specified whether it refers to the Iraqi military forces, the Kurds, or the US
coalition forces, but they are portrayed as continuing the fight by the nominalisation
‘fighting’. In the Al Jazeera headline, the Kurdish fighters ‘move on’ is very ideological
as this phrase can mean ‘leave the place’ (Macmillan dictionary). The presupposition
‘ISIL’s Mosul hub’ presents the Mosul ‘hub’ as a property of ISIL. The government is
referred to only once and indirectly as ‘Baghdad’ (S5) which is introduced to indicate
that ISIL is getting closer to ‘north of Baghdad’. That is, Baghdad is in danger. Thus,
Baghdad or the Iraqi government is the loser and ISIL is the winner. Baghdad is used to
refer to the Shia-led government many times in the data of this study. For the first time
in the data of this study, the topic of victory is attributed to the out-group. Thus, it seems
less difficult for the Al Jazeera broadcasting service to attribute victory to the Kurds than
to the Iraqi government and military. That is, it is very difficult for the author to place
the Iraqi government in a positive position. Hence, the agent of the action of the report
is the Kurdish forces, referred to ‘Kurdish forces in Iraq’ (S1), and portrayed as the recent
winner by being assigned the material processes ‘have taken’ but ‘are moving closer’
(S1).
Syntactically speaking, Al Alam foregrounds the verbiage (S1) before the sayer and
the verbal processes, to attract the readers’ attention and orient their interpretation of the
story in alignment with the institution’s ideology. That is, the Shia-led government is
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patriotic thus, it tries to help Sunni group and welcome and encourage Sunni people to
cooperate even though they support ISIL. This is indicated by evidentiality, the voice of
the out-group ‘the Nineveh Provincial Council’ who is attributed the verbal process
‘announced’ to support the narration of Al Alam with authority and credibility.
Ideologically, Al Jazeera oscillates in describing the actor of the action of the event
‘Kurdish forces’ throughout the report by transitivity, once as the winner, and another
time as not winning, as in ‘have taken ground’ which indicates success and then as
‘moving closer to the northern….’ Which shows that they are still in progress. Then, they
are portrayed as striving by being given the material processes ‘has been running back
and forth’ (S6), and ‘retreated’(S7). The author, towards the end of the report, portrays
them as the winner but with the aid of the US by aggregation and presupposition, such
as ‘after the US-led coalition paved the way with some 50 air strikes’ emphasizing the
number of the air strikes and the number of the Kurdish fighters ‘8,000’ which implies
the strength of ISIL and the weakness of Iraqi and Kurdish forces without the help of the
US (see report 1).The strategy of disclaimer is embedded throughout the text by saying
certain information then refuting them by giving contradictory information. This
sentence clearly shows the writer’s attitude towards the Iraqi Kurdish forces as part of
the Shia-led government who is entirely absent from the situation. It is clear that the
writer has no choice but to attribute the victory to one member of the out-group including
the Iraqi government and military forces, Shia militias, Kurdish forces and the US forces.
Thus, it seems more appropriate to Al Jazeera to attribute the victory to the coalition
forces than to the Kurdish forces at the end of the report.
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6. 2.6. What is the Al Jubouri tribe?
6.2.6.1. Brief background to this incident
Al Jubouri is the largest Arab tribe spread across Iraq. It joined the Iraqi army
forces and militiamen against the ISIL group in North Iraq, in 2014. In Tikrit, some
allied with the government in battle. The Iraqi government has used them as an example
for other Sunni tribes, hoping to end the sectarian tension. The following two reports are
about the Sunni cooperation with Shia groups against ISIL.

Table (6.6.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (7) about Al Jubouri tribe’s attitude
towards the conflict
(Al alam R.7. 27 March 2015)

Headline: Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a Symbol for Unity in Iraq + Video

Al-Jabouri
Tribes
Ordeals, (token)

And

Sunni tribes(actor)
(collectivisation)

played(material)

(senser)

are
widely
(mental)

seen

a Symbol (value)

for Unity in Iraq

a key role (affected)

in driving
out
alQaida
(scope)

as the only force
capable
of securing
the country's northwest Sunni
heartland.(phenomenon)

in
Iraq
(circumstance
s)
- a precursor
to the ISIS
group -

Table (6.6.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (7) about Al Jubouri tribe’s
attitude towards the conflict

(Al Jazeera R.7. September 05,
2015)
Sunni
tribes
(actor)
More Sunni
groups
(actor)

Headline: Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL in Iraq

Join(material)

Fight(affected)

are backing
(material)

Shia led
government(affected)

against
ISIL(client)
in Iraq
despite
widespread
allegations of
discrimination.
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6.2.6.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (7)
In Al Alam (HS) of this story, Al-Jubouri Tribes (the agency) are named and
evaluated as a patriotic ‘symbol’ of and for Iraqi people ‘in Iraq’ as they successfully
passed the extremely severe challenge imposed on them by ISIL through lexicalisation,
such as: ‘ordeals’, ‘symbol’, and ‘unity’. This information is lexically presented as a fact
by attributing values to the tribe using relational processes. These processes are inferred
in the analysis from the grammatical structure of the (HS). Consequently, the ‘Al Jubouri
tribes’ is foregrounded and evaluated as an example of ‘unity’ by the institution because
it joined the Iraqi government in the ‘fight’ against ISIL as this serves their interests.
‘Sunni tribes’ in (S1) is a generalisation and collectivisation that refers to all Sunni not
only Al Jubouri, followed by the material process ‘played’ in the past tense indicating
that all the Sunni group was against ISIL to encourage the out-group to react to the
institution’s intention by praising them and generalising the praise to all the Sunni not
only Al Jubouri. The hyperbole ‘key’ increases the importance and necessity of the outgroup ‘role’ in the liberation of the Sunni cities.
The agentless passivisation of the mental verb ‘see’ mirrors the interest of the
institution that all Sunni must join the Iraqi army in the fight against ISIL. Hiding the
real senser (the institution, in this case Al Alam) is to present the institution’s evaluation
as a reasonable fact and common sense (Fairclough, 2013) that should be achieved using
reasoning. This presented fact is enhanced by the hyperbole ‘widely’ which creates a
sense of consensus and populism by more people, as well as the phrase ‘only force’ that
supports and enhances the importance of this opinion. The circumstances ‘northwest
Sunni heartland’, limiting the responsibility of liberating ‘the Sunni heartland’ to the
Sunni group, can place the Shia group in a positive light as they do the Sunni a favour.
The nominalisation ‘in driving’ and ‘securing’ are to introduce the institution’s opinion
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that Iraq can only drive out ISIL if the Sunni group cooperates with the government as a
fact.
By contrast, al Jazeera writes about Sunni in general without naming the tribe, as
in the (HS): ‘Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL’ to indirectly guide readers’
interpretation of the information presented. The noun phrase ‘Sunni tribes’ is the actor
of the material process ‘join’ in the present simple tense, indicating that the group takes
an action, which is to ‘fight against ISIL’. This indicates the writer’s attitude towards the
action taken by the group. In Al Jazeera reports and specifically in the data collected for
this study, it is noted that the website reportage style tends to write long reports that can
exceed twenty sentences. In contrast to the usual style of narration noted in Al Jazeera’s
reports the report under analysis is only four statements, very short. It seems that Al
Jazeera is not happy with Sunni tribes treating ISIL as an enemy. This ideological
interpretation is lexically supported by the circumstances: ‘against’ (HS), vagueness
created by the aggregation ‘more’, the genericisation: ‘Sunni’, ‘Shia’, and the
lexicalisation of ‘militia’. The presupposition is entangled with vagueness created by the
hyperbole ‘wide spread’ and nominalisation of ‘allegations’ and ‘discrimination’, as in:
‘despite wide spread allegations of discrimination’ (S1). This unveils the writer’s
negative attitude towards this cooperation against ISIS. This attitude is openly stated in
the last sentence of the report which states the contrast between unity with the
government and fighting ISIL by the vague aggregation of ‘less’ and ‘more’ and the
nominalisation of ‘unity’ and ‘fighting’ as in: ‘less about unity and more about fighting’.
Thus, I recommend reading the whole report to have a better understanding of it (see
Appendix B). In (S1) the statement: ‘more Sunni groups are backing Shia-led
government and militia despite wide spread allegations of discrimination’ (1)
presupposes that these Sunni groups are preceded by other groups in backing the Iraqi
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government and that there are ‘more’ who will support the Shia-led government in the
fight against ISIS. Foregrounding the Sunni group and attributing to it the material
process ‘are backing’ is to indicate that the in-group now is taking affirmative action to
support the government which has marginalised them. Thus, they remind readers that
‘despite wide spread allegations of discrimination’ in an indirect reference to Maliki’s
government which is accused of marginalizing Sunni people mentioned in Al Jazeera
(R1, S16) and referred to as allegations, to orient them against the government. Although
this research focuses on each report separately, it must be noted that the effects of the
ideology underlying the discourse of each news site is cumulative. The author reminds
readers of the allegations of discrimination attributed to the Iraqi government. Thus, this
can unveil his/her attitude towards the Iraqi government.

6. 2.7. What is the Tikrit battle?
6.2.7.1. Brief background to this incident
Tikrit is an Iraqi city, lying to the northwest of Baghdad and southeast of Mosul on
the Tigris River. It is the administrative centre of the Salahaldeen Governorate. It is the
hometown of Saddam Hussein. It was the site of a conflict between the Iraqi forces and
ISIL for months. On March 31, 2015, the Iraqi forces retook control of the city from
ISIL.

Table (6.7.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (8) about Beiji Refinery Battle
(Al Alam R.8. Mar 30, 2015)

Headline: Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to Tikrit, Killing 30 Terrorist
Watch: (mental)

(
v
e
r
b
i
a
g
e
)

At least 30 ISIS militants (affected)

Iraqi Forces Closing to
Tikrit, (actor)
(collectivisation)

Killing (material)
said(verbal)

30 Terrorist
(affected)
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were killed (material)
on Sunday in clashes and airstrikes
in the Iraqi provinces of Salahudin
and Anbar, (circumstances)

security sources (sayar)
(collectivisation)
(anonymisation)

Table (6.7.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (8) about the Tikrit battle
(Al Jazeera R.8. Mar 30 2015)

Headline: Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit

Booby-traps (actor)
(nominalisation) (personalisation)
Iraqi forces battling the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Levant (ISIL) group for control of the
northern town of Tikrit (recipient)

halt (material)
have encountered
(material)

Iraqi forces' advance
(affected)
setbacks,

on Tikrit (scope)
with bombs and boobytraps (instrument)
slowing
their advance

6.2.7.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (8)
The Al Alam report starts with the imperative process ‘Watch’. The author is
requesting readers to take action and they are ideally compliant actors. ‘Systematic
asymmetries in the distribution of modes between participants are important per se in
terms of participant relations’ (Fairclough, 1989, p.105). That is the author practices
power over the readers which implies an eager intention to prove to readers that the Iraqi
forces are the winner so that they can share this announcement.
In the headline, the material verb ‘closing’ reveals the reason for the author’s
excitement in ordering the readers to ‘watch’ because the battle is still in progress and
victory is not yet achieved. The nominalisation ‘closing’ in ‘Closing to Tikrit’ indicates
the progress of the Iraqi army towards Tikrit. The nominalisation ‘killing’ suggests the
continuity of killing to increase the Iraqi army’s success, placing them in a positive light.
Similarly, to increase the number of the killed from the out-group, aggregation and
lexicalisation of the affected participant, ‘at least 30 ISIS militants’ are used to create
positive self-representation and negative other-representation at the same time. That is,
the in-group is positively portrayed as the winner, whereas the out-group is indicated as
the loser. Similarly, the foregrounding of the verbiage ‘at least 30 ISIS militants were
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killed’ in (S1) functions to impose the claim on readers that the Iraqi forces have already
won the battle, so their interpretation of the story is oriented towards a certain belief.
Moreover, the action of killing is agentless where it starts with the uncertain determiner
‘at least’ reflecting the inaccuracy of the information presented that is used to conceal
the claim. This interpretation is supported by the circumstances of the same verbiage ‘on
Sunday in clashes and airstrikes in the Iraqi provinces of Salahudin and Anbar’ where
Anbar is a different city from Salahudin. The lexical items ‘clashes’ and ‘airstrikes’ are
vague as there are many clashes and strikes. It is not clear which Sunday exactly the
phrase ‘on Sunday’ refers to in the text.
By contrast, the Al Jazeera report (HS) starts with ‘booby-traps’, a nominalisation
that is humanized and gives the agent’s position indicating the agent’s ability to
undertake a material action that affects the ‘Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit’. The agency
and tense of the action are vague. It is not clear who the actor is who ‘halts’, or when or
why or even how it ‘halts’ the Iraqi forces which is collectivised. In such cases, readers
are encouraged implicitly to take this information for granted as a fact without
questioning the details. The affected participant ‘Iraqi forces advance’ is a nominalisation
added to increase the effect of the headline, and its ambiguity ensures readers are unlikely
unable to resist or question the information presented. ‘On Tikrit’ is the only piece of
information presented in this story, but it is still vague as many incidents occur during
the conflict between the groups in Tikrit. Thus, information about the time of the event
is necessary here and should be included. This indicates the institution’s intention to
portray Iraqi forces as so weak that the booby-traps are enough to defeat them.
Simultaneously, these descriptions set the out-group in the positive position of the
winner. Thus, opposition is established between the two groups. The same imagery
continues throughout the report. The nominalisation of ‘battling’ and ‘slowing’ in (S1)
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serve the same ideology, indicating a failed, long-term and slow progress. ‘Iraqi forces’
is the actor of the material process ‘have encountered setbacks’ where the real actor who
caused the Iraqi forces to be setback is still unstated, so that the actor is interpreted as
being the Iraqi forces themselves. This is like (S14, Al Jazeera R1): ‘Multiple Iraqi
divisions collapsed during the initial assault in the north, in some cases abandoning
weapons and other equipment which ISIL then used to further their drive’. The incident
is covered in a way to give readers’ the impression that the Iraqi forces are responsible
for what is happening to them (they collapsed) and the loss of the battle. However, the
lead which is supposed to be a clarification of the headline is still vague though it gives
more information. The nominalisations ‘battling’, ‘control’, ‘bombs and booby-traps’,
‘slowing’ and ‘advance’ (S1) obfuscate the details about which agent is using the boobytraps. It is difficult to grasp the meaning from the first reading.

6.2.8. What is the Ramadi battle?
6.2.8.1. Brief background to this incident
Ramadi is the largest city in Iraq and capital of Al Anbar Governorate. It extends
along the Euphrates, and the road west into Syria and Jordan. It is the city where many
Sunni senior officials and military figures were demobilised after the invasion and then
formed a campaign of violence against coalition forces (see Chapter Four for historical
and political contexts). On 17 May 2015, the city was taken by ISIL.

Table (6.8.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (9) the Ramadi battle
(Al alam R.9. May 17,
2015)

Headline: ISIS Withdraw from Gov't Compound in Ramadi: Mayor
ISIS (actor)

Withdraw
(material)

from Gov't
Compound in
Ramadi (scope)

: Mayor (sayer)
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(verbiage)
(verbiage)

ISIS
Terrorist
(actor)
withdrew (material)

the mayor and
a tribal
leader(sayar)
(anonymisation)

said, (verbal)

a day after
the terrorist group(actor)
raised(material)

from the main
government
building in the Iraqi
city of Ramadi on
Saturday, (scope)

its black flag. (affected)

over the building in the western
provincial
capital(circumstances)

Table (6.8.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (9) about the Ramadi battle
(Al Jazeera R.9.
May 18, 2015)
HS

Headline: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi

1

Iraqi soldiers (actor)

ISIL(actor)

Seizes control
of(material)
Flee(material)

Iraq’s Ramadi(affected)
as (circumstances)
armed group(actor)
Takes over(material)
Capital of Iraq’s largest cities
(affected)

6.2.8.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (9)
For Al Alam (R9), to attract the readers’ attention and orient their interpretation of
the story, the verbiage is syntactically foregrounded before the sayer, because it includes
very important information that should be delivered to readers first. This indicates the
attitude of the writer towards the incident which is the retreat of ‘ISIS’. Evidentiality
provided in the Al Alam (HS) is anonymous, functionalized and genericised implicitly.
The sayer of the verbiage is the Mayor of Ramadi (genericisation), a member of the outgroup, whose voice is used to provide the news with evidentiality, validity and authority,
that ISIL has lost the battle and started to withdraw, but his name is not stated. This
implicitly presupposes the victory of the in-group against the out-group, a constant theme
in Al Alam’s reportage.
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Similarly, the theme of the victory of the Iraqi forces is syntactically
foregrounded and emphasised by naming the ‘ISIS’ as ‘terrorists’ to negatively affect the
attitude of the readers towards the out-group. The material process ‘withdrew’ is in the
past to indicate that the action as being done, placing the out-group in a negative light as
being the loser. Moreover, this process portrays the action as if enacted by the actor
themselves to increase the negativity of the out-group as being weak. The agent or the
conditions which caused them to escape the city are unstated, creating vagueness. The
material process ‘withdrew’ is used to give readers the impression that this is the ultimate
result that should happen to them. This is confirmed by identifying them as actor of the
process in the absence of the real actor, who should be the Iraqi forces. The imagery of
the ISIL as being weak contrasts the usual style of Al Alam according to the data of this
study. Evidentiality is increased by the functionalisation of the sayer as being ‘the mayor
and tribal leader’. That is, the loss of ISIL this time is certain and formally confirmed by
the Sunni leaders themselves. The tribal leader is anonymised so it is not clear who the
leader is. This evidentiality is to indicate that the Iraqi government forces’ victory is not
controversial anymore. The presupposition adds to the imagery of being defeated and the
loser by the transitivity and circumstances, as in: ‘a day after the terrorist group raised its
black flag’ (S1).
By contrast, Al Jazeera wrote ‘ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi’ where ISIL is
the actor of the material process ‘seizes control’ which presupposes that they passed the
in-group in the war and completely took the land they previously controlled, to increase
their progress and represent them positively as the winner. Similarly, the presupposition
‘as armed group takes over capital of Iraq's largest cities’ (S1), which sets the context in
which contrast between the two groups is created and emphasised. On the one hand, ISIL
‘takes over’ is in the present simple to give the action sense of consistency and continuity,
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being always the winner. This indicates that there is no chance left for the Iraqi forces to
win the battle. These descriptions create the imbalance between the two conflicting
groups, placing them in different opposing lights, which leave no chance to readers to
resist this claim. On the other hand, the material process ‘fled’, an intransitive action that
is done without an outer force, which is, furthermore, in the past tense, is attributed to
the ‘Iraqi soldiers’ to place them in the situation of being defeated, weak and cowardly.
The plural ‘soldiers’ emphasizes and signifies that they escape the battle in great number.
Being described as ‘Iraqi’ is to generically underestimate all members of the in-group.

6.2.9. What is Salahuddin province and Hawijah?
6.2.9.1. Brief background to this incident
Hawijah district is part of Kirkuk province of Iraq. It lies north of Baghdad. The
population of the city are mixed Sunni and Shia. The city suffered mass executions and
severe shortages of critical supplies while living through ISIL’s control. It is ISIL’s last
shelter in the centre of Iraq.

Table (6.9.A.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Alam report (10) about Salahuddin province
and Hawijah
HS

Iraqi warplanes
carried out(material)
several strikes(affected)
against the ISIS positions
in Salahuddin province
And
claimed(verbal)
the lives of more than 30 terrorists,

(verbiage)

S1

Al Alam (R.10) (Jun 17, 2015)

Iraqi Airstrikes Kill over 30 ISIS Terrorists
Iraqi (actor)
Kill
over 30 ISIS
Airstrikes
(material)
Terrorists
(affected)
Al-Alam TV
reports(verbal)
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Table (6.9.B.) Map of content analysis of the headline and lead of Al Jazeera report (10) about Salahuddin province
and Hawijah
(Al Jazeera (R.10) 03 June
2015)

Headline: Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah
Die(material)

Civilians among at
least 70 (actor and
affected)

killed(material)

in air strikes (instrument)

on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah (scope)

as US coalition envoy (sayer)
Says(verbal)
ISIL problem (actor)
"trending towards(material)
global implications’’. (affected)

(verb
iage)

Dozens (actor and
affected)
(aggregation)

6.2.9.2. Critical Discourse Analysis of Report (10)
As usual in Al Alam reportage, Iraq is portrayed as the winner. Iraq represented by
‘Iraqi airstrikes’ is the actor of the action. Personification of the ‘airstrikes’ is to attribute
the victory to the Iraqi air force and exclude mention of the US air force. The process of
‘killing’ the affected participants ‘ISIS’ is reinforced by aggregation ‘over 30’ to increase
the number of the killed, and lexicalisation ‘terrorists’ to affect the readers’ attitude
towards them. Al Alam applies the positive self-representation to appear as the winner.
In the Al Jazeera headline, the aggregation of no specific agent ‘dozens’ attracts the
attention and raises the curiosity of the readers, as the agent is not stated. The number of
the dead is aggregated to ‘dozens’ to increase the effect and importance of the event
placing the actor of the action in a negative light. But the process ‘die’, used instead of
killed, can conceal the actor of the action and gives the readers the impression that the
participants are not killed by the airstrikes. The preposition ‘in’ is highly ideological as
it substitutes the preposition ‘by’. Thus, this ideological headline imposes reading the
lead to have a better understanding of the information.
Moving to the lead, Al Alam continues to personify the agent of the action as the
‘Iraqi warplanes’, giving them the process of carrying out ‘several’ strikes against ISIL
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positions and ‘claiming the lives of more than 30 terrorists’, to emphasise the victory
against the opposite group and give it more value. The report then attributes the
information to ‘Al Alam TV’ in order to provide authority and validity to its statements.
By contrast, Al Jazeera wrote ‘civilians among at least 70 killed; as US coalition
envoy says ISIL problem is trending towards global implications’. We notice that the
emphasis is lexically placed on the civilians, by giving them the agent position, though
they should occupy the affected participant position as the action is done to them; they
are ‘killed’. This ideological foregrounding of the affected participants to the beginning
of the sentence is aimed at raising readers’ emotion towards the civilians who are affected
by the airstrikes, and against the actors of the action. Similarly, the noun ‘civilians’ is
employed to hide the main affected participants ‘ISIL’ whom the attack is aimed at, so
the readers are unconsciously and emotionally influenced by the report. That is, readers
are likely to interpret the report in the way the author wants. Consequently, the institution
can direct the readers in the desired direction. The actor who killed the citizens is not
stated but implicated throughout the text to be the US. Thus, to identify the actor, it is
necessary to read the text.
The author is against US cooperation with the Iraqi forces in the battle against ISIL.
Thus, s/he implicitly attributes the death of civilians to the US air strikes in order to
emotionally engage readers against the action. For the same reason, ‘civilians’ is
aggregated and syntactically foregrounded to the agent position, so that readers are
encouraged to be oriented towards a particular interpretation. The presupposition ‘as US
coalition envoy says ISIL problem is trending towards global implications’ is very
ideological as it is very difficult to understand the relationship between the main and the
subordinate clauses. This ‘as’ is used to show that something happens at the same time
with or because of something else. It seems that the author may not dare to say that the
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US airstrikes killed those citizens. The nominalisation of ‘trending’ and ‘implication’
and the hyperbole ‘global’ provide the ISIL more strength and importance.
Here, we notice that Al Alam uses ‘Salahuddin province’ to imply what is clearly
stated in Al Jazeera by using the more specific name ‘Hawijah’ to remind readers that
this is the hometown of Saddam Hussein. The ideological opposition created by both
websites by using different names but the same circumstances ‘Salahuddin province’ and
‘Hawijah’ to refer to the same place, to indicate conflicting views has the effect of create
opposite reactions in readers.

6.3. General comparison of the representation of the two groups in
terms of CDA techniques applied to cover the conflict in Iraq for a
year (from June 2014-June 2015)
This section is a general comparison of the representation of the two conflicting
groups in terms of the discursive strategies used by Al Alam and Al Jazeera respectively.
It is divided into two sections, each section starts with a table showing the techniques
employed in language to represent the conflicting groups, followed by an explanation of
the ideological implementation of these techniques in terms of the historical, political
contexts, relying sometimes on the analyst’s MR to interpret the details behind the words.
As the topic of the conflict is extremely complicated, having two groups in each website,
I employed font feature as a visual technique, to help readers understand who the actor is
or to which group s/he belongs, and which group is the affected participant. A non-bold
font is given to represent the Shia Iraqi government, military forces, the Shia militia, the
Kurdish forces Group, and bold font is given to the Sunni and ISIL group.
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6.3.1. Al Alam’s coverage of the conflict in Iraq for a year
The representation of the conflicting groups by Al Alam in terms of CDA techniques
(see table 6.), according to the textual analysis of the data (R. 1-10 except 2), representing
a year of the conflict in Iraq, shows the following
Lexically, Al Alam uses the words ‘Intelligence’ (R.1), ‘unrest’ (R.1) and ‘turmoil’
(R.1) to assign conspiracy to the out-group (R.3), whereas the words ‘a coalition’ (R.5),
‘Ordeals’ (R.7) ‘Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals’ (R.7), ‘a Symbol’ (R.7) and ‘unity in Iraq’
(R.7) to attribute honour to the Sunni group who joined the government in the fight
against ISIL. Thus, opposition within the same group is lexically created, categorizing
them into two different identities. On the other hand, the in-group is attributed victory
and patriotism by the words ‘advances’ (R.3) and ‘preparation’ (R.6).
Naming the out-group as ‘former’ and attributing to him functionalisation as ‘Iraqi
vice president Tariq al-Hashimi’ (R.1) is to assign him the responsibility for Mosul’s fall,
while defining his official position as an Iraqi vice president as former is to activate the
reader’s memory or background knowledge of al-Hashimi’s actions that led him to be
former. Naming the out-group negatively as ‘Takfiri ISIL militants’ (R.3), ‘the so-called
‘Islamic State of Iraq and Syria’ (ISIS) (R.6), ‘Terrorist’ (R.8), ‘ISIS’ (R.9), ‘ISIS
Terrorist’ (R.9) is to delegitimize their case.
Genericisation and collectivisation as in ‘Sunnis and Shi'ite’ (R.5) ‘a coalition of
Sunni tribal fighters inside the town and Shi'ites in its sister city Balad on the opposite
bank’ (R.5), ‘Sunni tribes’ (R.7) is to convince readers that both ethnic groups are
cooperating against ISIL, using reasoning and employing nominalisation and naming,
because they succeeded in defeating or ‘driving out’ (R.7), ‘al-Qaida in Iraq a precursor
to the ISIS group’ (R.7), and they are ‘the only force capable’ (R.7) of ‘securing’ (R.7),
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‘the country's northwest Sunni heartland’ (R.7). To confirm that the government aims to
protect the out-group ‘Mosul’ (R.6) and that ISIL is the loser, aggregation is used, such
as ‘30 At least 30 ISIS militants’ (R.8), ‘over 30 ISIS Terrorists’ (R. 10) and ‘more than
30 terrorists’ (R. 10). By contrast, the message is communicated that the Iraqi government
[‘Iraqi army’ (R.3), ‘Iraqi army forces’ (R.3), ‘Iraqi forces’ (R.4), ‘Iraq’ (R.6), Iraqi forces
(R.8)] in cooperation with the Shia militia [‘volunteers’ (R.3), ‘thousands of volunteers’
(R.3), ‘along with volunteer militiamen’ (R.4)] are all fighting ISIL in ‘several strikes’
(R. 10). To give validity and authority to the in-group, functionalisation and
objectification, as in: ‘an Iraqi parliamentarian’ (R.1) and ‘Iraqi warplanes’ (R. 10), and
neutral verbal processes, such as: ‘says’ (R.1), ‘announced’ (R.6), ‘said’ (R.8) are used
by Al Alam. The technique of consensus, achieved by a mental process plus hyperbole
‘i.e. are widely seen’ (R.7) is in the passive voice, imposes this opinion, that the out-group
has to join the government is a public decision, on readers.

Material

Transitivity

Naming of social actors

hyperbole

lexicalisation

Table (6.10) Representation of the two conflicting groups in terms of the discursive strategies used by Al Alam
Sunni and ISIL group

Shia Iraqi government, military forces, Shia militia, Kurdish forces
Group

unrest, (R.1), turmoil (R.1), (R.3), a coalition
(R.5), Ordeals (R.7) Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals
(R.7), a Symbol (R.7), Unity in Iraq (R.7), the
lives (R. 10),

Advances (R.3), preparation (R.6)
fresh (R.3), the entire area (R.4),

the deadly (R.1), a key role (R.7), as the only force
(R.7),
Intelligence (R.1), former (R.1), Iraqi vice
president Tariq al-Hashimi (R.1), Takfiri ISIL
militants (R.3), the so-called “Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria” (ISIS) (R.6), Sunnis and Shi'ite
(R.5) a coalition (R.5) of Sunni tribal fighters
inside the town and Shi'ites in its sister city Balad
on the opposite bank(R.5), Sunni tribes (R.7), alQaida in Iraq a precursor to the ISIS group (R.7),
capable (R.7), the country's northwest Sunni
heartland (R.7), Terrorist (R.8), 30 At least 30
ISIS militants (R.8), ISIS (R.9), ISIS Terrorist
(R.9), over 30 ISIS Terrorists (R. 10), several
strikes (R. 10), of more than 30 terrorists (R. 10),
Mosul (R.6)

Iraq (R.1), An Iraqi parliamentarian (R.1), Iraqi army (R.3)
Iraqi army forces (R.3), Iraqi forces (R.4), of northern Shia
Turkmen town of Amerli (R.4), ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town (R.4),
Iraqi military forces (R.4) along with volunteer militiamen (R.4),
Iraqi forces (R.8), security sources (R.8), Iraqi Airstrikes (R. 10),
Iraqi warplanes (R. 10), thousands of volunteers (R.3), Iraq (R.6),
Baghdad (R.6)

is facing (R.1), Played (R.7), Withdraw (R.9),
withdrew (R.9), raised (R.9),

Makes (R.3), backed (R.3), have pushed ahead (R.3), have
liberated (R.4), have broken (R.4), Liberate (R.4), Recaptures
(R.5), to liberate (R.6), has transferred (R.6), to liberate (R.6), Kill
(R. 10), carried out (R. 10), claimed (R. 10),

mental
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relatio

nal
ral

Watch (R.8),

evidentiality

isation

passivisati
on

nominal

circumstances

are (R.1),

behaviou

verbal

said (R.9),

Says (R.1), Announced (R.6), said (R.8),

in fight (R.3), against ISIL (R.3), against Takfiri
ISIL militants (R.3) in several areas of the
country (R.3),
on the terrorists (R.3), in
the northern Iraqi province of Nineveh, Town
of Dhuluiya (R.5). (R.6) the Nineveh Provincial
Council (R.6), the city of Mosul, (R.6), to Tikrit
(R.8), on Sunday in clashes and airstrikes (R.8) in
the Iraqi provinces of Salahudin (R.8), from the
main government building (R.9), in the Iraqi city
of Ramadi (R.9), on Saturday (R.9), a day after
the terrorist group (R.9), and Anbar, over the
building in the western provincial capital. (R.9),
against the ISIS positions (R. 10), in Salahuddin
province (R. 10), from Gov't Compound in
Ramadi (R.9),

with their campaign (R.3), in Iraq (R.5), on its first shipment of
arms (R.6), to the forces (R.6), for a military offensive (R.6)

driving out (R.7), securing (R.7),

Advances (R.3), inflicting (R.3), losses (R.3), preparing (R.6),
fighting (R.6), closing (R.8), Killing, (R.8) preparation (R.6)

were killed (R.8), they were repelled (R.5), are
widely seen (R.7),

When Islamic State fighters tried to storm the Tigris River town
of Dhuluiya north of Baghdad this week (R.5), its black flag (R.9),

Mayor (R.9), the mayor and a tribal leader (R.9),

Alam TV reports (R. 10),

6.3.2. Al Jazeera’s coverage of the conflict in Iraq for a year
The representation of the conflicting groups by Al Jazeera in terms of CDA techniques
(see table 6.), according to the textual analysis of the data (R. 1-10 except 2), representing
a year of the conflict in Iraq, shows the following
Concerning naming of social actors, Al Jazeera uses nomination such as ‘Maliki’ (R.1) to
distance and underestimate the out-group, and objectification as in ‘US jets’ (R.4),
‘Warplanes’ (R.4), ‘humanitarian aid’ (R.4) to decline the US cooperation, whereas
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collectivisation such as ‘Kurdish forces in Iraq’ (R.6), ‘Iraqi forces’ (R.8), ‘Iraqi forces’
(R.8), and ‘Iraqi soldiers’ (R.9) followed by negative material process ‘trapped’ (R.4),
‘halt’ (R.8), ‘have encountered’ (R.8), ‘flee’ (R.9) , to attribute failure to the out-group.
By contrast, Al Jazeera uses functionalisation ‘Parliamentary report’ (R.1) and
anonymisation ‘report’ (R.1 and 10) to achieve authority, validity and evidentiality;
genericisation ‘Sunni’ (R.5,6,7), collectivisation ‘leaders (R.5) ‘tribes’ (R.7), ‘groups’
(R.7) to create opposition, strengthening the in-group attitude towards the out-group;
aggregation ‘dozens’ (R.10) and ‘dozens of people’ (R.10) to raise readers emotions
against the action of fighting ISIL, placing the out-group in a negative light, portraying
them as the killer of innocent people. Legitimisation and power are given to the in-group,
describing them as fighters (R.4), ‘Sunni armed fractions’ (R.5), ‘ISIL’ (R.5), ‘Sunni
opposition leaders’ (R.5), ‘the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group’ (R.6),
‘the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)’ (R.10),
Al Jazeera uses nominalisation such as: ‘Iraq probe’ (R.1) to weaken the out-group’s
position as being formally convicted by all Iraqi, winning readers’ emotion and attitude
against them. Other examples of nominalisation, such as: ‘advance’ (R.3), ‘expanding’
(R.3), ‘Booby-traps’ (R.8), ‘targeting’ (R.10) are to attribute victory to the in-group. On
the other hand, we find that nominalisation attributed to the out-group, such as: ‘for army's
loss’ (R.1), ‘concern’ (R.3), ‘battling’ (R.8), ‘slowing’ (R.8), ‘Iraqi forces' advance’ (R.8)
and ‘setbacks’ (R.8) to place them in the position of a loser.
Concerning transitivity, Al Jazeera chooses the material processes: ‘implicates’
(R.1) and ‘finds’ (R.1) to mislead readers that the out-group’s conspiracy is officially
proved, placing them in a negative light, legitimising the rebels’ actions against them.
The material processes: ‘target’ (R.4), ‘to fight’ (R.5), ‘are backing’ (R.7), ‘join fight’
(R.7) ‘will not take up arms’ (R.5) and ‘takes over’ (R.9) can empower the in-group and
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support their attitude against the cooperation with the Iraqi government, creating
imbalance between the conflicting groups. By contrast, the material processes given to
the out-group, such as ‘trapped’ (R.4), ‘are moving’ (R.6), ‘halt’ (R.8), ‘have
encountered’ (R.8) and ‘flee’ (R.9) are to portray them as losers and refute their success
by employing the present continuous tense that indicate lack of achievement; ‘they are
still moving’. Al Jazeera uses the mental verb ‘want’ to communicate that the government
is trying to persuade the in-group of something that is against their will, creating a
negative reaction on behalf of the viewers. Neutral verbal processes, ‘says’ (R.1) and
‘say’ (R.5), are given only to the in-group, providing them with validity and authority.
Presuppositions, ‘Who can stop’ (R.3), ‘the IS’s’ (R.3), ‘its territories under its
control’ (R.3), ‘IS positions in Iraq’ (R.4), ‘seizes control’ (R.9), ‘of Iraq's Ramadi’ (R.9),
‘as armed group’ (R.9), ‘capital of Iraq's largest province’ (R.9), and ‘in Iraq's Hawijah’
(R.10) communicate the victory of the in-group. Creating opposition between the two
conflicting groups is the purpose of the presuppositions ‘unless their demands’ (R.5) and
‘despite widespread allegations of discrimination’ (R.7). The out-group’s advance is
halted and lowered by the presuppositions ‘halt Iraqi forces' advance’ (R.8), and ‘slowing
their advance’ (R.8), to impose on readers their failure in the fight against ISIL.
Al Jazeera overlexicalises ‘northern’ as in ‘in besieged northern town of Amerli’ (R.4),
‘closer to the northern city of Mosul’ (R.6) and ‘for control of the northern town of Tikrit’
(R.8) to create schism between the nation. Circumstances such as: ‘with bombs and
booby-traps’ (R.8), ‘in air strikes’ (R.10) and ‘in air strikes on ISIL’ (R.10) create
uncertainty, as the agency is not clear. The meaning of ‘in Iraq's Hawijah’ (R.10) is
different from the meaning of ‘in Hawijah in Iraq’ (R.10); they have a different impact
on readers, thus they can communicate certain the intended ideology, by contrast to Al
Alam’s discourse ‘in Salahuddin province’ (R. 10).
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l

Shia Iraqi government, military forces, Shia militia, Kurdish forces
Group

Sunni armed fractions (R.5), More Sunni groups
(R.7), armed group (R.9), Dozens (R.10), Dozens
of people (R.10),

former PM and 35 officials responsible (R.1), humanitarian aid
(R.4), more ground (R.6),

Parliamentary report (R.1), fighters (R.4), Sunni
armed fractions (R.5), ISIL (R.5), Sunni
opposition leaders (R.5), Mosul (R.6), the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group (R.6),
Sunni tribes (R.7), More Sunni groups (R.7), the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)
group, ISIL (R.9), armed group (R.9), reports
say(R.10), Dozens (R.10), Dozens of people
(R.10), the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) (R.10),

Maliki (R.1), former PM and 35 officials responsible(R.1), US
jets (R.4), Warplanes (R.4), humanitarian aid (R.4), civilians
(R.4), Iraq (R.5), Iraq (R.6), Iraq (R.6), Mosul (R.6), ISIS (R.6),
Kurdish forces in Iraq (R.6), Shia led government (R.7), Iraqi
forces (R.8), (R.8), Iraqi forces (R.8), Iraqi soldiers (R.9),

implicates (R.1), finds (R.1), target (R.4), to fight
(R.5), they will not take up (R.5), are backing
(R.7), join fight (R.7), takes over (R.9), die (R.10),

they should be tried (R.1), attack (R.4), airdrop (R.4), trapped
(R.4), to liberate (R.6), have taken (R.6), are moving (R.6), halt
(R.8), have encountered (R.8), flee (R.9),
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Sunni and ISIL group

wants (R.5),
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Table (6.11) Representation of the two conflicting groups in terms of the discursive strategies used by Al
AJazeera

over Mosul’s fall (R.1), to ISIL (R.1), against
ISIL (R.5), from ISIS (R.6)

in besieged northern town of Amerli (R.4), closer to the northern
city of Mosul (R.6), against ISIL in Iraq (R.7), on Tikrit (R.8),
for control of the northern town of Tikrit (R.8), with bombs and
booby-traps (R.8), in air strikes on ISIL(R.10), in Iraq's Hawijah
(R.10), in air strikes(R.10), in Hawijah in Iraq(R.10)

Iraq probe (R.1), advance (R.3), expanding (R.3),
Booby-traps (R.8), targeting (R.10)

for army's loss (R.1), Concern (R.3), Iraq (R.6), preparing (R.6),
battling (R.8), slowing (R.8), Iraqi forces' advance (R.8), their
advance (R.8), setbacks (R.8)

Who can stop (R.3), the IS’s (R.3), its territories
under its control (R.3), IS positions in Iraq (R.4),
unless their demands (R.5), despite widespread
allegations of discrimination (R.7), Iraqi forces'
advance (R.8), their advance (R.8), seizes control
(R.9), of Iraq's Ramadi (R.9), as armed group
(R.9), capital of Iraq's largest province (R.9), in
Iraq's Hawijah (R.10)

are met (R.5), are reported (R.10), to have been
killed (R.10),
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6.4.

Critical Visual Analysis of the data in terms of CDA techniques
The following section is devoted to the analysis of the images that accompany the

texts, as they form a main part of the reports. Understanding how sectarian discourse is
visually represented online can help define the factors that influence the conflict. For
explanation of the rationale behind including visual discourse in this study, see (1.6) and
(4.3). As the study is a comparative analysis between two websites, grouping images into
pairs can give a vivid insight into the similarities and differences of the representations
of the same event by the two websites, providing readers with contextual information.
The images are chronologically ordered according to the sequence of reports and events.
Some of these images are video clips and then can be played. The study is confined to
research of the images as a semiotic resource of discourse in news online. Thus they are
included as images to create a balance to the data examined and because they are static
images, unless you choose to watch the video. I have applied the visual CDA techniques
of Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) including

INFORMATION VALUE, TRANSITIVITY,

SALIENCE, GAZE/ CONTACT, POSES, DISTANCE, FRAMING, INDIVIDUALISATION AND
COLLECTIVISATION CAMERA’S ANGLE AND CAMERA’S HEIGHT.

Though the images are

separately analysed from their texts, and because they are open for more diverse
interpretations, they are analysed within the textual analysis of the reports of which they
form an essential part. That is, the analysis has taken into consideration the historical and
political contexts, that shape the discourse communicated by the reports, including the
analyst’s MRs, that enables in understanding, analysing and explaining the ideologies
that are constituted by the choices of images and the ways they are used. The western
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and northern parts of Iraq represent mostly Sunni. That is, visual references to places and
represented participants in images presumably represent Sunni people from those places,
while the Iraqi soldiers represent the Shia-led Iraqi government, unless otherwise stated
in the text or caption of the image.

6.4.1. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports One
Al Alam (R.1) ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul
unrest’ Tuesday, June 10, 2014

Al Jazeera (R.1) AUGUST 16, 2015) ‘Iraq probe
implicates Maliki over Mosul's fall to ISIL’

Iraqi families fleeing violence in the northern Nineveh province
gather at a Kurdish checkpoint in Aski Kalak, 40 kms West of
Arbil, in the autonomous Kurdistan region, on June 10, 2014.

Nouri al-Maliki is accused of appointing
commanders based on personal loyalty rather than compet
ence [AFP]

Image of Al Alam (R.1) and Al Jazeera (R 1)

The following is an analysis of Al Alam report (1). In the foreground, the Iraqi
citizen is on the left and the Iraqi soldier, representing the Iraqi government, is on the
right. The left represents the given information (see 4.3.1.1.) that Iraqi people are
suffering because of ISIL according to the caption, ‘Iraqi families fleeing violence in the
northern Nineveh province gather at a Kurdish checkpoint…’, that forms the attribution
of this image. Thus, Iraqi common people are diminished, in the long shot, by being
visualized as less powerful and in danger (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). This achieves
opposition between people in the north and other people in the south, placing them in a
negative light, because of the rebels’ action. On the right is the Iraqi soldier, the defender
of the nation. There is an imaginary vertical line formed by the left edge of the car,
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dividing it into two unequal sections, drawing a line between the two characters in order
to symbolize the Shia-led government’s role in protecting the affected participants. This
may also be symbolized by holding the weapon. Thus, more importance is given to the
soldier on the right who is given more space and elevated, creating new relation of power.
It may also indicate that Shia forms the majority of Iraq. The presence of the soldier with
his weapon seems less oppressive than it may seem to the civilians there. The soldier is
alone, which perhaps symbolizes that the Iraqi government is alone and needs help and
cooperation from the out-group, the minority people, to face terrorism, as it is unusual to
find a single soldier alone in critical situations. Moreover, this could also be indicated by
the demanding gaze of the figure.
According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), the two figures are in middle shot to
present each character as a generic type rather than an individual. In this interpretation,
the citizen figure, as a generic figure perhaps suggests the Sunni minority in Iraq,
indicated by the caption ‘the northern Nineveh’ where the majority of the people are
Sunni, signifies the negativity of the situation they are in, which is used to emotionally
orient viewers’ attitudes against the out-group. The frontal view of both figures in the
foreground may signify that they belong to ‘us’. Similarly, both are at eye-level view to
signify equality as being Iraqi and against ISIL and terrorism. Simultaneously, it may
signify that the Iraqi government does not discriminate among Iraqi people, according to
the text and the constant narrative of Al Alam.
The gazes of both men engage the viewers; it is a demand picture (see 4.3.4.). That
is, readers are invited to take an action towards the represented participants and the event.
The image is horizontally divided into two equal zones (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996).
The citizen figure is held down by the horizon into the region of the earth, which may
refer to the world created by ISIL and the rebels. He is the affected participant by the
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negative action of the out-group, as he is portrayed as vulnerable by walking with nothing
in hand. The soldier straddles the two zones, half still of the earth, where he can defend
the common people, half already in the realm of heaven the world of ‘should be’, perhaps
emphasizing ‘our’ positive action and status as leadership, as the report mainly defends
the Iraqi government against the conspiracy of selling Mosul to ISIL. The man’s cultural
custom blue clothing stands out against the blue background may be to emphasize this
information.
Hope is enhanced by the clear sky and the colour of the old man’s clothes may
be intended to indicate that Iraqi government can overcome the difficulty. The gloomy
overtones of the image indicate terrorism and the difficulty of the situation Iraq is passing
through, as well as the shadow that hides the faces of the man and the soldier.
Turning to the image used in the Al Jazeera report (1), news readers are not
introduced to facts and details of the investigation, decision, either in language or
visually. It is just to encourage readers to evaluate Nouri, creating new identity. The use
of the close-up shot in the photograph accompanies the text, objectifies the editor’s
attitude towards Nouri as a man, which is that he is not fit to be appointed as PM,
according to the text. Nouri’s figure is made to stand out with a close-up shot, to draw
foreground a certain meaning. He has the central symbolic value in composition, being
alone to indicate that he is mainly responsible for the situation through which Iraq is
passing. The size of his image indicates his responsibility, and therefore, the most
important value, excluding the other 35 senior officials. He connotes the Shia-led
government and Iraqi forces, and communicates a particular set of values in his attitudes
towards his experience, expressed by his facial features. Maliki does not acknowledge
the presence of the viewer; it is an offer image (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). To
evaluate Maliki’s actions, attitude, identity, and character implicitly through semiotic
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sources this image is managed to indicate a particular interpretation, as it is still a matter
of choice. Nouri’s unwelcoming frown creates a social distance from the viewers as he
does not look at them. The editor may have cropped it to create this effect to take the
viewers close to his imaginary inner state and feeling of worries and regret which is
supported by the language in the text.
The given information, that Nouri is proved to be guilty and should be punished,
may be indicated by placing him on the left. Reinforced by the caption ‘Nouri al-Maliki
is accused of appointing commanders based on personal loyalty rather than competence
[AFP]’. Placing the participant at eye level, according to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996),
suggests that he is equal to us, introducing new relation of power. But he is not ‘one of
us’ perhaps suggested by his inability to engage with the viewers and the side view.
There is no obvious setting. Flags are the only potent cultural symbols that show his
status. The Iraqi flag is half hidden, and half covered with the shadow behind him, that
may suggest that he is responsible for dividing the country into sectarian lines and
Mosul’s fall. The uncovered part with shadow perhaps indicates justice that he will be
punished and cannot escape justice. Beside the Iraqi flag, there is the Kurdistan flag
perhaps indicating the country is divided under his leadership.
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6.4.2. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Three
Al Alam (AUGUST 03, 2014): Iraqi army makes fresh
advances in fight against ISIL

Al Jazeera (R.3) (AUGUST 04, 2014): Who can stop the
Islamic State's advance?

Image of Al Alam (R.3) and Al Jazeera (R.3)

In the Al Alam image (R.3), the tanks may represent the Iraqi government and
army. Colour contrast divides the image into two parts (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996).
The contrast in colour between the background and foreground may be to set the temporal
setting (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). The background may signify the past whereas
the foreground symbolizes the present (the new). According to this interpretation, the left
side represents the ‘already given’ that happens ‘before’, something the reader is
assumed to know already. In the past, Iraqi forces failed to defeat ISIL and protect Mosul.
The tank is in the foreground, on the right where the reader must pay particular attention
to it, perhaps with the message of what is to be learned. That is, it is contestable but
emphasised to be agreed upon by readers. The new information is that they are
determined to defeat ISIL, imposing new relation of power. The direction of the barrel
of the tank forms a vector that leads the eyes to the left, which may represent the enemy
where the concrete block is placed. The size of the concrete block, may symbolize ISIL
that causes Iraq to pass through sensitive security conditions at that time, is small in
comparison to the tank, representing the Iraqi army, this attitude in the image is
reinforced by the caption’ ‘makes fresh advances’, which also indicates that the Iraqi
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army is the winner. This is reinforced by the range and height of the gun, suggesting
determination. The Iraqi soldiers, the only participants in the image, are advancing in
their tank on the paved way though there is an obstacle (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996).
The Iraqi soldiers are at the top of the tank with their guns also directed to the left towards
the enemy. Both positions of the soldiers to the right and at the top are to positively
present them as the actors and to attribute victory to them, sustaining the introduction of
the new identity that should stand against the out-group. Simultaneously, this indicates
that the Iraqi Shia-led forces are doing well and moving towards success.
By contrast, Al Jazeera report (3) ‘Who can stop the Islamic State's advance?’
employs the image of Mosul dam in frontal view, which may suggest the claim that it is
‘ours’. It is a symbolic suggestive process because there is only one element, carrier
(Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). It carries the meaning of the dam. Colours are blended
all together, into a hazy blue in a way which reduces contrast. The blurring of the details,
and hence the ‘mood’ of the picture lends it a symbolic value. Rendering the dam as an
outline lends the image its genericity, it does not describe a certain moment but a
generalised essence. Using the devices of expressionist landscape also reduces the details
of the representation, in favour of overall colour effect evolving a strong mood, providing
the carrier with symbolic meanings. According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), being
centralised is to indicate its importance, and the meaning and identity of the carrier are
derived from qualities of the carrier itself. In this way, the Dam could be become a
symbol for change in leadership; the demise of the current government, imposing new
relations of power on viewers. It is the largest dam in Iraq and the main source of
hydroelectricity and water for areas downstream. The dam straddles both horizons, earth
and heaven, representing the ideal situation for the dam to be under the manipulation of
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ISIL. The image is chosen to indicate the great victory achieved by ISIL which coincide
with the headline that no one can stop them advancing, supporting the identity of ISIL.

6.4.3. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Four
Al Alam (R.4) (AUGUST 31, 2014):
Iraqi forces liberate ISIL besieged Iraqi Shia town

Al Jazeera (R.4) (AUGUST 31, 2014): US jets target IS
positions in Iraq

An aerial view of Iraq's Shia Turkmen town of Amerli

Image of Al Alam (R.4) and Al Jazeera (R.4)

Al Alam report (4) attributes Iraq’s Shia Turkmen town of Amerli its symbolic
attribute, as a national example, through fine details and sharp focus and being
centralised. The information value is central surrounded by marginals, representing the
Sunni towns, indicated by the white line that separates them out. The centre may be
identified as conveying the important message that the report is trying to get across (Kress
and Van Leeuwen, 1996). In this interpretation, ethnic prejudice is visually created.
Amerli is separated by a white frameline, to differentiate it from the north of Iraq. This
white colour may distinguish the town as a typical example for other Sunni parts. Without
this line, the cities would be seen as continuous and complementary and unified. It creates
an opposition between this Shia centralised town and the surrounding marginal Sunni
areas where Sunni residents have chosen to join ISIL. This is an example of the
ideological square visually created between the two conflicting groups, influencing the
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relations of power between the two groups. The white colour that surrounds the town may
refer to the purity and originality of the residents who stand against ISIL and did not
surrender to them, emphasising the new identity that should be embodied. The terrain
colour means that the town is only one part of Iraq. By the end, Iraq is one and will remain
one. The image of the map of Amerli town shows the strategic position of the town within
the heart of north Iraq. It is implemented perhaps to indicate the significant importance
of the victory of the Iraqi forces against ISIL. Amerli is written in Arabic and English
with a white colour implying its liberation from ISIL. That is, the Iraqi forces broke the
siege of ISIL and prevented the group from destroying the town.
In Al Jazeera report (4), ‘US jets target IS positions in Iraq’, is a symbolic suggestive
process because there is only one element carrier (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). The
oblique view of the US jet representing the US is an offer image. It may indicate that this
jet does not belong to ‘us’, depending on Al Jazeera’s attitude towards the US support to
the Iraqi forces in the conflict against ISIL, expressed in the texts, and explained in the
political context (Chapter Two). It is directed towards the right representing the good
side, which here refers to ‘IS positions’ according to the headline. This suggests that the
editor is not happy that the US air force started to help the Iraqi forces in their battle
against ISIL. It is the only participant in the image, which is centralised to indicate its
importance without which the Iraqi and Kurdish forces cannot defeat ISIL. Thus, the
national forces are completely absent to belittle their role in the battle against ISIL.
Colours are blended all together, into a hazy grey in a way it reduces contrast. The
blurring of the details against a neutral setting lends the image its symbolic value. It
indicates hopelessness in victory. The fog denotes the trouble and difficulty facing the
US air forces represented by ISIL.
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6.4.4. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Five
Al Alam (R.5) (October 03, 2014): Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq
Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya

Al Jazeera (R.5) (October 07, 2014):
Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight ISIL

Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya

Image of Al Alam (R.5) and Al Jazeera (R.5)

Al Alam report (5) employs an offer image (see 4.3.4), where there is no eye
contact between the represented participants and the viewers. But there is contact among
the represented participants in the image. The relationship among them seems close and
intimate. Iraqi Sunni are on the left, as indicated by the caption. Visually, the side view
of the soldiers suggests that they are ‘not from us’; the editor from Al Alam suggests that
these are on the Sunni side. By contrast, the frontal view of Shia militias’ men may
indicate they are ‘from us’. The Sunni soldiers turn their faces to the right, which may
indicate their awakening from betrayal and opposition to the government. The new
information introduced by the image is that they support Shia in their fight against ISIL,
which should be taken for granted, as this is the intention and belief of the institution, that
is repeated many times in the texts, for example (R7, S1), to be imposed on readers. The
Shia militia continue their mission against ISIL may be symbolized by their walking
forwards on the paved way which is the straightforward path that should be followed
(Kress and Van Leeuwen, 1996). Both participants straddle both zones, the ideal and the
real. The ideal where the Iraqi flag is raised representing the Iraqi victory as one nation.
That is why the flag is placed among them, but it is raised by the Shia figure. The ground
zone represents the cooperation between the ethnic groups to recapture the town of
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Dhuluiya. According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), the common Sunni people of
Dhuluiya town in the long distance are perhaps represented by the houses, which are
diminished to be portrayed as powerless and weak as the affected participants of ISIL,
who places them in danger, introducing the identity created by the rebels. Simultaneously,
they represent the beneficiary participant from the Iraqi government who protects them
from ISIL. The Sunni’s rifles are directed towards the left, representing the bad side, here
ISIL, to suggests that Sunni are against ISIL.
One of the soldiers covers himself with a white flag. This is the flag of the peace
company, created by the Iraqi Shia Muqtada Al Sadr in 2014 to fight against ISIL. This
may indicate the role of Shia militias in the battle against ISIL, imposing the identity of
Shia militia on viewers. The sky is clear blue though with some clouds perhaps indicating
the victory of Iraq which is still in progress.
In the Al Jazeera report (4), ‘Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight ISIL’, the
image is a frontal shot of the soldier perhaps to indicate that he is ‘one of us’, but there
is no contact with the viewer, as he may not like the viewers to identify themselves with
him in his new reaction against ISIL, according to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996). Thus,
he seems to be presented as a phenomenon to contemplate. In this way, the soldier
becomes a symbol of the Sunni people, as he is in medium shot, who may take an action
against ISIL, declining the tendency towards this identity. The Sunni fighter is on the left
referring to the given information. He is portrayed as sturdy as the palm tree in the
background, which may also indicate his resolution not to join the Iraqi government
against ISIL. That is, he will not surrender to the government’s request to fight against
ISIL unless his demands achieved (see R5, S1). The extreme lighting conditions, in
which the setting sun plays the role of low backlight, de-emphasises the details, and
hence the mood of the picture. It may represent the new information that the report is
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messaging, and which the editor is against. The right side perhaps representing the good
side, ISIL group, is symbolized by the shining sun.

6.4.5. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Six
Al Alam (R.6) (December 10, 2014): Iraq preparing to
liberate Mosul from ISIS

Al Jazeera (R.6) (December 22, 2014): Kurdish fighters move
on ISIL's Mosul hub

Image of Al Alam (R.6) and Al Jazeera (R.6)

Al Alam report (6), ‘Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS’, is an image of
soldiers in back views. ‘Equally complex and ambivalent is the back view’ (Kress and
Van Leeuwen, 1996: 144). This photo may indicate Al Alam’s complex feelings. It could
expresse the deep attachment it has with the Iraqi army mixed with its confused emotions
towards the action taken by the army to liberate Mosul, a Sunni city. ‘To expose one’s
back to someone is also to make oneself vulnerable, and this implies a measure of trust’
(ibid). It is set against a blurred neutral background. The location can be the blurred Sunni
common houses whom the Iraqi army is liberating and the affected participant of the
action of the rebels and ISIL. This image may represent a complex sentence. The
arrangement of the soldiers into two groups can indicate two actions. The main actors of
the main action, according to their salience, conspicuous colours and foregrounding, are
those working on the earth horizon. The groups, Shia and Kurds, are identifiable by the
flags (a process of classification) are shown working together, studying a plan on the
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Humvee (in the heaven horizon): the main message is that these soldiers belong to the
same category, despite the difference in ethnicity; the minor message is that they are
nevertheless, different. They are carriers of the symbolic value representing the Iraqi
government and nation.
The Iraqi flag is raised, in the ideal horizon, on the top of the Humvee perhaps
indicating their willingness and excitement to take the battle against ISIL. They are in
the centre, and in the margins are the Sunni common people’s houses or town, which are
being defended by Iraqi forces. The journalist is taking photos to document the moment.
The barrels of the weapons are raised up may be ready for the fight. One person, who is
wearing casual clothes, is putting Kurdistan flag on his back, which may show that this
photo is deliberately taken for the purpose of this report and not a documentary of the
actual event happening at the time of the preparation. Moreover, it is only one Humvee
and not a queue of Humvees and tanks. The truck that is in the distance does not seem
part of the process of preparation as there is no sign of movement close to it. Concerning
the setting, the sky is clear, which may symbolize hope in victory.
In Al Jazeera report (6) ‘Kurdish fighters move on ISIL’s Mosul hub’, the image of
Kurdish figure could be attributed the symbolic attribute of failure through his
association with the symbolic value of the wreckage. According to Kress and Van
Leeuwen (1996), the side view of the soldier may be to detach him from the institution,
i.e. ‘not of us’. He is also detached from the viewers as there is no eye contact between
them. One Peshmerga soldier is alone in the aftermath of a battle scene, and may
represent the given information, by being placed on the left. He seems looking with pain
at the right (the new information) which could represent the failure of the Iraqi
government, suggested by the burned wreckage. The Humvee is completely burned, and
its doors are left opened indicating the escape of the fighters from the car. The soldier
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puts his hands on his chest perhaps indicating despair and confusion. He is not fighting
or ready to fight as his rifle is pointing down. This can indicate the ideological
implementation of this photo to communicate a certain message.

6.4.6. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Seven
Al Alam (R.7) (27 March 2015): Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a
Symbol for Unity in Iraq + Video

Al Jazeera (R.7) (September 05, 2015): Sunni tribes
join fight against ISIL in Iraq

Damaged house in the town of Dhuluiyah, north of Baghdad,
following clashes between security forces, backed by
Sunni gunmen, and ISIS group terrorists

Image of Al Alam (R.7) and Al Jazeera (R.7)

In Al Alam report (7), the image shows only one participant, a completely
destroyed house. According to the caption of the image, the house definitely belongs to
a Sunni family ‘Damaged house in the town of Dhuluiyah, north of Baghdad’. It is
destroyed following ‘clashes between security forces, backed by Sunni gunmen’. This
suggests that Iraqi Sunni people are not against the government as they back the army in
the fight against ‘ISIS’, which simultaneously implies that ‘ISIS’ is the enemy of both
ethnic groups. At the same time, the image may symbolize the ultimate end of Sunni
people who chose to join ISIL. Failure and loss are the symbolic attributes associated
with the symbolic value of the wreckage. Thus, the image is ideologically a warning
message to Sunni people not to join ISIL as they will face disastrous end. This lesson is
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learned by members of the Al Jubouri tribe first. The image perhaps asks Sunni people
to learn the same lesson before it is too late. The Iraqi flag is still raised despite being
broken, the palm trees, a cultural symbol, are standing high in the sky ideal zone, which
may signify the Iraqi government’s victory.
By contrast, Al Jazeera report (7) employs an image of a soldier in front view to
indicate that the soldier is ‘one of us’. It is a close-up shot that places the viewers in a
personal distance with the participant in order to share his feeling. But he does not make
eye contact with the viewers. That is, it may be an offer image to express opposition to
the new information that Sunni have joined the fight against ISIL. Thus, the figure does
not invite viewers to identify themselves with him, and share his reaction against ISIL.
Instead, the viewer may be invited to contemplate the soldier’s reaction detachedly, to
consider the fact that some people like ‘us’ have taken a reaction against ISIL, it is
indirectly indicated. He may be presented as a phenomenon to be noticed and
contemplated, not a person addressing the viewer. When a person performs an action,
such as drinking bitter medication, with closed eyes, this suggests that the actor is not
happy or forced to do so. This photo perhaps expresses the Al Jazeera’s complex feelings;
the deep attachment it has with the Sunni soldier mixed with its confused emotions
towards the action taken by the Iraqi Sunni to join the Iraqi army. ‘To close one’s eye to
someone is also to make oneself vulnerable, and this implies a measure of trust’ (Kress
and Van Leeuwen, 1996, p.138). The Sunni actor is putting his finger on the trigger
perhaps indicating the start of a new different battle for the out-group. He is pointing his
gun towards the right side, which could signify the good or friends, consequently,
direction may symbolize the negativity of the new action. The palm trees are standing
upright in the sky zone perhaps representing the strength and status of the out-group
placing them in a positive light. The soldier is on the left side, representing the given
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information that Sunni have to fight ISIL but, not to unite with the Iraqi government, as
expressed in the text. Thus, the image of the soldier is set against a neutral background
expressing the dilemma the author is feeling.

6.4.7. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Eight
Al alam (R.8) (Mar 30, 2015): Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to
Tikrit, Killing 30 Terrorist

Al Jazeera (R.8) (Mar 30 2015): Booby-traps halt Iraqi
forces' advance on Tikrit

Image of Al Alam (R.8) and Al Jazeera (R.8)

Al Alam (R.8), with headline ‘Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to Tikrit, killing 30
Terrorist’, is a dynamic image in which the Iraqi tank, the only participant, is advancing
in the golden terrain towards the left side, which symbolically suggests the enemy. The
tank is given more importance by being foregrounded and surrounded by the marginal
farm in the distance. It is set against a neutral background, that blurs the view of marginal
land, representing the Iraqi people in the north of Iraq. This technique creates opposition
between the two ethnic groups in accordance with the narration of Al Alam. The Iraqi
flag is raised and another one, representing Shia militia, is attached to the front of the
tank suggesting victory. The red flag, which belongs to Liwa Abu Al Fadhal Al Abbas
brigade militia’s flag, may signify the role of Shia militias in fighting terrorism and that
the Iraqi government is not alone. The foregrounded terrain is highlighted, perhaps
representing the Iraqi government’s positive action and progress. Tonal contrast and
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focus may also signify opposition between the two ethnic groups. The image is
horizontally divided into two zones. The Iraqi tank and the flag straddle both zones, the
ideal and real. By contrast, the backgrounded diminished land occupies the ground level,
which as usual suggests the Iraqi common people in the north are the affected participants
of terrorism.
In comparison, in Al Jazeera report (R.8), the Iraqi Humvee is attributed the
symbolic feature of failure through being diverted onto the byway, enforced by the HS
‘Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit’. The Iraqi soldiers are similarly
portrayed through association with the symbolic value of Humvee. The side view of the
Humvee and the back view of the soldiers suggest detachment from the participants as
‘not from us’. The affected participant of the action of traps of the out-group is the Iraqi
Humvees, representing the Iraqi forces, which are standing on the byway. This perhaps
indicates their position as being trapped and consequently their failure in the battle. The
soldiers: two are talking while the door is opened, the other is standing on the top looking
at the audience with black shadow covering his face and another soldier is sitting on
another Humvee looking at a lorry with an opened door. The scene does not indicate
engagement in fighting or readiness to fight. The Iraqi flag, though on the top of the
Humvees, is not completely raised which may symbolize the status of the Iraqi
government in the battle, as still struggling in the fight against ISIL.
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6.4.8. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Nine
Al alam (R.9) (May 17, 2015): ISIS Withdraw from Gov't
Compound in Ramadi: Mayor

Al Jazeera (R.9) (May 18, 2015): ISIL seizes control of
Iraq's Ramadi

Image of Al Alam (R.9) and Al Jazeera (R.9)

Al Alam (R.9) is an offer image because there is no eye contact between the
participants and viewers. It serves to introduce information. Both participants are in
fighting posture to suggest their action as defending the nation. Their casual clothes
suggest their identity as being from the common people. They occupy both sides of the
image; the left and the right. That is, the given and the new information, which
symbolizes that they are fighting together against ISIL. The figure on the left is smaller
in size and the colours of his casual clothes are blended with the terrain, which may
symbolize Sunni’s role in the fight. The foregrounded figure on the right is given more
importance by size, tonal contrast and focus, which may emphasize the in-group positive
representation and role in the fight against ISIL. In accordance with constant narration
of Al Alam and the text ‘volunteers of the Popular Mobilization Units and the tribes’, so
they represent both ethnic groups fighting against ISIL. The greenery of the land in front
of them and the clarity of the sky indicate victory.
The only participants in the offer image of Al Jazeera (R.9) are the ISIL soldiers,
as implied by the headline and the black colour of their costumes. They are viewed from
the side and in medium shot as a generic group. The out-group soldiers are close to the
building, which may indicate their victory. Their present progress is given more emphasis
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than the past, which is symbolised by tonal contrast and focus. The place looks empty,
which may indicate the escape of the Iraqi soldiers, as an emphasised repetitive imagery
in the narration of Al Jazeera (see S1, S4).

6.4.9. Critical Visual Analysis of Reports Ten
Al Alam (R.10) (17 June 2015): Iraqi Airstrikes Kill over 30
ISIS Terrorists

Image of Al Alam (R.10) and Al Jazeera (R.10)

Al Jazeera (R.10) (03 June 2015): Dozens die in air strikes
on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah

The US military says coalition forces have conducted 18 air
strikes targeting ISIL in 10 Iraqi cities since Tuesday [AP

In Al Alam image (R.10), according to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), the back
view of the people perhaps suggests deep detachment from the participants mixed with
deep desire to distance the represented participants from ‘our’ world. Black costumes of
the participants indicate that they are ISIL members. They are turning their back, walking
away from the viewers on the path, which may be to signify that withdrawing and losing
the battle is the ultimate end of ISIL. In this interpretation, they are in the earth horizon,
which may signify that the action represents a fact that should be taken for granted by
viewers. The middle size of the photo can suggest their generic identity. Placing the
figures, withdrawing represented by the back view, on the left, as given, and on the right,
as new information is visual communication of the editor’s belief that ISIL is the loser
despite its strength, which is a constant imagery in the narration of Al Alam.
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In Al Jazeera image (R.10), the back view and side view of the US jets may suggest
that these jets are not ‘ours’, mixed with the editor’s complex feeling against the air
strikes. It is a dynamic and a static symbolic image at the same time. The sky zone
expresses the dynamic view of the discourse. The earth zone, on the other hand, illustrates
the symbolic suggestive process of the action, as the jets are the only participant in the
image. The jets in the sky zone, are on the left and the right, represent the action ‘attack’
(the material process) the civilians (the affected participant). In the earth zone, the
airplanes are on the right, representing the new information that the US jets are
conducting airstrikes against ISIL, which contrasts the given information, that is
represented by the empty black space on the left of the jets, suggesting that the actions
carried out by the envoy are undesirable as they killed ‘dozens’ people. The imbalance
in space portrayed in the picture may suggest the irrationality of the action according to
the editor’s point of view. The colours of the background are blended all together into a
hazy blue; in a way it increases contrast between the jets and the water. The blurring of
the details, and hence the dark colour of the water lends the image its symbolic value,
that results in a contrast between the aims and results of the assault, which are negative.
In this way, the carrier, the US airstrikes, is provided with symbolic suggestive meaning
of negativity by rendering the airstrikes as a negative action, because it kills the citizens.
The same contrast is present between the headline and the caption of the image.
Consequently, the out-group and their action are placed in a negative light.
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6.5.

Conclusion
Though there is an overlap in the categorization of the data in terms of CDA

strategies, as the same lexical item(s) can be classified under more than one technique,
the analysis still unveils the exploitation of language to translate the ideologies of the
institutions. Examples of overlap are: ‘stop’ which can be classified as a material process
and a presupposition, ‘killing’ can be a material process and nominalisation, ‘are trapped’
can be a material process plus passivisation, ‘despite widespread allegations of
discrimination’ is a presupposition, but each of the lexical items within this subordinate
clause has a different independent function, placing it under another strategy and ‘an Iraqi
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parliamentarian’ that can be an anonymisation, actor and functionalisation at the same
time. This notice may be of help for CDA analysts, as the approach is still in progress.
The data of the research has played a key role in deciding which CDA techniques
should be applied in this study. Take for example, modality. This is rarely used in the
news reports, therefore it was not identified as one of the techniques of the ideological
square. That is, the reporters use non-modal language -- declarative sentences,
commands, negation -- but not obligation or possibility. This means that there is no
speculation or room for possibility in their representation of events as determined by their
view of the conflicting groups and the conflict.
Textually, the application of CDA techniques to the data has been successful in
unveiling the ideologies embedded within the texts, showing the impact of intertextuality,
hegemony and interdiscursivity on readers. That is, the analysis has shown the conscious
and possible reproduction of the ideology by media institutions, and their probable
interpretation by consumers. Reading one of these discourses can easily influence
readers’ emotions, attitudes and reactions, as the language reproduces unequal relations
of power, imposing new identity and culture. Consequently, division and violence can
consciously or unconsciously be sustained.
The analysis has shown that visual discourse contributes to the textual
representation of the conflicting groups and the conflict, creating new power relations
between them. The semiotic resources examined in the analysis are all proven to be
ideologically used, communicating the beliefs of the institutions that own these websites.
Functioning as a point of departure, images can control the interpretation of viewers
towards a certain orientation, preparing consumers to accept the new culture introduced
by media, that is of opposition, division instead of the ideas of unity inherent in the
concept of the national identity. Semiotic resources are used to promote and enhance the
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persuasive message communicated by textual discourse. For Al Alam (R.1, 3, 5, 9 and
10), using collectivisation within the given and new information value, repeats the same
message that Sunni people must cooperate with Shia in the fight against ISIL. By contrast,
Al Jazeera employs individualisation, functioning as given and new information, to
counter the idea of cooperation between Sunni and Shia people as in (R4 and 6). Semiotic
resources can activate polarization between ethnic groups through the exclusion of the
out-group, as in the Al Alam images (R.4 and 7), emphasising the manipulation of the ingroup as the only source of authority as in Al Alam (R.8), absenting the out-group.
Similarly, Al Jazeera (R9) acknowledges only the existence of the ISIL group,
communicating the same discourse that Mosul’s dam is controlled by ISIL in (R3),
employing objectification. In such instances, visual discourse is more ideologically
inflected than textual discourse as it can convey information that is not stated openly in
the texts (see images of Al Alam (R.4, 7 and 8) and of Al Jazeera (R. 6 and 9), by imaging
opposition between the two conflicting groups. Al Alam employs the house wreckage as
an indirect message that it symbolizes the end of the people who join ISIL. Similarly, Al
Jazeera uses car wreckage to convey the message that this is the ultimate end of those
who join the Iraqi government. Al Jazeera makes use of objectification, as in (R. 4, and
10), to resist the cooperation of the US with the Iraqi forces. In Al Jazeera (R.8), the
Humvee as a static image is also used to report the Iraqi forces’ failure in the fight against
ISIL, is an example of objectification. Concerning distance, the common Iraqi people in
the north of Iraq, represented by their houses, are diminished in most of the data, depicted
by a long shot, by Al Alam that emotionally portrays them as the affected participant of
the rebels’ action. A close-up shot is used by Al Jazeera to symbolize Nouri’s
responsibility for Mosul’s fall. Gaze, specifically as a demand image, is implemented by
Al Alam to call viewers to stand against ISIL and the rebels. By comparison, an offer
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image is employed by Al Jazeera to resist and distance Sunni people’s engagement in the
fight against ISIL. In Al Alam (R.3) and Al Jazeera (R.9), tonal contrast is used to create
a temporal setting. Camera angles, with a front view to express inclusion, an oblique view
to indicate exclusion, and a back view to communicate mixed complex feelings towards
the represented participants, are similarly used by both websites. The application to the
visual data of CDA techniques of analysis as developed by Kress and Van Leeuwen
(1996), has proven useful in identifying the ideological contribution of the two websites
to the sectarian discourse that sustains opposition between the conflicting groups in Iraq.
Furthermore, some of the images have no caption which deviates from the normal
conventions of reporting news. This can be ideologically interpreted, as it gives rise to
the question ‘why?’.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
1.1.

Introduction
This chapter is an overview of the results of the study and the discussion of these

results in terms of similarities and differences. It also includes a conclusion to the study,
covering the significance of the study and making recommendations.

7.2. Results
The application of the ideological square (see Chapter Four) to the selected news
reports has proven useful for the analysis of lexicalisation, naming, nominalisation,
evidentiality and transitivity; however, the analysis of passivisation and presupposition
proved to be a more demanding task, as these techniques can communicate the embedded
ideologies with an appearance of neutrality, and it was not easy to deconstruct the
ideological discourse. Therefore, further research into the political and social contexts,
as well as members’ resources (MR) are also included in the analysis presented in this
chapter.
One of the important premises which has been confirmed in this study is the idea of
using image as a powerful persuasive tool to covey the ideology of the institution in order
to emotionally affect the reader’s views and attitudes. Visual CDA has proven to be a
very useful tool and the selected discursive visual techniques used for analysing the
images have shown evidence of their ability to represent the ideology of both groups of
the conflict and their actions in certain lights.
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This study shows how media institutions are heavily reliant on pathos for their
ability to persuade readers of their points of view. That is, the information presented is
less factually oriented and more dependent on this tactic of persuasion for emotional
manipulation and orientation towards the institution’s ideology.
The conflict is extremely complicated and cannot be explained with reference to
one point of view only, as the news sites aim to represent. The point of the CDA analysis
is to guide readers into reading critically of single interpretation and its ideological
underpinnings, and seek to evaluate the information with reference to the broader
contexts of the conflict and the demands of the nation that are being overlooked or even
destroyed in the conflict (universal aims like Human rights, welfare, economic health,
wellbeing of subjects, community cohesion, nation building and identity, allegiances
with neighbours etc)
News sites articles, in my opinion, provide excellent evidence of Iran’s and Saudi
Arabia’s role in inculcating and sustaining schism and violence because analysis of these
articles can reveal the tensions of this conflict and its dynamics. Through the application
of CDA to the data, the ideological component, which is discursively disguised in various
ways, is exposed to readers. The political preferences of these two sites can be traced
back to the influence of the institutions that own them, Iran and Saudi Arabia.
The developments of these phenomena, sectarianism and Daesh, are discursively
portrayed in the news discourses of these websites, which is unveiled by the application
of CDA techniques in this study. Thus, ultimately, I would like to use the practice of
CDA, which I outlined in this thesis, as part of a teaching guide for students at the
university level can help them challenge the effects of media. I also think of introducing
students to discourses that advocate the acceptance of people of the other side and suggest
that this may lead to compromise as, according to CDA, such discourses can shape all
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who wish to learn or be better informed a greater awareness who can overcome such
issues without being pushed in the opposite direction. According to my belief people can
subjectively influence each other by communicating and exchanging ideas, these
conscious students can affect more people among their families, relatives, friends and
communities. That is, one of the long-term goals, this research hopes to achieve by
analysing the present-day situations in so far, as they are represented in discourse, is to
help create better future for the next generation. I am hoping to present a way of
challenging media discourse as an ideological vehicle that can sustain schism and
violence. Understanding the relation between language, power and ideology is the
solution to mitigate fundamental forces like Daesh. Knowing the long term, indirect and
direct causes of sectarianism, the fertile ground for Daesh’s growth, can help in
challenging its power.

7.3. Discussion of the Results
The application of the CDA discursive techniques, and the device of the ideological
square, i.e. the positive and negative representation of the two groups of the conflict and
their actions, reveal how ideology is constructed textually. The analysis reveals that, in
most instances, Al Alam and Al Jazeera news sites use discourse ideologically to
represent differently the same events. according to their own ideologies of for or against
nationalism/ caliphate; but in other instances, they draw on different sources of
information, producing diverse representations of identical incidents. Tuchman (1978)
claims that news organisations, as social institutions, belong to or represent other
powerful institutions, along with governments and politicians, and aim to serve the
interests of those institutions. They write news stories with the interests of these powerful
institutions and their audiences’ taken into consideration. Therefore, the conflict is
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portrayed according to the interpretations of those institutions’ resources and beliefs, as
reliable and effective communicative sources of media institution – whereas in fact
examining how the news is constructed – often as second hand and from witnesses whose
reliability is not assured – this is not the case. Moreover, as the situation in Iraq, at the
time of reporting, was very dangerous, and there were death threats against journalists
specifically, the news can only be angled according to the institutions’ viewpoints rathr
than attempting to correct or change them. In reality news crews could not enter areas of
conflict in 2014, hence they wrote and presented their reports from the safety of Baghdad.
This reinforces the sense of bias and inaccuracy that the CDA analysis also reveals.

The following is a list of the differences between the discourses of the two sites in
the opposed groups’ representation of the conflict:
1. Al Alam represents ISIL as a separate identity from the Sunni rebels though as
cooperating with them in some occasions, such as: ‘The ISIL-linked Internet page’
(R2, S2), Sunni tribes (R5, S6), ‘ISIS fighters’ (R7, S3), ‘more than 200 men,
women and children from the Sunni Al Bu Nimr tribe in the western Anbar
province’ (R7, S13), and ‘ISIS militants’ (R7, S10). Furthermore, the rebels are
presented differently from the Sunni common people identified as ‘local citizens’
(R3, S5). For Al Jazeera, by contrast, ISIL, the rebels and the common people, are
presented as one entity that works against the Iraqi government.
2.

Al Alam news asserts that the Iraqi government does not discriminate among the
various ethnic groups within the Iraqi nation and thus it is working hard to protect
them. Al Jazeera asserts that the Iraqi government discriminates among the ethnic
groups and is responsible for the schism between and among the ethnic groups
that led to violence.
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3. According to Al Alam, the Iraqi government is always reasonable and right, but
it cannot win the war without the help of Sunni people. Sunni tribes are sometimes
praised and encouraged to join the government in the fight against ISIL. By
contrast, Al Jazeera portrays the government as weak, and hence the Iraqi army is
always fleeing the battle. For Al Jazeera, the Sunni people will not join the
government.
4. In the Al Alam narration, ISIL is always presented as the loser, though sometimes
there are acknowledgements that the organisation may be very strong. By contrast,
ISIL is always the winner in the Al Jazeera narration, and any setbacks are
minimised.
5.

The Shia militia’s role in the defence of the Sunni group is always a major feature,
both in textual and visual modes of Al Alam’s reports. For Al Jazeera, the Shia
militias are not welcomed, and they are considered as part of an Iranian invasion.

6. Al Alam states that the Sunni people have learned the lesson and would like to
join the government to fight against ISIL. For Al Jazeera, the Sunni people have
a legal issue to rebel that justifies their joining ISIL, and are determined not to
join the Iraqi government, as they are enemies.
7. Al Alam introduced the action of the out-group as illegitimate and unjustified. No
explanation of the causes of the uprising is presented except in terms of rebellion
and terrorism. The moral norms to condemn terrorism is a characteristic of the Al
Alam narrative. The ISIL conflict is represented as a case of moral consensus by
Al Alam that leads to the condemnation and delegitimization of their action. By
comparison, ISIL is always institutionalised in Al Jazeera narration; this provides
the group with the legitimacy that the out-group -- the Iraqi government -- is
deprived of. This is evident in the representation of ISIL as a state and the rebels
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as fighters; therefore, their action against the out-group, is institutionalised and
presented as a legal military action. On the other hand, since the out-group, -- Iraqi
government -- lacks the same strength as the organisation, the actions they enact
against ISIL cannot be presented as legal counter actions; instead they are
represented as aggression against ISIL by Al Jazeera.
The analysis has shown many similarities between the two sites in terms of CDA
techniques, for example:
1. The two groups of the conflict are always represented as warring sides with unequal
power and rights. The in-group is always the winner and their actions are legalized.
By contrast, the out-group is always the loser and their actions are delegitimated.
Consequently, readers may assume that the in-group in each case is the winner. This
can result in an inaccurate and superficial understanding of the conflict.
2. The lack of an accurate interpretation of the contexts of the conflict creates vagueness
for an uninformed readership. Contextualisation provides reports with meaning about
the binaries of information representation. On the other hand, incidents of the conflict
are communicated in terms of winner and loser, weak and strong, good and bad, and
condemnation without introducing evidence or logical explanations of the causes.
None of the reports explains the underlying issues that affect the conflict.
3. An inaccurate description of the outcomes of the battle, i.e. no exact numbers of
victims on both sides or of material damage, is given by the news reports. This is
indicated by the use of lexical aggregation, such as ‘dozens’, ‘more’, ‘some’, and
others. This can be attributed to the fact that these sites depend on evaluation of the
events, drawn from their ideologies, not on facts. This can partly be due to difficulty
in entering the battle area at the time of reporting.
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4. The way language is used reflects some traces of the historical and political contexts
of the conflict on the reportage and the ideological discourse of sectarianism of both
news sites. This can be seen in the differences in status reflected by naming. The ingroup is given authority and honorifics, whereas the out-group is negatively labelled.
5. News stories do not relate events on a realistic temporal axis. Circumstances are
mingled with presuppositions to position readers in a certain situation by framing a
new context, as in Al Alam (R2, S1): ‘as the so-called Islamic state of Iraq and the
Levant terrorists continue their crimes against the Iraqi nation’ and Al Jazeera (R10,
HS) ‘in airstrikes on ISIL in Iraq’s Hawijah’
6. Details of events are often quoted from anonymous or in-group sources in both sites
which can explain the internal consistency of the narration of each news site.
However, there are some references to the out-group which condemn this group out
of their own mouths. Some well-known international organisations are also used to
provide evidentiality to the texts. At the level of transitivity structures, both sites
present agency, causality and responsibility clearly when representing the out-group.
However, to mitigate responsibility for the in-group, agency, causality and
responsibility are not made clear in the report. Al Jazeera’s use of transitivity to report
ISIL action is more complicated. Al Jazeera often uses transitivity constructions that
mitigate ISIL responsibility for negative action, such as agent deletion by means of
nominalisations or agentless passives, or substitution of a human agent with
inanimate objects like ‘photos’. On the other hand, Al Alam tends to present ISIL
responsibility more clearly. It often tries to mitigate or conceal government
responsibility by giving justification that ISIL is strong in the same degree as Al
Jazeera mitigates ISIL, and Sunni are the main key to win the battle against ISIL. Al
Alam consistently presents ISIL as responsible for violence against the Sunni very
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clearly. The ISIL group is always presented as acting violently against the Sunni
common people who are in turn represented as its victims.
7. In terms of lexicalisation, Al Alam and Al Jazeera news present both sides of the
conflict using a limited number of roles. The ISIL group is highly institutionalised,
and its members are presented as military personnel and officials. The image of ISIL
is prominent in the reports of Al Jazeera; however, this image is hardly present in Al
Alam. In terms of presenting ISIL, the most prominent images of the group in Al
Alam news reporting are militant ones. These images are clear in most of the reports
analysed. Al Jazeera presents the official image most prominently, but militants are
often represented using more neutral terms like ‘fighters’ and ‘tribal leaders’.
Moreover, Al Jazeera highlights the civilian status of ISIL and presents it clearly in
most of the reports; however, this civilian status is almost absent from Al Alam
reports, because they want to delegitimate them. Lexis is used ideologically by both
news sites for positively or negatively evaluating the members of certain groups and
for legitimising or delegitimising their actions.

7.4.

Conclusion
The media representation of the conflict in Iraq has resulted in certain stereotypical

images of Muslims in general and Iraqis in particular. Both are portrayed in terms of
sectarianism, extremism, terrorism, and racism. They cannot compromise with each
other, live with each other in the same country, nor accept the norms of decent behaviour.
Sectarianism has proven to be an indispensable ideological weapon, employed by
the extremists, ISIL, an organisation which casts itself as the most successful power in
the world. Take for example, the group’s devolution to other potentially terrorist sites in
places with a history of violence like Sri Lanka, after being chased out of the middle East.
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The critical examination of the representation of the conflict in the Middle East online
news sites, with different orientations, reveals that news reporting of the conflict in Iraq
does not provide an objective, unbiased account of events. With reference to the
representation in the news sites covering one year of the conflict, it can be inferred that
their reporting practices have led to the reduction of a very complex conflict to a mere
military confrontation between the Shia and Sunni groups. The legitimation and
mitigation of ISIL action against the Iraqi people will only result in its persistence, while
reporting it openly and bravely may lead to encouraging rebels to change policies towards
the government and hopefully lead to peace between both sides.
It is worth mentioning that neglect of the humanitarian aspect of the conflict causes
significant changes in attitudes both in the media and in public perceptions of the conflict,
the conflicting groups, and the manner their being reported. The international coverage
of the ongoing devastating wars in Yemen is another example which has a similar cast of
outside/sectarian manipulators. It has received more humanitarian attention recently, after
Jamal Khashoggi’s murder, which has turned the spotlight onto a Saudi-led war, aided by
American-supplied bombs and intelligence (Walsh, 2018). These changes have been one
outcome of the recent media coverage of the conflict. The ideologically dominated
perceptions of the media institutions concerning the reporting of terrorism globally have
alerted both the public and the media to negative aspects of stereotypes ‘Muslims’
identity, specifically that of Iraqi people, that they are factional, negative politically. The
media in different parts of the world are very critical of Islam and sectarianism.
Consequently, media representations and reproduction maintain and reproduce the
construction of the present cultural conceptions of the conflict and the conflicting groups.
They textually and visually impose new fragmented political culture on their audience,
by creating an alienated identity, situated within unequal relations of power.
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7.5. Recommendations
This study demonstrates and confirms aspects of ideological discourse in the
communication of news conflict published in English and online in Al Jazeera and Al
Alam news sites. Thus, I recommend further research be undertaken to investigate media
and its role in the promotion of peace or conflict, hoping that the media can contribute to
the enlightenment of peoples in different cultures and the achievement of compromise
among people from all ethnicities. These studies might investigate the discourse of the
conflict and terrorism in an attempt to change the current discursive practises in the
communication of news conflict that promotes violence and schism. Similarly, studies
could be undertaken that scrutinize the discourse that maintains and naturalises the
unequal relations of power between conflicting groups, in order to replace them with
practices that promote reconciliation. For example, studies may investigate:
1. The ideological representations of the conflict in Al Jazeera and Al Alam, comparing
Arabic and English coverage.
2. Media representations of the conflict in You tube, a semiotic study.
3. The difference of Al Jazeera narration of the conflict in Iraq before and after discord
with Saudi Arabia.
4. Is there a difference between Al Jazeera or Al Alam narration, comparing online and
print versions?
5. Does online news follow the same inverted pyramid structure of print news?
6. Why were a high percentage of ISIL members from Europe?
7. Do Iraqi (specifically young) rely on textual or visual communication of news?
8. Do images in the Middle East news follow the centralized or the left-right or the idealreal pattern in presenting news?
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9. Ethical consideration of the use of violent textual and visual communication in news
and their impact on social health, in particular, on young people.

7.6. Significance of the Study
Although many studies have been conducted in the fields of ideology and news
discourse, comparatively few so far have attempted to investigate the impact of the
Middle Eastern media, specifically in English and online news reports, on the conflict in
Iraq. This study represents a contribution to a growing body of research about the
discourse of the sectarian conflict in Iraq, which gave birth to ISIL. The sectarian conflict
is sweeping the Middle East nowadays, as in Yemen, Syria and Saudi Arabia. This study
applies a hybrid version of CDA to an interesting and challenging corpus that deals with
an important issue that affects peace in the Middle East and in the world at large. It shows
that representations of the conflict are ideological and that they reproduce the structure
of power relations between both groups of the conflict. It also indicates that news
reporting of the conflict is not a process of communicating factual information. The
analysis shows that the conflicting groups and their actions are represented differently
and that some of the differences are ideologically motivated. These biased reproductions
of the conflict and its events can impact public opinion giving the public an uncritical
perspective. The conflicting groups are represented in a limited and fixed set of roles that
consist of mutually used stereotypes.
This research addressed one of the most important topics of the current era, ISIL
reportage by online news sites. ISIL which was born in the fertile ground of sectarianism,
has been used by extremists to promote their agenda. This study sheds lights on how the
news media are affected by the perceptions of their institutions, recklessly
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underestimating how reporting news represents terrorism ‘online’, which is one of the
most attractive outlets to young people who are vulnerable to radicalisation.
This study is undoubtedly one of only a few qualitative research explorations of
sectarianism in Iraq, applying CDA while bridging the disciplines of history, religion,
culture, political science, mass communication and education. Furthermore, visual
analysis as an essential part of communicating news, has never to my knowledge
previously been studied as a component of CDA multimodality in the realm of
sectarianism and terrorism in the Middle East.
An intended outcome of this work is to use the findings and techniques to contribute
to improving English Language Education (EFL) classroom education at the university
of Babylon/Iraq by encouraging critical language awareness and critical thinking skills
through teaching news discourse, textual and visual, for the first time. It aims to create
visual and language awareness in Iraqi EFL learners and to create awareness of evaluating
reporting about sectarianism and terrorism that might help discourage further violence.
Communicative competence can be improved by introducing discussion groups and team
work in classroom through the introduction of contentious topics, textual and visual, in
news and encouraging students to analyse and discuss them critically.
Wodak (2011), says that the results of CDA studies can be applied to solve certain
social problems (2009) by applying language reflectively (2011) - with this in mind I
believe that CDA is a vital first step to help expose the evils of sectarianism and seek to
establish a discourse based on principles of unification, reconciliations and community
cohesion. Therefore, the study offers practical contributions and identifies best practices
to Iraqi EFL learners post-conflict as they consume, interpret, and disseminate news.
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7.7.

Implementation of the Study in EFL Classroom, Education
‘There is a growing body of literature pointing to the role of education in post-

conflict recovery as a means to help successive generations understand and cope with
(violent/ political) events that took place within their own society’ (Smith & Ellison
2016). Quoted in Smith et al., 2016, P.89). ‘Education is valued by many as a means of
social mobility’ (Mitchell, et al. ,2015, p.197). As national identity is discursively
constructed, inclusion of education into shaping ‘future citizens’, respecting cultural and

ethnic diversity by encouraging national unity and peacebuilding, in terms of changing
individual values, attitudes and behaviours, can promote peace and social cohesion.
In the Iraqi context of diversity, awareness created by introducing CDA into Iraqi
EFL classroom, investigating the current conflict within its historical and current sociopolitical contexts for injustices, is a process of reconciliation through education. Thus
‘objective’ teachings about different ideological media discourses of the present,
connecting it to the past and the future of Iraq is a processes of integration education
system into reconciliation, building national identity.
The development of critical thinking skills and language awareness for
peacebuilding by analysis of news discourse on peace and conflict, has proved effective
in resisting violent behaviour and extremist reactions. ‘Peace education is demonstrating
an ability to change perspectives on violence and weapons’ (Aubrey et al., 2016, p.9).
Aware citizens can resist discourse of armed groups, either by using social media or by
family connections. Developing a democratic way of understanding the conflict from two
conflicting points of view, and achieving a more balanced account of the causes and
results, can help in managing conflict, and solving problems critically. Introducing team
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work and discussion groups into classroom can encourage students to respect each other’s
differences and points of view. The inversion of the ideological square, as a critical
technique to create national identity, introducing positive discourse, focusing on the
positive actions of the out-group and deemphasising their negative actions, can be
effective in resisting the negative discourse that sustains division.
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Appendices
APPENDIX (A)
Reports of Al Alam news sites
Report (1): Al Alam (JUNE 10, 2014).
Headline ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’

1. An Iraqi parliamentarian says Saudi Arabia, Turkish intelligence and former Iraqi vice
president Tariq al-Hashimi are behind the deadly turmoil Iraq is facing these days.
2. A state of emergency was declared in Iraq by Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki on
Tuesday after radical militants from the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and Levant
attacked and occupied the oil-rich city of Mosul.
3. Adnan Siraj told Al Alam that declaring the emergency state was ‘inevitable’
considering the dire security condition.
4. The Iraqi MP praised government’s attempts in combating terrorism and said the results
were desirable because Iraqi people and international community trusted in the
government.
5. He further criticized Iraqi parliament speaker Osama al-Nujaifi for ‘downplaying role
of the national army and their sacrifices in combating terrorism.’
6. Siraj blamed Saudi and Turkish intelligence networks of cooperating with al-Hashimi
for charging the crisis
7. Iraqi police and army forces abandoned their posts in Mosul after militants overran the
provincial government headquarters and other key buildings.
8. Iraq has been grappling with its worst surge in violence since the sectarian bloodletting
of 2006 and 2007.
9. ISIL insurgents and their allies remain in control of Fallujah and other parts of Anbar
province, which neighbors Ninevah province and like it shares a long and loosely
controlled border with Syria.
10. The militants have also managed to launch frequent coordinated attacks in the capital,
Baghdad, and in other parts of the country.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (2): Al Alam (JULY 13, 2014).
Headline: Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit
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1. New photos have surfaced online showing the mass execution of dozens of civilians
in northern Iraq as the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) terrorists
continue their crimes against the Iraqi nation.
2. A pro-ISIL group that posted the pictures on the Internet said the executions had been
carried out in the town of Tikrit situated northwest of the capital Baghdad last
Monday.
3. The ISIL-linked Internet page also claimed that those executed had volunteered to
join the Iraqi army in its battle against the ISIL Takfiri terrorists.
4. Iraqi officials have not made any comments on the newly-released photos so far.
5. In late June, Human Rights Watch (HRW) said the ISIL Takfiris executed between
160 and 190 people in at least two locations in Tikirit between June 11 and June 14.
6. The ISIL had claimed to have killed 1,700 soldiers in the Iraqi city.
7. HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert said the ISIL ‘is committing mass
murder, and advertising it as well,’ warning the extremist militants that ‘the eyes of
Iraqis and the world are watching.’
8. Over the past weeks, heavy clashes have been underway between Iraqi armed forces
and the ISIL terrorists, who have seized control of large swathes of the country and
threatened to take the battle to Baghdad.
9. The terrorists have claimed the formation of a so-called Islamic caliphate or state and
declared the terrorist group’s leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi as ‘the caliph’ and ‘leader
of Muslims everywhere.’
10. This is while many Sunni and Shia leaders worldwide have condemned the ISIL antiIslam acts including murder and rape.
11. More than one million Iraqis have fled their homes over the past month as the ISIL
terrorists seized Mosul, Tikrit and other cities in the northwest areas.
12. Despite the atrocities have been carried out by the terrorists, more than 2 million Iraqis
volunteered to fight against the Takfiri militants in northern and western parts of the
war-torn country.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (3): Al Alam (AUGUST 3, 2014).
Headline: Iraqi army makes fresh advances in fight against ISIL
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1. Iraqi army forces backed by thousands of volunteers have pushed ahead with their
campaign against Takfiri ISIL militants in several areas of the country, inflicting
losses on the terrorists.
2. On Saturday, the Iraqi military successfully thwarted a militant attack on the Baiji oil
refinery, located 180 kilometers (112 miles) north of the capital, Baghdad, following
heavy clashes with ISIL terrorists near the facility, Press TV reported.
3. Baiji refinery is Iraq’s largest and produces a third of Iraq’s oil output.
4. It has been the scene of a week of fighting between Iraqi forces and Takfiri militants.
5. The ISIL transferred its wounded members to the Baiji hospital, where local citizens
were forced to donate blood to the injured militants.
6. Moreover, the Iraqi army has confirmed that 127 militants were killed following
airstrikes in the provinces of Salaheddin, Nineveh and al-Anbar.
7. The slain militants were purportedly using tanks, armored vehicles and weapons
seized last months from Iraqi military posts.
8. ‘It is obvious that the (Iraqi) army is now advancing. We all know that the militants
are strong and very well-equipped, therefore, fighting them needs a lot of effort,’
Jasim al-Moussawi, a political analyst, told Press TV.
9. The ISIL Takfiri militants took control of the city of Mosul on June 10, vowing to
continue their raid towards Baghdad.
10. Soldiers of the Iraqi army have been engaged in heavy fighting with the militants on
different fronts and have so far been able to push back militants in several areas.
Report (4): Al Alam (AUGUST 31, 2014).
Headline: Iraqi forces liberate ISIL-besieged Iraqi Shia town

Iraqi military forces along with volunteer militiamen have broken a six-week siege of
northern Shia Turkmen town of Amerli by Takfiri ISIL terrorists and have liberated
the entire area.
2. Iraq’s Army spokesman Lt. Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi announced that the operation
to recapture Amerli began at dawn Sunday and the forces entered the town shortly
after midday.
3. Speaking in a televised briefing, Moussawi said the forces suffered ‘some causalities’
but did not immediately elaborate on a specific number.
4. He further noted that the fighting was ‘still ongoing to clear the surrounding villages.’
1.
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Breaking the siege of Amerli, he said, was a ‘major achievement and an important
victory’ for all involved: the Iraqi army, elite troops, Kurdish fighters and Shia
volunteer militiamen.
Meanwhile, Turkmen lawmaker Fawzi Akram al-Tarzi said the Iraqi forces entered
the town from two directions and were distributing aid to the residents.
Nearly 15,000 Shia Turkmens were stranded in the farming community, about 170
kilometers north of Baghdad.
However, the town’s Shia Turkmen community did not abandon their town in the face
of ISIL’s terrorist rampage across northern Iraq.
Instead they remained in the area and fortified their town with trenches and armed
positions.
Residents succeeded in fending off the initial attack in June, but Amerli has been
surrounded by the Takfiri terrorists since mid-July.
Many residents said the Iraqi military's efforts to fly in food, water and other aid had
not been enough, as they endured the oppressive August heat with virtually no
electricity or running water.
Nihad al-Bayati, who had taken up arms with fellow residents to defend the town,
said some army units had already entered while the Shia militiamen were stationed in
the outskirts.
He said residents had fired into the air to celebrate the arrival of the troops.
Meanwhile, Iraq’s state TV network stopped regular programing and began airing
patriotic songs following the victory announcement, praising the country's armed
forces.
Moreover, Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki congratulated the nation’s military
forces and militiamen as well as the heroic resistance of the Amerli population in
separate messages, according to Iraqi media outlets.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Report (5): Al Alam (OCTOBER 03, 2014).
Headline: Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya

1. When Islamic State fighters tried to storm the Tigris River town of Dhuluiya north
of Baghdad this week, they were repelled by a coalition of Sunni tribal fighters
inside the town and Shi'ites in its sister city Balad on the opposite bank, Reuters
reports.
2. Iraqi armed forces recaptured a riverside town of Dhuluiya, about 70 km north of
Baghdad on Friday, after persistent attacks by ISIL insurgents who control large
parts of northern Iraq.
3. The witnesses adding that celebrations had erupted in the town.
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4. Dhuluiya is part of a belt of Sunni Muslim towns north of Baghdad but in Dhuluiya
itself, the influential Sunni al Jubouri tribe has fought against the ISIL Terrorists, with
support from Shi'ite fighters in the predominantly Shi'ite town of Balad on the
opposite bank of the Tigris River.
5. Iraqi state television quoted the state minister for provincial affairs, Ahmed al Jubouri,
as saying that security forces, along with progovernment volunteers and the alJubouri
tribe had ‘liberated the town of Dhuluiya completely from terrorist gangs.’
6. The assault, which began late on Tuesday ran into Thursday, was one of several major
battles in recent days in which Sunni tribes joined Shiites progovernment forces
against the Terrorists , in what Baghdad hope is a sign of increasing cooperation
across sectarian lines to save the country.
7. In western Iraq, Sunni tribes have fought alongside government troops in ‘Hit’, which
was captured by Islamic State Terrorists on Thursday, and in Haditha, site of a
strategic dam on the Euphrates.
Report (6): Al Alam (DECEMBER 10, 2014).
Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS

1. Baghdad has transferred its first shipment of arms to the forces fighting the so-called
‘Islamic State of Iraq and Syria’ (ISIS) in the northern Iraqi province of Nineveh, in
preparation for a military offensive to liberate the city of Mosul, the Nineveh
Provincial Council announced on Tuesday.
2. In comments to Asharq Al-Awsat, Nineveh Provincial Council member Ghazwan
Hamed confirmed that more than 60 armored vehicles, in addition to shipments of
light and medium arms, had reached Erbil International Airport as part of preparations
for a push to recapture Iraq’s second city, which has been under ISIS control since
June.
3. ‘Preparations are underway for the operation to retake Mosul, particularly after Gen.
Riyad Jalal Tawfiq was appointed commander of Nineveh Operations Command by
Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi,’ he said.
4. Tawfiq is a prominent member of the Obeidi tribe and has served in a number of
senior positions within the Iraqi military, including command of Iraq’s ground forces.
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5. He is known to have a good relationship with Iraq’s Shi’ites and Kurds, who will also
participate in the military offensive to recapture Mosul.
6. ‘The first shipment of medium weapons which arrived at Erbil International airport
will be distributed to the forces that will participate in the liberation of Mosul.
7. The preparations are taking place in coordination with Peshmerga forces and the
approval of the Peshmerga Ministry,’ Hamed said.
8. The Nineveh Provincial Council member confirmed that Iraqi regular forces, Kurdish
Peshmerga forces, Nineveh police forces, and local tribal fighters will cooperate in an
upcoming campaign to recapture Mosul.
9. He added that Iraqi authorities have even drawn up security plans for Mosul following
the liberation of the city, with Mosul being split into different areas under the
protection of community-based forces.
10. ‘In addition to this, a National Guard force will be established comprised of local
forces which will be responsible for security and defending the people of Nineveh,’
Hamad told Asharq Al-Awsat.
11. The latest preparations came as Iraqi Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi appealed to US
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel for more military aid, saying that Iraq’s military has
recently made progress against ISIS but needs more air support and heavy weaponry
in order to prevail over the terrorist group.
12. Hagel flew to Baghdad on Tuesday to meet with senior Iraqi leaders and discuss the
latest developments in the fight against ISIS.
13. During his meeting with Hagel, Abadi said: ‘ISIS is on the descent at the moment.
Our forces are very much on the ground. But they need more air power and more
heavy weaponry.’
Report (7): Al Alam (27 March 2015).
Headline: Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a Symbol for Unity in Iraq

1. Sunni tribes played a key role in driving out al-Qaida in Iraq - a precursor to the
ISIS group - and are widely seen as the only force capable of securing the country's
northwest Sunni heartland.
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2. But the few Sunni tribes that have stood up to the ISIS group have paid a heavy
price.
3. When ISIS fighters reached Duluiyah in June, some 45 miles (75 kilometres) north
of Baghdad, they gave the Sunni al-Jabouri tribe an ultimatum: join us or die.
4. Many of Iraq's Sunnis have chosen the former, however reluctantly, but the alJabouri elected to fight, AP reports.
5. They had learned their lesson years earlier, when al-Qaida in Iraq recruited some of
the tribesmen to fight the government to turn on the tribe after suffering losses on
the battlefield, killing more than 300 al-Jabouri tribesmen.
6. This time around, the al-Jabouris allied with Iraqi troops and Shiite militiamen
against the ISIS group and drove out the extremists in December.
7. When the al-Jabouri revolted, the ISIS group laid siege to Duluiyah for six months
and blew up the only nearby bridge across the Tigris.
8. Many homes were destroyed, and those left standing are still pocked and blackened
from the fighting.
9. Some 200 al-Jabouris are now taking part in a major offensive in the nearby city of
Tikrit, and the government has held them up as an example for other Sunni tribes,
hoping to create a non-sectarian national guard.
10. When ISIS militants swept across Iraq last summer, many Sunnis initially greeted
them as liberators and cheered the retreat of the despised security forces.
11. The government hopes to somehow revive the Sahwa, or Awakening Councils Sunni tribes and militias who switched sides starting in 2006 and allied with the Iraq
government to drive out al-Qaida.
12. Sunnis also fear the brutal consequences of confronting the ISIS group.
13. In November, the extremists killed more than 200 men, women and children from
the Sunni Al Bu Nimr tribe in the western Anbar province, apparently viewing it as
a threat.
14. The mass killing, and grisly online pictures of bodies displayed in the streets, led the
remnants of the tribe to go into hiding, fearing the government could not protect
them.
15. The al-Jabouri say if the government helps them rebuild their community then the
tribesmen can help sew the country back together.
Al Alam report (8) Date : Mon Mar 30, 2015
Headline: Watch: Iraqi forces Closing to Tikrit, Killing 30 Terrorist
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1.At least 30 ISIS militants were killed on Sunday in clashes and airstrikes in the Iraqi
provinces of Salahudin and Anbar, security sources said.
2. In Salahudin province, the security forces backed by Iraqi aircraft continued their
battles to free the ISIS-held provincial capital city of Tikrit and made advance in the
southern and western districts of Shishin and Dyoum after overnight clashes with
the extremist militants.
3. Sporadic clashes and heavy bombardment on ISIS positions continued on the other
edges of the city, located some 170 km north of Baghdad, Xinhua cited a provincial
security source as saying.
4. A statement from the defence ministry said that the troops killed 26 ISIS militants in
the clashes and destroyed a heavy machine gun on the roof of a building, in addition
to blowing up a car bomb.
5. In Anbar province, airstrike hit a vehicle said to be booby-trapped with ISIS
militants inside in al-Houze area in the provincial capital city of Ramadi, some 110
km west of Baghdad, destroying the vehicle and killing its occupants, a provincial
security source said.
6. Separately, Iraqi helicopter gunships pounded a weapon warehouse in the militantseized city of Fallujah, some 50 km west of Baghdad, leaving four militants killed
and sparking huge explosions in the warehouse.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (9): Al Alam (May 17, 2015).
Headline: ISIS Withdraw from Gov't Compound in Ramadi: Mayor

1. ISIS Terrorist withdrew from the main government building in the Iraqi city of
Ramadi on Saturday, the mayor and a tribal leader said, a day after the terrorist group
raised its black flag over the building in the western provincial capital.
2. Air strikes forced the militants to retreat, leaving the buildings booby trapped or on
fire, the officials said, Reuters reports.
3. The Iraqi Ministry of Defense said on Sunday, the Air Force and the Iraqi army have
launched air strikes targeted sites of ISIS terrorist organization in different parts of
Anbar province.
4. According to a statement issued by the ministry, the regions are: alKarma, alRamadi,
Albu Ali Jassim and Albu Assaf also in Ramadi, indicating that the Army air force
has cut supplies in alJazzara and alBadiya areas ‘.
5. The statement described such strikes as ‘impressive’.
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6. The armed forces have foiled an attack of ISIS on alWafa subdistrict and made heavy
losses and forced it to take its dead and wounded toward al Mohammadi subdistrict
in Anbar, the statement added.
7. The statement said that the Ministry of Defense, Baghdad operations, federal police
and volunteers of the Popular Mobilization Units and the tribes and supported by the
Army Air Force continue to tighten the noose on ISIS in the center of alKarma
subdistrict.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (10): AL Alam (June 17, 2015)
Headline: Iraqi Airstrikes Kill over 30 ISIS Terrorists

1. Iraqi warplanes carried out several strikes against the ISIS positions in Salahuddin
province and claimed the lives of more than 30 terrorists, Al Alam TV reports.
2. A senior military source, preferring anonymity, said on Tuesday that at least 30
ISIS terrorists lost their lives after the Iraqi fighter jets pounded the town of alShirqat, about 250 kilometers (155 miles) North of the capital, Baghdad.
3. High-profile commanders of the Takfiri group were also killed in the strikes.
4. Earlier in the day, nine ISIS terrorists were killed and dozens of others sustained
serious injuries in a similar incidence in the city of Mosul.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reports of Al Jazeera news sites
Report (1): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 16, 2015).
Headline ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul’s fall to ISIL’
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1. Parliamentary report finds former PM and 35 officials responsible for army's loss
of city and says they should be tried.
2. An Iraqi parliamentary committee says that former prime minister Nouri al-Maliki
and other officials were to blame for allowing the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) to overrun Mosul last year, and has called for them to face trial.
3. The committee, which presented the conclusion of its investigation to parliament
speaker Salim al-Juburi on Sunday, implicated 36 officials in the loss of the
country's second city, sources in Juburi's office told Al Jazeera.
4. No one is above the law and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary will
punish those [responsible]. Salim al-Juburi, parliament speaker office told Al
Jazeera.
5. While various top commanders and political leaders have long been blamed for
ISIL’s takeover of the capital of Nineveh province, the investigative committee's
report is the first time they have been named officially.
6. The source said that Maliki’s naming came after the committee heard numerous
testimonies of military commanders who said that the former prime minister had
ordered the withdrawal of troops from military bases in Mosul.
7. Maliki was prime minister from 2006 until last year when he became vice
president, that position was abolished last week as part of reforms by the current
prime minister.
8. The inclusion of his name was a source of controversy on the committee, with his
Dawa party pushing for it to be left out.
9. Various former senior officials were also named in the report detailing the
committee's findings, which has not been publicly released.
10. An MP on the committee said the officials include defence minister Saadun alDulaimi, army chief of staff Babaker Zebari, his deputy Aboud Qanbar, ground
forces commander Ali Ghaidan, Nineveh operations command chief Mahdi alGharawi and the province's governor, Atheel al-Nujaifi.
11. Juburi said the findings will be sent to the prosecutor general for legal action.
12. ‘No one is above the law and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary will
punish those [responsible],’ Juburi said in a statement.
13 ISIL launched an offensive on June 9 last year, overrunning Mosul the next day
and then sweeping through large areas north and west of Baghdad.
14 Multiple Iraqi divisions collapsed during the initial assault in the north, in some
cases abandoning weapons and other equipment which ISIL then used to further
their drive.
15 Maliki is widely viewed as having exacerbated sectarian tensions between the
country's Shia majority and its Sunni minority.
16 Widespread discontent among Sunnis, who say they were marginalised and
targeted by Maliki's government, played a major role in aggravating the security
situation in Iraq, aiding the ISIL advances.
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17 Maliki is also accused of appointing commanders based on personal loyalty rather
than competence.
18 Courts-martial over Ramadi : Earlier on Sunday, Prime Minister Haider alAbadi's office announced that he had cleared the way for the military prosecution
of senior commanders responsible for another military collapse in Ramadi, a city
west of Baghdad.
19 ISIL seized Ramadi, the capital of Anbar province, in May, after government
forces had held out against the fighters there for more than a year.
20 ISIL seized Ramadi, the capital of Anbar province, in May
21 Abadi approved the ‘decisions of the investigative commission on the withdrawal
of the Anbar operations command and units attached to it from the city of
Ramadi,’ his office said in a statement.
22 Al Jazeera's Mohammed Jamjoom, reporting from Baghdad, said the statement
said that all military officials with the rank of officer or above, who left their
Ramadi posts without permission, will be court-martialed.
23 ‘What is not clear is when those courts-martial will happen, or if any of those
members of the military have already [faced proceedings],’ he said.
24 Abadi previously said that forces in Ramadi ‘had to resist, and if they had resisted,
we would not have lost Ramadi’.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (2): Al Jazeera (JUNE 16, 2014).
Headline: photos released of Iraq ‘mass execution’

1. ISIL-aligned source publishes photos on Twitter it says show scores of captured
government soldiers being shot dead.
2. The Twitter account where the pictures were posted was suspended hours later Sunni
rebels in Iraq have posted pictures on Twitter apparently showing their fighters killing
captured Shia soldiers.
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3. A Twitter account aligned with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL),
said the pictures show scores of captured Iraqi soldiers being killed.
4. The images, released at the weekend, show masked fighters loading the captives
on trucks before forcing them to lie face-down in a shallow ditch with their arms
tied behind their backs.
5. The final pictures show bodies soaked in blood after being shot.
6. A caption on one of the pictures suggested that the victims - believed to be security
personnel - were punished for fighting Sunnis.
7. The Twitter account where the pictures were posted was suspended hours later.
8. The ISIL and associated Sunni rebel forces have taken control of large territories
in Iraq in the last week, plunging the country into crisis and increasingly splitting
communities along sectarian lines.
9. A diplomatic source in Baghdad told Al Jazeera that the pictures were authentic
but the number of soldiers executed could not be verified.
10. Qassim al-Moussawi, Iraq's cheif military spokesman, said the photos were
authentic and said he was aware of cases of mass murder of captured Iraqi soldiers
in areas held by ISIL.
11. He told the AP news agency that an examination of the images showed that about
170 soldiers were killed.
12. Captions on the photos showing the soldiers after they were shot say ‘hundreds
have been liquidated’.
13. Ban Ki-moon, the UN secretary general, called the attack ‘deeply disturbing’, and
called on Iraqi leaders to ensure their followers avoided acts of reprisal.
14. On Friday, UN human rights chief Navi Pillay warned against ‘murder of all
kinds’ and other war crimes in Iraq, saying the number killed in recent days may
run into the hundreds.
15. She said in a statement that her office had received reports that fighters rounded
up and killed Iraqi soldiers as well as 17 civilians in a single street in Mosul.
16. Her office also heard of ‘summary executions and extrajudicial killings’ after ISIL
and associated groups overran Iraqi cities and towns.
Strategic capture
17. On Monday, rebels captured the strategic town of Tal Afar, close to the Syrian
border, after a long and bloody offensive against Iraqi forces.
18. Sources in the town told Al Jazeera Sunni rebels were roaming the streets after the
Iraqi military was purged.
19. Al Jazeera's Hoda Abdel-Hamid, reporting from the northern town of Khazer, said
Tal Afar represented one of the last strongholds for the Baghdad government.
20. The town has provided a crucial bulwark against rebel-controlled territory on
either side of Iraq's border with Syria.
21. The fall of Tal Afar comes a week after rebels captured Iraq's second-largest city,
Mosul, and Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit in a lightening offensive.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (3): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 04, 2014).
Headline: Who can stop the IS’s advance
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1. Concern as the Islamic State continues expanding its territories under its control
in Iraq.
2. Islamic State fighters have won yet another battle, this time over Kurdish fighters,
known as the Peshmerga.
3. The IS managed to grab an oil field and 3 towns.
4. There are reports it may have seized the Mosul dam, Iraq's largest.
5. This is seen as a severe setback for the Kurds, who rule themselves in a northern
enclave guarded by the Peshmerga units.
6. They had expanded areas under their control in recent weeks while avoiding direct
confrontation with the Islamic State, even as Iraqi central government troops fled.
7. The Islamic State controls cities in Iraq's Tigris and Euphrates valleys north and
west of Baghdad, and a section of Syria stretching from the Iraqi border in the east
to Aleppo in the northwest.
8. So, how far will the group go as it consolidates its gains? And how much of a
threat is it to Iraq and the region?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (4): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 31, 2014).
Headline: US jets target IS positions in Iraq.

1. Warplanes attack fighters in besieged northern town of Amerli and airdrop
humanitarian aid to civilians trapped there.
2. The US military has attacked Islamic State positions in the besieged northern Iraqi
town of Amerli and airdropped humanitarian aid to civilians trapped there, the
Pentagon has said.
3. US aircraft delivered over a hundred bundles of emergency supplies and more aid was
dropped from British, French and Australian planes, officials said on Saturday.
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4. Iraqi army and Kurdish forces closed in on Islamic State fighters on Saturday in a
push to break the Sunni fighters' siege of Amerli, which has been surrounded by the
fighters for more than two months.
5. US jets and drones have also attacked the Islamic State group's positions near Iraq's
Mosul Dam.
6. In the previous weeks, the US forces have conducted airstrikes in support of Iraqi and
Kurdish forces on the ground, fighting against the Islamic State, which controls large
areas in Syria and Iraq.
7. Commenting on the airstrikes on Amerli, John Kirby, the US department of defence
spokesman, said on Sunday that President Barack Obama authorised the ‘limited’
military operation to prevent an Islamic State attack on the town and to enable an aid
drop to those in the town.
8. In Amerli, thousands of Shia Turkmen have been cut off from food and water for
nearly two months besieged by Islamic State fighters.
9. Residents, who are in danger because of their faith and their resistance to the armed
group, have vowed to kill themselves rather than risk capture by the group.
10. Kirby said the aid came at the request of the Iraqi government and that the US military
conducted the raids to support the aid delivery, the AP news agency reported.
11. The strikes come as Iraq launched a major operation to liberate the besieged town,
with support from armed Shia Muslims.
12. The AFP news agency reported that Kurdish peshmerga were also involved in the
operation.
13. Al Jazeera's Jane Arraf, reporting from Baghdad, said on Saturday that any airstrikes
by the US around Amerli would widen its mandate in Iraq of protecting US personnel
and critical Iraqi infrastructure.
14. She said men in the town had taken up arms against the Islamic State and had been
resisting the group for weeks.
15. ‘They're backed by Shia militia members who have been flown into the town by Iraqi
helicopters - then around that you've got the circle of Islamic State fighters and around
that from both sides you have the militias and the Iraqi army.’
16. ‘If the operation fails the fear is it could lead to even more sectarian violence.’
17. Strikes near Mosul dam
18. Regarding the airstrikes near Mosul dam, the US deaprtment of defence said that the
US warplanes and armed drones destroyed an Islamic State armed vehicle, a fighting
position and weapons, and damaged a building near the dam.
19. Separately on Saturday, a suicide bomber driving a car packed with explosives killed
at least 13 people in a town just south of Baghdad.
20. The Islamic State group, an al-Qaeda off-shoot formerly known as ISIL, overran most
of Sunni Arab areas of Iraq after seizing the northern city of Mosul on June 10, and
have proclaimed a caliphate straddling the border with Syria, where they also control
vast swaths of territory.
21. Backed by US air power, Kurdish forces recaptured the strategic dam nearly two
weeks ago.
22. The Turkmen, ethnically Turkish, are Iraq’s third largest ethnic group after Arabs and
Kurds.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (5): Al Jazeera (OCTOBER 07, 2014).
Headline: Iraq wants Sunni armed fractions to fight ISIL
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1. Sunni opposition leaders say they will not take up arms against ISIL unless their
demands are met.
2. More than two months have passed since the US-led coalition began targeting ISIL in
Iraq.
3. There have been some tactical successes but the group has not been defeated.
4. The Iraqi government is now trying to persuade Sunni armed factions and tribes to
help it fight ISIL but Sunni leaders want greater rights and representation in
government.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (6): Al Jazeera (December 10, 2014).
Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS

1. Kurdish forces in Iraq have taken more ground from the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) group and are moving closer to the northern city of Mosul.

2. The Peshmerga, a term used by Kurds to refer to Kurdish fighters, delivered aid
to Yazidi refugees on Mount Sinjar on Saturday and expanded a major offensive
against ISIL in northwestern Iraq after breaking a months-old siege.
3. The Peshmerga closed in on Sinjar town south of the mountain and Tal Afar to its
east, AFP news agency reported on Sunday.
4. If successful, the move would significantly alter the map of ISIL's self-declared
cross-border ‘caliphate’ and isolate its Mosul hub.
5. It comes as ISIL reportedly regained control of Beiji city, north of Baghdad.
6. The battle for Beiji and its oil refinery has been running back and forth for months,
with each side making gains and suffering losses in the fighting.
7. Troops on Sunday retreated to nearby towns surrounding Beiji.
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8. ISIL is still in control of the oil refinery, which is about 15 kilometres north of the
city.
9. The autonomous Iraqi Kurdish region's Peshmerga reached the flanks of Mount
Sinjar with food and other aid three days after launching a vast operation in the
region, backed by US-led coalition air strikes.
10. As the convoy worked its way up the mountain, a 60-kilometre-long ridge where
civilians and fighters had been trapped since September, people swarmed vehicles
to receive food.
11. Tens of thousands of members of the Yazidi religious minority were trapped on
the mountain for days in the searing August heat in a first siege that sparked fears
of genocide and was one of the reasons that led US President Barack Obama to
launch an air campaign against ISIL.
12. Many were eventually evacuated when a coalition of Kurdish forces opened a
corridor to Syria, and on Saturday the same factions were trying to reopen that
route.
13. A statement from the Kurdish president's son, who also heads the Kurdish
Regional Security Council (KRSC), said the Peshmerga had cleared villages on
the northern side of the mountain.
14. The Syrian Kurdish YPG group, which has been leading the battle against ISIL in
the town of Kobane on the Syrian-Turkish border, was moving south to join up
with the Peshmerga.
15. In addition to opening a safe corridor between Sinjar and the Kurdish areas of
Syria, the YPG said on Sunday it had captured seven villages from ISIL on the
Syrian-Iraq border - three on the Syrian side and four on the Iraqi side.
16. The leaders of autonomous Kurdistan described the operation they have
spearheaded since Wednesday as the most successful so far against ISIL.
17. After the US-led coalition paved the way with some 50 air strikes, about 8,000
Peshmerga reclaimed some 700 square kilometres.

Report (7): Al Jazeera (SEPTEMBER 05, 2015).
Headline: Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL in Iraq

1. More Sunni groups are backing Shia led government despite widespread allegations
of discrimination.
2. In Iraq, some Sunni tribes are cooperating with the Shia-led government and Shia
militias in the war against ISIL.
3. But for the Al Jubour tribe, it is less about unity and more about fighting a common
enemy.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (8): Al Jazeera (MARCH 30, 2015).
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Headline: Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit

1. Iraqi forces battling the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group for control
of the northern town of Tikrit have encountered setbacks, with bombs and boobytraps slowing their advance.
2. ‘A rapid advance in a city where the ground is littered with bombs and booby-traps is
too tough to achieve,’ said Mayor Osama al-Tikriti.
3. Security forces said on Sunday that they were slowly rolling into the city's western
area with the help of US-led airstrikes despite Shia militias boycotting the offensive.
4. ‘There is some resistance from the enemy, but it's mainly due to the booby-traps set
up on the roads, in the houses, shops and government facilities,’ Brigadier-General
Thamer Mohamed told the Reuters news agency.
5. ‘As you can see, our units are advancing and we have air support.’
6. The security forces and Shia militias, who provided the largest number of fighters,
began their offensive on March 2 but halted operations after two weeks due to heavy
casualties and tensions within the government and with US officials over Iran's
prominent role.
7. The battle remains slow-going.
8. At least 17 security personnel have been killed in fighting and another 100 wounded
around Tikrit since Thursday when the US airstrikes began, a security officer told
the Reuters news agency.
9. On Sunday, an attempt to infiltrate Tikrit from the southern district of Shisheen was
thwarted by rebels.
10. They used anti-tank missiles to destroy a bulldozer being used by the military to clear
a path around booby-trapped roads, an official said.
11. Meanwhile, several injured Shia fighters told Al Jazeera that the US was to blame for
their injuries after striking their positions near Tikrit, the main city in Salahuddin
provicence and birthpalce of Saddam Hussein, Iraq's fromer president.
12. Shia militias, aligned with Tehran, have repeatedly said they do not need US support
to drive ISIL from Tikrit. High stakes
13. Fighting to the south of Tikrit underscored the high stakes of the war against ISIL as
even areas under government and militia control near Baghdad remain vulnerable to
lightning-fast attacks by the fighters.
14. ISIL ambushed an Iraqi army and Shia paramilitary base near Dujail on Sunday,
killing six paramilitary volunteers and wounding 14 others, a security official said.
15. The clashes in the countryside around Dujail, just 54km from Baghdad, lasted until
sunset and involved two suicide bombers and machine gunners on pick-up trucks.
16. In Baghdad, at least seven people were killed in three bombings on Sunday, while a
soldier also died in a bomb blast targeting a convoy in Tarmiyah just north of the
capital.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (9): Al Jazeera (MAY 18, 2015).
Headline: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi

1. Iraqi soldiers flee as armed group takes over capital of Iraq's largest province.

2. Fighters from the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group have overrun
one of the last remaining districts held by government forces in the Iraqi city of
Ramadi, security officials have said.
3. Iraqi special forces soldiers were reported to be fleeing the city on Sunday as the
armed group succeeded in breaching their last holdout.
4. The armed group had earlier made significant gains in its battle to control Ramadi,
besieging the army base and killing 15 soldiers in multiple suicide car bomb attacks.
5. Al Jazeera's Zeina Khodr, reporting from Baghdad, said government officials had
requested reinforcements from Shia factions in response to the ISIL advance, a
move that could provoke opposition from the government's Sunni tribal allies.
6. ‘There are many influential tribes in Anbar who have warned against this decision
for some time now,’ Khodr said.
7. The involvement of Shia militias has been condemned by leading tribal figure,
Sheikh Ali al-Hatim, who said it would be considered an ‘Iranian occupation’.
Chaotic situation
8. ISIL fighters had seized most of Ramadi, the capital of Anbar province, on Friday
planting their flag on the local government headquarters in the centre of the city, but
a contingent of Iraqi special forces was holding out in the Malaab neighbourhood.
9. Security sources said those forces retreated on Sunday to an area east of the city
after suffering high casualties.
10. ‘We are now surrounded inside the Operations Command by ISIL, and mortars are
raining down,’ a military officer inside the base told the Reuters news agency.
11. ‘Daesh fighters are in almost every street. It's a chaotic situation and things are
sliding out of control. Ramadi is falling into the hands of Daesh.’
12. If Ramadi were to fall, it would be the first major city to be seized by the insurgents
in Iraq since security forces and paramilitary groups began pushing them back last
year, helped by air strikes from a US-led coalition.
13. Ramadi is the capital of Anbar, Iraq's largest province, and one of just a few towns
and cities to have remained under government control.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report (10): Al Jazeera (JUNE 03, 2015).
Headline: Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah

1. Dozens of people are reported to have been killed in air strikes targeting the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in Hawijah in Iraq, reports say.
2. Sources told Al Jazeera that civilians were among at least 70 people killed in the air
strikes on a warehouse controlled by ISIL.
3. Al Jazeera's Imran Khan, reporting from Baghdad, said the attacks in Hawijah, in
the Kirkuk governorate, occurred during the early hours of Wednesday but it was
unclear who carried them out.
4. Separately, the US military said coalition forces conducted 18 air strikes targeting
ISIL in 10 Iraqi cities since Tuesday morning, as well as four air strikes against the
group in Syria.
5. The attacks in Iraq destroyed ISIL targets including buildings, fighting positions,
tactical units, vehicles and heavy machine guns, the Combined Joint Task Force said
in its statement on Wednesday.
6. Cities hit included Ramadi [recently captured by ISIL], Sinjar, Tal Afar, Baiji,
Kirkuk, Mosul and Fallujah, it said.
7. The statement said the air strikes in Syria destroyed six ISIL fighting positions near
Hasakah and an armoured vehicle near Deir Az Zor, where they also hit a tactical
unit.
8. Against this backdrop, the US said at least 10,000 ISIL fighters had been killed since
the international coalition started its campaign against them nine months ago in Iraq
and Syria.
9. ‘We have seen a lot of losses within Daesh since the start of this campaign, more than
10,000,’ Antony Blinken, US deputy secretary of state, said on France Inter radio,
using the Arabic acronym for ISIL.
10. ‘It will end up having an impact.’
11. He said there had been a great deal of progress in the fight against ISIL but that the
group remained resilient and capable of taking the initiative.
12. ‘At the start of this campaign [we] said it would take time,’ Blinken said.
13. ‘We have conceived a three-year plan and we're nine months into it.’
'Regional problem'
14. Blinken's comments came as US President Barack Obama's envoy charged with
building the coalition against ISIL said in Doha that the growth of the group had
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global implications and, if unchecked, its fighters could ‘wreak havoc on the progress
of humanity’.
15. Retired General John Allen said on Wednesday in the Qatari capital that ISIL was not
merely an Iraqi problem or a Syrian problem but ‘a regional problem trending towards
global implications’.
16. Allen said it was critical that all anti-ISIL forces in Iraq fell under Iraqi government
authority and that the task of countering the flow of foreign fighters into the region
could not rest with Turkey alone.
17. Separately, Reuters news agency reported quoting local officials that ISIL had closed
the gates of a dam on the Euphrates River in western Iraq, reducing the water and
giving them greater freedom of movement to attack government forces downstream
on the southern bank.
18. The fighters have redirected the flow of water to their advantage on the battlefield
around the city of Ramadi, the officials said.
19. But, they said, the tactic also threatens southern provinces with drought and the water
has been reduced to worrying levels.
20. The Euphrates has acted as a barrier between the fighters who control its northern
bank and pro-government forces who are are trying to advance towards Ramadi on
the other side.
21. A spokesman for the governor of Anbar province, of which Ramadi is the capital, said
security forces would now have to redeploy along the river to prevent the fighters
from infiltrating.
22. Hikmat Suleiman said: ’Previously they had to monitor only the bridges and certain
areas, but now all of the river will be crossable.’
23. Last summer, the fighters seized the Mosul dam in northern Iraq and threatened to
submerge Baghdad until Kurdish forces drove them back with the help of air strikes
from an international coalition.
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(functionalism)

told (verbal)

Press TV

The ISIL Takfiri
militants(actor)
(collectivisation)
(personalisation)

took control
(material)

of the city of
Mosul (scope)

(sayer)

vowing(verba
l) to continue

their
raid(affected)

towards
Baghdad.(sco
pe)

Soldiers of the
Iraqi army(actor)
(specification,
collectivisation)

have been
engaged(mat
erial)

in heavy fighting
(affected)

with the
militants
(client)

have so
far(circumsta
nces) been
able to push
back(materia
l)

Militants
(affected)

In
several
areas (scope)

seized
(attributive)

last months from
Iraqi military posts
(circumstances)

Is now
advancing(material)
(verbiage)

We (polarisation)all
(sayer)
(collectivisation)

Know (mental)
that the militants
(phenomenon)
(carrier)
are (relational)
strong and very
well-equipped,
(attribute)
Therefore
fighting them
(senser)
(nominalisation)
Needs (mental)
a lot of effort,”
(phenomenon)
9

1
0

and

on June 10,
(circumstances)

on different fronts
(circumstances)
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Headline: Iraqi forces liberate ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town
3rd element

Iraqi forces (actor)
(specification,
collectivisation)

Liberate
(material)

ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town (affected)

1 Lead

Iraqi military forces along
with volunteer
militiamen(actor)
(specification,
collectivisation)

have broken
(material)

a six-week siege (affected)
of northern Shia Turkmen town of Amerli
(scope)

have
liberated(mater
ial)

the entire area (scope)

Iraq’s Army spokesman Lt.
Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi
(sayer) (functionalism,
individualisation)

announced
(verbal)

Moussawi (sayer)
(nomination)

said (verbal)

that the operation to recapture
Amerli (actor)
Began (material)
at dawn Sunday(circumstances)
and the forces(actor)
entered(material)
the town (scope)
Shortly(hyperbole) after
midday.(circumstances)
the forces (actor)

and

2

Speaking in
a televised
briefing,
(circumstan
ces)

"some (aggregation) causalities"
(affected)

but

He (senser)

4

suffered (material)

did not
immediately
elaborate
(verbal)
further noted
(mental)

6

Meanwhile,

Turkmen lawmaker Fawzi
Akram al-Tarzi(sayer)
(functionalism)

said(verbal)

7

Nearly

15,000 Shia Turkmens
(affected) (collectivisation)

were stranded
(material)

said(verbal)

that the fighting (phenomenon) (actor)
was "still ongoing to clear(material)
the surrounding villages." (scope)
was (relational)
a "major achievement and an
important victory"(value) (attribute)
for all involved: the Iraqi army, elite
troops, Kurdish fighters and Shia
volunteer militiamen.
The Iraqi forces (actor)
entered(material)
the town(scope)
from two directions
and were distributing (material)
Aid (affected)
to the residents.(recipient)
in the farming community, (scope)

(verbiage)

he(sayer)

on a specific number(verbiage)

(verbiage)

Breaking
the siege of
Amerli,
(token)
(carrier)

5

by Takfiri
ISIL terrorists

(verbiage)

3

4th element

(verbiage)

2nd element

Headline

Report
Date: August 31 2014
No.4
0 element
1st element

about 170
kilometers
north of
Baghdad.
(circumstances
)

311
8

However,

the town’s Shia Turkmen
community(actor)
(personalisation)

did
not
abandon(materi
al)

their town (scope)

9

Instead

they(actor)

Remained(mate
rial)
fortified(materi
al)

in the area (scope)

succeeded(mat
erial) in fending
off
has
been
surrounded(ma
terial)
said (verbal)

the initial attack (affected)

and

1
0
1
0

Residents(actor)

but

Many residents(sayer)
(aggregation)

their town (scope)

with trenches
and
armed
positions.
(instrument)
in
June(circumsta
nces)
since
midJuly(circumsta
nces)

by the Takfiri terrorists (actor)

the Iraqi military's efforts to fly in
food, water and other aid (carrier)

(verbiage)

1
1

Amerli
(affected)
(personalisation)

in the face of
ISIL’s (client)
terrorist
rampage
across
northern Iraq
(circumstances
)

had not been (relational)
enough, (attribute)
as they (actor)
endured (material)
the oppressive August heat (affected)

1
4

Meanwhile,

1
4

And

1
5

Moreover,

said(verbal)

He(sayer)

said(verbal)

Iraq’s
state
network(actor)
(personalisation)

TV

had already entered(material)

Stopped(materi
al)

while
the
Shia
militiamen
(geneticisation)(affected)
were stationed (material)
in the outskirts. (circumstances)
residents (actor)
had fired into the air to
celebrate(material)
the arrival of the troops (affected)

(verbiage)

1
3

Nihad al-Bayati, who had
taken up arms with fellow
residents to defend the
town, (sayer) (nomination,
individualism)

(verbiage)

1
2

with virtually no electricity or running
water. (circumstances)
some army units (actor)

regular programing (affected)

Began(material
) airing

Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki
(sayer)
(functionalism)

patriotic
songs(affected)

praising(verbal)

the country's armed forces (addressee)

congratulated(v
erbal)

the nation’s military forces and militiamen
as well as the heroic resistance of the
Amerli population in separate messages,
(addressee)

following the
victory
announcement
,
(circumstances
)
according to
Iraqi
media
outlets. (sayer)
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Date:
October
03, 2014

Headline: Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya

0 element

1st element

2nd element

3rd element

Sunnis and
Shi'ite in
Iraq
(actor)
(genericisat
ion,
collecti)

Recaptures
(material)

Town of Dhuluiya
(affected)

Reuters
(sayer)
(personalisa
tion)

Reports (verbal)

Iraqi armed
forces
(actor)
(collectivis
ation,
specificatio
n)

recaptured(mate
rial)

a riverside town of Dhuluiya,
(affected)

The
witnesses
(sayer)
(anonymisa
tion,
collectivisat
ion)

adding(verbal)

that celebrations(actor)

Dhuluiya
(carrier)

Is (relational)

part of a belt of Sunni
Muslim towns (attribute)

north of
Baghdad(circumstances)

the
influential
Sunni al
Jubouri
tribe
(actor)
(collectivis
ation)

has
fought(material)

against the ISIL Terrorists,
(affected)

with support from Shi'ite
fighters
in
the
predominantly Shi'ite town
of Balad on the opposite
bank of the Tigris River.
(circumstances)

Headline

Report No.5
Al Alam

tried to
storm(material)
the Tigris River town of
Dhuluiya (affected)
north of Baghdad this
week, (circumstances)
they (affected)
were
repelled(material)
by a coalition of Sunni
tribal fighters (actor)
inside the town and
Shi'ites(Geneticisation
) in its sister city Balad
on the opposite bank,
(circumstances)
2

(verbiage)

1 Lead

When Islamic State
fighters (actor)

4

but in Dhuluiya itself,
(circumstances)

had erupted (material)
in the town.
(circumstances)

about 70 km north of
Baghdad
on
Friday,
(circumstances)
after persistent attacks
(affected)
by ISIL insurgents (actor)
who (actor)
control (material)
large parts of northern Iraq.
(circumstances)

(verbiage) (verbiage)

3

4th element

313

Iraqi state
television
(sayer)
(impersonal
isation)

quoted(verbal)

the state minister for
provincial affairs, Ahmed al
Jubouri, (sayer) as saying
(verbal)

that security forces, along
with
progovernment
volunteers
and
the
alJubouri tribe (actor)
had "liberated (material)
the town of Dhuluiya
(affected)
completely from terrorist
gangs."(client)

6
The
assault,(tok
en) which
began late
on Tuesday
ran
into
Thursday,
(impersonal
isation)

was (relational)

one of several(aggregation)
major battles(value)

in recent days in which
(circumstances)
Sunni tribes (actor)
Joined(material)
Shiites
progovernment
forces(geneticisation)
(affected)
against
,(client)
in what
(token)

the

Terrorists

(phenomenon)

Baghdad
(objectivisation)

(senser)

hope (mental)
Is (relational)
a sign of increasing
cooperation (value)
across sectarian lines to
save
the
country.
(circumstances)
7

In
western
(circumstances)

Iraq,

Sunni
tribes
(actor)
(geneticisat
ion,
collectivisat
ion)

have
fought(material)

alongside government troops
(companion as an actor)

in "Hit", (scope)

which (affected)
was captured (material)
by Islamic State Terrorists
(actor)
on Thursday, and in
Haditha,site of a strategic
dam on the Euphrates.
(circumstances)

(verbiage)

5
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Report No 6. Al Alam

0 element
Headline
(verbiage)

1 Lead

Baghdad
(actor)
(personalisation)
has transferred(material)

Date: 10
December 2014

Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS

1st element

2nd element

Iraq
(actor)
(impersonalisation)

preparing
to
liberate(ma
terial)

the
Provincial
(sayer)

Nineveh
Council

Announced
(verbal)

Nineveh Provincial
Council
member
Ghazwan
Hamed
(sayer)
(functionalism)

confirmed(v
erbal)

3rd element

Mosul (affected)

4th
elemen
t
from
ISIS

on
Tuesday.
(circumstances)

its first shipment of arms
(affected)
to the forces (scope)
fighting

(verbiage) (verbiage)

2

the so-called “Islamic State
of Iraq and Syria” (ISIS)
in the northern Iraqi
province of Nineveh,
in preparation
for a military offensive
to liberate
the city of Mosul,
In comments to Asharq AlAwsat, (circumstances)

that more than 60 armored
vehicles, in addition to
shipments of light and
medium arms, (actor)
(aggregation)
had reached (material)
Erbil International Airport
(scope)

as part of preparations for a
push to recapture Iraq’s
second city, (circumstances)
which (carrier)
has been(relational)
under ISIS control (attribute)
since June. (circumstances)

“Preparations (carrier)
Are(relational)
underway (attribute)
for the operation (actor)
to retake(material)
Mosul, (affected)
particularly after

(verbiage)

3

he(sayer)

said(verbal)

5th element

315

Gen. Riyad Jalal Tawfiq
(client) (functionalization,
individualisation)
was appointed (material)
commander of Nineveh
Operations Command
(affected)
by Prime Minister Haider
Al-Abadi,”(actor)
(functionalization,
individualisation)
4

4

Tawfiq(nomination)
(token)
(actor)

and

5

He (phenomenon)

Is(relational
)

has
served(mat
erial)

a prominent
member of the
Obeidi
tribe(value)
in a number of
senior
positions(scope)

is
known
(mental) to
have

a
good
relationship
(affected)

within
the
Iraqi
military
,
includi
ng
comma
nd of
Iraq’s
ground
forces.(
circums
tances)
with
Iraq’s
Shi’ites
and
Kurds,

who
will
also
participate
in the military
offensive
to recapture
Mosul.

are taking place (material)

adjective

The preparations (actor)

(verbiag
e)

7

“The
first
shipment
of
medium
weapons(actor)
(impersonalisati
on)
which (actor)
Arrived(materia
l)
At Erbil
International
airport
(circumstances)
will
be
distributed
(material)
to the forces
(recipient)
that
will
participate
(material)
in the liberation

(verbiage)

6

of Mosul.
(circumstances)
Hamed
(sayer)
(nomination)

said(verbal)

316
in
coordination
with
Peshmerga forces and the
approval of the Peshmerga
Ministry,” (circumstances)

9

He(sayer)

added(verb
al)

Hamad(sayer)
(nomination)

told(verbal)

that
Iraqi
regular
forces,
Kurdish
Peshmerga
forces,
Nineveh
police forces,
and
local
tribal fighters
(actor)
will
cooperate
(material)
in
an
upcoming
campaign
(circumstanc
es)
to recapture
Mosul.
(circumstanc
es)
that
Iraqi
authorities
(actor)
have even
drawn
up
(material)
security
plans
(affected)
for
Mosul
(client)
following the
liberation of
the
city(circumst
ances)
, with Mosul
being split
into different
areas
under
the
protection of
communitybased forces.
(circumstanc
es)

(verbiage)

“In addition to this,
a
National
Guard
force(affected)
(collectivisation)
will
be
established
(material)
comprised of local forces
(carrier)
which will be (relational)
responsible (attribute)

(verbiage)

1
0

confirmed(v
erbal)

(verbiage)

The
Nineveh
Provincial Council
member(sayer)
(functionalism)

8

Asharq Al-Awsat
(addressee)

317
for security and defending
(circumstances)
the people of Nineveh,”
1
1

The
latest
preparations(affecte
d)
(personalisation)

Came
(material)

as Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider
Al-Abadi (actor)
(functionalization
,
individualisation)
Appealed
(material)

to US Defense
Secretary Chuck
Hagel (recipient)
(functionalization
,
individualisation)
for more military
aid,(affected)

1
2

During his meeting with Hagel,

flew(materi
al)

to
Baghdad
(scope)

Abadi(sayer)
(nomination)

said(verbal)

“ISIS
(carrier)

is (relational)
on
the
descent at
the moment.
(attribute)
Our(polarisa
tion) forces
(carrier)
are
(relational)
very much
on
the
ground.
(attribute)
But
(disclaimer)
me (senser)
need
(mental)
more
air
power and
more heavy
weaponry.”
(phenomeno
n)

(verbiage)

1
3

Hagel(actor)
(nomination)

Saying
(verbal)

that Iraq’s military
(actor)
has recently made
(material)

progress
(affected)
against ISIS(client)
but
needs
(mental)
more air support
and
heavy
weaponry
(phenomenon)
in order to prevail
(material)
over the terrorist
group. (affected)
on
Tuesday
(circumstances)
to meet (material)
with senior Iraqi
leaders (affected)
and
discuss
(material)
the
latest
developments
(affected)
in the fight (scope)
against
ISIS.
(recipient)

318
Date: 27 March
2015
1st element
Al-Jabouri Tribes
Ordeals,
(token)
(functionalization,
individualisation)

Headline: Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a Symbol for Unity in Iraq + Video
2nd element

3rd element
a Symbol (value)

Sunni tribes(actor)
(geneticisation,
collectivisation)

played(material)

a
key(hyperbole)
(affected)

and

(senser)

are widely
(mental)

2

But(disclaimer)

have paid(material)

3

When
ISIS
fighters (actor)
reached (material)
Duluiyah (scope)

the few Sunni tribes
that have stood up
to
the
ISIS
group(actor)
(collectivisation)
they(actor)

as the only(hyperbole) force
capable
of securing
the country's northwest
Sunni
heartland.(phenomenon)
a heavy price (affected)

AP (sayer)

reports(verbal)

They (senser)

had learned(mental)

Report No. 7 ALALAM
0 element
Headline
1 Lead
5

(verbiage)

4

in June, some 45
miles
(75
kilometres) north
of
Baghdad,
(circumstances)
Many(aggreg
ation)
of
Iraq's
Sunnis(sense
r)(geneticisati
on)
have chosen
(mental)
the former,
(phenomeno
n)
however
reluctantly,
(circumstance
s)
but the alJabouri(sense
r)
elected
(mental)
to fight,

seen

gave(material)

4th element
for Unity in Iraq

role

in driving
out
alQaida
(scope)

in
Iraq
(circumst
ances)
a
precurso
r to the
ISIS
group -

the Sunni al-Jabouri tribe
(recipient)
an ultimatum: (affected)
join us or die.

their lesson (phenomenon)

years
earlier,
(circumstances)
when
al-Qaida in Iraq(actor)
recruited (material)
some of the tribesmen
(affected)
to fight
the government
to turn on
the tribe

319

6

This time around,

the
al-Jabouris
(actor)
(individualisation,
collectivisation)

and
7

When the alJabouri revolted,

the ISIS group
(actor)
(collectivisation)

and
8

And
9

and

1
0

When
ISIS
militants (actor)
swept (material)
across Iraq last
summer,(scope)
and

allied(material)

with Iraqi troops and Shiite
Militiamen(companion)

drove out(material)

the extremists (affected)

laid
to(material)

Duluiyah(affected)

siege

blew up (material)
Many
homes
(affected)
(aggregation)
Those left standing
(affected)
Some
200
alJabouris(actor)
(aggregation)
(collectivisation)
the
government(actor)
(impersonalisation)

were
destroyed(material)

many Sunnis(sayar)
(aggregation)

initially
greete
d
(verbal
)
cheere
d(verb
al)

bridge

across
Tigris.(scope)

the

from the fighting. (actor)
in
a
major(hyperbole)
offensive (scope)

in the nearby city of
Tikrit,(place)

has held ----------up
(material)

Them
(affect
ed)

hoping to create
a
non-sectarian
national
guard.
(circumstances)

them
(addresse
e)

the
retreat of
the
despised
security
forces.
(addresse
e)
Hopes (mental) to
somehow revive

1
2

Sunnis
(senser)
(genericisation)

also fear(mental)

the
extremists(actor)
(genericisation)

Killed (material)

as an
exampl
e
(attribu
tive)

for
other
Sunni
tribes,(
client)

as liberators(verbiage)

the Sahwa, or Awakening
Councils - Sunni tribes and
militias (phenomenon)

the brutal consequences of
confronting the ISIS group.
(phenomenon)
more than 200 men, women
and children (affected)

who (actor)
switched (material)
sides(affected)
starting
in
2006
(circumstances)
and
allied (material)
with
the
Iraq
government (affected)
to drive out (material)
al-Qaida.(affected)

from the Sunni Al Bu
Nimr tribe in the
western
Anbar
province, apparently
viewing
it
as a threat.

(circumstances)

The
government
(senser)
(personalisation)

In November,

nearby

in
December.
(circumstances)
for
six
months
(circumstances)

are still pocked and
blackened (material)
are now taking part
(material)

1
1

1
3

the only
(affected)

after suffering losses
on the battlefield,
killing
more
than(aggregation) 300
al-Jabouri tribesmen.
(circumstances)
against the ISIS group
(affected)

320
(actor) (personalisation)

1
4

The
mass
killing,
(nomin
alisatio
n) and
grisly
online
picture
s
of
bodies
display
ed
in the
streets,
The al-Jabouri
(sayar)
(collectivisation)

1
5

led (material)

the remnants
of the tribe
(affected)

to go into
hiding,
(attributiv
e)

fearing(mental)
nominalisation

the
government
(actor)
could not protect
(material)
them.(affected)
say(verbal)

if the government (actor)
helps (material)
them (client)
rebuild (attributive)
their community .(affected)
then the tribesmen (actor)
can help sew (material)
the country back together.
.(affected)

Report No. 8. AL ALAM

Date: Mon Mar 30, 2015

0 element

Headline: Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to Tikrit, Killing 30
Terrorist

1st element

2nd element

Watch:

3rd element

4th element

(behavioural)
Headline
At least(aggregation) 30 ISIS
militants (affected)
were killed (material)

(verbiage)

1 Lead
2

Iraqi Forces Closing to
Tikrit, (actor)
(collectivisation)

on Sunday in clashes and
airstrikes in the Iraqi provinces
of Salahudin and Anbar,
(circumstances)
In Salahudin province, (circumstances)

and

security sources (sayar)
(collectivisation)

Killing
(nominalisatio
n)(material)

30 Terrorist
(affected)

said(verbal)

(anonymisation)

the security forces
backed by Iraqi
aircraft(actor)
(collectivisation,
specification)

continued
(material)

their battles
(affected)

made (material)

advance(affected)

to free
(material)
the ISIS-held
provincial
capital city of
Tikrit(affecte
d)
in the
southern and
western
districts of
Shishin and
Dyoum
(scope)

321

heavy

(verbiage)

3 Sporadic clashes and
bombardment (affected)
on ISIS positions(scope)

Xinhua(sayar)
(nomination)

cited(verbal)

a provincial security
source(sayer)

A statement from the
defence ministry(sayar)
(personalisation)

said(verbal)

that the troops (actor)

after
overnight
clashes
(circumstance
s)
with the
extremist
militants.
(recipient)
As saying.
(verbal)

continued(material)

(verbiage)

4

on the other edges of the city,
located some 170 km north of
Baghdad, (circumstances)

killed (material)
26 ISIS militants (affected)
in the clashes (scope)
and destroyed (material)

(verbiage)

5 In Anbar province,
airstrike(actor)
hit(material)

a provincial security
source (sayar)
(anonymisation)

said(verbal)

a
heavy
machine
gun
(affected)
on the roof of a building,
(scope)
in addition to
blowing up (material)
a car bomb. (affected)

a vehicle (affected) (carrier)
Said (verbal)
to be (relational)
booby-trapped (attribute)
with
ISIS
militants
inside(circumstances)
in al-Houze area in the provincial
capital city of Ramadi, some 110
km west of Baghdad,
(circumstances)
destroying (material)
the vehicle (affected)
and killing (material)
its occupants, (affected)
6
Separately, (circumstances)

and

Iraqi
helicopter
gunships(actor)
(impersonalisation)

pounded(materi
al)

a weapon warehouse
(affected)

leavi
ng(material)
sparking(materi
al)

four
militants(affected)
huge
explosions(affected)

in the
militantseized city of
Fallujah,
some 50 km
west of
Baghdad,
(circumstance
s)
Killed
(attribute)
in the
warehouse(cir
cumstances)

322
Report No. 9 AL ALAM
0 element
Headline

Withdraw
(material)

the mayor and a
tribal leader(sayar)
(anonymisation)

3rd element
from Gov't
Compound in
Ramadi (scope)

Air strikes (actor)
forced (material)
the
militants(affected)
to
retreat,
(material)
leaving (material)

said, (verbal)

a day after
the terrorist group(actor)

the officials(sayar)
(anonymisation)

Said, Reuters
reports.
(verbal)

said(verbal)

the regions (token)

are
(relational)

The statement(sayar)
(personalisation)
The statement(sayar)

described
(verbal)
added(verbal)

on Sunday,
the Air Force and the
Iraqi army (actor)
have
launched(material)
air strikes(affected)
targeted sites of
ISIS
terrorist
organization
in
different parts of
Anbar
province.
(circumstances)
alKarma,
indicating (verbal)
alRamadi, Albu
that the Army air
Ali Jassim and
force(actor)
Albu Assaf also
has cut (material)
in Ramadi,
supplies (affected)
(value)
in alJazzara and alBadiya
areas. (scope)
such
strikes(verbiage)

as "impressive".(verbiage)

(verbiage)

The Iraqi Ministry
of Defense(sayar)
(impersonalisation)

(personalisation)

over the building in the
western provincial
capital

(verbiage)

According to a statement
issued by the
ministry,(sayer)

(verbiage)

on alWafa
subdistrict (scope)
and made
(material)
heavy losses
(affected)

: Mayor (sayer)

raised(material)

the
buildings
booby
trapped
(affected)
on
fire,
(circumstances)

The armed
forces(actor)
(collectivisation)
have
foiled(material)
an attack of ISIS
(affected)

4th element

its black flag. (affected)

5
6

2nd element

from the main
government
building in the
Iraqi city of
Ramadi on
Saturday,(scope)
(verbiage)

4

1st element

(verbiage)
(verbiage)

1 Lead
3

Headline: ISIS Withdraw from Gov't Compound in Ramadi:
Mayor

ISIS (actor)

ISIS
Terrorist
(actor)
withdrew
(material)

2

Date: May 17, 2015

323
and forced
(material)
it (affected)
to take (material)
its dead and
wounded
(affected)
toward
alMohammadi
subdistrict in
Anbar ,(scope)
7

The statement(sayar)
(personalisation)

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

that the Ministry of
Defense , Baghdad
operations , federal
police and
volunteers of the
Popular
Mobilization Units
and the tribes and
supported by the
Army Air Force
(actor)
continue to tighten
(material)
the noose (affected)
on ISIS(client)
in the center of
alKarma subdistrict.
(circumstances)

HS

Iraqi (actor)
Airstrikes(impersonal
isation)
Al Alam
TV

(impersonalisation) (actor)
carried out(material)
several strikes
against the ISIS
positions(recipient)
in Salahuddin province
and
claimed (verbal)
the lives of more than
(aggregation)30 terrorists,
A senior military source,
said (verbal) on
preferring anonymity,
Tuesday
(anonymisation)

Kill (material)

reports.(verbal)

over
(aggregation)30
ISIS Terrorists
(affected)

that at least
(aggregation) 30
ISIS terrorists
lost(material)

verbiage

2

Iraqi warplanes

Iraqi Airstrikes Kill over 30 ISIS Terrorists

verbiage

S1

Al Alam (R10) (Jun
17, 2015)

their lives

3

Highprofile(hyperbole)

after the Iraqi fighter
jets
pounded(material)
the town of alShirqat, about 250
kilometers (155
miles) North of the
capital, Baghdad.
were also
killed(material)

in the strikes.

324

4

Earlier in the day,
and

commanders of the
Takfiri group
nine ISIS terrorists

were
killed(material)

Dozens (aggregation)
of others

sustained(material)

Serious(hyperbole)
injuries

in a similar
incidence
in the city
of Mosul.

Map of the textual analysis of Al Jazeera reports

transitivity

passivisation

nominalisation

Repoprt No. 1 AL Jazeera

0 element

1st element

Headline

‘Iraq probe (actor)
(impersonification)

1

Parliamentary report
(actor)
(impersonification)

An Iraqi parliamentary
committee (sayer)
(specification,
collectivisation)

and
(verbia
ge)

The
committe
e,

sources in Juburi's
office(sayer)

Naming of
Naming of
Sunni group
Shia group
Headline: ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul's fall to
ISIL’

2nd
element
implicate
s
(material)

3rd element

4th element

5th element

Maliki (affected)
(Nomination)

over Mosul's
fall (scope)
(nominalisati
on)

to ISIL’(recipient)

Finds
(material)
(mental)

former PM and 35
officials (affected)
(functionalism,
specification)
they (affected)
(pronoun)
should be tried.
(material)
that former prime
minister Nouri alMaliki and other
officials
(phenomenon)
(functionalism,
specification)
were to blame
(relational+mental/v
erbal)
for allowing
(nominalisation)
the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) (actor)
to overrun
(material)
Mosul (scope)
last year,
(circumstanses)
for them
(addressee)
Al Jazeera
(addressee)

responsible
(attribute)

for army's loss of
city (nominalisation)

says
(verbal)

2

3

Date:
AUGUST
16, 2015

evidentiality

says(verb
al)

has called
(verbal)
told(verb
al)

(verbiage) (verbiage)

and

presupposition

to
face
(material)

trial.

325

5

(verbiage)

4

(Personifi
cation)
which
presente
d
(material)
the
conclusio
n of its
investigat
ion to
parliame
nt
speaker
Salim alJuburi on
Sunday,
(circumst
ances)
implicate
d
(material)
36
officials
(affected)
(Anonymi
sation)
in the
loss of
the
country's
second
city,
(circumst
ances)
No one
(implicati
on)(carrie
r)
is(relatio
nal)
above the
law
(attribute
)(attribut
e)
and the
questioni
ng of the
people,
and the
judiciary
(actor)
will
punish
(material)
those
(pronoun
)[responsi
ble].(affe
cted)
While various
(aggregation)
top
commanders
and political
leaders(addre
ssee)
(implication)

(anonymisation,
specification)

Salim al-Juburi,
parliament speaker
office(sayer)
(impersonification,
specification)

told(verb
al)

Al
Jazeera(addressee)

the investigative
committee's report
(token)
(Personification)

Is
(relationa
l)

The first time
(value)

they
(affected)
(pronoun)

326
have long
been blamed
(mental/verb
al)
for ISIL’s
takeover of
the capital of
Nineveh
province,(ver
biage)

officially(circu
mstances)

The source (sayer)
(anonymisation)

said(verb
al)

that Maliki’s naming
(nominalisation)(res
ult)
came(material)

(verbiage)

6

have been
named
(verbal)

after the committee
heard numerous
testimonies of
military
commanders(circum
stances)
who (sayer)
said (verbal)
(verbiage)

that the former
prime minister
(actor)
(functionalism,
specification)
had
ordered(material)
the withdrawal of
troops (affected)
from military bases
in Mosul(scope)
7

8

Maliki (token)
(nomination)

was
(relationa
l)

that position (affected)

was
abolished
(material)

The
inclusion(nominalisati
on) of his name
(token)

was
(relationa
l)

prime minister
(value)

from 2006 until last
year when
(circumstances)
he (actor)
(pronoun)
became (material)
vice president,
last week as part of
reforms
(circumstances)
by the current
prime minister.
(actor)

a source of
controversy on the
committee, (value)

with
his
party(actor)

Dawa

pushing(nominalisat
ion) (material)

Various
(aggregation)former
senior
officials(anonymisatio
n) (verbiage)

were also
named(ve
rbal)

1
0

An MP on the
committee(sayer)
(anonymisation)

said(verb
al)

for it to be left out.
which has not been
publicly released.
(presupposition)

in the report (sayer)
detailing
(nominalisation)
(material)
the committee's
findings, (affected)
the officials
include

(verbiage)

9

327

defence
minister
Saadun al-Dulaimi,
army chief of staff
Babaker Zebari, his
deputy
Aboud
Qanbar,
ground
forces commander
Ali
Ghaidan,
Nineveh operations
command
chief
Mahdi al-Gharawi
and the province's
governor, Atheel alNujaifi.

"No
one(carri
er)
is(relatio
nal)
above the
law
(attribute
)
and
the
questioni
ng(nomin
alisation)
of the
people,
and the
judiciary
(actor)
will
punish
(material)
those
[responsi
ble],"
(affected)

1
3

(verbiage)

1
2

Juburi(sayer)
(nomination)

Juburi(sayer)

the findings
(nominalisation)
(affected)
will be sent
(material)
to the prosecutor
general (recipient)
for legal action.
(circumstances)

said(verb
al)

In a
statement(circumst
ances)

(nomination)

ISIL (actor)

launched
(material)
overrunni
ng
(nominali
sation)
sweeping
(material)

And then

1
4

said(verb
al)

Multiple Iraqi divisions
(actor and affected)
(collectivisation)

Collapsed
(presupp
osition)
(material)

(verbiage)

1
1

an offensive
(affected)

on June 9 last year,
(circumstances)

Mosul (affected)

the
next
day(circumstances)

through large areas
(circumstances)

north and west of
Baghdad.
(circumstances)

during the initial
assault in the north,
in some cases(
(circumstances)

328

1
5

Maliki (phenomenon)
(nomination)

is widely
viewed
(mental)

1
6

Widespread
discontent
(nominalisation)amon
g Sunnis
(collectivisation), who
say they were
marginalised
(material) and
targeted by Maliki's
government, (actor)
(specification,
objectivisation)
Maliki (phenomenon)
(nomination)

Played
(material)

1
7

Report No.2 AL Jazeera

0 element
Headline
1

2

is also
accused
(verbal)

a major role (goal)

of appointing
(nominalisation)

in aggravating
(nominalisati
on)
the security
situation
(scope)

commanders(
affected)

abandoning(nomina
lisation) (material)
weapons and other
equipment
(affected)
which ISIL then
(actor)
used to
further(material)
their drive.
(affected)
as having
exacerbated(materi
al)
sectarian tensions
(affected)
between the
country's Shia
majority and its
Sunni minority.
(client)
in Iraq,
(circumstances)
aiding (material)
the ISIL advances.
(affected)

based (material)
on personal loyalty
rather than
competence(circum
stances)

Date: JUNE 16,
2014

Headline: Photos released of Iraq 'mass execution'

1st element
Photos (affected)
(Personification)

2nd element
Released
(material)

3rd element
of
Iraq
execution'(client)

ISIL-aligned
source(sayer)
(collectivisation)
it(sayer)

Publishes (verbal)

photos(affected)

says(verbal)
show(verbal)

scores (aggregation)of
captured (material)
government soldiers
(affected)
being shot (material)
dead(attributive).

The Twitter account
where the pictures
were posted (affected)
(specification)

was suspended
(material)

4th element
'mass

on Twitter(scope)

329
hours later

4

A Twitter account
aligned(material) with
the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL), (sayer)
(personification and
anonymisation)
(specification)
The images,
released(material) at
the weekend,
(instrument)
(specification)
(personification)

said(verbal)

the pictures (actor)
show (verbal)
scores (aggregation)of
captured (material)Iraqi
soldiers (affected)
being killed. (material)

show(verbal)

masked fighters (actor)

The final
pictures(instrument)
(personification)
A caption on one of the
pictures(sayer)
(personification)

show(verbal)

(affected)

7

The Twitter
account
where the pictures
were posted
The ISIL and associated
Sunni (collectivisation:
genericisation) rebel
forces (actor)

8

And
increasingly

but

was suspended
(material)

hours
later(circumstances)

have taken
control(material)

of large territories (scope)

in Iraq in the last
week, (circumstances)

Plunging
(nominalisation)
Splitting
(nominalisation)
told(verbal)

the country(affected)

into crisis(scope)

Communities (affected)

along sectarian
lines(scope)
that the pictures
(carrier)
were (relational)
authentic(attribute)

Al Jazeera (addressee)

could not be
verified.(mental)

said(verbal)

the photos (carrier)
were (relational)
authentic(attribute)

said(verbal)

he (carrier)
was (relational)
aware(attribute)

(verbia
ge)

and

suggested(verbal)

the captives (affected)
on trucks (scope)
before forcing (material)
them (affected)
to lie face-down (material)
in a shallow ditch with
their arms tied(material)
behind their backs.
soaked(material)
in
blood after being shot.
(material)
that the victims (actor)
- believed (mental) to be
security personnel were punished (material)
for fighting
(nominalisation)Sunnis.
(attributive)

(verbiage)

10

A diplomatic source in
Baghdad(sayer)
(functionalism:
anonymisation)
the number
(aggregation) of
soldiers
executed(phenomenon
) (aggregation)
Qassim al-Moussawi,
Iraq's cheif military
spokesman, (sayer)
(individualisation,
specification,
functionalism)

loading (material)

(verbiage)

9

on Twitter (scope)
apparently(circumstan
ces)
showing (verbal)
their fighters
(affected)
killing (material)
captured (material)
Shia soldiers(affected)

(verbiage)

6

pictures(affected)

(circumstances)

5

have posted
(material)

(verbiage)

3

Sunni rebels in Iraq
(actor) (genericisation)

330

Captions on the
photos
(personalisation)
showing
(verbal)
the soldiers
(affected)
after they
were shot
Ban Ki-moon, the UN
secretary general,
(sayer) (specification,
functionalisation)

say(verbal)

"hundreds (affected)
(aggregation)

(specification)

13

14

On Friday,

UN human rights chief
Navi Pillay(sayer)
(functionalism,
specification)

called(verbal)

the attack(affected)
"deeply
disturbing"(attributive)

called(verbal)

on Iraqi leaders(addressee)

warned(verbal)

16

17

Captured
(material)

the strategic town of Tal
Afar, (affected)

Sources in the
town(sayer)
(anonymisation)

told(verbal)

Al Jazeera (addressee)
Sunni rebels (actor)

Al Jazeera's Hoda
Abdel-Hamid,

said(verbal)

of "summary executions and
extrajudicial killings"
(phenomenon)

were roaming (material)
the streets(scope)
Tal Afar (actor)
represented (material)

after ISIL and
associated groups
(actor)
overran (material)
Iraqi cities and towns.
(affected)
close to the Syrian
border, after a long
and bloody offensive
against Iraqi forces.
(circumstances)

(ver
biag
e)

19

Rebels (actor)
(genericisation)

Iraqi soldiers as well as 17
civilians (affected)
in a single street in Mosul.
(circumstances)

(verbiag)e)

18

On Monday,

Her office (senser)
(personalisation)

said
in a
statement
that
her office
(recipient)
had received
(material)
reports
(affected)
also heard
(mental)

(verbiage)

She(sayer)

(verbal)

15

the number
(carrier)
killed(material)
in recent days
may run into(material)
the hundreds. (attribute)
(aggregation)
that fighters (actor)
rounded up and
killed(material)

(verbiage)

saying(verbal)

to ensure(material)
their followers(affected)
avoided (material)
acts of reprisal. (affected)
against "murder of all kinds"
and other war crimes in
Iraq, (verbiage)

(verbiage)

and

have been
liquidated".(material)

(verbiage)

12

that an examination of
the images (actor)
showed (verbal)
that about 170
soldiers (affected)
were killed. (material)

after
the Iraqi military
(actor)
was
purged. (material)

(verbiage)

told(verbal)

(verbiage)

He(sayer)

(sayer)

11

of cases(aggregation) of
mass murder of captured
(material) Iraqi soldiers
in areas held by ISIL.
the AP news agency
(addressee)

331
reporting from the
northern town of
Khazer, (sayer)
(functionalism)
The town (actor)
(personalisation)

20

21

0 element
Headli
ne
2

Headline: Who can stop the Islamic State's advance?

1st element
Who (actor)

2nd element
can stop(material)

3rd element
the Islamic State's
advance? (affected)

4th element

Concern
(nominalisation)

as the Islamic
State(functionalism)

yet another battle,
(affected)

this time over Kurdish
fighters, known as the
Peshmerga.

4

There

This (senser and
phenomenon)

They (actor)

continues (material)
expanding
(nominalisation)
its territories under
its control in
Iraq.(scope)
have won (material)

managed to grab (material)
are (existential)

is seen (mental)

had expanded (material)

an oil field and 3 towns.
(affected)
reports (existent)

as a
severe
setback
(value)

for the
Kurds,(client)

Areas (affected)

it (actor)
may have seized
(material)
the Mosul dam,
Iraq's largest.
(affected)
who (actor)
rule (material)
themselves
(affected)
in a northern
enclave
(circumstances)
guarded (material)
by the Peshmerga
units.(actor)
under their control
(scope)
in recent weeks
while(circumstances)

(verbiage)

3

6

a week after
rebels (actor)
captured (material)
Iraq's second-largest city,
Mosul, and Saddam
Hussein's hometown of
Tikrit in a lightening
offensive. (affected)

Date: August 04, 2014

Islamic State
fighters (actor)
(specification)
The IS (actor)

5

comes(material)

against rebelcontrolled(material) te
rritory on either side
of Iraq's border with
Syria. (circumstances)

presupposition

1

has provided
(material)

The fall
(nominalisation)of Tal
Afar (actor)
(specification)

Report No. 3 Al Jazeera

one of the last strongholds
(attributive)
for the Baghdad
government. (client)
a crucial
bulwark(attributive)

332
avoiding (material)
direct confrontation
(affected)
with the Islamic State,
(client)
even as

7

8

controls(material)

cities (affected)

So,

how far(scope)

Will-------- go(material)

the group (actor)

And

how much of a
threat(value)

is(relational)

it(token)

Report No. 4 Al Jazeera

Date: AUGUST 31, 2014

Headline: US jets target IS positions in Iraq

0 element
Headline

1st element
US jets (actor)
(specification)
(personalisation)

2nd element
Target
(material)

3rd element
IS positions (affected)

4th element
in Iraq (scope)

Lead

1

The Islamic State
(actor)

Iraqi central government
troops (actor)
fled. (material)
in Iraq's Tigris and
Euphrates valleys north
and west of Baghdad,
and a section of Syria
stretching from the Iraqi
border in the east to
Aleppo in the northwest.
(circumstances)
as it (actor)
consolidates (material)
its gains? (affected)
to Iraq and the region?
(client)

Warplanes (actor)
(personalisation)

attack
(material)

fighters (affected)

airdrop
(material)

humanitarian
aid (affected)

in besieged
northern town of
Amerli(scope)
Trapped
ther
(material
e(sco
)
pe)
(attributi
ve)

and

2

3

The US military (actor)
has attacked (material)
Islamic State positions
(affected)
in the besieged
northern Iraqi town
of Amerli (scope)
and
airdropped(material)
humanitarian aid
(affected)
to civilians (recipient)
Trapped (material)
there, (scope)
US aircraft (actor)
delivered (material)
over a
hundred(aggregation)
bundles of emergency
supplies (affected)

the Pentagon (sayer)
(personalisation)

has
said
(verbal)

to
civilians
(receiver)

333
and more(aggregation) aid
(affected)
was dropped (material)
from British, French and
Australian planes, (actor)
4

Iraqi army and Kurdish
forces (actor)
(specification,
collectivisation)

closed in
(material)

on Islamic State fighters
(affected)

5

US jets and drones
(actor)
(personalisation)
the US forces (actor)
(collectivisation)

have also
attacked
(material)
have
conducted
(material)

the Islamic State group's
positions (affected)

John Kirby, the US
department of defence
spokesman,
(functionalization)
(sayer)

said(verbal)
on Sunday

that President Barack
Obama (actor)
authorised (material)

thousands(aggregation)
of Shia Turkmen
(recipient)

have been
cut off
(material)

6

In the previous weeks,

7

Commenting
on(nominalisation)
the airstrikes (affected)
on Amerli,(scope)

8

In Amerli,

on Saturday.
(circumstances)

airstrikes (affected)

the "limited" military
operation (affected)
to prevent (material)
an Islamic State attack
(affected)
on the town
and to enable (material)
an aid drop (affected)
to those in the town.
(recipient)
from
food
and water
(affected)

on Saturday in a
push
to break
(material)
the Sunni
fighters' siege of
Amerli, (affected)
which
has been
surrounded
(material)
by the fighters
(actor)
for more
(aggregation)
than two months
near Iraq's Mosul
Dam(circumstanc
es)
in support
(attributive)
of Iraqi and
Kurdish forces on
the ground,
(client)
fighting
(nominalisation)
against the
Islamic
State, (affected)
which (actor)
controls
(material)
large areas in
Syria and
Iraq. (affected)

for nearly two
months

besieged
(nominalisation)
by Islamic State
fighters. (actor)
have
vowed(verb
al)

to kill (material)

Themselves (affected)
rather than

(verbiage)

Residents,
(anonymisation)
(sayer)
who (carrier)
are (relational)

(presuppositio
n)

9

(circumstances)

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

officials (sayer)
(anonymisation)

334

reported(ver
bal)

11

The strikes (actor)
(nominalisation)

come
(material)

12

The AFP news agency
(sayer)

reported(ver
bal)

13

Al Jazeera's Jane Arraf,
reporting from
Baghdad, (sayer)

, said
(verbal)on
Saturday

14

She(sayer)

said(verbal)

15

"They (affected)

're
backed(mat
erial)

you (addressee)the
audience
you(addressee)the
readers
the operation

've got
(relational)
have
(relational)
fails
(material)
is
(relational)

10

Kirby (sayer)
said (verbal)
the aid (actor)
came (material)
at the request of the
Iraqi government
and that the US
military (actor)
conducted (material)
the raids (affected)
to support (material)
the aid delivery,
(affected)

(verbiage)

in danger
(attribute)
because of their
faith and their
resistance to
(circumstances)
the armed
group,(affected)
the AP news
agency(sayer)

(verbiage)
(verbiage)

the fear (token)

as Iraq (actor)
with support
from armed
launched (material)
Shia
a major operation (affected)
Muslims.
to liberate (material)
(scope)
the besieged(material)
town, (affected)
that Kurdish peshmerga
(actor)
were also involved
(material)
in the operation. (scope)
that any airstrikes by the
US(actor) around Amerli
(scope)
would widen (material)
its mandate (affected)
in Iraq (scope)
of protecting
(nominalisation)
US personnel and critical
Iraqi infrastructure.
(affected)
men in the town (actor)
had taken up (material)
arms(affected)
against the Islamic State
(recipient)
and had been resisting
(material)
the group (affected)
for weeks.
by Shia militia
who (actor)
members(actor)
have been
flown(material)
into the town
by Iraqi
helicopters –
(actor)
the circle of Islamic State
fighters (token)
the militias and the Iraqi
army." (token)
(verbiage)

16

and around that from both
sides(value)
"If

by the group (actor)

(circumstances)

then around that(value)

risk capture (material)

it (value)
could lead to (material)

335
even more sectarian
violence."(result)

19

17.
Strikes near Mosul dam
Regarding (nominalisation) the US deaprtment of
the airstrikes
defence(sayer)
(phenomenon)
near Mosul dam,

Separately on Saturday,

killed
(material)

that the US warplanes and
armed drones (actor)
destroyed (material)
an Islamic State armed
vehicle, a fighting position
and weapons, (affected)
and damaged (material)
a building (affected)
near the dam.
at least 13 people
(affected)

overran
(material)

most of Sunni Arab areas
of Iraq(affected)

after seizing the
northern city of
Mosul on June 10,

have
proclaimed(
verbal)

a caliphate

Kurdish forces (actor)

recaptured
(material)

the strategic dam
(affected)

straddling the
border with Syria,
where they also
control vast
swaths of
territory.
nearly two weeks
ago.

The Turkmen,
ethnically Turkish,
(carrier)

are
(relational)

Iraq’s third largest ethnic
group (attribute)

after Arabs and
Kurds.

a suicide bomber
driving a car packed
with explosives (actor)
The Islamic State
group, an al-Qaeda offshoot formerly known
as ISIL, (actor)

20

and

21

=

Backed(material)
by US air power,(actor)

22

in a town just
south of Baghdad.

Date: OCTOBER 07,
2014

Headline: Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight ISIL

1st element

2nd element

3rd element

4th element

Headline

Iraq(senser)
(personalisation)

wants(mental)

Sunni armed
factions(phenomen
on)

to fight(material)

1

Sunni opposition
leaders(sayer)
(generic)

say(verbal)

they (actor)

(verbiage)

Report No 5 AL
Jazeera

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

18

0 element

2

More than two
months
(circumstances)
(actor)

3

There
but

4

the group (affected)
The Iraqi
government (actor)

will not take up
(material)
arms (affected)
against ISIL (recipient)
unless
their
demands(affected)
are met. (material)
have passed
(material)

have been
(relational)
has not been
defeated(material)
is now trying to
persuade (material)

since the US-led coalition
(actor)
began (material)
targeting (nominalisation)
ISIL (affected)
in Iraq.
some tactical
successes (existent)
(actor)
Sunni armed
factions and tribes
(affected)

to
help(m
aterial)

it

fight
(material
)

336

but

Sunni leaders
(generic) (senser)

Headline: Kurdish fighters move on ISIL's Mosul hub

0 element

1st element
Kurdish fighters
(actor)

2nd element
move on
(material)

3rd element
ISIL's Mosul hub
(affected)

4th element

Peshmerga forces
(actor)

expand(mater
ial)

a major offensive

Kurdish forces in
Iraq (actor)

have taken
(material)
(presuppositio
n)
are moving
(material)

ground (affected)

against ISIL while also
delivering aid to Yazidi
refugees on Mount Sinjar.
from the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Levant (ISIL) group
(client)

delivered
(material)

aid (affected)

to Yazidi
refugees
(recipient)

on Mount
Sinjar on
Saturday

expanded
(material)

a major
offensive(affected)

against ISIL
(recipient)

in
northwester
n Iraq
after
breaking a
months-old
siege.

Headline

Date: December
22, 2014

and

2

The Peshmerga,
a term
used(material) by
Kurds to refer to
Kurdish
fighters, (actor)
and

The Peshmerga
(actor)
closed in
(material)
on Sinjar town
(scope)
south of the
mountain and Tal
Afar to its east,
If successful,

AFP news
agency(sayer)

reported(verb
al)

the move
(nominalisation)
(actor)
(impersonalisation)

would
significantly
alter
(material)

closer to the
northern city of
Mosul. (scope)

on Sunday.

(verbiage)

4

greater rights and
representation
(phenomenon)

Report No 6 AL
Jazeera

1

3

want (mental)

ISIL(affec
ted)
in government.(scope)

and

isolate
(material)

5

It(result)

6

The battle for Beiji
and its oil refinery

comes
(material)

the map of ISIL's
self-declared(verbal)
cross-border
"caliphate"(affected
)
its Mosul hub.
(affected)
as ISIL (actor)
reportedly
regained(material)
control(affected)
of Beiji city(scope)
back and forth
(attributive)

, north of Baghdad.

for months, with each side
(actor)

337

7
8

9

(actor and affected)
(impersonalisation)

has been
running
(material)

Troops on Sunday
(actor)
ISIL

retreated
(material)
is still
(relational)

to nearby towns
(scope)
in control of the oil
refinery (affected)

The autonomous
Iraqi Kurdish
region's Peshmerga
(actor)

reached
(material)

the flanks of Mount
Sinjar (scope)

making (material)
gains (affected)
and suffering (material)
losses (affected)
in the fighting.(scope)
surrounding Beiji
, which is about 15 kilometres
north of the city.
with food and other aid three
days (attributive)
after launching(nominalisation)

a vast operation(affected)

10

As the
convoy(actor)
worked
(material)
its way (scope)
up the
mountain,
a 60-kilometrelong ridge
where
civilians and
fighters
(affected)
had been
trapped
(material)
since
September,

Vehicles (scope)

11

Tens of thousands
of members of the
Yazidi religious
minority(affected)

were trapped
(material)

on the mountain for
days in the searing
August heat in a
first siege

12

Many (actor)

were
eventually
evacuated
(material)

13

A statement
from the
Kurdish
president's
son, who
(actor)
also

said (verbal)

the Peshmerga
(actor)

had
cleared(material)

that
sparked (material)
fears of genocide(result)
and was (relational)
one of the reasons
(value)that
led(material)
US President Barack
Obama (affected)
to launch (material)
an air campaign against
ISIL(affected)
when a coalition of Kurdish
forces (actor)
opened (material)
a corridor (affected)
to Syria,(scope)
and on Saturday the same
factions (actor)
were trying to reopen
(material)
that route. (affected)
(verbiage)

swarmed
(material)

(sayer)

people (actor)

in the region,
backed (material)
by US-led coalition air
strikes.(actor)
to receive(material)
food. (affected)
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14

villages(affected)
on the northern
side of the
mountain.

(actor and affected)

heads
(material)
the Kurdish
Regional
Security
Council
(KRSC),
affected)
The Syrian
Kurdish YPG
group, which
(actor)
has been
leading
(material)
the battle
(affected)
against ISIL
(client)
in the town of
Kobane on
the SyrianTurkish
border,

was moving
(material)

South (scope) to
join up with the
Peshmerga.

said (verbal)
on Sunday

it (actor)

15

17

In addition to
opening a safe
corridor between
Sinjar and the Kurdish
areas of Syria,

After the US-led
coalition (actor)
paved(material)

the YPG(sayer)

about 8,000
Peshmerga (actor)

reclaimed
(material)

had captured
(material)
seven villages
(affected)
from ISIL

(verbiage)

16

on the Syrian-Iraq
border - three on
the Syrian side and
four on the Iraqi
side.
some 700 square
kilometres.
(affected)

the way
(affected)
with some 50
air strikes,(instr
ument)

Report No 7 AL
Jazeera
0 element
Headline
1

2

In Iraq,

Date: September 05, 2015

Headline: Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL in Iraq

1st element
Sunni tribes (actor)

2nd element
Join(material)

3rd element
Fight(affected)

4th element
against
ISIL(client)
in Iraq

More Sunni groups (actor)

are backing
(material)

Shia led
government(affected)

despite
widespread
allegations
of
discrimination.

some Sunni tribes (actor)

are cooperating
(material)

with the Shia-led
government and Shia
militias(affected)

in the war (scope)
against
ISIL(client)
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3

But for the Al
Jubour
tribe,(value)

It (token)

Report No 8 AL
Jazeera
0 element
Headline
1

3

4

2nd element

3rd element

4th element

Booby-traps (actor)
(nominalisation)
(personalisation)

halt (material)

Iraqi forces'
advance
(affected)

on Tikrit (scope)

Iraqi forces battling the
Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) group for
control of the northern town
of Tikrit (recipient)

have encountered
(material)

setbacks,

with bombs and boobytraps (instrument)
slowing
their advance

said(verbal)

Mayor Osama
al-Tikriti.
(sayer)

said (verbal)on
Sunday

that they (actor)

Brigadier-General Thamer
Mohamed(sayer)

Phe
no
me
non
)

(verbiage)

5

1st element

Security forces(sayer)

"There
is (existential)
some resistance
from the enemy,
(existent)
but it's mainly
due to the boobytraps
(circumstances)
set up (material)
on the roads, in
the houses, shops
and government
facilities," (scope)
"As
You (senser)
can see,(mental)
our units
(actor)

a common
enemy.(affected)

Headline: Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit

"A rapid advance
(carrier)
in a city (scope)
where the
ground
(affected)
is littered
(material)
with bombs
and boobytraps
(instrument)
Is (relational)
too tough
(attribute)
to achieve,"

less about unity
and more about
fighting
(nominalisation)

Date: Mar 30, 2015

(verbiage)
circumstances

2

is (relational)

told(verbal)

were slowly rolling
(material)
into the city's western
area (scope)
with the help of US-led
airstrikes (instrument)
despite Shia
militias(actor)
boycotting (material)
the offensive (affected)
the Reuters
news agency
(addressee)

340
are
advancing
(material)
and we
have
air
support."
The security forces and Shia
militias,

(actor)

6

began
(material)

who (actor)

their
offensive
(affected)

provided(material)
the largest number of fighters,
(affected)

7
8

10

11

At least 17
security
personnel
(affected)
have been killed
(material)
in fighting (scope)
and another 100
wounded
(material)
around Tikrit
(scope)
since Thursday
when
(circumstances)
the US airstrikes
began,
On Sunday,
(circumstances)

They (actor)
used (material)
anti-tank missiles
to destroy
(material)
a bulldozer
being
used(material)
by the military
to clear
a path
around boobytrapped roads,
Meanwhile,
(circumstances)

a security officer(sayer)

an attempt (affected)
to infiltrate (material)
Tikrit (affected)
from the southern district of
Shisheen(circumstances)
an official (sayer)

several injured Shia
fighters(sayer)

Remains
(material)
told(verbal)

(affected)

9

The battle (actor)

was
thwarted
(material)

on March 2
(circumstances)
but
halted (material)
operations(affected)
after two weeks
(circumstances)
due to heavy casualties
and tensions within the
government and with US
officials over Iran's
prominent role.
(circumstances)

slow-going
(attributive)
the Reuters
news agency.
(recipient)

by
rebels(actor)

said(verbal)

told(verbal)

Al Jazeera
(addressee)

that the US (actor)
was to blame
(relational+metal/ve
rbal)
for their injuries
after striking
their positions
near Tikrit, the main
city in Salahuddin
provicence and
birthpalce of

341
Saddam Hussein,
Iraq's fromer
president.
12

Shia militias, aligned with
Tehran, (sayer)

13

14

ISIL (actor)

15

Fighting (nominalisation)to
the south of Tikrit (actor)

underscored
(material)

a security official(sayer)

said(verbal)

The
clashes(nominalisation)in the
countryside around Dujail,
just 54km from Baghdad,
(actor and affected)

In Baghdad,
(circumstances)

do not need (material)
US support (affected)
to drive (material)
ISIL (affected)
from Tikrit.(scope)
the high
as even areas under
stakes of the
government and militia
war
control near Baghdad
(affected)
(affected)
against ISIL
remain (material)
vulnerable (attributive)
to lightning-fast attacks
(instrument)
by the fighters.(actor)

(
v
e
r
b
i
a
g
e
)

and

16

they (actor)

(verbiage)

ambushed
(material)
an Iraqi army and
Shia paramilitary
base near Dujail
on Sunday,
(affected)
killing (material)
six paramilitary
volunteers
(affected)
and wounding
(material)
14 others,
(affected)

have repeatedly
said(verbal)

at least seven people
(affected)

lasted (material)

until sunset
(circumstance
s)

involved(material)

two suicide
bombers and
machine
gunners
(affected)

on pick-up trucks.

were killed
(material)

in three
bombings
(instrument)
on Sunday,

while a soldier (affected)
also died (material)
in a bomb blast (scope)
targeting (material)
a convoy (affected)
in Tarmiyah just north of
the capital. (scope)

Report
No 9 AL
Jazeera

18
May
2015

342

ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi

HS

ISIL(actor)

1

Iraqi soldiers
(actor)

Seizes control
of(material)
Flee(material)

Iraq’s
Ramadi(affected)
As (circumstances)
Armed group(actor)
Takes over(material)

2

Fighters
from the
Islamic State
of Iraq and
the Levant
(ISIL) group

Security officials

Capital of Iraq’s
largest cities
(affected)
Have said (verbal)

have overrun
(material)
one of the
last
remaining
districts
held(materia
l)
by
government
forces
in the city of
Ramadi

‘there
are
(existential)
many
influential
tribes
in Anbar
who
have warned
against this
decision for
some time
now,"

Iraqi special
forces
soldiers

were
reported(verbal)

to be fleeing

the city on
Sunday

The armed
group

had earlier
made(material)

significant gains

in its battle
to
control(mat
erial)
Ramadi,

Al Jazeera's
Zeina Khodr,
reporting
from
Baghdad,

Said(verbal)

government officials

a move that
could
provoke
opposition
from the
governmen
t's Sunni
tribal allies.

Khodr

Said(verbal)

had requested
reinforcements
from Shia factions
in response to
the ISIL advance,

as
the armed
group
succeeded
in(material)
breaching
their last
holdout.
besieging
the army base
and
killing
15 soldiers
In multiple
suicide car
bombs

343
The
involvement
of Shia
militias

ISIL fighters

but

"We
are now
surround
ed
inside the
Operatio
ns
Comman
d by ISIL,
and
mortars
are
raining
down,"
"Daesh
fighters
Are
(relationa
l)
in almost
every
street.
It's a
chaotic
situation
and
things are
sliding

has been
condemned(verb
al)

had
seized(material)

by leading tribal
figure, Sheikh Ali alHatim,

most of
Ramadi, the
capital of
Anbar
province,

a contingent
of Iraqi
special forces

was holding
out(material)

in the Malaab
neighbourhoo
d.

Security
sources

said(verbal)

those forces
retreated(mat
erial)
on Sunday to
an area east of
the city

a military
officer inside
the base
(sayar)

told(verbal)

the Reuters
news agency
(addressee)

Who
said
(verbal)
It
would be
considered
an "Iranian
occupation
".

on Friday

planting(materi
al)
their flag
on the local
government
headquarters
in the centre
of the city,

after suffering
high casualties.

344
out of
control

Ramadi
is falling
into the
hands of
Daesh."
If Ramadi
were to
fall(mater
ial)

it would be
the first
major city to
be
seized(materi
al) by the
insurgents in
Iraq

since security
forces and
paramilitary
groups began
pushing them
back last year,
helped (material)
by air strikes
from a US-led
coalition.
is (relational)

Ramadi

and

one of just a
few towns
and cities

to have
remained(materi
al)

the capital of
Anbar, Iraq's
largest
province,
under
government
control.

Report No 10 AL
Jazeera

Date: 03 June
2015

Headline: Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah

0 element

1st element

2nd element

Headline

Dozens (actor
and affected)
(aggregation)

1

Civilians among
at least 70
(actor and
affected)

Die(material)

killed(material)

3rd element

4th element

in air strikes (instrument)

on ISIL in Iraq's
Hawijah (scope)

as US coalition
envoy (sayer)
Says(verbal)
ISIL problem
(actor)
"trending
towards(material)
global
implications’’.
(affected)

Dozens of people
(affected)
are reported
(verbal)

(verbiage)

2

reports(sayer)

say(verbal)

345
to have been
killed(material)
in air strikes
(instrument)
targeting
(nominalisation)
the Islamic State
of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL)
(affected)
in Hawijah in
Iraq,(scope)
told(verbal)

4

Al Jazeera's
Imran Khan,
reporting from
Baghdad,
(sayer)

said(verbal)

destroyed
.(material)
ISIL targets
(affected)
including
buildings, fighting
positions, tactical
units, vehicles and
heavy machine
guns,

7

it(sayer)

said(verbal)

The
statement(sayer
)

said(verbal)

who
carried -------out.(material)
Them(affected)
since Tuesday
morning, as well
as four air strikes
against the group
in Syria.
in its statement
on
Wednesday.(circu
mstances)

the air strikes (actor)
in Syria
destroyed (material)

where they also
(actor)
hit(material)

(verbia
ge)

said(verbal)

was (relational)
unclear (attribute)

(verbia
ge)

8

Cities hit included
Ramadi [recently
(affected)
captured
(material)
by ISIL], (actor)
Sinjar, Tal Afar,
Baiji, Kirkuk,
Mosul and
Fallujah,
(affected)

the Combined
Joint Task
Force(sayer)

coalition forces (actor)
conducted .(material)
18 air strikes (affected)
targeting (nominalisation)
ISIL (affected)
in 10 Iraqi cities

that civilians
(carrier and actor)
were (relational)
among at least 70
people (attribute)
killed (material)
in the air strikes
(instrument)
on a warehouse
controlled
by ISIL.
but it (carrier)

(verbiage)

The attacks
in Iraq (actor)

said (verbal)

the attacks in Hawijah,
(actor)
in the Kirkuk
governorate,(scope)
occurred (material)
during the early hours of
Wednesday

(verbiage)

6

the US
military(sayer)

(verbiage)

Separately,

(verbiage)

5

Al Jazeera (addressee)

(verbiage)

Sources(sayer)

(verbiage)

3

346

10

"We (senser)
have seen
(mental)
a lot of losses
within Daesh
(phenomenon)
since the start of
this campaign,
more than
10,000,"
"It (token)
will end up having
(relational)
an impact."(value)

said(verbal)

He(sayer)

said(verbal)

Blinken(sayer)

said(verbal)

Blinken's
comments
(actor)

came (material)

there had been (existential)
a great deal of progress
(existent)
in the fight (scope)
against ISIL (client)
but that the group(actor)
remained (material)
resilient and capable of
taking the
initiative.(attributive)

(verbiage)
as US President Barack
Obama's envoy
(circumstances)
charged with
building (nominalisation)
the coalition (affected)
against ISIL(client)

Said(verbal)

in Doha
that the growth of
the group (
had
global
implications and,
if unchecked, its

(verbiage)

15

(verbiage)

14

"At the start of
this campaign
[we] (sayer)
said (verbal)
it (actor)
would take
(material)
time,"(affected)
"We (actor)
have conceived
(material)
a three-year
plan(affected)
and we're
(relational)
nine months
(attribute)
into it."(scope)

Antony
Blinken, US
deputy
secretary of
state, (sayer)

(verbiage)

12

13

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

11

, the US(sayer)

a tactical unit.
(affected)

((verbiage) verbiage)

Against this backdrop,

(verbiage)

9

six ISIL fighting
positions(affected)
near Hasakah
and an armoured vehicle
near Deir Az Zor,
at least 10,000 ISIL fighters
(affected)
had been killed (material)
since the international
coalition
started (material)
its campaign (instrument)
against them (affected)
nine months ago in Iraq and
Syria.
on France Inter radio, using the
Arabic acronym for ISIL.
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on Wednesday in the Qatari
capital

17

Allen(sayer)

said(verbal)

Reuters news
agency(sayer)

reported(verbal)
quoting local
officials

It(carrier)
was (relational)
Critical(attribute)
that all anti-ISIL forces in Iraq
fell (material)
under Iraqi government
authority
and that the task of
countering
the flow of foreign fighters
into the region
could not rest
with Turkey alone.
that ISIL
had closed
the gates of a dam
on the Euphrates River in
western Iraq,
reducing the
water and giving

18

Separately,

them
greater freedom of
movement
to attack
government forces
downstream on the southern
bank.
19

21

the officials
(sayer)

said(verbal)

they(sayer)

said (verbal)

The
Euphrates(actor
)

has
acted(material)

the tactic
also threatens
southern
provinces
with drought
and the water
has been reduced
to
worrying levels.
as a
barrier(instrument
)

(verbiage)

20

The fighters
have redirected
the flow of water
to their advantage
on the battlefield
around the city of
Ramadi,
But,

betwee
n the
fighters
who
control

and progovernment
forces
who are trying to
advance
towards Ramadi

(verbiage)

said(verbal)

(verbiage)

Retired General
John
Allen(sayer)

(verbiage)

16

fighters could
"wreak
havoc
on the progress of
humanity".
that ISIL
was not
merely
an Iraqi problem
or a Syrian
problem
but
"a regional
problem
trending towards
global
implications".
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its
norther
n bank

23

Hikmat
Suleiman(sayer)

said(verbal)

24

Last summer,

the
fighters (actor)

and

seized(material)
threatened(verba
l)

security forces
would now have
to redeploy
along the river
to prevent
the fighters
from infiltrating.
"Previously they
had to monitor
only the bridges
and certain areas,
but now
all of the river
will be crossable."
the Mosul (affected)
to submerge

(verbiage)

said(verbal)

Baghdad

(verbiage)

A spokesman
for the
governor of
Anbar province,
of which
Ramadi is the
capital, (sayer)

(verbiage)

22

on the other side

dam in northern
Iraq
until Kurdish
forces
drove
them back
with the help of
air strikes
from an
international
coalition.

APPENDIX (C)
The General PROTOCOL
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date:
Headline:
Length:
Subject/event:
Tangible/statistical information:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Locality: what references to places are made?
Temporality: what time references are made?
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
How is Daesh/ISIL/THE SO-CALLED ISIS portrayed?
How are the different groups (Sunni, Shia, Kurds and other) portrayed?
How is the Iraqi government portrayed?
What is the report’s attitude towards outside powers?
Which group is described as the victorious?
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Which group of the conflict is portrayed as the loser?
Which group is portrayed as offensive?
Which group is portrayed as defensive?
Miscellaneous/ other features can be noted in the report throughout the analysis:
Report summary:
Research notes:

Al Alam and Al Jazeera news reports according to the Protocol
Al Alam: PROTOCOL (1)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: June 10, 2014
Headline: ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’
Length: 306
Subject/event: Mosul’s fall
Tangible/statistical information:
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
o An Iraqi parliamentarian, Adnan Siraj
Locality: what references to places are made?
o Mosul, Falluja, Anbar, Syria, Baghdad
Temporality: what time references are made?
o On Tuesday (June 10, 2014) after radical militants from the so-called Islamic State
of Iraq and Levant attacked and occupied the oil-rich city of Mosul.
o Iraq has been grappling with its worst surge in violence since the sectarian
bloodletting of 2006 and 2007.
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Sunni politicians’ cooperation with Saudi Arabia and Turkey, SCRIPT OF
conspiracy
o The Iraqi government is trying to defeat terrorism, SCRIPT OF Iraqi government
(Shia) KNOW-HOW
o Assigning the responsibility of Mosul’s fall to Sunni sect.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Saudi and Turkish intelligence networks of cooperating with Sunni politicians
such as: Tariq al-Hashimi and Osama al-Nujaifi for charging the crisis.
o ISIL insurgents and their allies remain in control of Fallujah and other parts of
Anbar province and frequently attack Baghdad.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts? No
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is assigning Mosul’s fall to Sunni politicians headed by Suadi
Arabia and Turkey.
o Praising the Iraqi government, army and police headed by Nouri al-Maliki (Shia).
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o Justification of the Iraqi army withdrawal from Mosul.
The linguistic analysis of the text (CDA techniques in order as they come in the methods
of research chapter):
Lexical choice
‘Inevitable’ and ‘dire’ (3), ‘desirable’ (4). These words are used by the writer to confirm
that the attitude of the Iraqi government is reasonable, wise, necessary and fruitful in
response to Daesh’s attack.
The verb ‘abandoned’ is used to justify the Iraqi army failure in defending Mosul. The
writer did not use ‘withdraw’ or ‘give up’ or ‘flee’. Then, the writer adds the words
‘overran’ (7) and ‘worst’ (8) ‘a long and loosely border with Syria’ (8) to convince the
readers that there are logic reasons behind the army abandonment.
Opposition
The following sets of conflict lexical items ‘Praised and Trusted’ (4), ‘criticized’ (5) and
‘combating terrorism’ (4), ‘downplaying role of the national army’ (5) are employed in
an attempt to portray the two sides of the conflict, Shia and Sunni, in two contrastive
lights. The Shia side is placed in a positive light and the Sunni side is located in a negative
light. The Iraqi government representing the majority Shia people in Iraq is trying its best
to protect Mosul from terrorism. The Iraqi Sunni MPs supported by Saudi and Turkish
intelligence are ‘downplaying role of the national army’ (sentence No. 5).
This depiction of the conflict in Iraq by this article clearly shows, intentionally or
unintentionally, the fact that this conflict is purely political. And this is the fact that I want
the readers to grasp.
Naming:/
Transitivity
o Iraqi police and army forces abandoned their posts in Mosul after militants
overran the provincial government headquarters and other key buildings (sentence
No.7). In this sentence, the writer use logic explanation to convince the readers
that the Iraqi army is not to be blamed. The terrorists were in control of the critical
places in Mosul and the Iraqi army reaction to this situation is definitely normal.
o Iraq has been grappling with its worst surge in violence since the sectarian
bloodletting of 2006 and 2007(sentence No.8). In this sentence, the writer is
employing another technique to raise the feeling of the audience towards the Shia
government in Iraq by using the transitive verbal verb ‘grappling’ to show the
readers that the Iraqi government is struggling with Daesh and that Daesh is not
an easy force to be controlled.
o ISIL insurgents and their allies remain in control of Fallujah and other parts of
Anbar province, which neighbors Ninevah province and like it shares a long and
loosely controlled border with Syria (sentence No.9). The writer comes back again
to logic explanation by employing the transitive verbs ‘remain’ and ‘share’ to
remind the readers that Daesh is supported by Sunni people in Fallujah, Anbar
and Ninevah. Ideologically, the writer refers to these main Sunni cities in Iraq
unveiling the question why Daesh is strong in these cities. Simultaneously,
covering this ideological hint with the fact that these cities ‘share’ loosely
controlled borders with Syria where Daesh comes.
Passivisation
A state of emergency was declared in Iraq by Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki on Tuesday
after radical militants from the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and Levant attacked and
occupied the oil-rich city of Mosul. To attract the readers’ attention to the figure of the
Iraqi Shia prime minister, the sentence is written in the passive form using the assertive
verb ‘declare’ to show his wisdom. To appear objective and neutral, the writer employs
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the ‘so-called’, passivisation, to indirectly refer to Sunni people who called Daesh by the
Islamic State of Iraq and Levant.
Social actors
Personalisation: He in sentence No. (5) and Siraj (sentence No.6). To create a relationship
between the audience and the Iraqi MP Siraj, the writer uses personalisation. This
personalisation can create a different tendency in the readers towards Siraj and the group
he belongs to. Similarly, personalisation can provide him with authenticity.
Functionalism: An Iraqi parliamentarian and former Iraqi vice president Tariq al-Hashimi
in sentence No. (1). Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki in sentence No. (2). The Iraqi MP in
sentence No. (4). Iraqi parliament speaker Osama al-Nujaifi in sentence No. (5).
Collectivisation: Iraqi army and army forces in sentence No. (7). Militants (No.2 and 10).
Collectivisation is employed in these sentences to show that members of the Iraqi army
are all in the same situation and have the same attitude. It is not a personal attitude or
choice. That is they were forced to abandon Mosul. Thus, they are not responsible for
Mosul’s Fall. In contrast, the militants, indirectly referring to Sunni people supporting
Daesh, have all the same attitude and they form a strong force that cannot be easily
defeated to justify the Iraqi abandonment to Mosul and convict Sunni people at the same
time.
Nominalisation:/
Presupposition
o The verbs ‘was’ (sentence 3) and ‘were’ (sentence 4) are employed to presuppose
the fact that the Iraqi government is wise and is actually doing the best to achieve
peace.
o ISIL insurgents and their allies (sentence No.9). ‘their’ here is used to indirectly
show the readers that Sunni people are allies of Daesh. This use of the possessive
pronoun ‘their’ presents the information as a fact that the readers cannot resist.
o The militants have also managed to launch frequent coordinated attacks in the
capital, Baghdad, and in other parts of the country (10). The verb ‘managed’ is
used to presuppose the fact that Daesh is so strong that it attacked different parts
of Iraq even Baghdad, the capital of Iraq.
Reported speech
The employment of the neutral verb ‘say’, ‘told’ and ‘said’ in the following sentences are
to convince the readers that Siraj is neutral and objective. That is he is saying the truth.
This neutral man who is saying the truth agrees with the Iraqi government in its wise
decision. To support Siraj’s opinion, the reason is that even Iraqi people and international
community trusted the Iraqi government. Whereas, he is against the Sunni MPs, Osama
al-Nujaifi and al-Hashimi whose names are given to show his authenticity. After aligning
the readers to Siraj’s side, the writer tries to create a relationship between the audiene and
siraj by sharing his personal logical attitude towards both Shia and Sunni groups.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera: PROTOCOL (1)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: AUGUST 16, 2015
Headline: ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul's fall to ISIL’
Length: 650
Subject/event: assigning the responsibility of Mosul’s fall to Shia side?
Tangible/statistical information:
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Parliamentary report finds former PM and 35 officials responsible for army's loss of city
and says they should be tried. Sentence No. (1)
The committee, which presented the conclusion of its investigation to parliament speaker
Salim al-Juburi on Sunday, implicated 36 officials in the loss of the country's second city,
sources in Juburi's office told Al Jazeera. Sentence No. (3)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
An Iraqi parliamentary committee says that former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki and
other officials were to blame for allowing the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)
to overrun Mosul last year and has called for them to face trial. Sentence No. (2)
………….. sources in Juburi's office told Al Jazeera. Sentence No. (3)
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
An Iraqi parliamentary committee, Salim al-Juburi, parliament speaker office, An MP on
the committee, . Al Jazeera's Mohammed Jamjoom
Locality: what references to places are made?
Mosul, Ramadi (the capital of Anbar province)
Temporality: what time references are made?
2006, June 9 2014(10),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o No one is above the law and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary will
punish those [responsible]. SCRIPT OF justice
o SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia) DOES NOT KNOW-HOW
o Assigning the responsibility of Mosul’s fall and its repercussions to Shia
government and Iraqi army.
o Attributing the sectarian tensions between the Iraqi sects to Nouri al-Maliki biased
and unwise policy.
o The current prime minister also blamed military forces and indirectly Nouri
Maliki who ordered the forces to withdraw.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
Nouri al-Maliki is responsible for Mosul’s fall and must be punished.
Law is above Nouri al-Maliki. He is officially convicted. He must be punished.
He is responsible for the tensions among Iraqi people because of his unwise policy.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts? Sentence (22)"What is
not clear is when those courts-martial will happen, or if any of those members of the
military have already [faced proceedings]," he said.
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is assigning Mosul’s fall to former MP, prime minister Shia Nouri
Al-maliki
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o Convicting the Iraqi government, army and police headed by Nouri al-Maliki
(Shia).
o Attributing Mosul’s fall to Nouri al-Maliki’s bad policy.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alalam Protocole (2)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Headline: Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit
Date: Sun Jul 13, 2014 09:53:49
Length: 329
Subject/event: speicher massacre
Tangible/statistical information:
dozens of civilians (1), 160 and 190 people (5), 1,700 soldiers (5), Many (9) More than
one million Iraqis (10), More than two million Iraqis (11)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
A pro-ISIL group (2), The ISIL-linked Internet page (3), Iraqi officials (4), Human
Rights Watch (HRW) (5), The ISIL (5), HRW emergencies director Peter Bouckaert
(6), The terrorists (8), Sunni and Shia leaders (9),
Locality: what references to places are made?
Northern iraq (1), the Iraqi nation (1), Baghdad(2, 7), Tikrit (2, 5, 10), large swathes
of the country (7), everywhere (8), worldwide (9), homes over (10), Mosul (10),north
and west (10), northern and western parts of the war-torn country (11)
Temporality: what time references are made?
last Monday (2), In late June (5), June 11 and June 14 (5), Over the past weeks (7), the
past month(10),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Daesh Terrorists are killing civilians and army cadets SCRIPT OF crime.
o The Iraqi Sunni and Shia and the entire wold are against terrorism, SCRIPT OF
against.
o Daesh is a danger that threatens the whole world.
o If the terrorists killed and displaced thousands of Iraqi, millions of Iraqis
volunteered to fight Daesh SCRIPT OF revenge.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi are fighting Daesh and will defeat them in Sunni cities in the north of Iraq.
o Daesh is a danger that threatens the entire world not only Iraqi people.
o Daesh is committing crimes against civilians not only army’s members.
o Sunni and Shia are against Daesh.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o The entire world is against Daesh.
o Daesh threatens the entire world not only Muslims.
o n.b. Sunni are not with Daesh.
o Praising the Iraqi people (Shia) for volunteering to fight Daesh.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Aljazeera protocole (2)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 16 JUNE 2014
Headline: Photos released of Iraq 'mass execution'
Length: 485
Subject/event: Speicher Massacre
Tangible/statistical information:
scores of captured Iraqi soldiers (3), about 170 soldiers (11),hundreds have been
liquidated (12), 17 civilians (15)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
ISIL-aligned source (1), A Twitter account aligned with the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL) (3), A diplomatic source in Baghdad (9), Qassim al-Moussawi,
Iraq's cheif military spokesman (10, (he (11)), Ban Ki-moon, the UN secretary general
(13), UN human rights chief Navi Pillay (14, she (15), her office (16)), Sources in the
town (18), Al Jazeera's Hoda Abdel-Hamid (19),
Locality: what references to places are made?
on Twitter (1, 2), a shallow ditch (4), large territories in Iraq in the last week (8), the
country(8), areas held by ISIL (10), Iraqi cities and towns (16), town of Tal Afar (17), the
Syrian border (17), town of Khazer (19), The town (20), Iraq's border with Syria (20), Tal
Afar (19, 21), Mosul (21), Tikrit (21)
Temporality: what time references are made?
at the weekend (4), On Friday (14), in recent days (14), On Monday (17),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Sunni fighters killed hundreds of captured Shia soldiers SCRIPT OF revenge.
o Daesh and associated Sunni rebel forces are the winner SCRIPT OF victory.
o The Iraqi government should take this as a lesson.
o Daesh and Sunni fighters are in control of the last strongholds for the Baghdad
government.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Daesh and Sunni rebels will defeat the Iraqi government in Sunni cities and all
over the Iraqi nation.
o The Iraqi government should be aware as this act of killing can occur to civilians
as well as military members.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Sunni rebels will win the battle and defeat Shia government and its military
forces.
o Sunni rebels are against Shia.
o They will commit revenge against civilians as well as military forces.
o This massacre is a lesson for the Iraqi government and Shia people.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (3)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
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Date: Aug 3, 2014 14:51:02
Headline: Iraqi army makes fresh advances in fight against ISIL
Length: 253
Subject/event: Beiji Refinery of Oil
Tangible/statistical information:
180 kilometers (112 miles) north of the capital (2), a third of Iraq’s oil output (3), 127
militants (5)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Press TV (2), Jasim al-Moussawi, a political analyst (7)
Locality: what references to places are made?
several areas of the country (1), the Baiji oil refinery (2), the Baiji hospital (4), Salaheddin
(5), Nineveh and al-Anbar (5), the city of Mosul (8), Baghdad (8), different fronts (9),
several areas (9)
Temporality: what time references are made?
On Saturday (2), a week of fighting (3), last months (6), June 10 (8)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Iraqi army forces and Shia volunteers defeat Daesh in several areas: the Baiji oil
refinery, Salaheddin, Nineveh and al-Anbar SCRIPT OF victory.
o Although Daesh is strong, the Iraqi army will defeat it.
o Sunni people are forced, out of fear, to support Daesh.
o The Iraqi army is doing great efforts to defeat daesh.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Daesh is not easy thus, Sunni are forced to surrender.
o Thousands of Shia volunteers are aligned with the Iraqi government against
Daesh.
o Despite of these facts, the Iraqi army will win the battle.
o The Iraqi army could liberate several areas: the Baiji oil refinery, Salaheddin,
Nineveh and al-Anbar.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Iraqi Shia government will win the battle against Daesh.
o Iraqi government (Shia) is supported by thousands of volunteers.
o Sunni have no choice only to support Daesh.
o Daesh is suffering heavy losses in the battle.
o Several areas have been liberated.
o ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera protocole (3)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 04 August 2014
Headline: Who can stop the Islamic State's advance?
Length: 199
Subject/event: Beiji Refinery of Oil
Tangible/statistical information:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
reports (3)
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Locality: what references to places are made?
Iraq (1), battle (2), an oil field and 3 towns (3), the Mosul dam (3), a northern enclave (4),
areas (5), cities in Iraq's Tigris and Euphrates valleys north and west of Baghdad (6), a
section of Syria stretching from the Iraqi border in the east to Aleppo in the northwest
(6), Iraq and the region (7)
Temporality: what time references are made?
this time (2), recent weeks (5)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Daesh continues expanding its territories under its control in Iraq in several areas:
the Baiji oil refinery, three towns and the Mosul dam SCRIPT OF victory.
o Daesh defeated the Iraqi army and the Peshmerga, Kurdish fighters.
o The Iraqi army and the Peshmerga even fled from Daesh.
o Daesh controls several areas of Iraq and stretches to Syria.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Daesh is in full control of Iraq and Syria.
o The Iraqi government and the Kurds are the loser.
o Daesh can control the region as well in addition to Iraq.
o Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Iraqi Shia government and the Kurds will not win the battle against Daesh.
o Daesh may control the whole region not only Iraq.
o Several areas have been under Daesh’s full control: the Baiji oil refinery, three
towns and the Mosul dam.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (4)
Date: August 31 2014
Headline: Iraqi forces liberate ISIL-besiged Iraqi Shia town
Length: 345
Subject/event: liberation of Amerli
Tangible/statistical information:
Nearly 15,000 Shia Turkmens were stranded in the farming community, about 170
kilometers north of Baghdad (7).
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi (2,3, he (4), ), Turkmen lawmaker Fawzi Akram al-Tarzi (6),
Many residents (10), Nihad al-Bayati (11, he (12)), Nouri al-Maliki(14)
Locality: what references to places are made?
Amerli (1,2,5,9 town(6, 8, 11), the surrounding villages
Temporality: what time references are made?
a six-week siege, at dawn Sunday, after midday, June (2014) (9), mid-July(9),
August(10),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
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What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Iraqi military forces along with volunteer militiamen have liberated Amerli
SCRIPT OF victory and patriotism.
o SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia) KNOWS-HOW and SCRIPT OF Praise.
o Northern Shia Turkmen town of Amerli is Shia town and it is against Daesh
SCRIPT OF praise.
o Amerli is in agreement with the Iraqi government.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
Amerli is liberated by the Iraqi (Shia) Army and militiamen not by Sunni. It is a Shia
town. It is against Daesh. Amerli residents are happy to cooperate with the Iraqi army and
Militiamen. They are celebrating the victory together.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is assigning Amerli’s liberation to Iraqi Shia government, army,
and militiamen
o the Iraqi government, army and militiamen headed by Nouri al-Maliki (Shia) are
patriotic and they are welcomed in the north of Iraq.
o Amerli is a Shia town, thus it resists Daesh.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera Protocol (4)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 31 AUGUST 2014
Headline: US jets target IS positions in Iraq
Length: 567
Subject/event: liberation of Amerli
References to intangibles:
13 people (16), Iraq’s third largest ethnic group
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
officials said(3), Kirby said (9), Al Jazeera's Jane Arraf (11, she (12)),
Locality: what references to places are made?
Amerli (1, 4, 8, 11), Mosul Dam (5), Syria and Iraq (6), Sunni Arab areas of Iraq (17),
Temporality: what time references are made?
Saturday, June 10 (17),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o SCRIPT OF the US forces’ failure to defeat Daesh
o SCRIPT OF economic interests of the US forces KNOW-HOW
o The Iraqi government cannot alone defeat Daesh.
o Daesh is strong and overran most of Iraqi Sunni cities.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
The US forces try to liberate Amerli from Daesh for economic interests.
o The US forces supported Kurdish forces to recapture the strategic dam of Mosul
again from Daesh for economic and political purposes.
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o ‘Any airstrikes by the US around Amerli would widen its mandate in Iraq of
protecting US personnel and critical Iraqi infrastructure’ (11).
o Daesh is strong and overran most of Sunni arabs areas of Iraq.
o The airstrikes may fall and lead to more disastrous sectarian violence.
o Turkmen are ethnically Turkish.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
"If the operation fails the fear is it could lead to even more sectarian violence."
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is assigning the (may) liberation of Amerli to the US forces.
o The US forces try to increase its mandate in Iraq.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam: PROTOCOL (5)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: October 03, 2014
Headline: Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya
Length: 247
Subject/event: release or liberation of Dhuluiya, a Sunni town
Tangible/statistical information: about 70 km north of Baghdad
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Reuters, The witnesses, the state minister for provincial affairs, Ahmed alJubouri,
Locality: what references to places are made?
Dhuluiya, Balad, Hit, Haditha
Temporality: what time references are made?
This week, Friday, Tuesday, Thursday
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o SCRIPT OF unity and cooperation among Iraqi people, Shia and Sunni against
terrorism
o SCRIPT OF Iraqi armed forces (Shia) KNOW-HOW
o SCRIPT OF Sunni tribes awakening.
o What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Sunni al Jubouri tribe has fought against the ISIL Terrorists
o Sunni and Shia are fighting together against Daesh
o The Iraqi armed forces recapture Dhuluiya from the terrorists
o
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is the cooperation between Sunni and Shia against Daesh.
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o Praising the alJubouri Sunni tribe for supporting Shia against Daesh.
o alJubouri Sunni tribe is a good example to follow; this is a technique to gain Sunni
support.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera: PROTOCOL (5)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 7 OCTOBER 2014
Headline: Iraq wants Sunni armed factions to fight ISIL
Length: 76
Subject/event: release or liberation of Dhuluiya, a Sunni town
Tangible/statistical information:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Sunni opposition leaders
Locality: what references to places are made?/
Temporality: what time references are made?
More than two months have passed since the US-led coalition began targeting ISIL
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o SCRIPT OF conditional unity and cooperation among Iraqi people, Shia and
Sunni against terrorism
o SCRIPT OF Sunni politicians KNOW-HOW
o SCRIPT OF Sunni insurgents’ strong stance against the government.
o What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Sunni tribes will not against the ISIL Terrorists unless Sunni politicians’’
demands are met
o the US-led coalition forces could not defeat Daesh
o Sunni leaders want greater rights and representation in government
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
Daesh might not be defeated.
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is the cooperation between Sunni and Shia is conditional or
provided by meeting Sunni politicians’ demands.
o Daesh has not been defeated.
o Sunni leaders want greater rights and representation in government.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (6)
Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS
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Date: 10 December 2014
Length: 419
Subject/event:
Tangible/statistical information: 60 armored vehicles (2),
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text? the Nineveh Provincial Council
announced (1), Nineveh Provincial Council member Ghazwan Hamed confirmed (2), he
said (3), Hamed said (7), The Nineveh Provincial Council member (8), He added (9),
Hamad told Asharq Al-Awsat (10), Abadi said (13)
Locality: what references to places are made? the northern Iraqi province of Nineveh,
the city of Mosul (1), Erbil International Airport (2), Iraq’s second city (2), Mosul (3, 5,
8 and 9), Iraqi Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi appealed to US Defense Secretary
Chuck Hagel (11),
Temporality: what time references are made? on Tuesday (1), since June (2), on
Tuesday (12), at the moment (13)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts? ISIL is strong, but it will lose the
battle.
What recurrent themes are mentioned? The Iraqi government is the winner. It does not
discriminate among Iraqi ethnic groups.
REFLECTION
How is Daesh/ISIL/THE SO-CALLED ISIS portrayed? It is portrayed as the winner who
is definitely going to lose.
How are the different groups (Sunni, Shia, Kurds and other) portrayed? The previous
politicians are bad figures and they will be replaced by good Sunni who can cooperate
with the Iraqi government.
How is the Iraqi government portrayed? It is the hard worker who is trying to amend the
previous Sunni politicians’ mistakes.
What is the report’s attitude towards outside powers? negative
Which group is described as the victorious? Iraqi government
Which group of the conflict is portrayed as the loser? The rebels and ISIL
Which group is portrayed as offensive? ISIL
Which group is portrayed as defensive? The government

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera Protocol (6)
Headline: Kurdish fighters move on ISIL's Mosul hub
Date: 22 december 2014
Length: 456
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Al Alam Protocol (7)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 27 March 2015 22:17
Headline: Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a Symbol for Unity in Iraq + Video
Length: 397
Subject/event: Duluiyah
Tangible/statistical information:
some 45 miles (75 kilometres) north of Baghdad (2), more than 300 al-Jabouri tribesmen
(4), Some 200 al-Jabouris (8), many Sunnis (9), more than 200 men (11)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
AP reports (3),
Locality: what references to places are made?
in Iraq (1, 4), country's northwest Sunni heartland (1), Duluiyah (2, 6), Many homes (7),
the nearby city of Tikrit (8), Anbar (11)
Temporality: what time references are made?
June (2), after suffering losses on the battlefield (4), This time around(5), December (5),
When the al-Jabouri revolted (6), for six months (6),When ISIS militants swept across
Iraq last summer (9), 2006 (10), November (11)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Sunni tribes played a key role in driving out SCRIPT OF victory
o Sunni people have no choice only to back the Iraqi government in order to defeat
Daesh.
o Daesh is strong, the tax is heavy.
o Sunni people learned a big lesson from joining Daesh.
o Al Jubouri is a typical example for Sunni people.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Daesh is not easy but Sunni have to fight them.
o Al Jubour tribes are aligned with the Iraqi government against daesh.
o Daesh can completely destroy Sunni if they they do not wake up.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Iraqi Shia government will not win the battle against Daesh if Sunni do not
change their attitude towards Daesh and back the government in its battle against
terrorism.
o Iraqi government (Shia) cheer and welcome the Sunni coming back .
o Sunni have no choice only to join the Iraqi government in its battle against Daesh.
o Sunni suffered heavy losses from joining Daesh.
o Sunni have to be courageous to fight Daesh.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera Protocol (7)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 05 Sep 2015 14:04 GMT
Headline: Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL in Iraq
Length: 53
Subject/event: Duluiyah
Tangible/statistical information:
More Sunni groups (1),
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Locality: what references to places are made?
In Iraq (2)
Temporality: what time references are made?
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Sunni people are not against the Iraqi Shia government despite its discrimination
against them.
o Sunni are backing the Iraqi government in its fight against Daesh.
o For some Sunni tribes like Al-Jubour, they are backing the Shia government
because they have no other choice.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Despite the Iraqi government’s discrimination, Sunni are backing it in its
fight against Daesh.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o The Iraqi Shia government is discriminate against Sunni people.
o Al Jubour tribe is an ideal example of being unhappy with the Iraqi Shia
government, but they back it in their battle against Daesh.
o Sunni have no choice other than backing the Iraqi biased government.

The article
4. More Sunni groups are backing Shia led government despite widespread allegations
of discrimination.
5. In Iraq, some Sunni tribes are cooperating with the Shia-led government and Shia
militias in the war against ISIL.
6. But for the Al Jubour tribe, it is less about unity and more about fighting a common
enemy.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (8)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Headline: Iraqi Forces Continue Attack on ISIS Positions in Tikrit + Video
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Date: Sun Mar 29, 2015 12:05:55
Length: 90
Subject/event: liberation of Tikrit from Daesh
Tangible/statistical information:
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Locality: what references to places are made?
the northern Iraqi city of Tikrit (1), the city (2), northern and western Iraq (2), terrorist’s
positions in Tikrit (3), The battle for Tikrit (4), mosul (4)
Temporality: what time references are made?
Saturday (1), last summer (2),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o The Iraqi government is fighting Daesh in the northern Sunni cities of Iraq,
SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia) KNOW-HOW and INDISCRIMINATE.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi forces are still fighting Daesh in Sunni areas and will defeat them.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o The Iraqi forces are doing their best in fighting Daesh.
o It is not easy to defeat daesh, but Daesh will not win the battle.
o Tikrit, the hometown of Saddam is a critical battle for the liberation of Iraq from
Daesh.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (8)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: Mon Mar 30, 2015 15:04:13
Headline: Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to Tikrit, Killing 30 Terrorist
Length: 208
Subject/event: liberation of Tikrit from Daesh
Tangible/statistical information:
At least 30 ISIS militants (1), located some 170 km north of Baghdad (3), 26 ISIS
militants (4), some 110 km west of Baghdad (5), some 50 km west of Baghdad, leaving
four militants (6)
References to intangibles:
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
security sources (1), A statement from the defence ministry (4), a provincial security (5)
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Locality: what references to places are made?
Salahudin (1, 2), Anbar (1, 5), Tikrit (2), southern and western districts of Shishin and
Dyoum (2), on the other edges of the city (3), al-Houze area in the provincial capital city
of Ramadi (5), Fallujah (6)
Temporality: what time references are made?
Sunday (1), overnight (2),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Daesh Terrorists are suffering heavy loses SCRIPT OF victory
o The Iraqi government is still fighting Daesh and will continue fighting Daesh in
Iraq; the Iraqi government will not neglect its responsibility towards Iraqi people,
SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia) KNOW-HOW and INDISCRIMINATE.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi forces are fighting Daesh in Sunni cities and will defeat them.
o Daesh is the loser
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Daesh will not win the battle, though it is strong and outnumbered.
o Praising the army Units headed by Iraqi government (Shia) for their hard efforts
in fighting Daesh.
o The Iraqi government is indiscriminate in her attitude towards Iraqi people
whether Sunni or Shia.
o The liberation of Tikrit, the hometown of Saddam, will lead to the liberation of
all Iraqi northern Sunni cities.
--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera Protocol (8)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 30 Mar 2015
Headline: Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit
Length: 419
Subject/event: liberation of Tikrit from Daesh
Tangible/statistical information:
At least 17 security personnel (7), 100 wounded (7), several injured Shia fighters (9), six
paramilitary volunteers and wounding 14 others (12), just 54km from Baghdad, and
involved two suicide bombers (13), at least seven people were killed in three bombings
(14)
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Mayor Osama al-Tikriti (2), Security forces (3), Brigadier-General Thamer Mohamed
(4), a security officer (7), an official (8), several injured Shia fighters (9)
Locality: what references to places are made?
Tikrit ((1,7, 8, 9, 10), a city (2)), the city's western area (3), Shisheen (8), Salahuddin
provicence and birthpalce of Saddam Hussein (9), the south of Tikrit (11), Baghdad (11,
14), Dujail (12, 13), Tarmiyah (14).
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Temporality: what time references are made?
Saturday (3, 8), on March 2 / after two weeks (6), Thursday (7), Meanwhile (9), on
Sunday (12, 14), until sunset (13)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Daesh Terrorists are not easy to be defeated SCRIPT OF victory
o The Iraqi government withdrew from fighting Daesh in Tikrit, SCRIPT OF Iraqi
government (Shia) FAILURE.
o The US-led airstrikes are trying to defeat Daesh.
o Shia fighters are not on good terms with the US-led coalition forces.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi forces stopped fighting Daesh in Tikrit because of their failure to defeat
Daesh and their attitude towards the US.
o Iraqi forces are aligned with Iran in their attitude towards the US.
o Daesh can control even Baghdad.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
REFLECTION
o n.b. Iraqi Shia government will not win the battle against Daesh.
o Iraqi government (Shia) failed in its battle and surrendered.
o Shia also boycott the US-led progress.
o Daesh will defeat them and reach Baghdad.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam: PROTOCOL (9)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: May 17, 2015
Headline: ISIS Withdraw from Gov't Compound in Ramadi: Mayor
Length: 215
Subject/event: liberation of Ramadi from Daesh
Tangible/statistical information:/
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
The mayor and a tribal leader of Sunni tribe, Reuters, the Iraqi Ministry of Defense,
Locality: what references to places are made?
o Ramadi, Anbar, alKarma, alRamadi, Albu Ali Jassim and Albu Assaf, alJazzara
and alBadiya, alWafa, alMohammadi
Temporality: what time references are made?
o On Saturday after a day after the terrorist group raised its black flag over the
building in the western provincial capital.
o Sunday
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Daesh Terrorists withdrew SCRIPT OF victory
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o The Iraqi government is fighting terrorism, SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia)
KNOW-HOW
o All Iraqi people are fighting together against Daesh.
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi forces are fighting Daesh and Sunni rebels and will defeat them in Sunni city
and center of rebel Ramadi.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts? No
REFLECTION
o n.b. Sunni rebels will not win the battle.
o Praising the army, police, volunteers of the Popular Mobilization Units, the tribes
and the Army Air Force headed by Iraqi government (Shia).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Jazeera: PROTOCOL (9)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: May 17, 2015 2:15PM ET Updated May 18, 2015 2:55AM ET
Headline: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi
Length: 572
Subject/event: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi
Tangible/statistical information: 15 soldiers (4)
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
security officials have said. (1), Al Jazeera's Zeina Khodr (5 and 6), Sheikh Ali al-Hatim
(7), Security sources (9), a military officer inside the base (10),
Locality: what references to places are made?
o Iraq's Ramadi (HS), capital of Iraq's largest province (1), one of the last
remaining districts held by government forces in the Iraqi city of Ramadi (2), the
city, Ramadi (4), most of Ramadi, the capital of Anbar province (8), the local
government headquarters in the centre of the city, the Malaab neighbourhood (8),
inside the base (10), every street, Ramadi (11), Ramadi (12), Ramadi is the capital
of Anbar, Iraq's largest province, and one of just a few towns and cities (13),
Temporality: what time references are made?
o On Sunday (3), earlier (4), on Friday (8), now (10), last year (12)
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o Ramadi is fully controlled by Daesh SCRIPT OF Daesh’s victory
o The Iraqi Army is completely defeated SCRIPT OF defeat
o The Iraqi Army is the reason , SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia) DOES NOT
KNOW-HOW
o Assigning the responsibility of ramadi’s fall to Shia’s sect.
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What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Daesh is full control of Ramadi.
o Daesh insurgents and their allies remain in control of Fallujah and other parts of
Anbar province.
o Iraqi Army is the loser.
o Sunni tribes are not happy with the Iraqi government
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts? The Iraqi government’s
attitude and the Shia militias
REFLECTION
o n.b. the ‘event’ is assigning Ramadi’s fall to Iraqi Army forces headed by Shia
government.
o Praising the Sunni tribal fighters.
o Concentration on the Iraqi army escape from Ramadi.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Al Alam Protocol (10)
Date: 17 June 2015
Headline: Iraqi Airstrikes Kill over 30 ISIS Terrorists
Length: 111
Subject/event: Hawija
Tangible/statistical information:
over 30 (HS), more than 30 (1), at least 30 (2), about 250 kilometers (155 miles) North
of the capital (2), nine ISIS terrorists (4), dozens of others (4),
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
Al Alam TV reports (1), A senior military source, preferring anonymity (2), Locality:
what references to places are made?
the ISIS positions in Salahuddin province (1), the town of al-Shirqat, about 250 kilometers
(155 miles) North of the capital, Baghdad. (2), the city of Mosul (4)
Temporality: what time references are made?
Earlier in the day (4),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?
o The Iraqi government is fighting terrorism, SCRIPT OF Iraqi government (Shia)
KNOW-HOW
o The terrorists who are targeted by the Iraqi air strikes are being killed SCRIPT
OF success and KNOW-HOW
What recurrent themes are mentioned?
o Iraqi forces are fighting Daesh and terrorist cells in the western region of Iraq.
They will defeat Daesh in this strategic area.
o Iraqi forces do not target Iraqi Sunni people.
o The Iraqi government is not biased against Sunni people.
Problematizing givens: is there scepticism of any of the accounts?
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REFLECTION
o The Iraqi government does not discriminate between Sunni and Shia in Iraq.
o The Iraqi government is wise and has to fight the enemies in these areas.
o n.b. Daesh will not win the battle.
o Praising the Iraqi army and the Popular Mobilization Units headed by Iraqi
government (Shia) for their hard efforts to liberate Iraq from terrorism.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aljazeera Protocol (10)
DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS
Date: 03 June 2015
Headline: Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah Civilians among at
least 70 killed as US coalition envoy says ISIL problem "trending towards global
implications.
Length: 635
Subject/event: Hawija
Tangible/statistical information:
Dozens of people (1), at least 70 people (2), 18 air strikes (4), four air strikes (4), at least
10,000 ISIL fighters (8), a lot of losses (9), more than 10,000 (9), a three-year plan and
we're nine months into it (12)
DISPERTION/DISUNITY
Vocality: which voices are included in the text?
reports (1), Sources (2), Al Jazeera's Imran Khan (3), the US military (4), the Combined
Joint Task Force (5), The statement (7), the US (8), Antony Blinken, US deputy secretary
of state (9), (12), (13), he (11) we (12)), Retired General John Allen (14), Allen (15)),
Reuters news agency (16), A spokesman for the governor of Anbar province (20), Hikmat
Suleiman (21),
Locality: what references to places are made?
in Hawijah (1,3), in Iraq (1, 8), Kirkuk (3), 10 Iraqi cities (4), Syria (4, 7, 8), Hasakah,
Deir Az Zor (7), Doha (13), Turkey (15), Ramadi(17), The Euphrates (16, 19), the river
(21)), Mosul dam (22),Baghdad (22),
Temporality: what time references are made?
Tuesday morning (4), on Wednesday (5), nine months ago (8), on Wednesday (14), Last
summer (22),
SOCIALLY SHARED NARRATIVES
What references are there to socially shared scripts?

APPENDIX (D)
Ideological Interpretation of Al Alam and Al Jazeera News Sites
Reportage
This section is a critical discourse analysis (CDA) of the reports collected from Al
Alam and Al Jazeera news sites. This section aims to critically and linguistically reveal
how these two sites may situate readers whether intentionally or unintentionally. This
analysis is based on the argument that critical discourse analysis can create awareness of
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the way media affects us because of its language choices. This is the hypothesis that this
chapter aims to prove.
The reports were chosen to represent the progress of ISIL in Iraq starting from the
first offensive on June 10, 2014 and concluding with the last on June 10, 2015, and to
show how this progress is portrayed by both sites. Thus, the appendix is divided into two
sections: (5.1) analysis of Al Alam news reports and (5.2) analysis of Al Jazeera news
reports. The analysis starts with Al Alam report first followed by Al Jazeera according to
the alphabetical order. Each section is further subdivided into nine sections, each of which
deals with only one report. The reports are ordered according to the sequence of events
which happened in Iraq starting from June 10, 2014. For the purpose of systematic
analysis, each report is mainly classified into a headline, text and image (Gunther and van
Leeuwen, 1996). The headline sentence is referred to as (HS). Then, the text is divided
into sentences which are numbered in order of their sequence in the text as the analysis
covers the whole story. Each sentence is referred to as S+ its number according to the
order in which it comes in the text. This reads much more systematically and orderly.
D.1. Analysis of Al Alam News Reports
D.1.1. Report (1): Al Alam (JUNE 10, 2014).
Headline ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence behind Mosul unrest’
The (HS) is a direct quotation which is very concise and general having neither sayer
nor a verbal process. It attributes Mosul’s ‘unrest’ to ‘Saudi and Turkish intelligence’.
‘Intelligence’ and the preposition ‘behind’ indicate a conspiracy. The author does not like
to admit that Mosul has fallen to ISIL, thus ‘unrest’ here is used instead of ‘fall’. The verb
which is suppressed is ‘are’. It is a relational verb that is used to present facts that should
be taken for granted without being challenged.
In (S1), the conspiracy is extended to include all Sunni: outsider represented by
Saudi and Turkish intelligence; and insider represented by the former Iraqi vice president
Tariq Al Hashimi, by the relational verb ‘are’. Thus, the Sunni regional powers and the
Iraqi Sunni politicians are ‘behind the deadly turmoil Iraq is facing these days’. This
information is stated by ‘An Iraqi parliamentarian’ who is presented first as an anonymous
sayer but, is functionalised to give the information authenticity and reliability as well as
to hide his ethnicity so the report looks impartial.
The dominant voice in this report, in comparison to Al Jazeera (1), is the Iraqi
parliamentarian Adnan Siraj, who is Shia in comparison to the out-group of Sunni who
are completely silenced. The in-group Member of Parliament, Adnan Siraj is lexically
and grammatically given power and authority. Lexically, his name is preceded by
functional terms ‘An Iraqi parliamentarian’ (S1), ‘The Iraqi MP’ (S4). Grammatically, he
occupies the agent position in the report. He is presented as representing Iraq which is
portrayed as an undivided nation. Machin and Mayr (2012:48) assert that ‘authors will
often seek to influence us through claims to having power over us’. By nominalising
‘Adnan Siraj’(S3), ‘Siraj’(S6) and then by using the pronoun ‘he’(S5), the writer tries to
create a relationship between the in-group and the readers ‘texts might try to influence us
through claiming to speak through a language common to the readership or listener, by
using more colloquial and everyday language, hence giving the impression of being like
us’ (Leitner, 1980 quoted in Machin and Mayr, 2012: 48). In comparison to Al Jazeera
report, it is noted that authority is only given to the in-group members. The same
technique is clear in Al Alam where Maliki as a member of the in-group ‘Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki’ is authorised by including honorific titles. Moreover, this sense of power
is further increased by the employment of the verbal processes ‘declared’ (S2) and
‘declaring’ (S3). Grammatically, this authority is increased by employing passivisation.
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The limitations of the reported speech to those in power that are on the side of the ingroup and silencing the opposite group is a clear indication of subjectivity. In these
articles the out-group is silenced and hardly quoted or quoted with mistrust, scepticism,
and negativity. The effect of using the free direct speech is to depict the information as
entirely true and correct. They are presented in a manner that gives the impression that
the sayers are speaking directly to the readers.
It is reasonable for an actual account of the event to equally view both sides of the
conflict. That is to probe the incident from different perspectives. The interesting point
is that the article is focusing on the opinion of the in-group neglecting the other’s voice.
By contrast, the out-group’s deeds are focused on which are fully presented as negative
and bad. The in-group is introduced as being wise and fair and knowledgeable in
comparison to the out-group.
Moreover, Siraj is given only verbal processes ‘says’ (S1) and (S4), ‘told’ to show
he is impartial. He is given the power to judge the two sides of the conflict by the lexical
employment of ‘praise’ (S4) the in-group, but ‘blame’ (S6) and ‘criticise’ (S5) the outgroup where opposition is created. In terms of processes, the out-group is given material
actions that describe them as a negative force that lead to the disaster in the country
‘attacked and occupied’(S2), ‘downplaying role of the national army’(S5), ‘charging the
crisis’(S6), ‘overran’ (S7), ‘remain in control’(S9), ‘managed to launch’(S9). These same
words indicate the strength of the Sunni group giving an excuse for the Iraqi army to
abandon the battle. The author is trying to justify the failure of the ‘Iraqi police and army’
(as part of the in-group) in protecting Mosul by introducing excuses ‘abandoned’ (S7)
and not ‘fled’ because ISIL ‘overran’ (S7), they were ‘grappling with its worst surge in
violence’ (S8), but ‘a long and loosely controlled border with Syria’ (S9), and ‘frequent
coordinated attacks’ (S9).
The in-group is portrayed as patriotic, wise and reasonable who is trying its best to
defend Iraq. This patriotism is lexically reflected through ‘is facing’ (S1), ‘combatting
terrorism’ (S4). The following examples: ‘That declaring the emergency state was
‘inevitable’ (S3), ‘Considering the dire security condition’ (S3), ‘the results were
desirable’ (S4) indicate that the Iraqi government is wise and patriotic. But fighting the
enemy was so difficult ‘has been grappling’ (S8). Whereas the out-group is lexically
portrayed as criminal who is referred to as ‘militants’ (S2, S9). They are negatively valued
by including them with the intelligence of the outsiders ‘Saudi and Turkish’, ‘Saudi
Arabia, Turkish intelligence and former Iraqi vice president Tariq al-Hashimi’(S1) and
describing them as ‘radical militants from the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and
Levant’(S2), ‘Iraqi parliament speaker Osama al-Nujaifi’ referring to them as allies ‘ISIL
insurgents and their allies’(S9) and millitants ‘The militants’ who form a network ‘Saudi
and Turkish intelligence networks’(S6).
The circumstances of place in both texts ideologically imply opposition between the
two groups of the conflict. There is an opposition created between ‘Baghdad’ representing
the Shia Iraqi government and ‘Mosul’ and ‘Fallujah and other parts of Anbar province’
representing Sunni group.
D.1.2. Report (2): Al Alam (JULY 13, 2014).
Headline: Photos prove mass killing by ISIL in Iraq’s Tikrit
This report is explained in Chapter five.
D.1.3. Report (3): Al Alam (AUGUST 3, 2014).
Headline: Iraqi army makes fresh advances in fight against ISIL
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In the (HS), the Iraqi army, the agency, makes fresh advances in fight against ISIL.
That is, Iraqi army is portrayed as the winner who was defeating ISIL by the plural
nominalisation of ‘advances’ which is further described as fresh indicating that the Iraqi
army was making further and unprecedented victory. This is a general statement that lacks
specification of time and place to increase the effect of the advances on readers. In (S1),
the partiality of the writer is unveiled by aggravating the number of Shia volunteers and
including them with the agent, as in: ‘Iraqi army forces backed by thousands of
volunteers’. They back the army forces. This refers to Shia militias formed in response to
Ali Sistani’s call, Shia Imam who is originally from Iran, to fight ISIL. The missing
information about ‘where’ in the headline is still vague and not stated in the lead because
‘in several areas of the country’ is a very general reference that does not indicate a specific
area. If we follow the ‘where’ information throughout the report, we will find out that it
is a crucial linguistic element that can show the ideology of the writer. The real intention
of the writer is to present Shia Iraqi army as the winner in all parts of Iraq against ISIL.
Take for example, ‘in several areas of the country inflicting losses on the terrorists’ (S1),
and ‘on different fronts in several areas’ (S10). Whereas, in (S2), it is revealed to the
readers that the report is about ‘Baiji oil refinery’ that is ‘located 180 kilometers (112
miles) north of the capital, Baghdad’. Moving to ‘in the provinces of Salaheddin, Nineveh
and al-Anbar’ (S6) where we lose the information about ‘Baiji’as the main incident
instead the talk changes to be about ‘the city of Mosul’ (S9), then to ‘Baghdad’. Hence,
the writer is not sure of the victory because of the inconsistency about the where
information. But, the emphasis on the locations throughout the report indicates the
writer’s intention to attribute the victory to the Iraqi forces. The image of Shia’s victory
is more enhanced by the nominalisation ‘inflicting losses’(S1) to be presented as a fact to
the readers which also lacks specification of time and place.
In the (HS), ‘ISIL’ is presented without any modifying terms, but within the text
ISIL is described in a way that indicates the writers evaluation, such as: (S1) Takfiri ISIL
militants’, ‘a militant attack’, ‘Takfiri militants’ (S5) ‘the ISIL’, ‘militants’, (S6)
‘militants’, (S7) ‘The slain militants’, (S8) ‘the militants’, (S9) ‘The ISIL Takfiri
militants’, (S 10) ‘the militants’, (S 11) ‘militants’ where ‘militant’ refers to ‘aggressive
people in support of a cause’(Macmillan dictionary). ‘terrorists’, (S2) ‘ISIL terrorists’(S
4), ‘terrorists’ means ‘a group of people who advocates the use of violence and threats to
intimidate, especially for political purposes’ (Macmillan dictionary). These negative
names are devoted to the out-group that is portrayed as aggressive and loser. By contrast
to the in-group which is portrayed as the winner, but after consuming long and hard
efforts indicated by material processes such as: ‘makes fresh advances’(HS), ‘have
pushed ahead with their campaign’ (S1), ‘successfully thwarted’ ‘following heavy
clashes’ (S2), ‘is now advancing’ (S8), ‘have been engaged in heavy fighting’, ‘have been
able to push back’ (S10)
Baiji’s importance is further elaborated on in (S3) and (S4) using relational verbs
that indicate facts. Then the writer intercepts the topic by talking about the ‘injured
militants’ who are treated in ‘Baiji hospital’ (S5). Though this reference is used to prove
that the Iraqi army is advancing because it caused ISIL casualties, it critically defuses this
claim. Simply, because if the militants can still use ‘Baiji hospital’, it is reasonable that
they are still in control of the area. Moreover, ‘where local citizens were forced to donate
blood to the injured’ which is used to beg the readers sympathy towards the citizens, but
hatred towards the cruel militants. This is a point of contradiction, if the citizens are
forced, it is not reasonable to include all Sunni within the out-group represented by ISIL.
The writer tries to make use of the readers’ emotion and reason together by
including them within the in-group using the inclusive pronoun we as well as the mental
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verb know as in ‘we all know’ (S8) assuming that the readers share the intuition its attitude
that ISIL is not easy to defeat as ‘the slain militants were purportedly using tanks,
armoured vehicles and weapons seized last month from Iraqi military posts’(S7) using
naming and reason to influence the readers claiming that the weapons have been ‘seized’
which presuppose a fight whereas, they were abandoned by the army who fled ISIL on
June 10 2014 (S9). Then, nominalisation is used to continue logical justification of the
failure as in ‘fighting them needs a lot of efforts’ (S8) to give the army an excuse. This
justification is related to Mosul’s fall ‘that the militants are strong and very-equipped’(S8)
which presupposes that the in-group forces which are newly formed is not equivalent in
terms of equipment as they are taken by the out-group in Mosul on the 10 June 2014.
Consequently, ‘it has been the scene of a week of fighting’ (S4)
D.1.4. Report (4): Al Alam (AUGUST 31, 2014).
Headline: Iraqi forces liberate ISIL-besieged Iraqi Shia town
‘Iraqi forces’ is the agency who liberate an Iraqi Shia town that is besieged by ISIL
(HS). The concentration of this story is on the ethnicity of the town and its being besieged
by ISIL. The agent of the story is Iraqi army and Shia militiamen as unveiled in: ‘Iraqi
military forces along with volunteer militiamen have broken a six-week siege… and have
liberated the entire area’ (S1). The circumstances ‘a six-week siege’ is used to indicate
that ISIL is strong, thus, to defeat it Iraqi forces need time and efforts. In spite of this, the
Iraqi forces could defeat ISIL as implied by the underlined circumstances in (S2) ‘the
operation to recapture began at dawn Sunday and the forces entered the town shortly after
midday’, and the nominalisations which are further described to emphasise the victory as
in: ‘breaking the siege was a ‘major achievement and an important victory’(S5). To add
validity and authority to the report that Iraqi forces are really the winner, the information
is attributed to ‘Iraq’s Army Spokesman Lt. Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi’ (S2), the voice
of the in-group who is presented formally to be given authority and power by employing
functionalism. Simultaneously, the speaker is referred to as ‘Moussawi’ which is repeated
in (S3), this term is highly ideological as the person has never been referred to as
‘Moussawi’ before. This is a generic term that is used by Shia figures only. To create an
intimacy between ‘Moussawi’ and the readers, the speaker is identified as ‘he’ in (S4),
and (S5). Furthermore, he is given the verbal process ‘announced’(S2) to emphasise his
authority. Moreover, neutral verbal processes are given to the speaker to imply
impartiality ‘said’ (S3) and (S5), ‘elaborate’ (S3) and the mental verb ‘noted’ (S4) that is
used to indicate that the speaker is reasonable and aware. Then the report continues with
different voices ‘Turkmen lawmaker Fawzi Akram al-Tarzi’ (S 6), ‘the town’s Shia
Turkmen community’ (S 8-11), ‘Nihad al-Bayati, who had taken up arms with fellow
residents to defend the town’ (S12) and (S13) , ‘Iraq’s state TV network’ (S 14) and ‘Iraqi
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’ (S 15) but all are members of the in-group who support
Shia in their fight against ISIL. These voices are used to validate the information of the
Iraqi forces’ victory presented in the report. By contrast, the voice of the out-group is
completely absent and marginalized.
From (S7- S11), the writer tries to emotionally gain the readers to the in-group side
by describing the bravery of the in-group residents despite their suffering by the material
processes and naming as in ‘15,000 turkmens were stranded’ (S7), ‘did not abandon
their town in the face of ISIL’s terrorist rampage’(S8), ‘remained and fortified th’ (S9)
though ‘Amerli has been surrounded by the Takfiri terrorists’ (S10), ‘the Iraqi military’s
efforts to fly in food, water and other aid has not been enough, as they endured the
oppressive August heat with virtually no electricity or running water’ (S11). The
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circumstances ‘in June’ is a reference to the day Mosul fell. The remaining of the report
is an emphasis and elaboration of the victory and how voices react and contribute to (See
appendix).
All the in-group members that allied Shia are identified in (S5): ‘the Iraqi army,
elite troops, Kurdish fighters and Shia volunteer militiamen’. They are referred to actors
of the creative process ‘liberate’ that attributes victory to the in-group against the outgroup ‘ISIL-beseiged’ (headline), ‘Takfiri ISIL terrorists’ (lead) who is backgrounded to
occupy the position of the affected agent. The period of the siege is emphasized ‘a six
week’ (lead), to show that ISIL is not easy, but why? Anyway, the Iraqi forces succeed to
‘have broken’ the siege and 'have ‘liberated the entire area’ (confirming victory of the ingroup) of the ‘Shia’ town again a generic term that should not be used. The verbiage
attributed to the speaker is a confirmation of the victory of the in-group by circumstances
‘the operation…began at dawn Sunday and the forces entered shortly after midday’ (S2),
and nominalisation as in ‘it was a "major achievement and an important victory"’ (S5)
that is placed between two quotation marks to highlight its specialisation after the use of
the relational verb ‘was’ that adds to the reliability of the information as a fact that should
be taken for granted. But generality still colours the speech ‘some casualties’ with no
‘specific number’ (S3).
D.1.5. Report (5): Al Alam (OCTOBER 03, 2014).
Headline: Sunnis and Shi'ite in Iraq Recaptures Town of Dhuluiya
As can be seen in this (HS), the Sunni group foregrounds Shi’ites in Iraq but they
are joined by ‘and’ indicating that the conflicting groups cooperate together in the action
to recapture Dhuluiya, a city lies in a strategic area on the left bank of the Tigris that
directly leads to Baghdad. It is the home of Sunni Arab of the Jubouri tribe. This tribe is
the first among Sunni tribes who stands against ISIL. This story is about another victory
attributed to Iraqi Shia but this time in cooperation with Sunni group.
The ‘Sunni’ in this report is generalised to include all Sunni which is ideologically
foregrounded and implemented. But, as we continue reading, we will find that Sunni here
refers exactly to one tribe, Jubouri that cooperates with Shia Iraqi army and government
against ISIL. This technique of generalisation is understood as a call by the institution to
all Sunni tribes to join the Iraqi forces as this conflict worries them. To indicate validity
of the information and to distance the institution from the account of the story, Reuters
report is used as the voice that transfers the news (S1) as well as the voice of the outgroup ‘the state minister for provincial affairs, Ahmed al Jubouri, as saying ‘(S5) is
quoted within by ‘Iraqi state television’.
Reuter’s statement is syntactically foregrounded before the verbal process to
emphasise the importance of the event and to orient the interpretation of the readers in
the institution’s desired direction as it forms the starting point of departure throughout the
story. Moreover, the statement starts with the presupposition that ‘Islamic state fighters
tried to storm the Tigris River town of Dhuluiya’ that lies ‘north of Baghdad’ where the
circumstances reveals the importance of the event to the writer; that Dhuluiya, for ISIL,
means the way to Baghdad, Shia capital in opposition to Mosul (See Al alam Report (1)).
This interpretation is lexically confirmed by the over-lexicalisation of its place as in: ‘the
Tigris river town of Dhuluiya’ (S1), ‘ a riverside town of Dhuluiya, about 70 Km north
of Baghdad on Friday’ (S2), part of a belt of Sunni Muslims towns north of Baghdad’
(S4), ‘but in Dhuluiya itself’, ‘the town of Dhuluiya’ (S5).
But ISIL forms a threat to both groups, Sunni and Shi’ite, thus, they both share the
same disaster and both have to cooperate is the interpretation of lexical items, such as:
the use of ‘a coalition of Sunni tribal fighters inside the town and Shiites’ in its sister city
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Balad’ (S1), ‘with support from Shi'ite fighters in the predominantly Shi'ite town of Balad
on the opposite bank of the Tigris River’ (S4), ‘that security forces, along with
progovernment volunteers and the al Jubouri tribe’ (S5). The writer hopes that this act of
cooperation and awakening is only the first initiative step, as in This week (S1), ‘one of
a several major battles’ (S6), ‘in recent days in which Sunni tribes joined Shiites pro
government forces … a sign of increasing cooperation across sectarian lines to save the
country’ (S 6), ‘In western Iraq,….Hit.., Haditha’ (S7). In (S3), ‘the witnesses adding that
celebrations had erupted in the town’ the writer using anonymised voices to indicate that
Sunni are happy and celebrating the victory, but who they are is not stated.
D.1.6. Report (6): Al Alam (DECEMBER 10, 2014).
Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS
The agent of the positive action ‘liberate’ is ‘Iraq’ that is referred to as ‘Baghdad’
(S1), ‘Haider Al-Abadi’ (S3), ‘Iraqi regular forces’ (S8), ‘Iraqi authorities’ (S9), Iraqi
prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi’ (S11), who are all refer to Shia in-group. They initiates
the operation of ‘preparing to liberate’ (HS), ‘transferred’ (S1), ‘preparations’ (S2),(S3),
(S7) and (S11), ‘the first shipment’ (S1),(S6) to indicate that the Iraqi government and
the army are all working to liberate Mosul ‘Sunni city’. That is the Iraqi government is
aware and patriotic that does discriminate between Sunni and Shi’ite cities or people. This
is an indirect message that what is said about the Shia government is not true (See Al
Jazeera (1), (S16)).
Syntactically, foregrounding the verbiage (S1), (S3), (S7), (S10) before the sayer
and the verbal processes is to attract the readers’ attention and their interpretation of the
story in alignment with the in-group or the institution. That is the Shia government is
patriotic thus, it tries to help Sunni group and welcome and encourage Sunni to cooperate
with. This is asserted by the inclusion of out-group members within the narration of this
story, such as: ‘Nineveh Provincial Council member Ghazwan Hamed’(S2) and ‘Gen.
Riyad Jalal Tawfiq’ (S3). The former is referred to as ‘he’ in (S3) and (S9), then as
‘Hamed’(S7) and (S10) implicating that this Sunni member is approved by the in-group
and the same is expected to be achieved by the readers. Furthermore, this person is given
only neutral verbal processes ‘confirmed’ (S2,8), ‘said’ (3,7), ‘added’ (S9), ‘told’ (S10)
that indicates and support the reliability of what is mentioned in the report as well as the
attitude of the in-group towards Sunni people who cooperate with in-group so others can
hopefully behave like him so they will be awarded. This ideological interpretation is
confirmed by (S10) ‘in addition to this’
The latter who is situated within this event narrated by this report is ‘Gen. Riyad
Jalal Tawfiq’ who is introduced to the readers in (S3) and then commented on his positive
character in (S4) and (S5) employing the relational verbs ‘is’ (S4) and ‘is known to have’
(S5) (is also a mental verb that is agentless as it is passivized) that show his intimate
relationship to the in-group ‘with Iraq’s Shiites and Kurds’ (S5) serving to create the same
kind of relationship with the readers.
The last cooperative figure is ‘US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel ‘ (S11), ‘Hagel’
(S12) and in (S13) ‘Hagel with Abadi’ that show the Shia Iraqi government trying its best
to liberate Mosul.
D.1.7. Report (7): Al Alam (27 March 2015).
Headline: Al-Jabouri Tribes Ordeals, a Symbol for Unity in Iraq
In the (HS) of this story, Al-Jabouri Tribes (the agency) is evaluated as a patriotic
‘symbol’ of and for Iraqi people ‘in Iraq’ as they successfully passed the extremely severe
challenge ‘ordeals’ imposed on them by ISIL. This information is lexically presented as
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a fact by attributing values to the tribe using the relational processes. These processes are
inferred from the grammatical structure of the (HS). Consequently, Al Jubouri tribe is
foregrounded and evaluated as an example of unity by the institution because it joined the
Iraqi government in fight against ISIL. ‘Sunni tribes’ in (S1) is a generalisation that refers
to all Sunni not only Al Jubouri followed by the material process ‘played’ in the past tense
indicating the institution’s wish that all Sunni must join the Iraqi army in the fight against
ISIL as they ‘are widely seen as the only force capable of securing the country’s northwest
Sunni heartland’ (S1). The wish is lexically presented by the mental verb ‘seen’ in the
passive to hide the real senser (institution) and makes it look as a reasonable fact and a
common sense that should be achieved using reasoning that it is the ‘only force’.
Simultaneously, the writer assigns the responsibility to all Sunni people by limiting the
country to the ‘northwest Sunni heartland’. Thus, (S2) starts with but as in ‘but the few
Sunni tribes that have stood up to the ISIS group have paid a heavy price’ an indirect
threat that those who joined ISIL are the loser and the price is expensive. The writer’s
message to the Sunni is to be brave like Al Jubouri and fight ISIL as you fill face death
whether you join it or not. This is asserted by (S5) ‘they had learned their lesson years
earlier , when al-Qaida in Iraq recruited some of the tribesmen to fight the government to
turn on the tribe after suffering losses on the battlefield, killing more than 300 al Jubouri
tribesmen’. Al Jubouri joined the government because this is the ‘key role…only force’
(S1) the only solution to protect ‘northwest Sunni heartland’. The writer uses reason and
emotion to influence the readers. He asks the readers to think of what happened to Al
Jubouri years earlier by foregrounding the presupposition ‘when ISIS fighters reached
Dhuluiya in June’ (S3). Foregrounding the presupposition is to emphasize the survival of
al Jubouri who chose to join the Iraqi forces and reproach those who in comparison faced
the same threat but chose to join ISIL. Thus, Al Jabouri is a good lesson for all Sunni to
learn from. Though Al Jubouri has been threatened by ISIL, they have bravely chosen to
join the Iraqi troops and Shiites militiamen (S6). This is an indirect call to all Sunni to
join the in-group (S10) ‘many Sunnis initially greeted them (ISIL) as liberators and
cheered the retreat of the of the despised security forces (Iraqi)’. Then, the writer adds
another example to remind the readers of the brutality of ISIL so s/he can emotionally
influence them and their decision to join any group Iraqi forces or ISIL. The example is
Al Bu Nimr tribe in (S13) and (S14) where material processes ‘killed’ ‘displaced’ and
‘led’ used to indicate the disaster happened to ‘more than 200 men, women and children’.
And the act of nominalisations used to describe the consequences of joining ISIL as in
‘viewing it as a threat’ ,’killing’, ‘hiding’, and ‘fearing’.
An opposition is created between Al Jabouri as a good and aware example to be
followed and the many Sunni who are not. An opposition is created between Al Jouburi
as a good example and other Sunni who chose to join ISIL ‘though reluctantly’. To
indicate validity of the news and to distance the speaker from the situation, the
information is presented by AP reports that Sunni ‘have chosen’a mental process which
indicates that the action of joining ISIL is intentionally taken by ISIL. The circumstances
‘however reluctantly’ (S4) is used to lower the strength of the emphasis as ISIL threatens
them to choose between ‘join us or die’ (S3). The writer gives no chance to the readers to
sympathise with Sunni people as the writer is completely aware of the details of the
situation and discusses it logically. Thus, the writer adds in (S10), ‘when ISIS militants
swept across Iraq last summer, many Sunni initially greeted them as liberators and
cheered the retreat of despised security forces’ which clearly reveals the real intention of
the speaker of report. Only Sunni can protect themselves (S9 and S11).
The intention of the institution is the same as the voice of the Iraqi government ‘S9
and S11) ‘some 200 al Jubouri are now taking part in a major offensive …and the
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government is helding them up as an example for other Sunni tribes hoping to create a
non sectarian national guard’, ‘the government hopes to somehow revive the Sahwa, or
awakening Councils- sunni tribes and militias who ….’
In (S15), the voice of out-group speaks that it is a matter of choice presented by the
presupposition if conditional clause in the present. That is if the condition occurs or not
it is a me.
D.1.8. Report (8): Al Alam (MARCH 27, 2015).
Headline: Watch: Iraqi Forces Closing to Tikrit, Killing 30 Terrorist
‘Watch’ is in the case of the imperative. The author is requesting the readers to take
an action and they are ideally compliant actors. ‘Systematic asymmetries in the
distribution of modes between participants are important per se in terms of participant
relations’ (Fairclough, 1989). That is the author practices power over the readers which
implies eager intention to prove the readers that the Iraqi forces are the winner so that
they share the institution its opinion.
In the headline, the material verb ‘closing’ can reveal the reason behind the author’s
excitement to ‘watch’ as the victory is still not achieved but the battle is in progress.
Similarly, the foregrounding of the verbiage ‘at least 30 ISIS militants were killed’ in
(S1) functions to prove the victory of the Iraqi forces. Moreover, the action of killing is
an agentless where it starts with the uncertain determiner ‘at least’ that reflects the
author’s uncertainty but desire. This interpretation is supported by the circumstances of
the same verbiage ‘on Sunday in clashes and airstrikes in the Iraqi provinces of Salahudin
and Anbar’ where Anbar is a different city from Tikrit. The report continues lexically
with the description of the victory of the Iraqi forces in Tikrit and Anbar continues as in
the material processes, such as: ‘continued their battles to free’, ‘made advance’,
‘continued on the other edges of the city’, ‘killed 26 ISIS militants’, ‘destroyed a heavy
machine gun’, and ‘hit a vehicle with ISIS militants inside’ (S5), ‘pounded a weapon
warehouse’ (S6), and the nominalisation as in: ‘advance’(S2), ‘after overnight clashes’
(S2), ‘ sporadic clashes and heavy bombardment on ISIS positions’(S3) ‘blowing up a car
bomb’ (S4), ‘destroying the vehicle and killing its occupants’ (S5), ‘leaving four killed,
sparking huge explosions’ (S6).
According to the headline, it is understood that the 30 militants were killed in ‘Tikrit’
only which is ideologically written to increase the number and enhance the idea that Iraqi
forces are the winner.
The agency of the action of this story is the ‘Iraqi Forces’ (HS), ‘the security forces
backed by Iraqi aircraft’ (S2), ‘Iraqi helicopter gunships’ (S6) which are foregrounded to
be emphasised as the winner. The voices of this report are: ‘A statement from the defence
ministry’ (4), ‘a provincial security source’ (S5), ‘security sources’ (S1), ‘Xinhua’ (S3)
which are highly formal indicating validity and authority of the information presented in
this report.
The circumstances written about in this report are: ‘Tikrit’, ‘In Salahudin province’,
the ISIS-held provincial capital city of Tikrit’(S2), ‘on the edge of the city Baghdad’ (S3),
‘In Anbar province’ (S5), that is, the report is not only about the battle in Tikrit as
indicated in the headline.
D.1.9. Report (9): Al Alam (May 17, 2015).
Headline: ISIS Withdraw from Gov't Compound in Ramadi: Mayor
To attract the readers’ attention and to orient their interpretation of the story, the
verbiage is syntactically foregrounded before the sayer because the verbiage includes very
important information that should be exposed to the readers first. This indicates the
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attitude of the writer towards the incident which is the retreat of ISIL. The sayer of the
verbiage is the Mayor of Ramadi, a member of the out-group, whose voice is used to
prove the validity of the news that ISIL is the loser.
Similarly, the theme of the victory of the Iraqi forces is syntactically foregrounded.
And it is emphasised by the nominalisation, material processes, presupposition and
circumstances as in ‘a day after the terrorist group raised its black flag’ (S1), ‘air strikes
forced the militants to retreat leaving …’ (S2), ‘the air force and the Iraqi army have
launched airstrikes targeted…’(S3), ‘the armed forces have foiled an attack of ISIS… and
made heavy losses and forced it…’(S6), ‘continue to tighten the noose on ISIS’. Lexically
the word ‘impressive’(S5) is used to describe such strikes and included within two
quotation marks to emphasise the victory of the Iraqi forces as well as ‘heavy’ which is
used to describe the losses in (S6).
As can be seen the agents of this story are all official sources and out-group members
such as: the ‘Mayor’ (HS), ‘the mayor and a tribal leader’ (S1), ‘the Reuters officials’
(S2), ‘The Iraqi Ministry of Defence’ (S3), ‘a statement issued by the ministry’ (S4), ‘The
statement’ (S5), (S6) and (S7). Moreover, the processes attributed to these agents are all
neutral verbal processes such as: ’said’ (S2), (S3) and (S7), ‘described’ (S5), ‘added’ (S6)
that indicate impartiality and validity. For the same purpose, the names of the liberated
places are listed as in ‘The regions are alKarma, alRamadi, Albu Ali Jassim and Albu
Assaf also in Ramadi’ the process is relational implies the validity of the narration.
D.1.10. Report (10): Al Alam (JUNE 03,2015).
Headline: 300 ISIS Militants Killed, 40 Armored Vehicles Destroyed in Iraqi
Airstrike
The most important information that the author wants to present first to the readers
so they are influenced are syntactically foregrounded by applying passive voice. The
importance of the information lies in the number of the out-group fighters, 300, who have
been killed and whose 40 armored vehicles destroyed by ‘the Iraqi Air Force’.
The agency of the action is the ‘ 300 members of the Takfiri ISIS group have been
killed by the Iraqi air forces’ (S1), ‘hundreds of ISIS elements have been killed … by the
Iraqi army aviation and the international coalition’ (S2), ‘Iraqi army aviation and the
international coalition implement daily stories’ (S4), ‘Iraqi army backed by Popular
Mobilization Forces has been conducting operations’ (S6) are implemented to indicate
that the Iraqi forces are working hard both mentally and physically in cooperation with
the international coalition backed by Shia militia ‘Popular Mobilization Forces’ to help
Sunni people. This supposition is supported by the employment of the nominalisation
‘targeting’ (S1), ‘noting’ (S2), ‘destroying’ (S3), ‘destruction’ (S3), ’considering’ (S3),
implement’ (S4), ‘information daily stories’ (S4) which presuppose that the physical
action has been taken according to a mental investigation enhanced by the circumstances
such as: ‘from Syria’(S2), ‘about the movements and the headquarters of ISIS’. That is,
the operation is not arbitrarily carried out, more specifically it is the outcome of the
cooperation among ‘Iraqi forces’, ‘the international coalition’ and Shia militia ‘Popular
Mobilization Forces’ (S6).
These techniques of transitivity and nominalisation also emphasize and glorify the
victory of the Iraqi forces which is lexically implied in ‘hundreds of’ (S2), ‘as many as’
(S5). To indicate that this operation is a time-consuming and painstaking, the
circumstances, such as: ‘in an extensive air raid’ (S2), ‘since last week’ and ‘in an effort’
(S6).
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The circumstances ‘in the western province of al-Anbar’ (S1), ‘between al-Romana
area and Bagoz district (350 km west of Ramadi’(S2), ‘in Anbar’(S2), ‘on the regions of
Anah and Rawah’ (S5), ‘southwest of the city of Samarra’ and ‘Anbar’s provincial
capital’ (S6) are all used to convince the readers that Shia government is working hard to
help release the Sunni people from ISIL ‘the positions of the terrorist group’ (S1), ‘against
the largest ISIS shelters’ (S2), ‘from Syria’ (S2), ‘about the movements and the
headquarters of ISIS’ (S4), ‘from ISIS extremists’ (S6). That is, Shia government is not
against Sunni people but it is against the extremists.
The voices of the report are first: ‘Al Alam News Network’ (S2), referred to as ‘the
statement’ in (S3) and ‘it’ in (S4) who is given mental and verbal verbs such as: ‘noting’
(S2), added’ (S3). Al Alam gives itself the power to note, add and evaluate ‘it is
noteworthy’ (S4) by itself ‘according to’ (S2) representing the Iraqi government. The
second voice is ‘Faisal al-Esawi, a leader of the Albu Esa tribe in the Amiriyat al-Falluja
district near Ramadi’ (S5), who is attributed the neutral verbal process ‘said’ (S5) to imply
the neutrality and validity of the reported speech as what he says supports the narration
of the institution’s report. The number of the killed militants given to al Esawi is ‘as
many as 400 Takfiri militants’ to imply that Al Alam news Network never exaggerate or
falsify the information but it says the truth.
D.2. Analysis of Al Jazeera News Reports
D.2.1. Report (1): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 16, 2015).
Headline ‘Iraq probe implicates Maliki over Mosul’s fall to ISIL’
This report consists of coverage of the controversial identification of the person
responsible for Mosul’s fall on 10 June 2014 for ISIL. After arresting seven members of
the militant group in May in Mosul, the Iraqi security forces learned that there will be an
offensive in June. The officers scoffingly ignored this information as the Iraqi military
and Special Forces overran the area. Within three days, the militants swept through the
country’s second-biggest city. The fall of the city led to on-going events that reshaped
Iraq years later. These include the activations of ISIL sleeper cells inside Mosul.
‘But how Mosul was lost, and who gave the order to abandon the fight, have, until
now, been unclear’ (2014, Reuters: p.1). Still there is no official account of the fact: ‘only
soldiers’ stories of mass desertions and claims by infantry troops that they followed orders
to flee’. Maliki, PM of Iraq, accused of plotting the conspiracy regional countries Saudi
Arabia and Turkey, Iraqi commanders lieutenant General Mahdi Gharawi, the
operational commander of Nineveh province, of which Mosul is the capital; Aboud
Qanbar, at the time the defence ministry’s deputy chief of staff; General Ali Ghaidan and
Sunni politicians such as: the Governor of Nineveh Province from April 2009 to May
2015, Tariq Al Hashimi, who was the general secretary of the Iraqi Islamic Party until
May 2009, but, nothing has been proved yet (2014, Reuters: p.1).
The incident covered in this report is the attribution of the responsibility for Mosul’s fall
to Maliki, an Iraqi Shia politician who has become a Vice President of Iraq after being
prime minister from 2006 to 2014. The fall of Mosul occurred in the first offensive of
ISIL upon Iraq on 10 June 2014. The report starts with the headline ‘Iraq probe implicates
Maliki over Mosul’s fall to ISIL’ which is an anonymous, concise direct quotation that
has neither a sayer nor a verbal process. Bell (1991) claims that a headline is written in a
way to attract the readers’ attention and to direct their interpretation in a certain direction.
Being concise can attract readers, as well as increase the impact of the statement. Upon
first reading the headline, we notice that the decision is taken by the author to condemn
and punish Maliki for Mosul’s fall as the headline is a summary of the report (Bell, 1991).
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The agent of this verbiage, ‘Iraq probe’, is an act of personalisation and nominalisation at
the same time which is highly ideological, because it gives no specific information either
about who exactly the agent is or how, when or where the action has taken place. ‘Probe’
means a thorough investigation into a crime (Pearsall, 1998). This is to distance the
institution from this claim implying that the decision has been taken according to a lawful
and impartial investigation. But who orders the investigation is not stated. Moreover, a
sense of generalisation is lexically added by the use of ‘Iraq’ which implies all Iraqis. Toe
(2000, 16) states that the employment of generalization ‘also hints at an underlying
ideology that might have motivated the choice in the first place’. Here, Iraq is presented
as one nation working together without any sectarian division. It is a process of
obfuscating the situation occurring throughout the time of reporting the event.
Subsequently, this vague agent is followed by the verb ‘implicates’ which means ‘to show
to be involved, especially in a crime or to demonstrate the truth of something by evidence
’ (Pearsall, 1998) which implies that ‘Maliki’ has been proven to be a criminal after a
profound lawful investigation. Naming ‘Maliki’ in this context clearly reflects the
author’s attitude towards the nominated person. The ideological essence of the headline
is enriched with the nominalisation of the ‘fall’ of Mosul , here presented as a fact that
should be taken for granted by the readers. It is harder to challenge a fact when it is
presented as a noun which is a characteristic of scientific writing (Halliday and
Mathiessen, 2004). ‘[To] ISIL’ is the last element of the headline which contains a great
amount of information specifying the recipient of the action as a special entity and giving
it certain importance and power which is specific to ISIL and not anyone else.
As far as transitivity in the whole text is concerned, namely the agent who
manipulates the first position in the process, all refer to the Sunni group, such as: ‘Iraq
probe implicates’(HS), ‘Parliamentary report finds and says’(S1), ‘An Iraqi parliamentary
committee says’(S2), ‘The committee implicated’(S3), ‘sources in Juburi's office told’
(S3), followed by ‘Salim al-Juburi parliament speaker office told’(S4), ‘the investigative
committee's report is’ (S5), ‘The source said’ (S6), ‘An MP on the committee said’ (S10),
‘Juburi said’ (S11), and ‘Juburi said’(S12). Hence the Sunni voice manipulates the report
whereas the Shia voice is completely absent. Throughout the article, the agent continues
to be of the same group, ‘ISIL’ (S13), as well as the nominalisation of ‘discontent’ that
here also presented as a noun and an agent in the phrase ‘Widespread discontent played
a major role among Sunnis’ (S16). The limiting of reported speech to that in power and
on the side of the in-group and the silencing of the Shia group is a clear indication of
partiality. Moreover, only the mental verb ‘finds’ and the neutral verbal processes ‘says’
(6 times), and ‘tell’ (twice), are assigned to the sayer. This is ideologically implemented
in addition to the syntactic foregrounding of the in-group (as in ‘the committee’, ‘the
MP’) to persuade the readers of the Sunni point of view. These verbs are to show the
reliability and impartiality of the committee in its decision against Maliki as ‘the report
finds’. This technique of transitivity can cover-up the anti-attitude of the in-group against
Maliki. The in-group is indirectly assigned more mental verbs whereas Maliki is featured
in passive constructions, such as: ‘Maliki is widely viewed as having exacerbated
sectarian tensions between the country's Shia majority and its Sunni minority’ (S15), and
‘Maliki is also accused of’ (S17) so that readers can share with the Sunni group the feeling
of injustice from which they are suffering. This agentless passivisation implies that this
is due to the action of the Iraqi government and it is phrase like this, with the aim of
encouraging more readers onto their side against the government. The exclusion of the
agent increases the impact of the sentence as the writer apparently conveys impartial
attitude towards the figure of Maliki who is portrayed as an enemy because he is a member
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of the out-group that occupies the position of power in the government. Similarly, (S16)
the clause, ‘who say they were marginalised and targeted by Maliki's government’, adds
to the negative light in which Maliki is placed. Though the verb ‘say’ suggests an
authoritative source in order to suggest reliability of this narration by the Sunni reporter,
logically speaking there is no evidence to prove that he is correct and it is not possible to
speak of all Sunni as having the same attitude towards Maliki. Moreover, the author
attempts to excuse the Sunni people for joining ISIL by employing many cases of
nominalisation in the same sentence. For example, the italicised words in ‘widespread
discontent among Sunni, who […] [say they were marginalised and targeted by Maliki's
government,] played a major role in aggravating the security situation aiding the ISIL
advance’ (S16). That is, the phrasing of this report removes any blame from the Sunni for
joining ISIL; the blame is attributed to Maliki who pushed them to support ISIL.
By contrast, the out-group represented by ‘Maliki’ (HS), ‘former PM and 35
officials’(S1), ‘former prime minister Nouri al-Maliki and other officials’ (S2), ‘36
officials’ (S3), ‘those’(S4), ‘various top commanders and political leaders’ (S5),
‘Maliki’s naming’ (S6), ‘former prime minister’ (S6), ‘those [responsible]," (S12),
‘Various former senior officials’ (S9) are all syntactically backgrounded. Simultaneously,
they are featured in passive constructions and the agents of the processes associated with
them are suppressed as in: ‘they should be tried.’ (S1), ‘they have been named’ (S5), ‘that
position was abolished’ (S7), ‘Various former senior officials were named’(S9), ‘Maliki
is widely viewed’ (S15), ‘Maliki is also accused’ (S17). Moreover, ‘Maliki’ is mentioned
without an honorific title in contrast to the only Sunni voice heard here, Juburi, who is
given high official status by the use of honorifics before mentioning his name (see the
previous paragraph). Nominalisation of ‘Maliki’ here is used to strip him of his status.
But he is given official names and introduced as a prime minister when he is assigned the
crime of losing Mosul, showing that he ‘was’ once but is not anymore a prime minister.
This is emphasized by the lexical items ‘former PM’ (S1), ‘former prime minister’ (S2,
S6) (repeated three times) and ‘former senior officials’ (S9), although the officials’
names, except that of ‘Maliki’, are still not given till the end of the report. ‘Maliki was
prime minister from 2006 until last year when he became vice president, that position was
abolished’ (S7) there is an emphasis on Maliki’s fall from grace. In the first part of the
sentence, it assign the responsibility of Mosul’s fall to Maliki. The second part of the
sentence, reveals the writer’s hidden attitude towards this change of Mailki’s position
from being prime minister. The names of the other members, (e.g. General Mahdi
Gharawi, Aboud Qanbar; General Ali Ghaidan and Tariq Al Hashimi) who were involved
in the alleged conspiracy of selling out Mosul to ISIL, are introduced first as numbers,
’35 and 36’, or as official positions (see opening paragraph) serving to showing the
impartiality, validity and authenticity of the institution, company or organisation that is
responsible for a media text. That is to hide the author’s attitude towards the figure of
Maliki. ‘The inclusion of his name was a source of controversy on the committee’ (S8)
of the nominalisation ‘inclusion’ is here used to introduce a new fact that worries the
writer; that is, Maliki’s being a member of the Dawa party, Iraq's ruling Shiite party. Its
early mission was to oppose the rise of secularism in Iraq, including Communist
influences, and provide a counterweight to the rising influence of the Sunni Muslim
Brotherhood. The party's mission evolved in the 1970s into opposing the rule of Saddam
Hussein and establishing an Islamic republic in Iraq (TRAC, 2018). For the writer,
Maliki’s membership of the Dawa party can affect the decision of the committee
mentioned by the writer. The relational verb ‘was’ (‘his name was a source of
controversy’) is used to indicate the divisiveness caused by Maliki’s involvement in
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addition to the use of nominalisation. Similarly, nominalisation is employed to introduce
his membership of the Dawa Party as a fact ‘with his Dawa party pushing for it to be left
out’, but it is not clear if the party affects the decision or not. The report is only an attempt
to convince the reders of the allegation attributed to Maliki.
Concerning reliability, the authenticity of the report is also asserted syntactically by
foregrounding the verbiage before the verbal processes and sayers. The writer’s most
important information is first introduced to the readers by the use of foregrounding
techniques. Similarly, this sense of being fair and reliable is semantically conveyed by
the of nominalisation, such as the ‘Iraq probe’ (HS), ‘conclusion of its investigation’ (S3),
‘and the questioning of the people, and the judiciary’ (S4, S12), ‘the inclusion of his
name’ (S8) where no agent is clear, ‘report’ (S1, S5, S9), ‘committee’ (S2, S3, S5, S6,
S9). The presupposition ‘after the committee heard numerous testimonies of military
commanders’ (S6) is employed to create validity. There is no formal evidence or
document giving the time or place of the investigation except ‘after the committee heard
numerous testimonies of military commanders’. It is not mentioned who is investigated
and by whom, why these people were specifically investigated and not others, why Maliki
is focused on and why the names of only four officials among the 36 are mentioned. Nor
is what they have done, the names of the committee members are also not given nor
whether the committee consists of Jubiri alone, or why Jubiri was specifically chosen.
For this report to be comprehensive, more information needs to be presented. The writer
presupposes that the committee did not reveal the names of the other officials who were
proved to be involved in the crime to the public but why and when they will be released
as in ‘which has not been publicly released’ (S9) is not given. If so, why some names
such as Maliki was released and others were not. This is clearly an institutional attitude
reflected by the speaker of the report and not an actual account of the event.
The in-group who wants to achieve justice is portrayed as fair, patient, reasonable
and investigative by the use of transitivity, nominalisation, foregrounding, naming and
overlexicalisation as explained before. This justice can be achieved by punishing ‘Maliki’
but not by fighting the enemy or finding a solution or remedy to the situation in order to
progress. The out-group is clearly portrayed lexically and semantically as criminals who
are referred to by the pronoun ‘those’. They are presented only as actors of destructive
actions presented by material verbs such as ‘had ordered’ (S6), ‘collapsed’ (S14),
‘exacerbated’ (S15), ‘marginalised’ (S16), ‘targeted’ (S16), and nominalisation ‘fall’
(HS), ‘loss’ (S1, S3) ‘allowing’ (S2), ‘takeover’ (S5), ‘withdrawal’ (S6), ‘abandoning’
(S14), ‘aggravating’ (S16), ‘appointing’ (S17) which indicate a deliberately intentional
action taken by Maliki, but the reasons behind Maliki allowing ISIL to manipulate Mosul
are not given. The writer does not mention why, when and how.
In the sentence ‘Multiple Iraqi divisions collapsed during the initial assault in the
north, in some cases abandoning weapons and other equipment which ISIL then used to
further their drive’ (S14), the use of the material verb ‘collapsed’ is very confusing as it
is an intransitive verb. This leaves the meaning completely vague as the action can be
understood as being taken by the actor itself- here the Iraqi divisions-- not by another
agent. This is ideologically emphasised to point out that the Shia government and army
are the intentional and deliberate actors behind Mosul’s fall due to their reckless
leadership and interference which ‘exacerbated sectarian tensions’ between the two
groups and promotes ISIL ‘advance’. There is no information about how, why, and when
the government aggravated this tension. Bell (1989) claims that what is not said can be
as important as what is said.
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The author’s eagerness to ‘punish’ Maliki is shown syntactically and semantically
as well. The former is seen by the foregrounding of the decisive statement to punish those
responsible who are used to cover the author’s attitude towards the person of ‘Maliki’
because the focus is only on this person. The latter is shown through the vocabulary
‘responsible’ (S1, S4, S12), ‘to blame’ (S2, S5), ‘to punish’ (S4, S12), ‘no one is above
the law’ (S4, S12). At the same time, ‘no one is above the law’ is a sceptical reference
which means that the author is worried that Maliki’s name might ‘be left out’ because he
belongs to the ‘Dawa Party’. This sense of scepticism is lexically emphasized through ‘a
source of controversy on the committee’: it is controversial because he is a member of
‘Dawa’ party, a hint that this Shia party might manipulate the situation and can affect the
parliamentary decision. Over-repetitive of the foregrounded statement ‘no one is above
the law’(S4 and S12) implies the author’s wish to persuade readers that ‘Malik’ is a
criminal and should be tried, that is to make the writer’s intention into a ‘common-sense’
(Fairclough, 2010).
The syntactic foregrounding of all the ‘in-group’ references including ISIL at the
beginning of the text to emphasise the good things of the in-group corresponds to Van
Dijk’s ideological square (Van Dijk, 1988). Simultaneously, this square is achieved
through the background of the ‘out-group’, that is, Maliki and the army who represent
Shia to emphasize their bad things. This syntactic act of opposition is integrated by the
semantic choice of the words used to emphasise the out-group’s bad actions which are
further nominalised to be presented as facts, such as: ‘fall’, ‘responsible’, ‘loss’,
‘allowing’, ‘withdrawal’, ‘discontent’, ‘abandoning’, ‘aggravating’, ‘aiding’, ‘
appointing’. As can be seen they are all attributed to Maliki first and to the army who
follows Maliki’s ‘order’ to abandon Mosul, but the reasons for the betrayal are not
mentioned. Instead this sense of deliberate betrayal is created by the lexical choice in
representing the processes attributed to Maliki: that is, ‘ordered’, ‘responsible’,
‘exacerbated’, ‘tension’, ‘appointing commanders based on personal loyalty rather than
competence’. These lexical items indicate transformative destructive actions that have
been completed deliberately and willingly. Suppression of other actors who are part of
the event can increase opposition between the two groups; the out-group is completely
portrayed as destructive and aggressive and is assigned the whole responsibility for
Mosul’s fall, whereas the in- group is portrayed as a weak victim. One of these actors is
Mosul’s police force which is 30,000 policemen in comparison to the 300 members of
ISIL (Wiki.com). Mosul, at the time of the ISIL’s attack, includes ‘more than 7,000
former Saddam-era officers and more than 100,000 other former soldiers’ (BBC, 2014).
It should be noted that Atheel al-Nujaifi, the governor of Mosul who is elected by the
people of Mosul and leader of the police force in the city is Sunni (Wioken, 2013).
ISIL is portrayed as the winner by being syntactically foregrounded first and then
semantically by being introduced as ‘ISIL’ as the group likes to be named. Moreover, this
group is attributed only material processes that indicate victory, such as ‘launched’(S13),
‘overrun’, (S13) ‘further their drives’(S14), and the nominalisation of
‘overrunning’(S13), ‘sweeping through large areas’ (S13), ‘advances’(S15). In
comparison, Iraq is portrayed as weak and divided in (S14); for example, ‘Multiple Iraqi
divisions collapsed’, ‘sectarian tensions between the country's Shia majority and its Sunni
minority’(S15), ‘aggravating the security situation’ (S16). As can be seen the report is
full of events that are reported in such a way as to make it highly ideological (Bell, 1989).
D.2.2. Report (2): Al Jazeera (JUNE 16, 2014).
This report is explained in Chapter Five.
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D.2.3. Report (3): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 04, 2014).
Headline: Who can stop the IS’s advance
This report is published at the time ISIL reached Baiji city where the largest oil
refinery in Iraq is situated. The oil refinery lies 130 miles north of Baghdad, about
halfway between Baghdad and Mosul. It witnessed a series of severe fights between the
Iraqi government and ISIL in 2014 and 2015.
The report which consists of eight sentences starts with the very ideological question:
‘Who can stop the Islamic State’s advance’. This grammatical question clearly answers
itself that no one can defeat ISIL. ISIL’s victory is presented as a fact that cannot be
challenged by the nominalisation of ‘advance’ which still has that sense of progressive
action. What is the effect of such a presupposition on the readers of both sides: Sunni and
Shia groups? The only known agent in the headline is ‘IS’ who continues to occupy the
agent position throughout the report, as seen for example, ‘Islamic state fighters’ (S2),
‘The IS’ (S3), ‘they’ (S6), ‘the Islamic state’ (headline, S1,S6,S7), ‘the group’ (S8).
Immediately, this presupposition is followed by ‘Concern’ (S1), a case of
nominalisation where there is neither agency nor tense. This leaves readers with no
information and no choice other than to accept this serious ‘concern’ and worry that this
group is manipulating Iraq and no one can stop them. The author keeps emphasising this
big ideological claim with more nominalisation cases imbricated with presuppositions
confirming that they ‘continue expanding its territories under its control in Iraq’ (S1). The
author continues with a series of presuppositions that they ‘won another battle’ (S2), a
reference to a previous battle against the Iraqi forces ‘this time over Kurdish fighters,
known as the Peshmerga’(S2) and now they defeated the Kurdish, not only the Iraqi
forces, and ‘managed to grab an oil field and three towns’(S3); moreover they now own
an oil field and three towns; added to this is Iraq’s largest dam of Mosul, according to an
anonymous report ‘there are reports it may have seized the Mosul dam, Iraq’s largest’
(S4). This report is without any documentation of time, place, and agency though it
presupposes a big claim that can be taken for granted by the readers. Another claim is
passivized and its agency is deleted that makes it highly ideological, as in (S5) ‘this is
seen as a severe setback for the Kurds who rule themselves in a northern enclave guarded
by the Peshmerga units’ where the demonstrative pronoun ‘this’ refers to ISIL’s success
explained in (S1-S4). This success ‘is seen’, presented as a fact using a mental verb that
is agentless, so who judges this success as a setback is not clear. Moreover, this sentence
presupposes that the Kurds are not part of the Iraqi government, as in ‘who rule
themselves in a northern enclave guarded by the Peshmerga units’(S5) which indicates
that there is a division among Iraqi ethnic groups that contributes to the opposition
between the Iraqi government and the Kurds. Similarly, these linguistic techniques-passivisation, suppression of the agency and presupposition -- can create an opposition
between ISIL as strong and the winner and the Kurds as weak and losers. ISIL controls
the land ruled by the Kurdish because the Kurds fled ISIL’s ‘direct confrontation’ (S6) in
the comparison of the Kurdish forces to the ‘Iraqi central government troops’ (S6). That
is, the writer portrays both Kurdish and Shia forces who are fighting against ISIL as weak.
By contrast, ISIL is portrayed as the winner who will never be defeated. This is one of
the examples of the creation of the ideological square. The report culminates with two
other questions ‘how far? And how much? (S8), revealing more ideological hints about
the success of the group which might create the caliph in no time with no effort in ‘Iraq
and the region’(S8).
As far as transitivity is concerned: ISIL occupies the first agent position in contrast
to other Iraqi groups, Shia and Kurdish, who are given the affected position that is of
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being defeated by ISIL throughout the report. ISIL is attributed the material processes:
‘stop’ (HS) in the negative mode, ‘continue’ (S1), ‘have won’ (S2), ‘managed to grab’
(S3), ‘expanded’ (S1) and (S6),’control’ (S7) that presuppose its success, strength and
progress in Iraq. Lexically, the items: ‘its control and its territories’ (S1), ‘another’ (S2),
‘under their control’ (S6), ‘its gains’ (S8) also contribute to the portrayal of this image of
victory.
D.2.4. Report (4): Al Jazeera (AUGUST 31, 2014).
Headline: US jets target IS positions in Iraq.
Amirli or Amerli is a Shi'ite Turkmen town in Iraq besieged by ISIL in June 2014
lacking access to food, electricity, and water. The residents have organized local selfdefence militias to fight ISIL. On August 31, the Iraqi military forces broke the siege. It
has been described as ‘Iraq's Biggest Victory against ISIS’ (Business Insider 2014).
The agent of the action is ‘US jets’ which is ideologically effective in treating the
jets as an animate object and substituting for the US. That is the US is referred to as jets.
The action ‘target’ has a negative connotation as it targets the presupposed positions that
belong to ISIL as a real state ‘in Iraq’ which similarly indicate that they have other
positions in other territories than Iraq.
In this report, the US is given the agent position ‘US jets’ (HS), ‘warplanes’, ‘the
Pentagon’, ‘The US military’, ‘US aircraft’ (S2),’ US jets and drones’(S5), ‘US jets and
drones’(S6), ‘the US warplanes and armed drones’ (S18) where the agent affects the other
participant, ISIL. Reducing the agent to a thing like ‘a jet’ or ‘a warplane’ or ‘an aircraft’
or ‘an armed drone’ can clearly dehumanise the agent and place it in a negative light
showing it does something massive to the other participant. These names also indicate the
inequality between the two sides increasing the power of the agent in comparison to the
other participants and the size of the action it does and its impact on the other participant.
This interpretation is enhanced through the names given to the other participant ‘IS
positions’ (headline), ‘Islamic State positions’ (S2), ‘the Islamic State group's positions’
(S5), ‘against the Islamic State’ (S6) which all presuppose that these positions are ISIL’s
own place; and where they settle thus, the US trespasses into their places which is an
illegal action. This is supported by the attribution of the material processes to the agent
‘Target’ (headline), ‘attack’ (lead) and (S2, 5) ‘raids’ (S10), ‘destroyed’ (S18). They are
portrayed as a victim. Moreover, the group is named as ‘fighters’ (lead) which is a very
neutral term that implies the right to fight and defend a legal issue. That is, the group is
not portrayed as terrorists or even rebellions.
The lead and sentence (2) are compound sentences joined by ‘and’. The second part
of each sentence is about the ‘humanitarian aid’ presented by the US aid to the ‘civilians’,
people who are trapped there in Amerli. The author does not mention the agent who
trapped them which is ideologically deleted in order to create that sense of victimhood
attributed to ISIL group. Then in (S4), ISIL fighters are introduced as separate from Sunni
fighters which implies the lawful action of the ‘Sunni group’ to besiege Amerli and that
ISIL are there to support the ‘Sunni fighters’. Towards the end of the report and in
sentence (7), ‘John Kirby, the US Department of Defence spokesman’, is given authority
by naming and validity by the verbal process ‘said’ which indicates impartiality. And
‘President Barack Obama’, the agent of the subordinate clause of (S7), is also humanised
and functionalised by naming as well by the material processes ‘authorised’ to increase
his authority supporting the author’s attitude towards the action taken by the US against
ISIL. The author incites both figures in one sentence to imply that the ‘operation’ (S7) is
‘to enable aid drop’ first and ‘prevent the Islamic State attack on the town’, but not to
attack them as it is a ‘"limited" military operation’ where ‘limited’ is quoted between
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double inverted commas to show its controversial nature. Then, the author includes ‘the
AP news agency’ report that ‘Kirby said that the aid came at the request of the Iraqi
government and that the US military conducted the raids to support the aid delivery’ (S10)
which indicate the author’s eager intention to persuade the readers with his/her attitude
against the attack. Simultaneously, the sentence hints that the ‘Iraqi army and Kurdish
forces’ (S4), ‘Iraqi government’ (S10), ‘Iraq’ and ‘armed Shia Muslims’ (S11), ‘Shia
militia members’ (S15), supported by ‘Kurdish Peshmerga’ (S12) are responsible for the
action against ISIL group. In (S13), ‘any airstrikes by the US around Amerli would widen
its mandate in Iraq of protecting US personnel and critical Iraqi infrastructure’ this implies
a conspiracy against between the US and the Iraqi government against Sunni. ‘Damaged’
(S18) presupposes the negative effect of the airstrikes on the civilians.
The readers are involved in the narration and situated in the story by being addressed
as ‘you’ve got the circle of the Islamic State fighters and around that from both sides you
have the militias and the Iraqi army’ in (S15) to share the author’s opinion and attitude so
the author can include them within the in-group assuming they all have the same beliefs.
In (S14), the strength of ISIL is reemphasized by the circumstances ‘for weeks’. The
presupposition introduced by the ‘if clause’ (S16) which implies that the consequences
of the operation are more devastating which is an indirect threat that violence will be
increased. (S19) ISIL ‘killed at least 13 people’ in ‘Baghdad’ the capital of Shia, which
means ISIL will reach Baghdad, i.e., ISIL is the winner. (S20) ‘The Islamic State group,
an al-Qaeda off-shoot formerly known as ISIL, overran most of Sunni Arab areas after
seizing the northern city of Mosul on June 10 and have proclaimed a caliphate’.
The writer asserts that no one can defeat ISIL without the US supports as in ‘Backed by
US air power’ (S21). Moreover, it is the ‘Kurdish forces’ not the Iraqi government who
‘recaptured the strategic dam’.
D.2.5. Report (5): Al Jazeera (OCTOBER 07, 2014).
Headline: Iraq wants Sunni armed fractions to fight ISIL
The town of Dhuluiya (or Dhuluiyah) is half away between Tikrit and north
of Baghdad, is strategically located on roads linking the eastern province
of Diyala to Saladin Governorate in the north. On July 14, 2014, ISIL took control of the
town. After destroying the city, they bombed a bridge leading toward the neighboring
town of Balad in an effort to prevent the arrival of reinforcements. For six months, the
Jubouri Sunni tribe had resisted ISIL attacks. In October, Iraqi forces retook most of
Dhuluiya (The daily star, 2014).
In this report, the clauses: ‘Iraq wants’(HS), ‘The Iraqi government is trying to
persuade’ (S4) indicate that Shia who are referred to as Iraq and Iraqi government intend
to influence Sunni to join the government. This is indicated by employing the mental
verbs ‘want’ and the presupposed process ‘is trying’ that indicates a progress of attempts
to ‘persuade’ ‘Sunni armed factions’ (HS) and ‘Sunni armed factions and tribes to help
‘fight ISIL’(S4) where ‘help’ indicate that they cannot and will not defeat ISIL group
alone (See report (4) (S12) and (S21).
In the sentence, ‘More than two months have passed since the US-led coalition
began targeting ISIL in Iraq’, the verb ‘targeting’ (S2) presupposes a continuous process
introduced in the form of nominalisation to give it that sense of endlessness strengthened
by ‘but’ which presupposes the failure of this fruitless process, the period of time is placed
in the agent position, foregrounded, emphasizing the victory and strength of ISIL. But
the clause, ‘the group has not been defeated’ though ‘there have been some tactical
successes’(S3) where ‘some’ deemphasize and reduces the importance of the success
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achieved in comparison to the progress achieved by ISIL. This is an indirect hint at the
US coalition’s negative role in the battle and the Iraqi government’s weakness against
ISIL. This is the belief of the author expressed in (S2) and (S3) which can indirectly
encourage the readers to believe in and react similarly towards the situation. This
assumption can situate the readers unconsciously in the same position as the author.
In (S4), ‘but Sunni leaders want’ is a decisive presupposition that parallels the Sunni
group to the Shia Iraqi government and gives it more power. That is, through language,
the situation is naturalised so it seems like an accepted state of affairs hence encouraging
reader belief. The same can be seen in: ‘Sunni opposition leaders said’ (S1) and authority
demanding more rights ‘unless their demands are met’ (S1), ‘greater rights and
representation in government’(S4). Moreover, the writer adds that Sunni people will not
change their attitude towards ISIL group as in: ‘they will not take up arms against ISIL’
(S1) employs the first conditional clause that indicates a condition and promise not to
fight ISIL. This is a clear admission that they are together fighting on one front. That is
Sunni are ISIL allies who will not fight them unless their demands are met. That is, they
will keep supporting ISIL because this serve their political interests and as long as ISIL
is the victorious, Sunni will keep support ISIL. This means that if ISIL loses the battle,
Sunni will not support them.
D.2.6. Report (6): Al Jazeera (December 10, 2014).
Headline: Iraq preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS
In the headline, the agent is supposed to be ‘Iraq’ (HS) that is in the process of
preparing to liberate Mosul from ISIS. But Iraq here does not refer to Shia military and
government as they are not referred to again in the report. The government is referred to
only once and indirectly as ‘Baghdad’ (S5) which is used to indicate that ISIL is getting
closer to ‘north of Baghdad’. This is indicated to be ISIL who will soon reach Baghdad
where the loser Iraqi government is. Baghdad is used to refer to the Shia government
many times in the data of this study. As mentioned before, it seems less difficult for Al
Jazeera institution to attribute victory to the Kurds than to Shia Iraqi government and
military. That is, it is very difficult for the author to place Iraqi government in the winner
position. Hence, the agent of the action of the report is the Kurds forces who are
considered to be part of the opposed group to ISIL and Sunni group. They are referred to
as ‘Kurdish forces in Iraq’ (S1), ‘The Peshmerga, a term used by Kurds to refer to Kurdish
fighters’ (S2), ‘The Peshmerga’ (S3), ‘Troops’ (S6), ‘The autonomous Iraqi Kurdish
region's Peshmerga’ (S9), ‘the convoy’ (S10), ‘the Peshmerga’ (S13), ‘about 8,000
Peshmerga’ (S17), who are portrayed at the beginning as the winner by given the material
processes ‘have taken ground’ and ‘are moving closer’ (S1), ‘expanded’ (S2), ‘closed in’
(S3). And they succeeded to deliver aids to the civilians ‘delivered’ (S2), ‘reached’ (S9).
But then, they are described as striving given the material process ‘has been running back
and forth’ (S6), ‘retreated’ (S7). The author, towards the end of the report, portrays them
as the winner ‘cleared’ (S13), ‘reclaimed’ (S17) but ‘ after the US-led coalition paved the
way with some 50 air strikes’ emphasizing the number of the air strikes and the number
of the Kurdish fighters ‘8,000’ which implies the strength of ISIL and the weakness of
Iraqi and Kurdish forces without the help of the US (See report (This sentence clearly
show the writer’s attitude towards the Iraqi Kurdish forces as part of the Shia government
who is entirely absent from the situation. The writer seems unwilling to attribute the
victory to either Kurds or Shia. It is attributed to the coalition forces
‘The Kurdish’ (S1, S2, S3) or even ‘The Syrian Kurdish YPG group’ (S14) but not the
Shia Iraqi army moved towards ISIL in the town of Sinjar. The conditional sentence: ‘If
successful, the move would alter the map of ISIL’s self-declared cross-border ‘caliphate’
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(S4) and isolate its Mosul hub’ means that this change will not happen, because ISIL is
still in control and will not lose the battle. This is emphasised by following this claim with
‘ISIL reportedly regained control of Beiji city’ (S5) and (S6) ‘the battle for Beiji and its
oil refinery has been running back and forth’ where s/he supports their evaluation of the
situation that it is fluctuating, but s/he prefers that ISIL will win the battle. This preference
is clearly mentioned in (S8) ‘ISIL is still in control of the oil refinery which is about 15
kilometres north of the city’. The city here is Baghdad which is already named in the
reports to represent the Iraqi government which will be soon reached by ISIL as it is only
15 kilometres away. That is, the language indicates that the end of the Shia government
is so close. Thus, the ‘making gains and suffering losses in the fighting’ (S6) are all
nominalised to hide the agency, tense of the action and to obfuscate the information
presented in this report. But, ‘troops retreated’ (S7) is used to indicate that the out-group
is the loser.
In the sentences, ‘civilians and fighters had been trapped’ (S10), ‘tens of thousands of
members of the Yazidi religious minority were trapped…that sparked fear of genocide’
(S11), first civilians and fighters are placed together in the same situation so the readers
can have the same attitude towards both the civilians and the fighters. The agent who
trapped them is suppressed and the sentence is in the passive voice in order to foreground
‘civilians and fighters’ so the form of the sentence can have more effect on the readers.
Then, there is an ideological reference to indicate that these people are in danger of
genocide. It is unclear who may commit the genocide. The agency can be interpreted as
the Iraqi forces. If not, it is interpreted as a threat that ISIL is brutal. This presupposition
is the author’s evaluation which should not be included as the report is a narration of what
happened and not expectation of what might happen.
D.2.7. Report (7): Al Jazeera (SEPTEMBER 05, 2015).
Headline: Sunni tribes join fight against ISIL in Iraq
This report is about the cooperation of the Sunni group with Shia against ISIL after being
abused by it. Some Sunni tribes decided to back the government against ISIL as they
realised that ISIL was making use of them. ‘Sunni tribes join the fight against ISIL’ (HS)
informs the readers that Sunni tribes which might be interpreted as all the Sunni tribes
join together, a material process in the present simple tense, indicating that the group
behaves well and takes an action, but this action has not completed yet. That is the writer
has more to say. But they ‘join’ fight, without a definite article, against ISIL which is
introduced as an enemy not as a supporter in comparison with the usual style of narration
in the data previously analysed. This ideological interpretation is supported by ‘more’(S1)
and ‘some’(S2). In (S1) the statement: ‘more Sunni groups are backing Shia-led
government and militia despite wide spread allegations of discrimination’ (1) presupposes
that these Sunni groups are preceded by other groups in backing the Iraqi government and
they are increasing. Foregrounding the Sunni group and giving it the material process ‘are
backing’ is to indicate that the in-group is reasonable and patriotic, and that they keep
taking a concrete action to support the Shia government which has marginalised them.
This is lexically reflected by the presupposition ‘despite wide spread allegations of
discrimination’. This is an indirect reference to Maliki’s government which is accused of
marginalizing Sunni people mentioned in report (1) and referred to as allegations. The
author reminds the readers of the allegations of discrimination attributed to the Iraqi
government. Thus, this can unveil his/her attitude towards the Iraqi government. The
lexical item ‘some’ in (S2) ‘some Sunni tribes are cooperating with the Shia-led
government and Shia militia in the war against ISIL’ reduces the groups who are
cooperating to some not all which is highly ideological as the writer implies more than is
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spelled out. That is (S2) contradicts (S1) as there is a missing link within the information
increased by the quantifiers ‘some and more’.
By contrast, the fourth and last sentence of the report, which is short in comparison
to the usual report style of Al Jazeera, ‘But, for Al Jubouri tribe it is less about unity and
more about fighting a common enemy’ explicitly contradicts the information presented
in the report by foregrounding ‘but for Al Jubouri tribe’ before the agent position to give
emphasis to the exclusion introduced in the sentence. It also introduces this exclusion of
Al Jubouri tribe from the other tribes by presuppositioning it as a fact using the relational
process ‘it is’ claiming that the tribe joins the Iraqi government because it has no choice
other than cooperating which indicates an opposing attitude of the tribe to the
government. This is lexically indicated by ‘more about fighting a common enemy’ (See
report (5)). The emphasis on this tribe is ideological as it is the first tribe asked to join the
government against ISIL. The opposition between the two Iraqi groups is clearly and
explicitly created by the phrase ‘less about unity’. There is no information who says so,
when, where, how or why. Nothing is clear about this claim which reveals the author’s
attitude towards the reconciliation between the Iraqi Sunni and Shia groups. The report is
clearly an institutional evaluation and not a factual narration of the event.
D.2.8. Report (8): Al Jazeera (MARCH 30, 2015).
Headline: Booby-traps halt Iraqi forces' advance on Tikrit
Tikrit is a city in Iraq, located northwest of Baghdad and southeast of Mosul on
the Tigris River. It is the administrative centre of the Saladin Governorate. It has been the
sight of a conflict between the Iraqi forces and ISIL for months. On March 31, 2015, the
Iraqi forces retook control of the city from ISIL.
The report starts with ‘booby-traps’(HS), a nominalisation that is humanized and
given the agent’s position indicating its ability to do an action. The agency and tense of
the action are vague. It is not clear who is the actor who ‘halts’ or when or why or even
how it ‘halts’ the Iraqi forces. In such cases, the readers are encouraged implicitly to take
this information for granted as a fact without questioning the details of the information.
‘Iraqi forces advance’ is another act of nominalisation that is added to increase the effect
of the headline and its ambiguity leaving the readers without resistance to the information
presented. ‘On Tikrit’ is the only piece of information presented here, but it is still vague
as there are many incidents occurring during the conflict between the groups in Tikrit.
Thus, the information about time of the event is necessary here and should be included.
However, the lead which is supposed to be a clarification of the headline is still vague
though it elaborates more information. The nominalisations ‘battling’, control’, ‘bombs
and booby-traps’, ‘slowing’ and ‘advance’ (S1) obfuscates the details about who the agent
is who uses the booby-traps. It is difficult to grasp the meaning from the first reading. The
same ambiguity is seen in (S2) where the agent is ‘a rapid advance where the ground is
littered with bombs and booby-traps’ where agentless passivisation further increases the
sense of ambiguity created by nominalising the agent of the action.
In the following example, ‘there is some resistance from the enemy, but it’s mainly
due to the booby-traps set up on the roads’ (S4) who is the enemy who resists, and when,
or how is not clear because of nominalising ‘resistance’ and presented it as an existential
process that indicates facts. In this example, the lexical item ‘some’ is used to imply the
weakness of the Iraqi forces in comparison to the efforts spent by ISIL. The main act of
nominalisation of booby-traps is represented as circumstances that describe why. But,
who ‘set up’ these traps is omitted due to passivisation that hides the agent completely
from the statement. The same sense of ambiguity is found in(S10) ‘anti-tank missiles and
‘around booby-trapped roads’.
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In (S9), ‘an attempt to infiltrate Tikrit… was thwarted by rebels’ (S9),
nominalisation is ideologically employed again to affect the readers’ interpretation of the
event keeping information unclear and inaccurate in this report as these examples of
nominalisations gives no exact details of the information presented. The same purpose is
achieved in the following examples of nominalisations in the report such as: ‘The battle’
(S7), ‘slow going’ (S7),’in fighting’ and ‘the US airstrikes’ (S8) ‘after striking their
positions’ (S11), ‘Fighting (nominalisation)to the south of Tikrit’, ‘lightning-fast attacks’,
‘fighters’ (S13),’ killing and wounding’ (s14) ‘The clashes(nominalisation)in the
countryside around Dujail, just 54km from Baghdad’ (S15), ‘in three bombings’ , ‘bomb
blast ‘ and ‘targeting’ (S16).
The affected participants upon whom the action is enforced are indicated by the
following nominal: ‘Iraqi forces (HS, S1), ‘security forces’ and ‘they’ (S3), ‘The security
forces and Shia militias who provided the largest number of fighters’, ‘their offensive’
(S6), ‘At least 17 security personnel and another 100’ (S8), ‘several injured Shia fighters’
(S11), ‘Shia militias, aligned with Tehran,’ (S12), ‘they’ (S12), ‘government and militia
control near Baghdad’ (S13), ‘an Iraqi army and Shia paramilitary base’ (S14) which are
employed to emphasise and create the same portray recurred in all the data; Iraqi forces
are many in number but they are weak and loser.
The pronoun ‘they’ (S10) is employed to create opposition though it also cannot be
interpreted who is meant by ‘they’. Thus, it is not easy for the reader to understand who
is meant by the pronoun ‘they’ in this clause.
D.2.9. Report (9): Al Jazeera (MAY 18 Headline: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's
Ramadi
, 2015).
Headline: ISIL seizes control of Iraq's Ramadi
It is the largest city and capital of Al Anbar Governorate. It extends along
the Euphrates the road west into Syria and Jordan. It is the city where many Sunni senior
officials and military figures were dismantled after the invasion. They formed a campaign
of violence against coalition forces. On 17 May 2015, the city was taken by ISIL.
All the material processes attributed to the Iraqi forces in this report are employed to place
them in the situation of being defeated, weak and cowardly because they escape the battle
despite their great number in comparison to ISIL and the Sunni group as in: ‘Iraqi special
forces soldiers flee’ (S1), ‘were reported to be fleeing’ (S4), ‘was holding out in the
Malaab neighbourhood’ (S8), ‘suffering high casualties’ (S9), ‘mortars are raining down’
(S10). Similarly, the circumstances are employed to add to this portray such as ‘after
suffering high casualties’ (S9).
In (S5), the clauses: ‘government officials had requested reinforcements from Shia
factions in response to the ISIL advance, a move that could provoke opposition from the
government's Sunni tribal allies.’ lexically implies that Shia Iraqi are unwanted in Sunni
areas and their presence can increase the sectarian conflict. ‘The involvement of Shia
militia has been condemned…it would be considered an ‘Iranian occupation’ ‘(S7). This
is an example of ideological opposition used to portray the in-group as reasonable and
tolerant in comparison to the out-group which is completely placed in a negative light.
This opposition is increased by stating that Sunni are against Shia involvement, as in
There are many influential tribes in Anbar who have warned against this decision for
some time now," Khodr said’ (6)
This also indicates that the out-group did not offer help though the out-group
welcomes its cooperation. In (S1, 2, 3), he assigns the responsibility of the ‘big loss’ to
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Iraqi army. ‘Ramadi is falling’ (S10), ‘If Ramadi were to fall’ (S11), ‘Ramadi is the
capital of Anbar, Iraq’s largest province and one of just a few towns and cities to have
remained under government control’ (S13).
The picture of ISIL’s power and victory is present in the report syntactically by
foregrounding the group to the agent position whether in the main clause of the
subordinate as well as by attributing material processes that indicate progress and success
as in the following examples: ‘as armed group takes over capital of Iraq's largest province’
(S1), ‘Fighters from the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group have overrun
one of the last remaining districts’ (2), as the armed group succeeded in breaching their
last holdout’ (3), ‘The armed group had earlier made significant gains in its battle to
control Ramadi, besieging the army base and killing 15 soldiers in multiple suicide car
bomb attacks’ (4). The theme that ISIL is the winner continues through the report as can
be seen in: ‘ISIL fighters had seized most of Ramadi, the capital of Anbar province, on
Friday planting their flag on the local government headquarters in the centre of the city’
(8) and other sentences which have the same ideology.
Most of the voices included in the report are Sunni voices that are used to support
the authors view of the event: for example, Al Jazeera's Zeina Khodr (5 and 6), Sheikh
Ali al-Hatim (7), is used to create opposition with the ‘they’ group represented by the
Iraqi government and military, or anonymous that is also used, such as: security officials
have said. (1), Security sources (9), a military officer inside the base (10) to hide causality
and responsibilty.
D.2.10. Report (10): Al Jazeera (JUNE 03, 2015).
Headline: Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL in Iraq's Hawijah
Hawijah district is part of Kirkuk province of Iraq. It lies north of Baghdad. The
population of the city are mixed Sunni and Shia. The city suffered mass executions and
severe shortages of critical supplies for living through ISIL’s control. It is ISIL’s last
shelter in the centre of Iraq.
Civilians among at least 70 killed as US coalition envoy says ISIL problem ‘trending
towards global implications’.
In all of the following sentences :‘Dozens die in air strikes on ISIL’ (HS), ‘civilians
among at least 70 killed as US coalition says ISIL problem ‘trending’ towards global
implications’(S1), ‘dozens of people are reported to have been killed in air strikes
targeting the ISIL’(S2), ‘civilians were among at least 70 people killed in the air strikes
on a warehouse controlled by ISIL’(S3), we notice that the emphasis is placed on the
civilians by giving them the agent position though they should occupy the affected
position as the action is done on them ‘killed’. This ideological foregrounding of the
affected participants to the beginning is to raise the readers’ emotion towards the civilians
who are influenced by the airstrikes. The number of the citizens is aggregated to ‘Dozens’
to increase the effect and importance of the event. Similarly, ‘civilians’ are employed to
hide the main affected participants ‘ISIL’ who are aimed at by this attack so the readers
are unconsciously and emotionally influenced by the report. That is, the readers will
interpret the report in the way the author wants. Consequently, the institution can direct
the readers in the desired direction. The author is against US cooperation with the Iraqi
forces in the battle against ISIL. Thus, s/he attributes the death of civilians to the US air
strikes in an attempt to emotionally bring the readers on to his side. For the same reason,
civilians are aggregated and syntactically foregrounded to the agent position so the
readers are prepared to be oriented towards certain interpretation of the report.
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These civilians are portrayed to be killed by ‘air strikes’ that is done by the US to
attack ISIL. That is, the US is killing innocent people who are children, women and old
people instead of killing ISIL, their target. This process of personification of the air strikes
and blurring the real agent, the US, is highly ideological. The author tries to convince the
readers that he is not against the air strikes or the US forces’ attitude towards ISIL but
s/he is against killing innocent people. It also can be interpreted as an indication that the
US will not defeat ISIL which is so strong. So it is better to stop fighting the group as it
cause harm to the civilians. That is, the message is ISIL is the winner.
The use of the verb ‘die in airstrikes’(HS), the Passivisation of ‘killed’ (S1), ‘the
attacks occurred’(S4), ‘the attacks in Iraq destroyed ISIL targets’ (S6), ‘coalition forces
conducted 18 air strikes targeting ISIL in 10 Iraqi cities’(S), ‘cities hit’ (S7), ‘the air
strikes in Syria’(S8) are all vague references because they are agentless processes which
are used to distance the author from being against the US or to distance the US from the
situation. This can indicate the real intention of the media institution of Al Jazeera. It is a
matter of fact that without the US airstrikes, ISIL may not be defeated. ‘But it was unclear
who carried them out’(S4) is to create a doubt about the agency in an attempt to attribute
it to the Iraqi government.
This sentence ‘it was critical that all anti-ISIL forces in Iraq fell under the Iraqi
government authority and the task of countering the flow of foreign fighters into the
region could not rest with Turkey alone’(S17) indicates that the Iraqi government is weak
and not responsible that it cannot manage even one of its task ‘alone’.
‘ISIL had closed the gates of a dam’(S), ‘the fighters redirected the flow of
water’(S19), ‘Euphrates has acted as a barrier’(S20), ‘the fighters seized the Mosul dam
in Northern Iraq and threatened to submerge Baghdad’(S24) are indications of ISIL’s
strength and power and confirmation that It will win the Caliphate. This portray of ISIL’s
victory is emphasized by the following sentences ‘ISIL problem ‘trending towards global
implications’’ (S1) ‘it will end up having an impact’ (S11), ‘the growth of the group had
global implications and, if unchecked, its fighters could ‘wreak havoc on the progress of
humanity’ (S15), ‘ISIL is ‘a regional problem trending towards global implications’ (S16)
expressing and threatening that ISIL will extend its power to include more regional areas
and that the US is afraid of ISIL’s power that will also affect the whole world not only
Iraq.
The circumstances of this sentence ‘Against this backdrop … at least 10,000 ISIL
fighters had been killed’ (S9) which indicates contrast is foregrounded before the sentence
to imply its invalidity and inaccuracy emphasised by ‘at least’. Similarly, the number
10000 is repeated in (S10) ‘a lot of losses within ISIL since the start of this campaign,
more than 10,000’ for the same purpose. Lexically, the US itself ideologically emphasises
the inaccuracy of the news in its reported speech, as in: (S12) ‘There had been a great
deal of progress in the fight against ISIL’, but this ‘progress’ is very ideologically
paralleled with the presentation of ISIL as ‘but that the group remained resilient and
taking the initiative’. This is indicated by the material process ‘remained’ and the lexical
item ‘resilient’ and the nominalisation of ‘taking the initiative’ that are presented as
continuous (permanent) features of the group. Thus, if there is progress, this progress is
unlikely as ISIL is a global not only regional power (S15). That is why there is an
emphasis on the number of the air strikes ’18 airstrikes’(S5) indicating their failure as
well as the focus on the ‘campaign’ (S4, S10, S13) which is portrayed as procrastinated
for its failure.
The voice of the out-group is completely absent in this report as all the voices
included in refer to the in-group, such as: ‘reports say’(S2), ‘sources told’(S3), ‘Al
Jazeera’s Imran Khan reporting from Baghdad said’ (S4), ‘Reuters news agency reported
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quoting local officials’(S18), ‘the officials said’(S19), ‘they said’(S20), ‘a spokesman for
the government of Anbar province, of which Ramadi is the capital said’(S22), ‘Hikmat
Suleiman said’(S23). Except the US voice which is though unconsidered to be within the
in-group, is used to indicate ISIL’s victory and progress. The US voice is used against
the in-group to support the ideology that ISIL is a global threat not only a regional force.
This can be tracked by following the verbiage of the reported voices, as in: ‘the US
military said’(S5), ‘the Combined joint task force said’(S6), ‘it said’(S7), ‘the statement
said’(S8), ‘the US said’(S9), ‘Antony Blinken, US deputy secretary of state said’(S10),
‘he said’(S12), ‘Blinken said’(S13), ‘Blinken’s comments came’(S15), ‘ retired general
Jhon Allen said’(S16), ‘Allen said’(S17), ‘the US military said’(S), ’US coalition
envoy’(S).
Presupposition such as: ‘as US coalition envoy’, ‘pro-government forces who are
trying to advance’, ‘until Kurdish forces’
Nominalisation such as: ‘trending’, ‘global implications’(S2, S15), ‘targeting’(S3,
S5), ‘losses’, ‘start’(S10), ‘using ISIL’, ‘having an impact’, ‘progress’, ‘resilient and
capable of taking the initiative’, ‘progress’, ‘an Iraqi problem’, ‘a regional problem’,
‘countering the flow’, ‘infiltrating’, ‘reducing’, ‘advantage’. In (S10) report (10), ISIL is
quoted by Antony Blinken, US deputy secretary of state as a criticism that this acronym
is Arabic and that it should not be used on France Inter radio.

